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ABSTRACT
A nine-stage research project was conducted to create a “rich” ICT learning environment, applicable to
chemistry-classroom practice, employing design research to support secondary-level chemistry
students’ meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking regarding ideas of chemical
reactions. The project involved the design of both physical and pedagogical aspects of the learning
environment, taking into account the results of chemistry teachers’ needs assessments and previous
reported research.
The theoretical part of this study addressed: (a) the nature of chemistry, (b) meaningful
chemistry learning, (c) students’ understanding of chemical reactions, (d) student interest and
motivation in chemistry learning, (e) students’ higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) in chemistry, (f)
information and communication technology (ICT) supporting chemistry learning, including a
microcomputer-based laboratory (MBL), a “rich” learning environment model, and web-based
learning environments, (g) inquiry-based learning, (h) practical work and discourse, and (i)
pedagogical models (strategies) of cooperative learning, the learning cycle, and concept mapping.
The design research triangulated methods of qualitative and quantitative research (a mixed
methodology) to understand important features of an educational innovation. Different methods were
employed during six empirical studies, including video-recordings, naturalistic observations, group
interviews, concept maps, learning diaries, students’ research reports, and surveys. Students’
meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking were studied through their social discourse
and actions in various stages of the six-stage learning cycle.
A total of 488 chemistry teachers from all parts of Finland and 88 students from six chemistry
classes of four chemistry teachers participated. This research was guided by three main research
questions: (a) What kind of learning environment can engage secondary-level students in meaningful
chemistry learning and higher-order thinking? (b) How does their learning environment influence
secondary-level students’ meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking? and (c) What are
students’ views of their learning environment?
Three types of data obtained through this design research approach: design methodologies about
the design process of a “rich” learning environment, design frameworks about properties of the
learning environment—the design solution, and domain knowledge about meaningful chemistry
learning and higher-order thinking through computer-assisted inquiry. The nine-stage design process
employed (a) assessing chemistry teachers’ needs (three surveys), (b) defining learning-environment
goals based on the needs assessment and theoretical problem analysis, (c) designing the learning
environment supporting investigative open-ended tasks, (d) evaluating the pilot MBL environment in a
chemistry classroom, (e) defining learning goals for a revised environment, based on the previous
results, (f) designing the Virtual Research Platform (VRP), (g) revising pedagogical models and
student tasks into a project-like strategy, (h) evaluating and revising the VRP for secondary-level
students, and (i) evaluating the prototype’s influence on secondary-level chemistry students’ higherorder thinking skills and meaningful learning. In addition, a small survey explored each student’s
views about the learning environment, before and after inquiry.
As a design solution, a “rich” learning environment was developed where a www-based
resource, the Virtual Research Platform (VRP) provided flexible opportunities for students to use of
the Internet, microcomputer-based laboratory (MBL), and visualization tools for their inquiry, thus
intending to promote improved chemistry learning. The VRP included four special forums entitled
research, library, discussion, and assessment. The learning environment emphasized (a) an
investigative approach, using MBL laboratory investigations, (b) authentic “real-life” experiences,

including authentic tasks and tools, (c) distributed and situated cognition, and (d) an encouraging and
positive learning atmosphere.
The developed MBL investigations served as a novel strategy to support students’ learning of
ideas of chemical reactions. In addition, a special template for MBL investigations in microscale was
developed, incorporating “green chemistry” principles. The implemented pedagogical models
included a jigsaw model of cooperative learning and a six-stage learning cycle intended to support
students’ knowledge construction through social discourse, thus enhancing their higher-order thinking
skills (HOTS).
This study provided some evidence that this “rich” learning environment could engage senior
secondary-level students in meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking, through their
interactions in small groups regarding the phenomena. They engaged in active social discourse related
to the chemical phenomena, posed many questions, and demonstrated higher-order thinking skills.
Students constructed a consensus model of the phenomena through different interactions by
integrating their chemistry knowledge at all three representational levels. Senior-level students
analyzed the chemical phenomena using, primarily, their prior knowledge of stoichiometry,
thermodynamics (energetics), and kinetics.
Indicators of how this implemented learning environment supported novice students’
meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking were also identified. The VRP supported
the intended learning goals, particularly through the Research Forum, within the three-hour VRPbased inquiries. In addition, students sought additional information for their explanations from the
Library and from a chemist in the Discussion Forum. In particular, this study documented the
effectiveness of the features of the implemented learning environment: (a) authentic project-like tasks,
(b) the MBL generated real-time graphs, (c) peer and teacher support through discourse and posing
questions, (d) meta-cognitive aspects of the six-stage learning cycle, and (e) the VRP support. In
particular, collaborative concept mapping of the Explanation Phase and the Reporting Phase at the
close of the inquiry documented the senior students’ higher-order thinking, HOTS.
All senior-group students agreed that their investigations helped them to understand chemical
reactions—the selected focus of this study. This study also showed that students could work quite
autonomously within their computer-assisted inquiry. In addition, most students expressed highly
favorable comments regarding the implemented VRP. In particular, about 72 % of senior-level
students in the evaluation study rated the VRP as a good or even an excellent learning environment.
By engaging in design research, it was possible to gain insight in how to support students’
meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking through computer-assisted inquiry. Design
research methodology helped to build an understanding of how, when, and why this educational
innovation works when implemented in chemistry classrooms. In addition, design research helped
validate and refine theories related to meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking
through computer-assisted inquiry. The learning environment can be useful related to the goals,
especially at the senior secondary level and in chemistry teacher education. To obtain better scientific
understanding in chemistry, more focus should be placed on how to cultivate students’ higher-order
thinking skills (HOTS) within the chemistry curricula.
Key words: design research, learning environment, meaningful learning, higher-order thinking,
cognitive processes, chemical reaction, chemical change, green chemistry approach, computer-assisted
inquiry, ICT, microcomputer-based laboratory, needs assessment, investigations, practical work
(laboratory work), cooperative learning, learning cycle, laboratory activities, laboratory design,
student discourse, inquiry, chemistry education, student attitudes, secondary school

ABSTRAKTI
Tutkimuksessa esitellään yhdeksänvaiheinen kehittämistutkimusprojekti kemian merkityksellistä
(mielekästä) oppimista ja korkeamman tason ajattelua tukevan ”rikkaan” tietokoneavusteisen
opiskeluympäristön kehittämiseksi kemian kouluopetukseen.
Opiskeluympäristön fyysisen ja
pedagogisen osan kehittämisessä huomioitiin kemian opettajien tarveanalyysien tulokset sekä
aikaisempi tutkimustieto.
Tutkimuksen teoriaosassa käsitellään opiskeluympäristön kehittämisen ja tulosten
ymmärtämisen kannalta keskeisiä aiheita: kemian keskeisiä piirteitä, merkityksellistä (mielekästä)
kemian oppimista, kemiallisen reaktion ymmärtämistä, kiinnostuksen ja motivaation merkitystä kemian
oppimisessa, korkeamman tason ajattelutaitoja, tietokoneavusteista opiskelua, erityisesti
opiskeluympäristössä keskeisten mittausautomaation, tutkimustorimallin sekä verkkopohjaisten
opiskeluympäristöjen kautta, tutkimuksellista opiskelua (engl. inquiry-based learning), keskustelua
kokeellisen kemian oppimisen tukena sekä yhteistoiminnallista oppimista pienryhmissä, oppimissykliä
ja käsitekarttatekniikkaa pedagogisina opetusmalleina (työtapoina).
Opetuksellisen innovaation ja sen piirteiden ymmärtämiseksi kehittämistutkimuksessa yhdistyy
sekä kvalitatiivinen että kvantitatiivinen tutkimusote (engl. mixed methodology). Tutkimusmetodeina
käytettiin videointia, osallistuvaa havainnointia, haastattelua ja kyselytutkimusta sekä opiskelijoiden
käsitekarttoja, oppimispäiväkirjoja ja työselostuksia projektin kuuden empiirisen tutkimuksen aikana.
Tutkimusprojektiin osallistui yhteensä 488 kemian opettajaa sekä 88 peruskoulun ja lukion opiskelijaa
kuudesta eri kemian luokasta neljän kemian opettajan ohjauksessa. Tutkimuksessa pyrittiin hakemaan
vastauksia seuraaviin kysymyksiin: (a) Minkälainen opiskeluympäristö innostaa opiskelijat
merkitykselliseen kemian oppimiseen ja korkeamman tason ajatteluun?, (b) Miten kehitetty
opiskeluympäristö tukee opiskelijoiden merkityksellistä kemian oppimista ja korkeamman tason
ajattelua? ja (c) Mitä opiskelijat ajattelevat käyttämästään opiskeluympäristöstä?
Kehittämistutkimuksen tuloksena saatiin kolmenlaista tietoa: (a) tietoa opiskeluympäristön
suunnitteluprosessista ja sen menetelmistä, (b) tietoa opiskeluympäristöstä ja sen ominaisuuksista sekä
(c) tietoa merkityksellisestä kemian oppimisesta ja korkeamman tason ajattelusta tietokoneavusteisessa
opiskeluympäristössä. Kehittämistutkimusprojekti sisälsi yhdeksän vaihetta tutkimuksen
etenemisjärjestyksen mukaan esiteltyinä: 1) kemian opetuksen kehittämistarpeiden analysointi kolmen
tutkimuksen kautta kohderyhmänä kemian opettajat, 2) opiskeluympäristön tavoitteiden kuvaus
tutkimustulosten sekä teoreettisen analyysin pohjalta, 3) opiskeluympäristön ja sen kokeellisten
tutkimustehtävien ja materiaalien sekä pedagogisten opetusmallien kehittäminen edellisen vaiheen
tavoitteiden mukaisiksi, 4) mittausautomaatio-opiskeluympäristön pilottitutkimus kemian
oppitunneilla, 5) opiskeluympäristön tavoitteiden tarkennettu kuvaus pilottitutkimuksen tulosten ja
aikaisemman tutkimustiedon pohjalta, 6) www-pohjaisen opiskeluympäristön toteutus sekä sen
tutkimustehtävien ja pedagogisten opetusmallien kehittäminen edellisen kohdan tavoitteiden mukaan,
7) www-pohjaisen opiskeluympäristön ja sen ominaisuuksien arviointitutkimus kohderyhmänä
opiskelijat, 8) www-pohjaisen opiskeluympäristön kehittäminen saatujen tulosten pohjalta sekä 9)
kehitetyn prototyypin tutkiminen peruskoulun ja lukion kemian tunneilla.
Kehittämistutkimuksen tuloksena syntyi ”rikas” opiskeluympäristö. Sen www-pohjainen
opiskeluympäristö, ”Tutkimustori” mahdollistaa kemian tutkimuksellisen opiskelun Internetin,
mittausautomaation sekä visualisointiohjelmien avulla.
Tutkimustori sisältää neljä erilaista
opiskelufoorumia: tutkimusfoorumin, kirjaston, keskustelufoorumin sekä arviointifoorumin.
Opiskeluympäristö korostaa tutkivaa lähestymistapaa kokeellisten mittausautomaatiotutkimusten

kautta, autenttisia tutkimustehtäviä- ja välineitä, hajautettua sekä tilanteeseen liittyvää kognitiota
pienryhmätyöskentelyn, kemian opettajan, kemistin sekä tietokoneympäristön kautta, sekä kannustavaa
ja positiivista opiskeluilmapiiriä. Tutkimuksessa kehitetyt mittausautomaatiotehtävät tuovat uuden
lähestymistavan kemiallisten reaktioiden oppimisen tueksi. Tutkimuksellista opiskelua myös tuetaan
projektissa kehitetyllä mikroskaalan reaktorilla, joka mahdollistaa kuuden kemiallisen reaktion
tutkimisen nopeasti ja turvallisesti vihreän kemian periaatteita noudattaen. Opiskelijoiden kemian
ilmiön ymmärtämistä tuetaan opiskeluympäristöön sovitetuilla opetusmalleilla (työtavoilla):
yhteistoiminnallisen oppimisen nk. palapelityötapamallilla sekä kuusivaiheisella oppimissyklillä.
Kehittämistutkimus osoittaa, että ”rikas” opiskeluympäristö voi tukea lukiolaisopiskelijoiden
korkeamman tason ajattelua ja kemiallisten reaktioiden ymmärtämistä pienryhmätyöskentelyn kautta.
Opiskeluympäristö innosti opiskelijat aktiivisesti keskustelemaan, kyselemään ja käyttämään
korkeamman tason ajattelutaitoja—soveltamista (engl. apply), analysointia (engl. analyze), arviointia
(engl. evaluate) ja uuden tiedon rakentamista (engl. create) pienryhmissä. Opiskelijat muodostivat
sosiaalisessa vuorovaikutuksessa konsensusmallin kemian ilmiöstä yhdistämällä kemian tietojaan
makroskooppisella, mikroskooppisella ja symbolisella tasolla.
Opiskelijat käyttivät mallin
rakentamisessa pääasiallisesti stoikiometrian, termodynamiikan ja kinetiikan käsitteitä.
Tutkimus toi esille, miten noviisiopiskelijoiden merkityksellistä kemian oppimista ja
korkeamman tason ajattelua voitiin tukea opiskeluympäristöä käyttämällä. Tutkimustori tuki opiskelua
pääasiallisesti Tutkimusfoorumin kautta kolmen oppitunnin aikana. Opiskelijat hakivat lisäksi tietoa
opiskeluympäristön Kirjastosta ja kemistiltä Keskustelufoorumin kautta. Tutkimus korosti seuraavia
opiskeluympäristön piirteitä: a) autenttisia projektimaisia tutkimustehtäviä, b) mittausautomaation
tuottamia reaaliaikaisia käyriä, c) vertais- ja asiantuntijatukea keskustelun ja kysymysten kautta, d)
oppimissyklin metakognitiivisia piirteitä sekä e) Tutkimustorin tukea. Erityisesti, käsitekarttojen ja
työselostuksen tekeminen pienryhmässä tukivat opiskelijoiden kemian oppimista ja korkeamman tason
ajattelua.
Opiskelijoiden mielestä orgaanisten reaktioiden tutkiminen kokeellisesti tuki kemiallisten
reaktioiden ymmärtämistä. Opiskelijat olivat myös hyvin itseohjautuvia tutkimusten tekemisessä.
Tutkimusympäristö innosti useimpia opiskelijoita tutkimukselliseen opiskeluun pienryhmissä
tavoitteiden mukaisesti. Lukiolaisista 72 % piti tutkimustoria vähintään hyvänä tai erinomaisena
opiskeluympäristönä.
Kehittämistutkimuksen avulla saatiin lisätietoa siitä, miten tietokoneavusteinen ja
tutkimuksellista lähestymistapaa pienryhmissä korostava opiskeluympäristö voi tukea oppilaiden
kemian oppimista ja korkeamman tason ajattelua. Tehty kehittämistutkimus antoi lisäksi tietoa
kemian opetuksen ja sen suunnittelun tueksi siitä, kuinka, miten ja miksi käyttää ko. innovaatiota
kemian opetuksessa. Kehittämistutkimuksella saatiin myös lisätietoa opiskelijoiden korkeamman
tason ajattelusta ja merkityksellisestä kemian oppimisesta tietokoneavusteisessa opiskeluympäristössä.
Opiskeluympäristö soveltuu lähinnä lukion kemian opetukseen ja kemian opettajien koulutukseen.
Tutkimus korostaa korkeamman tason ajattelutaitojen tukemista kemian opetuksessa opiskelijoiden
kemian ymmärtämisen—merkityksellisen (mielekkään) kemian oppimisen—lisäämiseksi.
_________________________________________________________________________________
Avainsanat: kehittämistutkimus, opiskeluympäristö, merkityksellinen (mielekäs) oppiminen,
korkeamman tason ajattelutaidot, kognitiiviset prosessit, kemiallinen reaktio, vihreä kemia,
tietokoneavusteinen opetus, mittausautomaatio, tarveanalyysit, tutkimuksellinen opiskelu,
kokeellisuus, laboratoriosuunnittelu, yhteistoiminnallinen oppiminen, oppimissykli, keskustelu,
kemian opetus, lukio, peruskoulu

PREFACE
This research project has served as excellent training for me as a chemistry teacher educator. During
1998 – 2005, this project provided me with very interesting opportunities in chemistry learning and
teaching, and also in its research. It has been a long, but very meaningful “adventure.. It has
provided me great opportunities for scientific discourse among fellow researchers in chemistry and in
chemistry education in Finland and abroad. Each of my six empirical studies has offered its own
interesting “adventure.” Thus, this thesis “jigsaw” has been assembled piece by piece over the past
seven years.
This “adventure” had its roots in my school years, when I spent six years as a chemistry
teacher at both secondary school levels, which enabled me to gain a good perspective on students’
thinking in chemistry and also to gain classroom experience in chemistry teaching. In particular, I
remember gratefully those chemistry classes in which students conducted their investigations in small
groups with microscale materials. In addition, secondary-level after-school Chemistry Clubs promted
me to reflect on young people very talented in chemistry and in conducting investigations. Often
these experiences stimulated questions, such as: What is going on inside students’ heads when they are
doing their investigations? And, especially, How do students in small groups construct their chemistry
understanding? How can their learning be supported through practical work? and What should be the
role of a chemistry teacher?
Computers engaged me since 1994, when I started using a microcomputer-based laboratory
(MBL) package for the first time in my chemistry classes. It also stimulated many questions,
especially, How do students learn chemistry through computer-assisted inquiry? Can it support
meaningful chemistry learning? What can be taught with computers in chemistry? and How to
integrate ICT effectively in chemistry instruction? All of those interesting six years as a chemistry
teacher increased my curiosity to understand more deeply secondary-level students’ meaningful
learning and higher-order thinking supported by computer-assisted inquiry.
In addition, my chemistry research experience increased my interest in understanding
chemistry learning and in conducting research in chemistry education. I experienced an excellent
“adventure” in chemistry when I spent three years as a chemistry researcher and a post-graduate
student in chemistry at Simon Fraser University, B.C., Canada. During that time, I used molecular
modelling programs in my chemistry research combined with empirical kinetic data on variety of
substrates to develop a computer-based model of the substrate binding domain of HLADH. This
research stimulated many questions, especially, How could molecular modelling support chemistry
learning? and How can they be used effectively combined with practical work? In addition, I received
a great opportunity to study more computational, organic, and biological chemistry, and to complete
courses regarding computers in chemistry and in chemistry education.
This present research “adventure” started in 1998 in the Department of Teacher Education
(now called the Department of Applied Sciences of Education), where I worked as a senior lecturer in
chemistry and physics pedagogy. During the years 1999 – 2001, I received an opportunity to conduct
research as a full-time researcher supported by a grant from Neste Oyj Foundation. This “adventure”
led me to the Department of Chemistry, where I have worked as a senior lecturer in the chemistry
teacher program and a leader of the Chemistry Education Center since 2001. It has been a very useful
experience for me to educate and complete research with teacher-students in chemistry pedagogy.
Most of that time, and also during my vacations, I have worked on completing my research and
writing this thesis, in addition to doing my daily work. I also worked as a coordinator of the LUMA

center (science education center) since 2003. I have enjoyed serving as a lecturer in about 40 different
in-service courses for chemistry teachers since 1992, mostly focused on practical work or on
computer-assisted teaching in chemistry. Chemistry teachers’ needs regarding chemistry instruction
has motivated me to develop appropriate chemistry instruction guided by research, especially through
the design research approach.
This inquiry process has increased my curiosity and patience, but also my sense of humility in
the face of science. It has been a rich and challenging experience to learn and grow as a researcher in
chemistry education.
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1 INTRODUCTION
“. . . quality over quantity, meaning over memorizing and understanding over awareness.”
(Minzes, Wandersee & Novak, 1998, xix)

1.1 Purpose
The main purpose of this project is to create and evaluate instructional strategies through a
design research approach (Edelson, 2002), to help build secondary-level students’ meaningful
chemistry learning and higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001)
through computer-assisted inquiry within a “rich” learning environment (Figure 1.1),
applicable to chemistry-classroom practice. Student understanding of chemistry principles—
a desired state—will be evidenced by students’ abilities to demonstrate HOTS related to ideas
about chemical reactions—the focus of this study.

A ”RICH” LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

PHYSICAL ASPECT:

PEDAGOGICAL ASPECT:

THE VIRTUAL RESEARCH
PLATFORM

PEDAGOGICAL MODELS
(STRATEGIES)

RESEARCH FORUM
LIBRARY FORUM

ACCESS TO
MBL
PACKAGE

(e.g. a video, links to
visualization programs)

DISCUSSION FORUM
(e.g. a discussion forum and an
ask chemist forum)

ASSESSMENT FORUM
(e.g. tasks before and
after inquiry)

AUTHENTIC
INVESTIGATION
TASKS

MICROSCALE

INQUIRY-BASED LEARNING

SIX-STAGE
LEARNING
CYCLE

COOPERATIVE
LEARNING

JIGSAW MODEL

GREEN CHEMISTRY
APPROACH

Figure 1.1 Elements of the developed “rich” learning environment. The design procedure is
described in Chapters 6.1, 7.2, and 7.4.
The design of the “rich” learning environment includes two aspects: (a) design of
physical aspects: a www-based resource, the Virtual Research Platform (VRP), containing
access to a prototype of the Microcomputer-based Laboratory (MBL) package (Lavonen,
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2000; Lavonen, Aksela, Juuti & Meisalo, 2003)—used as the central component of this
learning environment—and to visualization technologies (e.g. molecular modelling and
drawing programs), and (b) design of pedagogical aspects: pedagogical models (strategies) of
inquiry-based learning (DeBoer, 1991, 2004), combined with a jigsaw model of cooperative
learning (Aronson, Blaney, Stephen, Sikes & Snapp, 1978), a learning cycle approach (BSCS,
1992, 1994; Lawson, Abraham & Renner, 1986), using a six-stage learning cycle, and
authentic investigation tasks in microscale. Green chemistry approach (Collins, 1995; Ryan
& Tinnesand, 2002) is central in the laboratory investigations. During the investigations,
students in cooperative groups construct their consensus model of chemical phenomena
through interacting with others, with their chemistry teacher, a chemist, and with the
technological resources (VRP and MBL) of their learning environment, i.e. a situative
approach (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989).
This study is part of a larger cooperative effort between the Chemistry Education
Center in the Department of Chemistry and the Research Center for Mathematics and Science
Education in the Department of Applied Sciences of Education at the University of Helsinki,
to create novel research-based information and communication technology (ICT) learning
environments to support students’ meaningful chemistry learning.

1.2 Rationale
The need to develop meaningful chemistry learning at the secondary level has been identified
by various official documents and research reports (e.g. Assessment Report, 1992; Committee
Report, 1989; IEA Report, 1988; LUMA Report, 2002; Report of the Finnish National Board
of Education, 1999; Report of the Finnish Science Teachers Association, 1996). Supporting
student scientific thinking is a central goal for attaining better chemistry learning. In
particular, various documents emphasize ICT use as one of the central ideas in school
programs and teacher education (e.g. the Finnish Ministry of Education, 2004; Report of the
Finnish National Board of Education, 2005a, 2005b). Creating novel ICT learning
environments is encouraged to engage secondary-level students in meaningful learning (e.g.
Barton, 2004; FRAME, 2003; FRAME 2004; Jonassen, 2004; Kozma, 2003; Novak &
Krajick, 2004; OECD, 2004; SETRIS, 2000). In particular, computer-assisted instruction is
considered essential for teaching the practice of chemistry (e.g. Lower, 1997).
Successful use of these learning environments (Fullan, 1991) affects (a) the
characteristics of innovation (e.g. need for innovation and its properties), (b) local
characteristics (e.g. chemistry teachers’ ideas, support, and school context), and (c) external
factors (e.g. the national framework curriculum in chemistry). In particular, the chemistry
teachers are a key factor in the reform of chemistry education (e.g. Bitner & Bitner, 2002;
Saarinen, 1996; Tobin, Tippins & Gallard, 1994). Teachers’ thinking and beliefs strongly
influence their practice and, thus, affect student learning (e.g. Onosko, 1990; Shulman, 1986;
Zohar, 2004).
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Figure 1.2a ICT provides various opportunities to support chemistry learning. Molecular
modelling is a one of the possibilities to promote learning in chemistry.
There are, however, many challenges in chemistry teaching. ICT classroom
implementation has been low by chemistry teachers around the world (e.g. BECTA, 2004;
Kozma, 2003; Leskinen & Aksela, 2005; OECD, 2004). Emphasis in chemistry teaching, as
it is practiced, has often focused on facts, vocabulary, definitions, algorithms, and basic skills,
rather than on higher-order thinking through practical work or inquiry within authentic
investigations. Chemistry learning too often occurs by rotelearning of factual knowledge
(Gabel, 1998, 1999). Teaching has often focused more on transmission of information than
on knowledge construction in small groups (Zohar, 2004). Practical activities are often
“cookbooks” in nature, placing little emphasis on thinking about chemistry principles. Most
activities found in laboratory manuals require students to operate with lower-order thinking
skills rather than with higher-order thinking skills (Domin, 1999). Students are often not
allowed enough time for “deep processing” of information during their practical work, due to
time constrains. Also, students often do not want to think for themselves—they just want to
know the right answer (Lawson, 2002). There is often a lack of necessary inquiry skills, i.e.
science process skills (Halkka, 2003). Students also often lack interest in studying chemistry
(e.g. Asunta, 2003; Gräber, 1994; Lavonen, Juuti, Byman, Uitto & Meisalo, 2004; Osborne,
2003).
Research-based approaches (Gilbert, De Jong, Justi, Treagust & Van Driel, 2002) that
take into account also chemistry teachers’ needs regarding chemistry teaching and ICT use—
as implemented in this study—are needed to create a “rich” learning environment that can
support secondary-level chemistry students’ meaningful learning and higher-order thinking.
The effectiveness of ICT tools depends much on teachers’ understanding of how to use them
(e.g. Bitner & Bitner, 2002; Bransford, Brown & Cocking, 2000; Lavonen et al., 2003).
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Teachers often fail to adapt an ICT innovation because it is not easily integrated within
school-level activities in chemistry. Also, designers are often too far removed from school
practice and end users (Linn, 1996). Thus, there is a need for the design research of learning
environments that encourage chemistry teachers to implement ICT effectively in chemistry
classrooms. Engaging in design research (Edelson, 2002), the selected methodology of this
study, provides opportunities for both teachers and students to participate in the design work
(e.g. Crosier, Cobb & Wilson, 2002; Linn, Davis & Bell, 2004) of the learning environment to
better support ICT use in support of meaningful chemistry learning.
To promote scientific understanding of chemistry (meaningful chemistry learning)
requires an increased focus on secondary-level students’ higher-order thinking skills (HOTS)
(Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001)—that is, applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating or
synthesizing, according to Bloom, Engelhart, Furst, Hill and Krathwohl (1956). All students
need to employ higher-order thinking skills (Layman, 1996; Zohar, 2004) to acquire scientific
literacy (Fensham, 1986; Hurd, 1998; Report of the Finnish Research and Society Committee,
2004) for better lifelong learning. This includes understanding scientific content, the
scientific enterprise, and having the ability to apply methods of science to construct or to
evaluate explanations of natural phenomena (Flick & Lederman, 2004; NRC, 1996).
According to the OECD (1999), every student must become more aware of their own thinking
processes, learning strategies, and methods.
Cultivating HOTS in chemistry can help
students understand basic principles of chemistry that they also encounter in everyday life,
and to make personal, social, and economic decisions. Modern society needs active,
responsible citizens, which requires individuals to assimilate information from multiple
sources, determine their veracity, and make judgements (Wilson, 2000); i.e., to practice active
citizenship as they employ higher-order thinking skills to build and test meaning.
In
addition, modern society needs talent chemists.
Meaningful learning can occur when students not only remember, but also make sense
of and are able to apply what they have learned (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Bransford et
al., 2000). Student-centered learning environments are needed that encourage and inspire
secondary-level students to strengthen and establish a broad range of conceptual, procedural,
and meta-cognitive knowledge, and also a broader range of cognitive processes (i.e. HOTS) at
school (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Anderson & Sosniak, 1994). More thinking-centered
learning (Zohar, 2004) is particularly needed to promote students’ understanding in chemistry.
When a chemistry student can become an active thinker, learning will become more
motivating and will result in improved chemistry understanding. Acquisition of new thinking
skills, however, is often a slow and gradual process (Kuhn, Garcia-Mila, Zohar & Andersen,
1995; Siegler & Jenkins, 1989; Zohar, 2004).
Students need meaningful learning environments that stimulate their higher-order
thinking skills (HOTS) to improve their understanding, for example, of chemical reactions—
the heart of chemistry. Research shows that the concept of a chemical reaction is particularly
difficult for students to understand; only 6 % of senior secondary-level and 14 % of university
students in Finland were able to describe properly the meaning of chemical reactions (Ahtee
& Varjola, 1998). Only 15 % of Grade 12 students were able to explain exothermic reactions
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correctly within a scientific framework (Boo, 1998). In particular, students experience
problems in their transition from phenomena in general chemistry to an organic chemistry
context (e.g. Reich, 2004). Many studies show that students do not understand chemistry at
macroscopic, microscopic, and symbolic levels, and cannot easily shift from one level to
another (Ben-Zvi, Eylon & Silberstein, 1988; Gabel, 1998).
Authentic chemical education, which conforms closely to the actual practice of
science, is realized through an approach to meaningful learning (Gilbert et al., 2002; Schwab,
1958). In this study, emphasis is on an investigative approach, where students are actively
involved in constructing knowledge through inquiry-based learning in small groups within
real investigation tasks to attain a better understanding of chemical phenomena. Inquirybased learning can engage students in active thinking, and increases their responsibility for
learning, as well as their motivation (DeBoer, 2004; The Inquiry Synthesis Project, 2004).
Through computer-assisted investigations, students can emulate chemists (i.e. “step into the
shoes of the chemists”) practicing scientific methods by posing scientific questions, planning
and designing investigations and procedures, constructing apparatus, conducting experiments,
interpreting data, drawing conclusions, and communicating their findings. Inquiry-based
learning environments also encourage students to take an active role in their own learning
(NRC, 2000). Thus, students can develop their own habits of life-long learning.
In particular, the emphasis is on engaging students in higher-order thinking regarding
the ideas of chemical reactions through tasks that can “anchor” students’ to meaningful
learning. Each investigation task requires students to apply their prior chemistry knowledge,
experiences, and skills. Students in small groups are encouraged to use higher-order thinking
skills throughout their computer-assisted inquiry—they clarify task objectives, devise a plan
of action, prepare materials (i.e. microscale equipment, reagents, and the appropriate MBL
environment needed for the task), complete necessary data acquisition, analyze the results,
evaluate their work and the results, present their results to other students, construct a concept
map of phenomena, and write a short “learning diary” of their learning at the close of each
session, and, finally, prepare a research report.
ICT provides various opportunities for building meaningful learning environments.
Technological tools used as cognitive artifacts can amplify and extend the cognitive abilities
of students (Salomon, 1993). They provide mental representations, as well as physical
objects that can help students support and guide their meaning-making processes (Jonassen,
Davidson, Collins, Campbell & Haag, 1995). The microcomputer-based laboratory (MBL,
called a data-logging package in the U. K.) environment is an example of an environment that
provides new opportunities to engage secondary-level chemistry students in meaningful
learning and higher-order thinking (e.g. Barton, 2004; Lavonen et al., 2003; Nakhleh, Polles
& Malina, 2002). It allows students to complete laboratory activities that were previously
impossible or impractical to implement (Nakhleh et al., 2002). Through MBLs, students can
directly interact with Nature, i.e. to investigate and model chemical phenomena at the
macroscopic level. They can easily test their understanding of chemical phenomena in real
time. Graphs, especially in the context of collaborative investigations, can enhance students’
The MBL also has a
understanding of phenomena (e.g. Kelly & Crawford, 1996).
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timesaving feature; the time saved allows more time to be spent on higher-order thinking
about the data (Domin, 1999).

Figure 1.2b Microcomputer-based laboratory (MBL) tools can be—wisely used—useful in
chemistry learning.
The web-based learning environments used in this study can promote student
understanding of chemistry by making supportive materials and tools easily available in
chemistry classrooms, and by providing more opportunities for interaction and
communication (e.g. Linn, Davis & Bell, 2004; Schank, Kozma, Coleman & Coppola, 2000).
Various visualization technologies with multiple representations (e.g. using molecular
modelling in conjunction with experimental results) can help students integrate three levels of
thought in chemistry to better understand the phenomena (e.g. Gilbert, 2005; Russell &
Kozma, 2005; Wu, Krajcik & Soloway, 2001). Visualizations serve to externalise thought,
facilicating memory, information processing, collaboration, and other human activities
(Tversky, 2005). The effectiveness of ICT, however, is linked to pedagogical models
(strategies) surrounding ICT activities (e.g. Bransford, et al., 2000). Without adequate skills
and support, students often devote most of their time to discussing task management, rather
than to understanding the phenomena (Schank & Kozma, 2002).
Meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking require support and coaching
(e.g. Black, 2004; Costa, 1991; Zohar, 2004). Thinking-skill interventions can be very
effective at all levels (Higgins et al., 2004), especially if directed at meta-cognitive and selfregulatory approaches. In this study, it is assumed that a learning environment, in which
cognition is distributed (Salomon & Perkins, 1998) and situated (Brown, Collins & Duguid,
1989), can increase students’ deep processing of chemical phenomena through social
discourse (e.g. Duit & Treagust, 1998), thus promoting their chemistry understanding.
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Versatile pedagogical models (strategies) can engage students in meaningful chemistry
learning. In this study, students’ higher-order thinking in chemistry is supported through a
cooperative learning (see Figure 5.3, page 73) and learning cycle approach (see Table 5.4,
page 74). In particular, the learning diary and concept mapping is assumed to work as metacognitive devices (e.g. White & Frederiksen, 1998, 2000) to promote social discourse and,
thus, student thinking. Peer interaction can particularly provide necessary positive and
supportive environments for higher-order thinking, encouraging students’ thought and
discourse in chemistry. The teacher’s role is as a coach who stimulates students’ initial
thinking skills and guides them towards the learning goals. The chemistry teacher and a
chemist (within the VRP’s Discussion Forum) serve as expert participants in this
collaborative learning community.
Few research-based strategies have been identified to implement ICT effectively into
the chemistry curriculum, although computers have been used in chemistry since the 1950s
(Lagowski, 1998; Zielenski & Swift, 1997). More research is needed, particularly regarding
how students’ knowledge, skills, and attitudes in chemistry change as they work within ICT
environments (Gilbert et al., 2002). Few studies have focused on MBL environments, on
how students construct knowledge (i.e. using their higher-order thinking in chemistry) using
MBL, or how MBL, in turn, affects students’ perceptions and interpretations of chemical
phenomena, or how MBL can support students’ meaningful learning in conjunction with
pedagogical models (strategies) (Lavonen et al., 2003; Nakhleh, 1994; Newton, 2000).
According to Dori & Belcher (2005), the MBL elements of visualizations in chemistry have
not been investigated thoroughly.
There is also a need to know more about the process of inquiry to support our
understanding of inquiry-based instruction toward meaningful chemistry learning (e.g.
Magnusson, Sullivan, Palincsar & Templin, 2004). Little research has been reported on
small-group discussions in chemistry within an ICT environment (Bennett, Lubben, Hogarth
& Campbell, 2004; Hogarth, Bennett, Campbell, Lubben & Robinson, 2005). More research
is needed at the chemistry classroom level to understand features of learning environments
affecting student motivation for studying chemistry and enhancing their interest (Lavonen et
al., 2004; Osborne, 2003). Furthermore, little research on enhancing students’ thinking skills
within particular subjects or across the curriculum has been reported (Higgins et al., 2004;
McGuinness, 1999; Zohar, 2004).
Thus, the better we know chemistry teachers’ needs and students’ thoughts and actions
during their learning, the better we can understand how, when, and why to implement
innovations in chemistry instruction, to improve chemistry students’ explanations, to explore
opportunities to create more effective learning and teaching environments, to advance
instructional-design knowledge by understanding real-world demands placed on designs and
design adopters, and to increase our capacity for educational innovations in chemistry through
design research (cf. Design-Based Research Collective, 2003).
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1.3 Main Research Questions
This design research project has two main phases: (a) Phase 1: Designing and developing the
learning environment related to the goals, taking into account chemistry teachers’ needs for
teaching, previous research findings, and students’ views and their assessed learning
outcomes within the environment and (b) Phase 2: Evaluating the intervention’s influence on
students’ meaningful learning and domain-specific higher-order thinking skills, and exploring
students’ views regarding the learning environment during chemistry classroom
implementation. The main research questions in this two-phase study are:
•
•
•

What kind of learning environment can engage secondary-level students in meaningful
chemistry learning and higher-order thinking? (Phase 1)
How does the learning environment (see Figure 1.1) influence secondary-level
students’ meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking? (Phase 2)
What are students’ views of their learning environment? (Phase 2)

The overall research design, methodology, and research sub-questions within each phase of
the study are presented in Chapter 6.

1.4 Organization of the Thesis
This research report consists of nine chapters. The Introduction (Chapter 1) contains the
purpose and rationale, main research questions, organization of the thesis, an overview of
design research and its methodology, and the definition of terms. Chapter 2 describes the
main features of the nature of chemistry, meaningful learning in chemistry, an understanding
of the chemistry principles of chemical reactions—the selected focus of this study—and the
role of student interest and motivation for meaningful learning. Chapter 3 includes theoretical
background regarding higher-order thinking in chemistry, a survey of the revised cognitive
taxonomy, and assessment strategies that probe students’ higher-order thinking.
Chapter 4 focuses on the role of information and communication technology (ICT) in
chemistry instruction, especially on the microcomputer-based laboratory (MBL), a model of a
“rich” learning environment, and discussion of a www-based learning environment. Chapter
5 introduces pedagogical models (instructional strategies) in chemistry, especially models
employed in this study to support meaningful learning and higher-order thinking—inquirybased learning with investigations, practical work and associated student discourse,
cooperative learning, the six-stage learning cycle, and concept mapping.
Chapter 6 introduces this study’s design-based research and its considerations—the
overall research design and accompanying research questions, research methods, and validity
and reliability considerations. Chapter 7 presents the results of design research in Phase 1, the
design and development of a “rich” learning environment. Chapter 8 presents results of Phase
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-2 research; the results of the field study and students’ views of their learning environment.
Chapter 9 presents an overall summary, implications, and conclusions of this research—an
overview of findings, their implications for chemistry teacher education, and further research,
and, finally, general conclusions.

1.5 Design Research and its Methodology
1.5.1 Research in Chemistry Education
Chemistry education research focuses on understanding and improving chemistry learning
(Herron & Nurrenbern, 1999). Research in chemistry education—a chemistry sub-discipline
of comparable importance to branches such as inorganic, organic, physical, and analytical
chemistry—plays a central role in supporting students’ learning of chemistry. Without
understanding how chemistry can be taught and learned emerging from research in chemistry
education, and from advances in such areas as cognitive psychology, learning theory, and
student assessment, the entire field of chemistry would become impoverished and its
contributions to society would be reduced. (Bunce, Gabel, Herron & Jones, 1994, pages 850 –
852)
Research is an important aspect of chemistry education, with many areas emphasis of
(Gilbert, Justi, Van Driel, De Jong & Treagust, 2004, pages 5 – 14): (a) research explicitly
intended to inform subsequent development of new policy or practice in a specific area, (b)
evaluation of existing policies or practices intended to inform subsequent decisions and
actions, (c) action research, intended to achieve educational improvement in a particular
context and to generate understanding of that and similar contexts, (d) research intended to
identify effective practices for achieving particular educational goals, (e) research aimed at
generating new knowledge, the impact of which in practice is uncertain, diffuse, or long-term,
and (f) research undertaken from a particular psychological perspective that is completed
within chemistry education as an exemplary domain.
Research that focus on understanding what goes on in chemistry classrooms are
especially useful if one is trying to improve the teaching and learning of chemistry (Phelps,
1994). A key to increasing the impact of research on chemistry instruction is to bring
researchers and practitioners closer together (Aksela & Mäkelä, 1993; Costa, Marques &
Kempa, 2000; De Jong, 2000; Tsaparlis, 2004), as in this design research approach.

1.5.2 Overview of Design Research
Design research as employed in this study is a new research methodology in education (e.g.
Barab & Squire, 2004; Bell, Hoadley & Linn, 2004; Edelson, 2002; Hoadley, 2004, 2005;
Kelly, 2004; O’Donnell, 2004; Sandoval & Bell, 2004; Smith & Ragan, 2005; Wang &
Hannafin, 2004). It can be defined as follows: “Design-based research is a research
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methodology aimed to improve educational practices through systematic, flexible, and
iterative review, analysis, design, development, and implementation, based upon
collaboration among researchers and practitioners in real-world settings, and leading to
design principles or theories” (Wang & Hannafin, 2004, page 2).
Design research methods focus on designing and exploring the range of designed
innovations—artifacts as well as activity structures, institutions, scaffolds, curricula, and
particular interventions (Design-Based Research Collective, 2003). It is an emerging
paradigm for studying strategies and tools to support learning in practice. The aim of this
research methodology is to understand not only the design solution but the design process
itself. Design research is a strategy for developing, refining, and testing theories, rather than
a way to implement theories for testing with traditional research methodologies (Edelson,
2002). Design and research processes are integrated with the design research methodology.
There can be found seven major differences between traditional psychological methods and
the design research methodology (see Table 1.5.2).
Various synonyms have been used for the idea of design research: (a) design
experiments (Brown, 1992; Collins, 1992), (b) design-based research (Kelly, 2003; The
Design-Based Research Collective, 2003) and/or design studies (Bell et al., 2004), (c)
development or developmental research (van den Akker, 1999; Richey & Nelson, 1996), (d)
user design research (Carr-Chellman & Savoy, 2004), and (e) didactic engineering (Artigue,
1994). Design research methodology has been successfully used in various projects, for
example: (a) the Jasper Series (Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1997), (b)
CSILE (Cohen & Scardamalia, 1998), (c) WISE (Linn, 2000), (d) the BGuILE project
(Reiser, Tabak, Sandoval, Smith, Steinmuller & Leone, 2001), (e) the CoMPASS project
(Puntambekar, Stylianou & Hübscher, 2003), (f) ChemSense (Schank & Kozma, 2002), and
(g) the ASTEL project (Juuti, 2005).
Design research has many advantages: it speaks directly to problems of practice
(NRC, 2002), and produces directly applicable solutions; that is, it leads to development of
“usable knowledge” (Lagemann, 2002). Design research accounts for how designs function
in authentic settings—not only documenting success or failure, but also focusing on
interactions that enhance our understanding of learning issues involved (Design-Based
Research Collective, 2003). It helps us to understand relationships among educational theory,
designed artifacts, and practice. It advances theories of learning and teaching in complex
settings, and creates conditions for inquiring about unique educational phenomena (Juuti,
2005). Design research can help create and extend knowledge about developing, enacting,
and sustaining innovative learning environments (Kelly, 2003). It can assist other designers
to solve their problems within comparable learning environments (Bell et al., 2004).
Design research usually includes different stages, each having different goals (e.g.
Cobb 2001). The process of design is essentially iterative: it includes cycles of innovation
and revision (Cobb, Confrey, diSessa, Lehrer, & Schauble, 2003). It usually triangulates
multiple sources and kinds of data (Design-Based Research Collective, 2003) to understand
the features of an implemented innovation. Educational interventions are usually viewed
holistically, as enacted through interactions among materials, teachers, and students.
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Different design models can be identified, for example, a nine-phase design model for
instructional computer programs (Clements & Battista, 2000), a research-based process
including several stages for designing learning materials (Juuti, 2005; Lavonen & Meisalo,
2002), and a three-space design strategy for designing computer software (Moonen, 2002).
Table 1.5.2 Comparing psychological experimentation and design research methods (Barab
& Scquire, 2004, page 4; Collins, 1999).
Category

Psychological
Experimentation

Design Research

Location of
research

Conducted in laboratory
settings

Occurs in the buzzing, blooming
confusion of real-life settings
where most learning actually
occurs

Complexity of
variables

Frequently involves a single
or several dependent
variables

Involves multiple dependent
variables, including climate
variables (e.g. collaboration
among learners, available
resources), outcome variables
(e.g. learning of content, transfer),
and system variables (e.g.,
dissemination, sustainability)

Focus of research

Focuses on identifying a few
variables and holding them
constant

Focuses on characterizing the
situation in all its complexity,
much of which is not now a
priori

Unfolding of procedures

Uses fixed procedures

Involves flexible design revision
in which a tentative initial set is
revised, depending on its success
in practice

Level of social
interaction

Isolates learners to control
interactions

Frequently involves complex
social interactions with
participants sharing ideas,
distracting each other, and so on

Characterizing the
findings

Focuses on testing
hypotheses

Involves looking at multiple
aspects of the design and
developing a profile that
characterizes the design in
practice

Role of participants

Treats participants as
subjects

Involves different participants in
the design to bring their differing
expertise into producing and
analyzing the design
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Design research emphasizes the participatory role of practitioners (Bell et al., 2004;
Carr-Chellman & Savoy, 2004). Teachers and students can become re-designers by
collaborating with researcher(s), as in this study. Typically, a design research project is free
from marketing considerations; it provides opportunities for designers to create truly
innovative designs.
As a relatively new methodology, design research is, however,
associated with unanswered questions (Wang & Hannafin, 2004): Which epistemological and
theoretical perspectives underlie design research initiatives? How do we reconcile the mixed
methods needed in this research? and How do we balance the goal of improving practice with
the goal of generating design principles?
Three types of knowledge can be obtained through a design research approach
(Edelson, 2002), applicable to this study, are: (a) design frameworks about properties of the
learning environment—the design solution, (b) design methodologies about the design
process of a “rich” learning environment, and (c) domain knowledge about meaningful
learning and higher-order thinking in chemistry through computer-assisted inquiry.

1.5.3 Design Research in This Study
A nine-stage research project was conducted to create a “rich” learning environment (Figure
1), applicable to chemistry-classroom practice, employing design research (Edelson, 2002) to
support secondary-level students’ meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking
regarding ideas of chemical reactions. The project involved the design of both physical and
pedagogical aspects of the learning environment, taking into account the results of chemistry
teachers’ needs assessments and previous reported research. The main elements of design
research, as applied to this study, are summarized in Figure 1.5.3. In particular, chapters 2 to
5 involve the theoretical background of the study and Chapters 6 to 8 address both empirical
and theoretical problem analysis (Edelson, 2002).
The main goal of Phase 1 was to produce a prototype of a computer-assisted inquirybased learning environment intended, in particular, to actively engage and motivate
secondary-school students to construct knowledge about the ideas of chemical reactions. The
design process for the “rich” learning environment is presented in Figure 6.1, page 78. The
research questions and methodology of each Phase-1 stage are presented in Chapter 6; the
results are in Chapter 7.
Phase 2 of this research included an evaluation of the influence of the model to
address the learning goals by focusing on secondary-level students’ meaningful chemistry
learning and domain-specific HOTS, through their discourse and actions in small groups, and
exploring their views about the learning environment through a small survey during chemistry
classroom implementation. Research questions and Phase-2 methodology are presented in
Chapter 6; the results are outlined in Chapter 8.
Throughout the study (both Phase 1 and 2), this researcher served as a designer of the
learning environment, collaborating with teachers and students, as well as with other
researchers in the larger design research project described in Chapter 1.1. In addition,
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extensive cooperation with other school teachers and researchers in universities, and
industries helped to enhance experience, tacit knowledge, a common language, and an
openness to this research effort by all (such as through publications and conference
presentations). It is assumed that formulating opinions to express and share with colleagues
promotes self-reflection.
THEORETICAL PROBLEM
ANALYSIS

EMPIRICAL PROBLEM
ANALYSIS

Meaningful
chemistry
learning
(Chapter 2.2)

Higher-order
Thinking
Skills
(Chapter 3)

Phase 1: Chemistry
Teachers’ Needs
(Chapter 7.1)

ICT in
Chemistry
Learning
(Chapter 4)

Motivation for
Chemistry
Learning
(Chapter 2.4)

Inquiry-based
Learning
(Chapter 5.1)

Cooperative
Learning
(Chapter 5.3)

Phase 1: MBL-based
inquiry within
investigative tasks
(Chapter 7.3)

Phase 1: Evaluation of
Virtual Research
Platform (Chapter 7.5)
Phase 2: Evaluation of
students’ outcomes:
HOTS and their
expressed views
(Chapter 8)

Learning-Cycle
Approach
(Chapter 5.4)

THE “RICH” LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

emphasizes
MEANINGFUL
LEARNING IN
CHEMISTRY

HIGHER-ORDER
THINKING IN
CHEMISTRY

Figure 1.5.3 Main elements of this study’s design research: (a) theoretical problem analysis,
and (b) empirical problem analysis (Edelson, 2002). Theoretical and empirical problem
analyses are integrated in Chapters 7.2 and 7.4.
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In all phases of this study, results were presented in research group meetings, postgraduate meetings, several special courses or lectures for chemistry teachers or teacherstudents, and in publications. In addition, parts of this study were presented at ten
conferences—in an oral presentation at the 1st Scandinavian Symposium of Research Methods
in Science Education, Karlstadt, Sweden (May, 2000), a poster paper at the CEFIC-ICASE
Conference, York, England (July, 2000), a poster paper at the 16th International Conference
on Chemical Education (ICCE), Budapest, Hungary (August, 2000), an oral presentation at
the 2nd Scandinavian Symposium of Research Methods in Science Education, Helsinki,
Finland (June, 2001), an oral presentation at the 6th ECRICE, Aveiro, Portugal (September,
2001), in poster papers at Chemistry Days, Helsinki, Finland (November, 2001), and in an
oral presentation at the XX Annual Symposium of the Finnish Mathematics and Science
Education Research Association (October, 2003). The main results of this study were
presented in ChemEd2005, July and August, 2005, in Canada. One of the most useful
presentations were at an invitational Gordon conference, “Visualization and Science
Education,” August, 2001, USA, and also in the summer of 2003, Oxford, U. K. These
conferences provided opportunities to present this study and discuss it with experts in ICT and
chemistry education worldwide.
Feedback from the professional events listed above, and also from projects such as the
Finnish Virtual School for Science Education, FVVSE (e.g. Lavonen, Juuti, Meisalo &
Aksela, 2002; Meisalo, Lavonen, Juuti & Aksela, 2001) and Chemistry Today (Aksela &
Juvonen, 1999; Chemical Industry Federation of Finland, 2005), encouraged completion of
this research. During the FVSSE, new pedagogical and ICT knowledge and skills learned in
connection with real and virtual meetings were applied in a school context and the research
experiences reported in real and virtual (e.g. computer conference) meetings. Since 1998, the
chemistry education project Chemistry Today has provided several opportunities to present
and to reflect on this research with chemistry teachers.

1.6 Definition of Terms
To establish common understanding and a vocabulary for this research, the following terms
are defined.
Authentic learning, for the purposes of this study, means that chemistry learning conforms
closely to actual practices of science (Gilbert et al., 2002; Schwab, 1958).
Bloom’s Cognitive Taxonomy was the most universally applied classification of higherorder thinking skills (Bloom, Engelhard, Furst, Hill & Krathwohl, 1956) until the release of
the revised taxonomy (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). Both taxonomies operationally define
two levels of cognitive processing: lower-order thinking and higher-order thinking. See
details, Chapter 3.2.1.
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Cognitive processes are categorized as remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, and
create (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, page 67). See details, Chapter 3.4.
Cognitive Taxonomy See Bloom’s Cognitive Taxonomy.
Consensus model See Table 2.1a, page 21.
Cooperative learning is the instructional use of small groups in which students work
together to maximize their own and each other’s learning (Johnson, Johnson & Holubec,
1993, page 6). A jigsaw model (Aronson et al., 1978) of cooperative learning was applied in
this study. See details, Chapter 5.3.
Computer-assisted inquiry means conducting student inquiry (see definition, page 16) in an
information and communication technology (ICT) environment. ICT is used as an aid in
collecting information and data from various sources, for example from phenomena through
microcomputer-based laboratories, or through the Internet and www-based learning
environments. See details, Chapter 4.
Design research is a newly developed methodology in educational research (Barab & Squire,
2004; Bell, Hoadley & Linn, 2004; Edelson, 2002; Hoadley, 2004, 2005; Joseph, 2004; Kelly,
2003, 2004; O’Donnell, 2004; Sandoval & Bell, 2004; Smith & Ragan, 2005; Wang &
Hannafin, 2004). It focuses on creating and evaluating educational innovations, applicable to
classroom practice, through collaboration among researchers and practitioners in real-world
settings. The approach produces three types of knowledge (Edelson, 2002): domain
knowledge, knowledge about design process, and knowledge about a design solution.
Discourse means verbal interaction where students discuss and share their thoughts with each
other (Lemke, 1990).
Distributed cognition means cognitive processes that are shared and distributed across
student systems, artifacts, and tools (e.g. Pea, 1993; Salomon & Perkins, 1998); in this study
distributed cognition was employed to further student understanding of chemical phenomena.
Empirica 2000 is the name of the Finnish MBL learning package used in this study
(Empirica, 2002; Lavonen, 1996, 2000; Lavonen, Aksela, Juuti & Meisalo, 2003).
Green chemistry focuses on strategies that reduce waste and chemical hazards in the
chemistry laboratory (e.g. Collins, 1995; Ryan & Tinnesand, 2002). In this study, a
microscale template with Empirica 2000 was used in secondary-level chemistry laboratories
to reduce chemical waste and hazards. See details, Chapter 7.2.2.
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Higher-order thinking processes are cognitive processes (skills) that can be categorized as
remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, and create (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001,
page 67). The last four categories are usually designated as higher-order thinking skills. An
understanding of chemistry principles (a desired state) in this study was evidenced by
students’ ability to demonstrate higher-order thinking regarding the ideas of chemical
reactions. See details, Chapter 3.
ICT is the abbreviation for information and communication technology. ICT includes
technology required for information processing. In this study, a microcomputer-based
laboratory (MBL) was used with visualization programs (e.g. modelling and drawing
molecules) and web-based resources, constituting a “rich” learning environment. See details,
Chapter 4.
Information and Communication Technology See ICT.
Inquiry is a multi-faceted activity involving making observations, posing questions,
examining books, and other information sources to determine what is already known,
planning investigations, reviewing what is already known in light of experimental evidence;
using tools to gather, analyze and interpret data; proposing answers, explanations, and
predictions, and communicating the results (NRC, 1996, page 23). Inquiry requires
identification of assumptions, consideration of alternative explanations, and higher-order
thinking skills. See details, Chapter 5.1.
Investigations, for purposes of this study, are authentic laboratory tasks in the VRP learning
environment. See details, Chapters 7.2.3 and 7.4.2.
Jigsaw approach is a strategy used within cooperative learning (Aronson et al., 1978). In this
study, students are members of two groups, a “home group” and an “expert group.” Initially,
students work in their home groups, and, then each home-group student is responsible for
teaching what they have learned to expert-group students. See details, Chapter 5.3.
Laboratory Investigations See Investigations.
Learning Cycle, for the purposes of this study, is defined as a six-stage instructional model
including the following stages: (a) Engagement (or introduction) activity, (b) Exploration
activity, (c) Explanation phase (or conceptual invention), (d) Elaboration activity, (e)
Evaluation of their learning, and (f) Reporting activity by students. It was adapted from other
learning-cycle models (BSCS, 1992, 1994; Karplus & Thier, 1967; Lawson, 1995; Lawson,
Abraham & Renner, 1986) by this researcher. See details, Chapter 5.4.
Learning Environment refers to social, psychological, and pedagogical contexts in which
learning occurs and which affect students’ achievement and attitudes (Fraser, 1998, page 3),
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including, for example, an ICT learning environment. In this study, a learning environment
is an instructional setting including both physical and pedagogical aspects (see Figure 1.1,
page 1). The teacher serves as a guide or a coach who creates and maintains a proper learning
environment supporting the instructional goals of the curriculum in chemistry.
MBL See Microcomputer-based laboratory packages.
Meaningful chemistry learning takes place when students not only remember, but also make
sense of and are able to apply, what they have learned in chemistry (cf. Anderson &
Krathwohl, 2001; Bransford, Brown & Cocking, 2000). See details, Chapter 2.2.
Microcomputer-based laboratory tools, MBL, are instructional tools that use
microcomputers for data acquisition, display, and analysis. In accord with Tinker (1996), the
MBL or MBL tools include hardware and software interfaced with a microcomputer. In the
UK, this method of collecting data is customarily called datalogging (Barton, 1997, 2004;
Rogers, 1997).
An MBL package includes mutually compatible tools (marketed, for
example, as ULI or Science Workshop), including manuals, guides, and learning materials
(Lavonen et al., 2003). See details, Chapter 4.1.
Microchemistry approach means conducting laboratory activities in microscale, using small
amounts (e.g. 0.5–2 mL) of chemicals and small equipment (Figure 7.2.2, page 106).
Claimed advantages of this approach are, for example, low cost, ease of use, enhanced safety,
waste reduction, and shortened completion time (e.g. Aksela, 1994; Aksela & Karkela, 1992;
Aksela, Laitalainen, Mäkelä & Virkkala, 1996; Mayo, Pike, Ronald & Trumper, 2000;
Skinner, 1987). See details, Chapter 7.2.2.
Microscale refers to a laboratory activity requiring small amounts (e.g. 0.5 – 2 mL) of
chemicals and small-scale equipment (see details, Chapter 7.2.2) (e.g. Aksela, 1994; Aksela &
Karkela, 1992; Aksela et al., 1996; Mayo et al., 2000; Skinner, 1997).
Models, for the purpose of this study, are defined as representations of ideas, objects, events,
processes, or systems (Gilbert, Boulter & Elmer, 2000, page vii). See details, Chapter 2.1.
Modelling is the process of constructing and representing models (Oversby, 2000), and refers
to a specific type of knowledge processing (Tiberghien, 1994). It is regarded as one of the
main processes in development of scientific knowledge. See details, Chapter 2.1.
Open-ended, in this study, applies to an investigation task written to provide opportunities
for students to design and complete their investigation independently within the learning
environment. In this study, the level of an open-ended task is classified as 2A, according to
the Hegarty-Hazel (1990, page 375) classification; students were provided with tasks, tools,
and materials.
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Pedagogical model

See Table 2.1, page 21.

Practical (or Laboratory) Work represents purposeful student-centered activities within the
chemistry laboratory. In this study, small groups of students, in particular, conduct
investigations, for example collect data and information employing a MBL tool (Empirica
2000), in a microscale approach.
“Rich” learning environment, in this study, incorporates pedagogical characteristics “rich”
in new technologies (Cohen, 1997; Meisalo & Lavonen, 2000). See Learning Environment
and Chapter 4.2.
Situated cognition emphasizes that “knowledge is situated, being in part a product of the
activity, context, and culture in which it is developed and used” (Brown, Collins & Duguid,
1989, page 32). This approach encourages students to use their higher-order thinking skills
(Choi & Hannafin, 1995). In this study, the situative approach focuses students’ participation
in inquiry and discourse, including interactions with others, a chemistry teacher, a chemist,
and technological resources (VRP, MBL) in their learning environment.
Small group, in this study, means that three or four students work cooperatively together
during their investigations, as in Hogart et al. (2005).
Thinking Skills See Higher-order Thinking. See details, Chapter 3.
Virtual Research Platform See VRP.
VRP is the abbreviation for the virtual research platform learning environment, as
implemented in this study, composed of four forums—research, library, discussion, and
assessment. See details, Chapters 7.4.1.
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2 MEANINGFUL CHEMISTRY LEARNING
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the main focus of this study is to promote secondary-level
students’ understanding of chemistry principles—meaningful chemistry learning by using
higher-order thinking skills through computer-assisted inquiry. Some typical features of
chemistry are presented first in Chapter 2.1 to better design the learning environment and
understand the results of this study. Then, theoretical background for meaningful learning is
described in Chapter 2.2. Chapter 2.3 focuses on the selected chemistry topic of this study:
ideas of chemical reactions and their understanding. The role of motivation and student
interest in meaningful chemistry learning is the focus of Chapter 2.4.

2.1 The Nature of Chemistry
The main goals of chemistry education are to engage students in scientific knowledge of
chemistry, the nature of chemistry, and how to do chemistry–that is, scientific inquiry in
chemistry (cf. Hodson, 1992). The nature of chemical knowledge, how knowledge growth
occurs in chemistry, and how this knowledge is structured and explained, i.e. chemical
epistemology, are as a central part of chemistry education (Erduran, 2001; Erduran & Scerri,
2002). Students can learn some features of science from their own experiences, when they
engage in inquiry-based activities (see details, Chapter 5.1) (Bybee, 2004; Flick & Lederman,
2004; Layman, 1996; O’Neill & Polman, 2004). Students can obtain greater (a)
understanding of scientific concepts, (b) appreciation of “how we know” what we know in
science, (c) understanding of the nature of science, (d) development of skills necessary to
become independent inquirers about the natural world, and (e) disposition to use the skills,
abilities, and attitudes associated with science (NRC, 1996, page 105).
Chemistry has various unique features (Scerri & McIntyre, 1997), but also shares
many features with other sciences. Philosophy of chemistry describes the nature of
chemistry—for example, how different classification schemes help explain qualitative aspects
of matter, how different class concepts, for example, acid, salt, and element, are used as a
means of representation, how some concepts play very specific roles in chemistry
explanations, such as chemical composition, molecular structure, and bonding, and how
electrons in particular orbitals are employed in “level specific” explanations (Erduran &
Scerri, 2002). Chemists use scientific thought processes in theory generation, experiment
design, hypothesis testing, data interpretation, and scientific discovery. Creative thinking is
clearly a central cognitive process in chemistry.
In particular, scientific inquiry is central to the growth of chemical knowledge, having
the following special features common to all sciences (e.g. Bybee, 2004, page 6): Scientific
knowledge and understanding guide scientific investigations in chemistry. Different scientific
questions suggest different kinds of investigations in chemistry. Scientific explanations
emphasize evidence, have logically consistent arguments, and use scientific principles,
models, and theories. Science advances through scepticism. Scientists recognize and analyze
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alternative explanations and predictions. Mathematics is important in all aspects of scientific
inquiry. Appropriate quantitative tools and techniques are used to gather, analyze, and
interpret data. Scientists rely greatly upon technology to enhance the gathering and
manipulating data. The accuracy and precision of data—the quality of the inquiry—depends
on the technology employed.
Science has a social nature. Different kinds of communication (e.g. written and oral)
are central within community of scientists. Much of modern-day science is conducted by
groups of scientists rather than individuals, i.e. using distributed reasoning (Dunbar, 1995;
1997; Thagard, 1997). The scientists externalize much of their thinking through interactions
with other scientists in the laboratory. The scientist is seen as part of a social group that has a
very important role in the creative process (Dunbar, 1999a). Much of laboratory interaction
consists of scientists reasoning about all aspects of the enterprise, discussing models, drawing
diagrams, making inductions, reaching deductions, discussing competing models, designing,
and dissecting experiments. In addition, the possibility of alternate models, methodological
errors, and feasibility of various approaches is discussed in the laboratories. (Dunbar, 1999b)
Models and modelling are central in chemistry (Justi & Gilbert, 2002; Nersessian,
1999). All explanations of chemistry phenomena make extensive use of models (Gilbert et
al., 2000). All modelling in chemistry is undertaken for a particular purpose (Justi & Gilbert,
2002). Models can be used to make abstract entities visible, provide descriptions and/or
simplifications of complex phenomena, and to provide a basis for scientific explanations and
predictions about phenomena (Gilbert, Justi & Aksela, 2003).
Various kinds of models and representations are used in chemistry and/or chemistry
education (Table 2.1): mental, expressed, consensus, scientific, historical, curricular, teaching,
pedagogy, and hybrid. Their modes of representation can be usually concrete, verbal,
symbol, visual and/or gestural at macroscopic, (sub)-microscopic and/or symbolic levels in
chemistry. However, mental models can not be concrete. Chemists, mainly, use conrete,
symbolic, and visual modes of representations (Justi & Gilbert, 2002). These different
modes can also be combined.
Various modes of representation in 2D (e.g. molecular
formula, skeletal, sawhorse, Newman, and Lewis-Kossel), in 3D (e.g. ball-and-stick, spacefilling, and pseudo-3D representations via computers), and other visual models (e.g. graphs)
are often employed in chemistry.
Chemistry involves three main levels of representation (Johnstone, 1991)—
macroscopic, (sub-) microscopic, and symbolic levels (Figure 2.1) about which chemists
exhibit high fluency through their scientific thinking (Kozma & Russell, 1997; Nakhleh &
Krajcik, 1993). The macroscopic level deals with visible phenomena that can be seen with
the eye. The (sub)-microscopic level deals with fundamental particles (e.g. atoms, molecules,
and electrons). The symbolic level involves, for example chemical formulas and equations.
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Table 2.1 Different models and representations often used in chemistry and/or chemistry
education. The table is based on the sources: Gilbert & Boulter, 2000; Gilbert, Boulter &
Elmer, 2000; Gilbert, Justi & Aksela, 2003; Justi & Gilbert, 2002.
Models

Different Modes of
Representations

Different Sub-modes of
Representations

Mental
A private and personal
representation of phenomena (e.g.
chemical reaction) formed by an
individual either alone or in a
group.
Expressed
A version of a mental model
placed in the public domain (e.g.
students discuss about their ideas
of chemical reactions).

Verbal
Can be spoken or written
presentation, for example, of
metaphors and analogies upon
which the model is based.

Macrosopic
Observational experience in the
laboratory or/and everyday life
(e.g. color change or precipitate
formation in a chemical
reaction).
(Sub)-microscopic
The representation of the inferred
nature of entities (e.g. atoms,
ions, molecules) and their
relationships.

Concensus
When any social group (e.g. a
small group in an inquiry) agrees
on a common expressed model.

Scientific
A model based on scientific
inquiry. It is accepted and used by
a group of scientists (e.g.
chemists). A superseded scientific
model can be called as a historical
model (e.g. Bohr model).
Curricular
Versions of consensus models
that are included in chemistry
curricula.
Teaching
Created to support the learning of
curricular models and the
phenomena that they present (e.g.
use of an analogy)
Hybrid
Formed for teaching purposes by
merging characteristics of several
distinct consensus models in a field
of enquiry.
Pedagogy
A model that a teacher is using in
classrooms (e.g. learning cycle).

Symbolic
Can consist of chemical
symbols and formulas,
chemical equations, and
mathematical expressions,
particularly equations.
Visual
Using graphs, diagrams, and
animations (e.g. twodimensional representations of
chemical structures)
Gestural
Makes use of the human body
or its parts (e.g. hands) to
visualize the phenomana.

Concrete
A three-dimensional object
and made of resilient materials
(e.g. a plastic ball-and-stick
model of an ionic lattice).

Symbolic
The representation of the
identities of entitles (e.g. those
involved in a chemical reaction,
a “chemical equation”).
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Macroscopic
level

(Sub-)
microscopic

Symbolic
level

Figure 2.1
Different representational levels in chemistry.
phenomena requires transfer of knowledge among levels.

Understanding of chemical

All representational levels in chemistry are necessary to better understand chemistry.
According to Oversby (2000), only a few macroscopic-level observations can be understood
without the (sub)-microscopic representational level. The symbolic level is used mostly by
chemists to describe chemical phenomena (Kozma, Chin, Russell & Marx, 2000). It is like an
international language that chemists use in discourse with collegues (Justi & Gilbert, 2000).
Chemists use their representational competence in social situations as evidence to support
claims, draw interferences, and make predictions about chemical phenomena (Kozma &
Russell, 2005). Representations have become a way for scientists to communicate with
themselves to conceptualize unobservable concepts that explain phenomena (Heitzman &
Krajcik, 2005). Students often explain their macroscopic observations using symbolic
representations, but chemistry students—even undergraduate students—have little
understanding of their observations at the sub-microscopic level (Bodner, 1991; Hinton &
Nakhleh, 1999; Johnstone, 1991). According to Gabel (1998), the emphasis in chemistry
teaching has focused much more on the symbolic level of representation than on the
macroscopic level since the 1960s.
Different visualizations play central roles in scientific meaning making (Gilbert, 2005;
Kozma & Russell, 2005). According to Ferk, Vrtacnik, Blejec & Gril (2003), visualization
helps connect macroscopic, microscopic, and symbolic levels, and supports understanding of
different molecular representations. In particular, the use of computer-managed modelling
packages (e.g. Aksela & Lahtela-Kakkonen, 2001; Barnea, 2000; Gilbert, Justi & Aksela,
2003; Lundell, Aksela & Lahtela-Kakkonen, 2003) can facilitate translation among
representational levels with different visualization models. Visualization technology enables
representations of examples of the phenomenon itself (via video), dynamic images in pseudo
3D representations, conventional 2D representations or mathematical representations
including chemical equations, to be created, manipulated, and discussed (Barnea, 2000).
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Scientific understanding in chemistry requires considerable higher-order thinking—to
apply, to analyze, to evaluate, and to construct knowledge among different representations or
models. Chemists build new knowledge using abstraction techniques such analogical
reasoning, imagistic reasoning, thought experiments, and limiting case analysis (Franco &
Colinvaux, 2000). For example, “thought experimentation” (Reiner & Gilbert, 2000) is
typical as chemists design and conduct empirical experimentation.
Excellent problemsolving and thinking abilities by experts within their domain are due primarily to these
factors: (a) domain-specific verbalisable knowledge, (b) more effective strategies for solving
problems (i.e. developed meta-cognitive ability), and (c) better ability to plan and monitor
problem-solving attempts (Duschl & Hamilton, 1998, page 1055). Experts can also see large
meaningful patterns in their knowledge, helping them to solve problems more quickly. They
also possess a hierarchical and cohesive framework of related concepts (Chi, Glaser & Farr,
1988).
In particular, consensus models in chemistry play a major part in providing
explanations that are at the heart of the scientific enterprise (Gilbert et al., 2000).
Explanations in chemistry can be classified based on the nature of the questions that give rise
to them (Gilbert, Boulter & Rutherford, 2000): (a) an intentional explanation (Why is this
phenomenon being explained?), (b) a descriptive explanation (What are the properties of this
phenomenon?), (c) an interpretative explanation (Of what is the phenomenon composed?), (d)
a causal explanation (Why does the phenomenon behave as it does?), and (e) a predictive
explanation (How will the phenomenon behave under other, specified, conditions?). Gilbert
et al. (1998) emphasize the use of causal explanations mainly at the secondary-school level.
The appropriateness of scientific models and theories depends on the kinds of issues
or problems addressed (Hodson, 1998). Oversby (2000) has analyzed, for example, how
models of acidity (behavior model, Lavoisier’s model, Priestley’s model, Arrhenius model,
Brönsted-Lowry model, Lewis model, and Usanovitch model) help explain the phenomenon
of acidity. Each model aspects on some parts of acidity explaining limited features of it. No
model viewed as to be a “best fit” for phenomena. Some explanations provide a deeper
understanding than earlier explanations. Often, secondary-level students’ mental models
resemble historical models in chemistry, but, on the other hand, their ideas often lack
conceptual coherence of scientific theories (Hodson, 1998).
A comprehensive understanding of models and modelling in chemistry is also
essential to students’ chemistry learning (Justi & Gilbert, 2002). In fact, modelling and
models make several contributions to chemistry education: (a) the formation of mental models
and the public presentation of expressed models are central to developing an understanding of
any phenomenon, (b) the production and the experimental testing of expressed models play a
central role in activities of chemistry, and (c) historical and scientific models are major
outcomes of chemistry (Gilbert et al., 2000). A main goal of chemistry education is to guide
students in building of mental models of chemical phenomena, ensuring close congruence to
scientifically accepted models by challenging students’ higher-order thinking skills.
In chemistry classrooms, students seldom understand that they are building and using
models to explain phenomena (Boulter & Buckeley, 2000). Indeed, students do not
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understand what a model in chemistry is (Gilbert, Justi & Aksela, 2003). Students usually do
not know that one phenomenon can be represented by different models, thus, they do not
understand the nature of chemistry. Often they think of models either as toys or as copies of
reality (Grosslight, Unger, Jay & Smith, 1991). Students should understand both the scope
and limitations of models in chemistry.

2.2 Meaningful Learning in Chemistry
Meaningful learning takes place when students not only remember, but also make sense of
and are able to apply, what they have learned (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Bransford et al.,
2000). The ability to apply knowledge to a novel situation (transfer of learning) is affected
by the degree to which students learn chemistry through understanding. Building
understanding in chemistry requires students to move among three domains of thought
(macroscopic, microscopic, and symbolic, Figure 2.1, page 22) in chemistry. “Making
sense” involves activation of mental models as well as higher-order thinking (HOTS). Thus,
higher-order thinking processes (see details, Chapter 3) are ways that students construct
meaning (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). Students with good HOTS could be more
successful in chemistry.
According to Minzes, Wandersee and Novak (2000, page 3), meaningful learning
occurs when students seek to relate new concepts and propositions to relevant existing
concepts and propositions in their cognitive structure. Thus, meaningful learning is
knowledge construction, in which students seek to “make sense” of their experiences.
Meaningful learning occurs gradually over time.
It is is an active, constructive, and
cumulative process (Shuell, 1990). According to Jonassen (1999), learning in a technologyrich environment is meaningful if learning is active (manipulative), constructive and
reflective, intentional (goal-directed), authentic (complex and contextual), and cooperative
(collaborative and conversational). Learning is meaningful, better understood, and more
likely to transfer to new situations when it occurs by engaging real-life, complex problems
(Jonassen, 1999).
Ausubel (1968) distinguished meaningful learning from rotelearning (also called
surface learning). Students who do not possess a meaningful learning orientation memorize
facts (Novak & Gowin, 1984). The major limitations of rote learning are poor retention and
retrieval of new ideas, potential interference in subsequent learning of related concepts, and
inability to use the new knowledge to solve novel problems (Minzes & Wandersee, 1998,
page 39). Success in meaningful learning depends on three factors (Ausubel, Novak &
Hanesian, 1978): (a) a meaningful learning set, (b) relevant concepts to anchor the new ideas,
and (c) inherent meaningfulness of the new concepts. If one or more of these requirements
are not met, then rote learning ensues.
Student knowledge-construction for meaningful learning is a challenging process
(Brandsford et al., 2000; Bybee, 2004; Shiland, 1999). It requires a mental effort or activity
during different student-centered activities. In particular, prior knowledge is central in
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knowledge-construction processes. Students build their scientific understanding in chemistry
upon what they already know and believe. Students formulate new scientific knowledge by
modifying and refining their current concepts in chemistry and adding new concepts to old
ones. Students also interpret data, based on their expectations and experiences. For
example, students who are lacking a theoretical framework in chemistry will not know where
to look, or how to look, to make observations appropriate to the task, or how to interpret what
they see in practical work. “They ‘see’ often what they are expected to see” (Hodson, 1998,
page 27).
Students’ preconceptions and misconceptions may interfere with their ability to learn
new things (Brandsford et al., 2000). Students must “make sense” of everyday and formal
school-based knowledge in their knowledge construction. According to Vygotsky (1987),
verbal meaning is a combination of thought, language, experience, and communication. The
role of social experiences is central in knowledge construction and its development (Anderson
& Krathwohl, 2001). Student learning can be facilitated by others (Salomon & Perkins,
1998). Both student-student and student-teacher interactions are necessary for meaningful
learning. In addition, tools (e.g. ICT) can serve as mediators. In addition, effective learning
requires that students take control of their own learning through reflection and self-assessment
(Brandsford et al., 2000).
A major barrier to students connecting macroscopic and (sub-) microscopic levels in
chemistry is the limited space in short-memory and frequent complexity of specified
laboratory procedures (Johstone & Wham, 1979). The working memory (Figure 2.2) is often
overloaded with incoming data through practical work (e.g. names of apparatus and materials,
written instructions, theory to be called, new skills, and verbal instructions). Student
information processing in chemistry can be presented by a model of Johnstone, Sleet and
Vianna (1994): new information enters student’s working memory, having a limited space,
and interacts with information stored in long-term memory, and transforms it into long-term
memory where it is permanently stored (Figure 2.2). For example, by using visual
information processing in a laboratory manual helps students gain significantly higher scores
on achievement measures and psychomotor skills, and also stimulates them to develop more
favourable attitudes toward laboratory activities (Dechsri, Jones & Heikkinen, 1997).
Conceptual change (or mental modelling, according to Nersessian, 1992) occurs
usually in meaningful learning. Four prerequisites for conceptual change are presented
(Posner, Strike, Hewson & Gertzog, 1982): (a) students must experience dissatisfaction with
their current conceptions, (b) students must develop an alternative understanding of the
concept, (c) the new concept must be plausible, and (d) students must see the concept as
fruitful or useful in several different situations. Learning of key concepts and principles is,
however, often difficult, because there can be resistance to conceptual change due to everyday
experiences, possible biological predispositions, and the complexity of the learning task (Duit
& Treagust, 1998, page 15). According to Duit (1999), student’s conception may be not
completely extinguished and replaced by a new idea. In fact, new and old concepts can
persist side by side for prolonged periods (Zohar, 2004). Student motivation, learning
strategies, and students’ epistemological beliefs or teachers’ characteristics can influence on
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students’ meaningful learning. According to Vosniadou (1999), meta-conceptual awareness
is a necessary component in the process of conceptual change.
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page 235).

Information Processing Model (Johnstone, Sleet & Vianna, 1994; Gabel, 1998,

Various pedagogical models facilitate meaningful chemistry learning (e.g. Torn,
2004).
There is not, however, one effective teaching model (strategy) that leads to
conceptual understanding, but rather the linking together of models in an appropriate fashion
(Gabel, 1998, page 234). The use of graphic organizers, small groups, discourse, and
technology, for example, can facilitate meaningful learning (Mintzes & Wandersee, 1998).
Peer interactions (Nurrenbern, 1999, Hoy, Woolfolk & O’Donnell, 2002; King, 2002) can be
valuable during the conceptual change process. It can clarify the concepts and processes of
chemistry and help students to understand the content of chemistry. Pedagogical models
used in this study for meaningful chemistry learning are explained in detail in Chapter 5.

2.3 Understanding of Chemical Reactions
Meaningful learning emphasizes both what students know (knowledge in chemistry) and how
they think about knowledge by using their cognitive processes (cf. Anderson & Krathwohl,
2001). Considerable higher-order thinking in chemistry (see details, Chapter 3) is needed to
build a deep understanding of the ideas of chemical reactions. Conceptual understanding of
them can occur when the students connect necessary concepts, their skills, experience, and
motivation (cf. Smith, diSessa, & Roschelle, 1993; Strike & Posner, 1992; Sinatra & Pintrich,
2003).
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Different theories, laws, and models are employed in the case of chemical reactions
(Figure 2.3). To build a conceptual understanding of ideas of chemical reactions is a
challenging process: students must integrate all the interactive, energetic, and dynamic aspects
of chemical reactions (Justi, 2002). In kinetics, students must understand, for example, how
fast chemical reactions occur and why they happen. To understand how chemical reactions
happen, students need to know about bonding in molecules, how molecules interact, what
determines whether an interaction is favourable or not and what the outcome will be (Keeler
& Wothers, 2004). In thermodynamics or in stoichiometry, they need to understand, for
example, to what extent, how much, and how far a particular chemical reaction occurs.
Chemical reaction—the heart of chemistry is a one of the main topics at the Finnish
secondary-school level chemistry curriculum (FRAME, 1994a & b, 2003, 2004). The goal
for teaching ideas of chemical reactions, for example in the context of organic chemistry
(FRAME, 1994b, page 96) was quite open during this research project: “Students can learn
about organic chemistry and study especially important elements, compounds, and reactions
of an organic nature.” A view of the taught topics in detail can be obtained, for example, on
the basis of Finnish chemistry books at secondary level. Teachers usually use chemistry
books as their curriculum in chemistry (Ahtineva, 2000).
According to a content analysis of the books (FRAME, 1994a & b), stoichiometric
approach of ideas of chemical reactions (e.g. chemical equations and balancing) was usually
more emphasized at Finnish secondary-level books compared to thermodynamic and kinetic
approaches (see Figure 2.3). The concepts like potential energy, kinetic energy, the laws of
thermodynamics, bond energy, entropy, free energy and spontaneity, and rate laws were
usually not mentioned in Finnish senior-secondary level chemistry books (the topics are
marked with * in Figure 2.3). Acid-base reactions, oxidation-reduction reactions, and some
precipitation reactions were the main teaching topics of chemical reactions presented in the
books (FRAME, 1994b). In addition, substitution, addition, and elimination reactions were
usually presented in the context of organic chemistry.
Various views of the goals and contents regarding the ideas of chemical reactions in
secondary-level chemistry curricula can be found in different countries. For example, U.S.
Grade 9-12 students should understand the following five general principles of chemical
reactions (NRC, 1996): (a) Chemical reactions occur all around us. (b) Chemical reactions
may release or consume energy. (c) Oxidation/reduction reactions, acid/base reactions, and
other reactions (e.g. radical). (d) Chemical reactions can take place in time periods ranging
from the few femtoseconds (10-15 seconds) to geologic time scales of billions of years.
Reaction rates depend on how often the reacting atoms and molecules encounter one another,
on the temperature, and on the properties—including shape—of the reacting species. (e)
Catalysts, such as metal surfaces, accelerate chemical reactions. Chemical reactions in living
systems are catalyzed by protein molecules called enzymes.
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CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Different types of chemical reactions
(e.g. solutions reactions: acid-base reactions)

STOICHIOMETRY

Chemical equations and
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(e.g. reactants, products,
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(e.g. law of conservation,
potential energy*, kinetic
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exothermic, endothermic,
heat, entalphy, bond energy*)
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A Collision model
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formation, bond breaking,
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(temperature, catalysis…)

Free Energy and
Spontaneity*
Chemical equilibrium
(e.g. Le Chatelier’s principle,
equilibrium constant, reaction
rate, equilibrium position,
heterogenous, homogenous…

Reaction mechanisms
(e.g. step, molecularity*,
intermediate)

Figure 2.3 An example of the classification of the some theories, laws, and models of the
phenomenon “chemical reaction” needed in chemistry learning, summarized from chemistry
literature by this researcher. The marked topics * were not usually taught in chemistry at the
senior-secondary level during this research project (FRAME 1994b).
Research in chemistry education reveals the things of chemical reactions (chemical
change) that are particularly difficult for students to understand and should be taken account
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into the design of learning environments and materials in chemistry instruction (e.g.
Abraham, Williamson & Westbrook, 1994; Andersson, 1986, 1990; Ahtee & Varjola, 1998;
Barker & Millar, 1999; Ben-Zvi, Eylon & Silberstein, 1987; Cali & Ayas, 2005; Garnett,
Garnett & Hackling, 1995; De Jong, Solsona & Izquierdo, 2003; Driver, 1985; Driver,
Squires, Rushworth & Wood-Robinson, 1994; Fensham, 1994; Hesse & Anderson, 1992;
Heitzman & Krajcik, 2005; Johnstone, MacDonald & Webb, 1977; Justi, 2002; Nakhleh,
1992; Stavridou & Solomonidou, 1998). However, few research can be found of ideas of
chemical reactions in the context of organic chemistry. Most research papers cited above
point out the importance of an awareness of the mental models actually held by students and
of creating learning environments and teaching models (strategies) to help conceptual
understanding in chemistry.
Students’ thinking often differs from scientific thinking in chemistry. Andersson
(1986) has identified five different explanations given by grade 7 - 9 students for chemical
change: (a) “It’s just that way,” (b) displacement from one physical location to another
occurs, (c) the material is modified, (d) transmutation, and (e) chemical interaction occurs.
According to Stavridou and Solomonidou (1998), students (aged 12-18) construct the concept
of chemical reactions in three stages, related to the phenomenology of change (Stage 1); to the
number of initial products or new products formed (Stage 2); and to the structure of matter
(Stage 3), respectively.
To understand the concept of “chemical reaction,” students must to link many abstract
concepts (e.g. substance, atom, molecule, ion, electron, bond, interaction, and energy).
According to Johnstone (1991), students have difficulty with explanations that include
microscopic level phenomena that contain concepts, theories, and principles needed to explain
what is observed at the macroscopic level. Students do not spontaneously visualize chemical
events as dynamic interactions (Nakhleh, 1992). Compounds, for example, are viewed as
simply formed by sticking fragments together, rather than by breaking and reforming bonds
(Ben-Zvi et al., 1987). Krajcik (1991) found that some students visualize a chemical equation
as a mathematical puzzle, rather than as a symbolic representation of a dynamic and
interactive process. According to Nakhleh (1992), many chemistry topics are learned by rote
if students do not understand the kinetic behaviour of particles. The difficulty in
understanding chemical reactions can supposely be traced to students’ lack of understanding
of fundamental concepts: “substance,” “element,” and “atom” (e.g. Ahtee & Varjola, 1998;
Boo, 1998; Gabel, 1993; Nakhleh, 1992; Stravridou & Solomonidou, 1998).
Physical and chemical changes are often confused by students (Abraham et al., 1985;
Ahtee & Varjola, 1998; Andersson, 1986; Driver, 1985; Hesse & Andersson, 1992; Meheut,
Saltiel, & Tiberghien, 1985; Stravidou & Solomonidou, 1998). For example, some students
think that a chemical reaction has occurred only if there is hissing, bubbling, or a color change
(Driver et al., 1994). Also, Stravidou and Solomonidou (1998) found that students (aged 12–
18) do not understand chemical reactions as changes, but as “events”, for example with color
change, gas release, or explosions. They often think that if only one reactant is present
initially, the resulting phenomenon cannot represent a chemical system that reacts. According
to these students, there must be two reactants present initially for a chemical reaction to occur.
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BouJaoude (1991) found that students explain, for example, burning based on visible aspects
of events they observed. Many students (aged 12–18) think that atoms can vary in shape and
size as their physical state changes, and that atoms have different colors; for example sulphur
atoms are yellow (e.g. Andersson, 1990).
The major concepts, “exothermic reaction,” “endothermic reaction,” and “heat of
reaction”, are also difficult for students to understand (e.g. Boo 1998; Cachapuz & Martins,
1987; De Jong 2000; De Vos & Verdonk, 1996; Johnstone, MacDonald & Webb, 1977;
Ribeiro, Pereira & Maskill, 1990). One study shows that students (aged 15–16 years)
experience difficulties in classifying chemical reactions as exothermic or endothermic (De
Vos & Verdonk, 1986). Students (aged 16–18) thought that endothermic reactions are never
spontaneous and that reactions that occur naturally (i.e. without heating) must be exothermic
(Johnstone et al., 1977). Only 15 % of grade-12 students were able to explain exothermic
reactions correctly within a scientific framework (Boo, 1998). Only 10 % of the students
held the chemist’s view that the driving force for all chemical reactions is a decrease in the
free energy of the system or an increase in the entropy of the universe. The remaining
students thought that there are different driving forces for different chemical reactions. It
appeared that the main problem was that during instruction the “why and how” of chemical
change (i.e. the notion of driving force, involving the concepts of free energy and entropy)
had not been emphasized or had been regarded as less important or beyond the grasp of
students (Boo, 1998). In addition, the conceptions of heat and temperature are usually poorly
differentiated (Harrison, Grayson & Treagust, 1999).
Many students’ difficulties with energetics can be traced back to their lack of
understanding of the particulate nature of matter (Boo, 1998; Brook, Briggs & Driver, 1984;
Gabel, Samuel, & Hunn, 1987; Novick & Nussbaum, 1978, 1981). However, similar
difficulties with that concept have been found among university students. For example, Cros
and Maurin (1986) found that university students (Year 1) have a poor understanding of the
energy changes associated with neutralization reactions. Year 4 students used ideas from
their everyday life to explain the spontaneity of some common chemical reactions (Ribeiro,
Pereira & Maskill, 1990). Also, Boo (1998) found that terms such, as driving force, energy,
and bond, have very different meanings for students in everyday life and in chemistry. This
leads to difficulties in understanding chemistry concepts.
As a previous review of research shows, there are challenges to promote students’
conceptual understanding of the ideas of chemical reactions. Students need various
experiences to practice their higher-order thinking skills, concerning ideas of chemical
reactions, for a better understanding. Chapter 3 introduces the general features of thinking
skills, especially higher-order thinking processes necessary in meaningful chemistry learning.

2.4 Motivation for Chemistry Learning
Student motivation affects meaningful chemistry learning. In particular, motivation is
positively related to higher-order thinking (Hart, 1990). Abundant research literature shows
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important links between students’ motivational beliefs, their cognition, and learning (e.g.
Pintrich & Schrauben, 1992; Pintrich & Schunk, 1996; Snow, Corno & Jackson, 1996).
Student motivation can either be instrinsic or external (Hodson, 1998). Various factors affect
students’ instrinsic motivation to engage in a learning task, including their interests, needs,
goals, and beliefs about their own worth, abilities, competencies—i.e. control of learning
beliefs (Pintrich & Schunk, 1996), and expectations of success—positive and negative
feelings about the learning environment and its activities; i.e. student self-efficacy (Schunk &
Ertmer, 2000). If students trust their own ability to carry out a task, they can use more higherorder thinking skills (Schunk & Ertmer, 2000). Furthermore, success builds up motivation.
Marzano (2001) points out that, students’ motivation can be seen as a function of at
least three factors: (a) perception of importance (e.g. the student feels it is important to study
ideas of chemical reactions), (b) perceptions of efficacy (e.g. the student has the necessary
ability, power, or resource to learn it), and (c) one’s emotional response to the knowledge
component (e.g. the student has a positive emotional response to it).
Any task can become intrinsically motivating if it meets the following conditions
(Hodson, 1998): (a) it provides an appropriate level of challenge, and is a challenging,
meaningful, and authentic activity for students, (b) students provide opportunities for
informative feedback and advice, (c) the activity is free from other distractions and
constraints, (d) students act under their own volition, and (e) orientation in assessment moves
away from competition and comparison towards personal assessment. Ausubel (1968) also
pointed out the potential meaning of the material itself in meaningful learning.
A student’s external motivation can be affected by the responses of others (e.g.
chemistry teacher and students), and by rewards, incentives, penalties, and punishment
(Hodson, 1998). In this study, it is assumed that a stable emotional climate is essential for
cognitive growth (Hodson, 1998). Student motivation for chemistry learning is incorporated
in the design of a “rich” learning environment through computer-assisted inquiry, using as
pedagogical models cooperative learning and a learning cycle. By using authentic projectlike investigations, student motivation is presumably supported. According to Järvelä (1998),
interaction based on cognitive apprenticeship in a complex technology-based learning
environment affects the students’ situational motivational and emotional interpretations.
The concept of “interest” is a highly salient factor concerning student motivation.
Students often lack interest in studying chemistry (e. g. Asunta, 2003; Black & Atkin, 1996;
Gräber, 1994; Halkka, 2003; Lavonen et al., 2004; Osborne, 2003). Too often, secondarylevel students believe that chemistry is too abstract (Gabel, 1999; Nakhleh, 1992). However,
chemistry can be interesting and exciting for students (e.g. Torn, 2004). Her research also
emphasized the role of enthusiastic chemistry teacher in students’ enthusiasm in chemistry, as
in Nieminen & Aksela, 2004. Pintrich & Schunk (1996) found that student interest is
positively correlating with memory, attention, understanding, deep cognitive commitment,
and thinking.
Two kinds of student interest are: individual and situational interest (Krapp, 2002).
Individual interest is linked to a chemistry topic or task. It is often a very stable trait, but it
can also change. While the context of learning (e.g. a particular learning environment and the
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chemistry teacher) affects student situational interest, it can develop into an individual interest
if the student receives enough support (Hidi & Berndorff, 1998). Situational interest, for
example, can be promoted by a chemistry teacher using different pedagogical strategies in
which a student can act as an autonomous and active learner (Schraw, Flowerday & Lehman,
2001). A high-level situational interest leads to deeper processing, and deployment of
metacognitive control strategies (Hodson, 1998).
Versatile pedagogical models (strategies) can engage students in chemistry (e.g.
Aroluoma, 2002; Torn, 2004). More student-centered strategies with many student
discussions, small-group working strategies, practical work, and authentic learning
environments are needed to engage students in meaningful learning (e.g. Lavonen, Juuti,
Byman, Uitto & Meisalo, 2004). Small-group discussion strategies can motivate students to
learn science (Bennett et al., 2004; Woolnough, 1997). Real-world problems motivate and
help to encourage the transfer of knowledge and skills by encouraging students to apply their
knowledge. STS—instruction can make practical work more relevant and more attractive to
science students (Fensham, 1990).
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3 HIGHER-ORDER THINKING IN CHEMISTRY
To obtain better scientific understanding in chemistry, more focus should be placed on
students’ higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) at secondary level. In Chapter 3, thinking and
higher-order thinking are discussed, first, generally and then, more deeply in the context of
the revised cognitive taxonomy (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). An assessment of HOTS is
considered at the close of the chapter.

3.1 Thinking Skills
Thinking is viewed as an intellectual or high-level cognitive process (Wilson, 2000).
Improving thinking has been the focus of education since the ancient Greeks (e.g. Anderson
& Krathwohl, 2001; Bransford et al., 2000; Fisher, 1998; Lawson, 2002; Lipman, 2003;
Resnick, 1987). In Finland, there has been discussion about thinking skills in education,
especially since 1980s (e.g. Hautamäki, 1984; Kallio, 1998; Kuusela, 2000; Lavonen &
Meisalo, 1998; Scheinin & Mehtäläinen, 1999; Voutilainen, Mehtäläinen & Niiniluoto, 1989).
Promoting scientific thinking has also been a prime aim of Finnish chemistry instruction at
the secondary level (FRAME, 1994a & b, 2003, 2004).
No consensus has arisen, however, regarding what should be included in the thinking
skills category (Higgins, et al., 2004; Zohar & Dori, 2003). Skill can be defined as the ability
to do something well (Lawson, 2002). McGuinness (1999) has summarized the different
taxonomies of thinking skills most mentioned in literature. They include: collecting
information, sorting information, analyzing information, drawing conclusions from the
information, “brainstorming” new ideas, problem solving, determining cause and effect,
evaluating options, planning and setting goals, monitoring progress, decision making, and
reflecting on one’s own progress. In addition, thinking skills can been classified the
following categories (DfES, 2002): (a) information-processing skills, (b) reasoning skills, (c)
enquiry skills, (d) creative thinking skills, and (e) evaluation skills.
Thinking skills are particularly essential to the accurate description and explanation of
chemical phenomena. They can be categorized (Lawson, 2002, page 50) as: (a) accurately
describing nature, (b) sensing and stating causal questions about nature, (c) recognizing,
creating, and stating alternative hypothesis and theories, (d) generating logical predictions, (e)
planning and conducting controlled experiments to test a hypothesis, (f) collecting,
organizing, and analyzing relevant experimental and correlational data, and (g) drawing and
applying reasonable conclusions.
Thinking skills are either embedded in particular subjects, for example, in chemistry,
or more generally across the entire curriculum (McGuinness, 1999). For example, Entwistle
(1987) argues for a hierarchical model, pointing out, that schools should teach specific skills
(skills specific to subjects or general skills specific to tasks shared between related subjects),
strategies (generalized procedures or sequences), and approaches to learning (self-regulated
learning). According to Lawson (2002), development of the ability to think cannot be
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divorced from context. Thinking is driven by and supported by knowledge, in the form of
both specific facts and organizing principles (Resnick, 1987, page 45). According to Brown,
Collins and Duguid (1989), learning and cognition are fundamentally situated. For example,
the students’ choice of logical operations depends on particular science content and the
problem’s content (Duit & Treagust, 1998). However, research concerning thinking skills
embedded into subjects or across the curriculum is less well documented (McGuinness,
1999). There is little research reported about thinking skills in chemistry at the secondary
level (e.g. Strang & Shayer, 1993; Zohar & Dori, 2003).
There are literally hundreds of instructional programs for promoting thinking skills
(Halpern, 1992; Hamers & Overtoom, 1997; Hamers, van Luit & Csapó, 1999; Higgins et al.,
2004; McGuinness, 1999; Wilson, 2000). These programs can be categorized according to
their supporting philosophy/theory (Higgins et al., 2004): (a) Formal Thinking, for example
“Cognitive Acceleration through Science Education,” CASE (Adey, Shayer &Yates, 1995),
emphasizing Piaget’s stage theory of development, emphasizing helping pupils make the
transition from concrete to formal operational thinking. (b) Thinking as manipulation of
language and symbols (socio-cultural approach), for example, “The Thinking Together
programme” (Dawes, Mercer & Wegerif, 2000), where the emphasis is on talk, discussion,
and “scaffolded” experiences—students develop understanding through communicating their
ideas, (c) Thinking about thinking (metacognition), for example, the “Philosophy for Children
programme” (Lipman, Sharp & Oscanyan, 1980), (d) Integration and infusion, which seeks to
develop teachers’ pedagogy at the same time as making students’ thinking explicit (Leat &
Higgins, 2002; McGuinness, 1999), and (e) “The Thinking in Science Classrooms project”
(TSC), (Zohar, 2004), in which science instruction had been thought from two perspective:
content and thinking. In Finland, the CASE (Adey et al., 1995) has been successfully studied
by sixth-grade students (Kuusela, 2000).
Thinking skills interventions can be very effective at all levels (Higgins et al., 2004),
but especially if they are directed at meta-cognitive and self-regulatory approaches (e.g. Adey
& Shayer, 1990; Romney & Samuels, 2001). The latest review of the research in thinking
skills (Higgins et al., 2004) includes 191 research reports, 61 % of which deals with student
thinking, and 3 % with teachers’ thinking. Thinking in science involved 34 % of the reports.
The majority of the studies report a positive impact on students’ attainment across a range of
non-curriculum measures, such as reasoning or problemsolving (e.g. Adey & Shayer, 1990;
De Corte, Verschaffel & De Ven, 2001). No studies report negative impact regarding such
measures. There is some evidence that students can apply or translate their learning to other
contexts (e.g. Adey & Shayer, 1990; DeCorte et al., 2001).
The impact of thinking skills’ approaches is not studied across all student groups
(Higgins et al., 2004). Some evidence suggests a greater impact on low-attaining students,
particularly when using metacognitive strategies (e.g. DeCorte et al., 2001; Zohar & Dori,
2003). Some evidence suggests that students benefit from explicit training in the use of
thinking-skill strategies and approaches (e.g. DeCorte et al., 2001). Some benefits of the
programs and approaches derive from making thinking and reasoning explicit through a
pedagogical emphasis on classroom talk, and interaction (e.g. Adey & Shayer, 1990; DeCorte
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et al., 2001). According to the report (Higgins et al., 2004), the teacher’s role is particularly
important in establishing collaborative group work, effective patterns of talk and in eliciting
students’ responses (e.g. Chang & Barufaldi, 1999). However, in order to benefit from
thinking skill approaches using collaborative groupwork, students may need to be taught how
to work in groups (e.g. Ritchie & Edwards, 1996).
Fisher (1995) highlighted some factors that influence the thinking process: (a)
students’ abilities, for example cognitive abilities and memory, (b) students’ experiences, for
example, previous experiences, age and familiarity with context, and (c) students’ attitudes,
for example, motivation, stress, interest, confidence, self-esteem, anxiety, perseverance, and
resistance.
According to Wilson (2002), a number of features are conducive to developing
students’ thinking skills at the school level: (a) high topic and task relevance to the learner, (b)
focusing on the student’s intention by the adult so as to supply the best “scaffolding,” (c)
encouraging questioning, especially use of open-ended questions, (d) encouraging thinking
aloud and expressing opinions and uncertainties, and (e) using a model of the teacher as
manager of interactions among peers. Zohar (2004) emphasizes students’ prior knowledge,
motivational factors, students’ learning strategies, and their thinking abilities. Concept maps,
in particular, have been found to develop thinking skills and to foster an understanding of
knowledge construction (Daley, 2002). A prominent way to enhance transfer is to repeat the
same thinking skill over and over again in different scientific topics or vary the form of tasks
that requires a particular thinking procedure (Zohar, 2004). According to Lawson (2005),
science instruction should provide students with opportunities to generate and test
increasingly complex and abstract hypotheses and theories in a hypothetico-deductive
manner.
Computers can act as mindtools to engage students in thinking (Jonassen, 2000).
There can be found some research literature in which ICT use promotes thinking skills (e.g.
Cradler, McNabb, Freeman & Burchett, 2002; Hopson, Simms & Knezek, 2001—2002;
Reeves, 1998). Wegerif (2002, page 18) points out three ways in which ICT use could
particularly enhance the teaching and learning of thinking skills: (a) supporting dynamic and
multiple representations of information, (b) acting like a teacher to prompt and direct enquiry
but can, at the same time, act as a resource while learners discuss and explore ideas, and (c)
networks can allow students to engage directly in knowledge creation with others who are not
physically present.

3.2 Classifying Higher-order Thinking Skills
All students must employ higher-order thinking skills (Layman, 1996; Salomon, 1993; Zohar,
2004; Zohar & Dori, 2003). Resnick (1987) stresses that higher-order thinking must suffuse
the school program from kinder-garden on and in every subject. There is also consistent
evidence that young children and less proficient students can be taught the same strategies and
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processes used by more successful students (University of Colorado, Curriculum Reform
Project, 1994; Zohar, 2004).
What, then, are higher-order thinking skills? Indeed, there is no consensus about this.
In addition to Blooms’ Cognitive Taxonomy and the Revised Taxonomy considered later in
this chapter, various definitions are cited in the literature (Lewis & Smith, 1993). The
concept also carries different names in the literature, for example, critical thinking, higherorder cognitive processes (skills), or higher level cognitive processes (skills). According to
Resnick (1987), higher-order thinking is non-algorithmic, complex, often yields multiple
solutions, involves nuanced judgement and interpretation, involves the application of multiple
criteria, often involves uncertainty, involves self-regulation of the thinking process, involves
imposing meaning and finding structure in apparent disorder, and is effortful. Sternberg
(1995) classifies higher-order thinking skills in three categories: meta-components,
performance components, and knowledge acquisition components. The meta-component—
the highest-level thinking process—includes planning, monitoring, decisionmaking, and
evaluating. The performance component includes skills used in actual execution of the task.
Knowledge-acquisition components are used in learning new information. According to
Lavonen and Meisalo (1998), both creative and critical thinking, and problem solving, include
higher-order thinking skills.
According to Zoller (1987, 2001), higher-order cognitive skills (HOCS) are question
asking, problem solving, decisionmaking, critical thinking, and evaluative thinking in the
context of chemistry. According to Zohar and Dori (2003), higher-order thinking includes
constructing arguments, asking research questions, making comparisons, solving nonalgorithmic complex problems, dealing with controversies, identifying hidden assumptions, as
well as classic scientific inquiry skills. According to Zohar (2004), some key features of
HOTS cannot be defined exactly; they can be recognized when they occur.
Schwartzer (2002) has divided higher-order thinking skills to three parts: inquiry
skills, data processing skills, and additional critical thinking skills. According to Domin
(1999), higher-order thinking is exemplified by such behaviors as inferring, planning, or
appraising. According to Gagné (1965), basic process skills are observing, measuring,
inferring, predicting, classifying, collecting data, and recording data. Higher-level integrated
skills needed in practical work are interpreting data, controlling variables, defining
operationally, and formulating hypotheses. The basic processes are regarded as essential for
understanding and are used at an integrated higher level. The knowledge acquisition
components are viewed as lower-order cognitive skills. Most of the classical scientific
inquiry skills, such as formulating hypotheses, planning experiments or drawing conclusions,
are also classified as higher-order thinking skills (Zohar, 2004).
Marland, Patching, and Putt (1992), while studying distance education, created higherorder thinking classifications in an ICT environment such as, analysis, anticipation,
comparing, confirming linking, meta-cognition, recalling, strategy planning, and
transformation. Alexander and Frampton (1994) established categories in an interactive
multimedia environment, such as read, infer, generate, plan, evaluate, and conclude. Nastasi
and Clements (1992) classified higher-order thinking employed in computer environments as
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“social-cognitive” behaviour, such as collaborative, non-collaborative, peer as resource,
teacher as resource, social conflict, and cognitive conflict. Herrington and Oliver (1997)
present revised characterizations of Resnicks’ model (Resnick, 1987), including: uncertainty,
decision on a path of action, judgement and interpretation, multiple perspectives, imposing
meaning, effortful thinking and multiple solutions, and self-regulation of thinking. These
categories are relative and non-hierarchical in a situated learning (multimedia) environment
(Herrington & Oliver, 1997).
Student participation, teacher encouragement, and student-student interaction,
including active practice, motivation, and feedback, are all positively related to higher-order
thinking (Hart, 1990). STS education aims at improving students’ higher-order thinking
(Zohar & Dori, 2003). Real problems can stimulate students to hypothesize, predict, conduct
thought-experiments, and generate explanations. In particular, inquiry-oriented class
discussions, cooperative learning, and student participation in learning and assessment
processes can be used to develop students’ higher-order cognitive skills capacity in chemistry
(Zoller, 2001). According to Domin (1999), one possible way to encourage higher-order
thinking in the chemistry laboratory is to place students in the position of designing,
developing, and conducting their own experiments (e.g. inquiry-based and problem-based
learning).
According to the students, teaching thinking is, however, expensive, requires a lot of
time, will be at the expense of covering the curriculum, and it requires radical changes in
teachers’ thinking and working habits (Zohar, 2004, page 198). According to Saprani (1998),
block scheduling, integration of the curriculum and thematic teacher, portfolio assessment,
cooperative learning groups, and brain-based learning/teaching can help teachers to overcome
possible constraints (e.g. schedule, student attitudes, teacher attitudes, resources, atmosphere,
and assessment) to promote higher-order thinking in the classroom.

3.2.1 Bloom’s Cognitive Taxonomy
The most universally applied classification of higher-order thinking until, the advent of the
revised taxonomy (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001), has been that of Bloom and associates—
the classification known as Bloom’s Cognitive Taxonomy (Bloom, Engelhard, Furst, Hill &
Krathwohl, 1956). It categorizes two levels of thinking: lower-order thinking and higherorder thinking.
In the taxonomy, the lower-order skills of knowledge/recall and
comprehension are seen as necessary for the higher-order skills of application, analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation (Table 3.2.1a). Bloom’s Cognitive Taxonomy has been supported
by empirical research (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, page 287–302). According to Zohar
(2004), it specifies cognitive levels that are clear and still very useful.
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Table 3.2.1a
Bloom’s original Taxonomy (1956) compared to the revised taxonomy
(Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001).
Bloom’s Orginal
Taxonomy

Level of Thinking

The Revised Taxonomy

Knowledge
Comprehension
Application
Analysis
Synthesis
Evaluation

lower-order
lower-order
higher-order
higher-order
higher-order
higher-order

Remember
Understand
Apply
Analyze
Evaluate
Create

According to Bloom et al. (1956), higher-order thinking can be supported, for
example, by using special verbs in tasks (see Table 3.2.1b). The verbs can be useful in the
formulation of questions and learning goals.
Table 3.2.1b Verbs useful in higher-order thinking tasks (Bloom et al., 1956).
Skill

Verb

Applying

apply, discover, manage, relate, classify, employ, predict, show, compute,
evidence, prepare, solve, demonstrate, manifest, present, utilize, direct
ascertain, diagnose, distinguish, outline, analyze, diagram, divide, point out,
associate, differentiate, examine, reduce, conclude, discriminate, find,
separate, designate, dissect, infer, determine
combine, devise, originate, revise, compile, expand, plan, rewrite, compose,
extend, pose, synthesize, conceive, generalize, propose, theorize, create,
integrate, project, write, design, invent, rearrange, develop, modify
appraise, conclude, critique, judge, assess, contrast, deduce, weigh, compare,
criticize, evaluate

Analyzing

Synthesizing

Evaluating

Many alternative frameworks have claimed to improve on Bloom’s Cognitive
Taxonomy or have claimed to offer a clearer scheme. Altogether nineteen different
alternative frameworks were presented before the emergence of the revised taxonomy
(Anderson & Kratworth, 2001, pp. 259–286).
Anderson and Krathwohl (2001) have
analyzed features of the proposed alternative frameworks to guide their revision of the
Taxonomy. Eleven alternative frameworks are one-dimensional; eight are multidimensional
classification systems. Five schemes claimed to be based on a hierarchy (e.g. Ausubel &
Robinson, 1969; Gagné, 1972).
Ten schemes make knowledge a separate dimension.
Several frameworks include aspects of the affective domain or significant affective
components (e.g. Hauenstein, 1998).
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One of the newest alternative frameworks is Marzano’s (2001) model. This model presents
three mental systems—the self-system, the meta-cognitive system, and the cognitive system.
The fourth component of the model is knowledge. Figure 3.2.1 presents a model of behaviour
about, how humans decide whether to engage in a new task and how information is processed
once a decision has been made (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). Marzano (2001) points out
that the self-system is engaged first, then the meta-cognitive system, and, finally, the
cognitive system.
In Marzano’s (2001) model, all three systems use the student’s store of knowledge.
The self-system consists of an interrelated system of attitudes, beliefs, and emotions. The
interaction between them determines both motivation and attention. The meta-cognitive
system is defined as responsible for monitoring, evaluating, and regulating the functioning of
all other types of thought. It has four functions in the new taxonomy: goal specification,
process monitoring, monitoring clarity, and monitoring accuracy. The cognitive system
consists of retrieval, comprehension, analysis, and knowledge utilization. The knowledge
within any subject area can be organized into the domains of information, mental processes,
and psychomotor processes. Thus, the Marzano model has integrated the traditional three
domains: cognitive, affective, and psychomotor.

Self-system decides to
engage
Yes

No

Metacognitive System sets
goals and strategies

New Task

Continue current
behavior

Cognitive System processes
relevant information
Knowledge

Figure 3.2.1
Model of Behavior (Marzano, 2001). The “new task” is defined as an
opportunity to change whatever one is doing or attending to at a given time.

3.2.2 The Revised Taxonomy
Lorin Anderson, a former student of Benjamin Bloom, and other cognitive psychologists
revisited Blooms’ Cognitive Taxonomy during the 1990s, examining the future relevance of
the taxonomy. The revision was completed among a collaborative group of cognitive
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psychologists, curriculum theorists, instructional researchers, and testing and assessment
specialists (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, page xxviii). The newest research on students’
development and learning, and teachers’ planning, teaching, and assessing have been taken
account in the new revised taxonomy. It has as a primary goal to be easily applicable at
elementary, secondary, and even tertiary levels of education. It is a tool to help educators
clarify and communicate what they intend students to learn (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001).
Emphasis is on student-oriented, learning-based, explicit, and assessable statements of
intended cognitive outcomes.
Some changes in terminology, structure and emphasis appear in the revised taxonomy,
compared to the original one. The revised framework is two-dimensional: the dimensions are
cognitive process and knowledge. The cognitive process dimension contains six categories:
Remember, Understand, Apply, Analyze, Evaluate, and Create. The continuum is assumed to
be based on cognitive complexity, as in the older Taxonomy. The last four dimensions listed
are higher-order thinking skills. Understand is taken as more cognitively complex than
Remember, and so on. The knowledge dimension has four categories: Factual, Conceptual,
Procedural, and Meta-cognitive. These categories are also assumed to lie along a continuum
from concrete (Factual) to abstract (Meta-cognitive). The Conceptual and Procedural
categories overlap in terms of abstractness (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001).
The revised taxonomy contains both a verb and a noun that differ from Blooms’
original Taxonomy (see Table 3.2.1a, page 38). The verb generally describes the intended
cognitive process and the noun generally identifies knowledge that students are expected to
acquire or construct. Another difference is that the cognitive processes Evaluate and Create
(Synthesize in Bloom’s Cognitive Taxonomy) are in a different order than in the original
taxonomy (see Table 3.2.1a).

3.3 Knowledge Categories
There are four knowledge categories in the revised Taxonomy: factual, conceptual,
procedural, and meta-cognitive knowledge. They all are necessary in meaningful chemistry
learning.
Factual knowledge is knowledge of discrete, and isolated content elements. They are
the basic elements a student must know to be acquainted in chemistry or to solve problems.
Two types of Factual Knowledge are: (a) knowledge of terminology and (b) knowledge of
specific details and elements (see details, Table 3.3). For the most part, Factual Knowledge
exists at a relatively low level of abstraction. (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 45–48)
Conceptual knowledge represents more complex, organized knowledge forms—
interrelationships between basic elements within a larger structure that enables conceptual
knowledge to function. It includes three subtypes: (a) knowledge of classification and
categories, (b) knowledge of principles and generalizations, and (c) knowledge of theories,
models, and structures (see details, Table 3.3). It is often called “disciplinary knowledge.”
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Table 3.3 Major types and subtypes of the knowledge dimension (Anderson & Krathwohl,
2001, page 46). Examples are drawn from chemistry by this researcher.
Major Type and Subtypes

Examples from Chemistry

Factual Knowledge
1a) Knowledge of terminology
1b) Knowledge of specific details and
elements

e.g. formulas of compounds, definitions of atom,
electron, molecule, chemical reaction, names of
elements, biographies of chemists, dates of their
innovations

Conceptual Knowledge
2a) Knowledge of classifications and
categories
2b) Knowledge of principles and
generalizations
2c) Knowledge of theories, models,
and structures

e.g. Periodic table, atomic theory, ideas of
chemical reactions

Procedural Knowledge
3a) Knowledge of subject-specific
skills and algorithms
3b) Knowledge of subject-specific
techniques and methods
3c) Knowledge of criteria for
determining when to use
appropriate procedures

e.g. Skills used in practical work and in inquiry,
use of computer-based environments, scientific
methods

Metacognitive Knowledge
4a) Strategic knowledge
4b) Knowledge about cognitive tasks,
including appropriate contextual
and conditional knowledge
4c) Self-knowledge

e.g. Knowledge of the design of experimental
work, knowledge of the cognitive demands of
different tasks in chemistry, awareness of one’s
own strengths and weakness in chemistry
knowledge

By separating Factual Knowledge from Conceptual knowledge, Anderson and
Krathwohl (2001) highlight the need to teach to attain a deep understanding of conceptual
knowledge, not just to recall isolated, small bits of factual knowledge. Conceptual knowledge
and deep understanding can jointly help students transfer what they have learned in chemistry
to new situations (Bransdorf et al., 2000). (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 48–52)
Procedural Knowledge skills associated play an important role in declarative
knowledge acquisition and in concept construction. It is “the knowledge of how to do
something.” It includes knowledge of skills and algorithms, techniques and methods
procedures, as well as knowledge of criteria used to determine and/or justify “when to do
what” within specific domains and disciplines in chemistry. It is subject specific or discipline
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specific and includes three subtypes: (a) knowledge of chemistry skills and algorithms, (b)
knowledge of chemistry techniques and methods, and (c) knowledge of criteria for
determining when to use appropriate procedures in chemistry (see details in Table 3.3).
(Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 52–55)
Meta-cognitive Knowledge has a different status than other types of knowledge that
were developed through consensus within the scientific community. Meta-cognitive
knowledge is knowledge about cognition in general, as well as, awareness of and knowledge
about one’s own cognition (e.g. Gunstone, 1994). It encompasses (a) strategic knowledge,
(b) knowledge about cognitive tasks, including contextual and conditional knowledge, and (c)
self-knowledge (see details in Table 3.3). According to Kuhn (2001), meta-cognitive
knowledge is crucial to meta-level of functioning. (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 55–62)
Meta-cognitive Knowledge includes knowledge of the variety of strategies that
students might use while they perform their inquiry. In practical work, there are many stages
in which students need meta-cognitive strategies, for example during their goal specification,
planning their investigation, and deciding on the strategies to take measurements, and to
monitor and check their results. Meta-cognitive knowledge also includes general strategies
for problem solving, and deductive and inductive thinking (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001).
Students’ need knowledge of different cognitive tasks, including knowing that different tasks
in chemistry can be more or less difficult, and may make differential demands on their
cognitive system, and require different cognitive strategies. Students also need knowledge of
different conditions and tasks in chemistry for which different strategies are most appropriate.
Different cognitive tasks require different models (strategies)—cognitive tools—that can help
students to construct understanding in chemistry. (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 55–62)
Self-knowledge includes knowledge of one’s strengths and weaknesses in relation to
cognition and learning (Flavell, 1979). Students also have beliefs about their motivation.
They need to develop self-knowledge and awareness of their own motivation. There is a link
between students’ motivational beliefs, their cognition, and learning, as presented in Chapter
2 (Snow, Corno, & Jackson, 1996; Pintrich & Schrauben, 1992; Pintrich & Schunk, 1996).
Meta-cognitive knowledge reflects recent research on how students’ knowledge about their
cognition and control of their own cognition play important roles in learning (e.g. Bransford
et al., 2000; Zimmerman & Schunk, 1998). It emphasizes making students more aware of
and responsible for their own knowledge and thought. Meta-cognitive control and selfregulation involve the cognitive processes of Remember, Understand, Apply, Analyze,
Evaluate, and Create. (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 55–62)

3.4 Cognitive Process Categories
Cognitive processes are ways in which students can actively engage in the process of
constructing meaning towards meaningful learning in chemistry. Cognitive processes have
been categorized as Remember, Understand, Analyze, Evaluate, and Create (Anderson &
Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 30–31). Because lower-order thinking skills are necessary for higher-
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order thinking skills, all cognitive processes are considered in detail. Each of these six major
categories is associated with two or more specific cognitive processes, 19 in all, as
summarized in Table 3.4 (page 44). The nature of the cognitive process employed depends
on the subject matter to which it is applied. For example, planning a solution to a chemistry
problem is different than planning the composition of a literary essay. It also depends on the
authenticity of the task to which it is applied (Hambleton, 1996).
The lower-order thinking” skill, Remember, means to retrieve relevant knowledge in
chemistry from long-term memory. The relevant knowledge can be Factual Knowledge,
Conceptual Knowledge, Procedural Knowledge, or Meta-cognitive Knowledge, or some
combination of these. It includes two sub-types: recognizing and recalling. When the
objective of instruction is to promote retention of the presented material in much the same
form as it was taught, the relevant process category is Remember. (Anderson & Krathwohl,
2001, pp. 66–70)
Remembering knowledge is essential for meaningful learning and problem solving,
since that knowledge is used in more complex tasks. Recognizing involves retrieving
chemical knowledge from long-term memory in order to compare it with presented
information. An alternative term for it is identifying. Recalling involves retrieving
knowledge from long-term memory when it is asked for (e.g. a question). Student searches
long-term memory for a chunk of information and brings that chunk to working memory (see
Figure 2.2, page 26), where it can be processed. An alternative term for recalling is
retrieving. (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 66–70)
When the goal of chemistry instruction is to promote transfer the focus shifts to the
other five cognitive processes, that is, from Understand to Create. Understand is defined as
constructing meaning from instructional messages in chemistry, including oral, written, and
graphic communication. Students can understand when they built connections between “new”
knowledge to be gained and their prior knowledge. The incoming knowledge is integrated
with existing mental models and cognitive frameworks. Conceptual Knowledge provides a
basis for understanding.
There are seven sub-types of Understand: interpreting,
exemplifying, classifying, summarizing, inferring, comparing, and explaining (Table 3.4, page
44).
Interpreting occurs when a student is able to convert information from one
representational form in chemistry to another. For example, students must convert a picture
(graph) to words in the inquiry of this study. The information in the task must be new to
student, otherwise the student is only remembering it. The task can not be identical to a task
or example used in chemistry instruction. Exemplifying occurs when a student gives a
specific example or instance of a general concept or principle in chemistry. It involves
identifying the defining features of the general concept or principle and using these features to
select or construct a specific instance. Alternative terms for exemplifying are illustrating and
instantiating. (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 70–76)
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Table 3.4 The revised cognitive taxonomy with 19 subcategories (Anderson & Krathwohl,
2001, page 67).
Remember

Understand

Apply

Analyze

Evaluate

Create

Recognizing
Locating
knowledge in
memory that is
consistent with
the presented
material.

Interpreting
Changing from
one form of
representation to
another.

Executing
Applying
knowledge
(often
procedural) to
a routine task.

Differentiating
Distinguishing
relevant from
irrelevant parts,
or important
from
unimportant
parts of
presented
material.

Generating
Coming up
with
alternatives or
hypotheses
based on
criteria.

Recalling
Retrieving
relevant
knowledge
from longterm memory.
e.g. recalling
the elements in
molecule.

Exemplifying
Finding a
specific example
or illustration of
a concept or
principle.

Implementing
Applying
knowledge
(often
procedural) to
a non-routine
task.

Organizing
Determining
how elements fit
or function
within a
structure.

Checking
Detecting
inconsistencies
or fallacies
within a process
or product.
Determining
whether a
process or
product has
internal
consistency.
Critiquing
Detecting the
appropriateness
of a procedure
for a given task
or problem.

Classifying
Determining that
something
belongs to a
category (e.g.,
concept or
principle)

Attributing
Determining the
point of view,
bias, values, or
intent
underlying
presented
material.

Planning
Devising a
procedure for
accomplishing
some task.

Producing
Inventing a
product.

Summarising
Drawing a
logical
conclusion from
presented
information.
Inferring
Abstracting a
general theme or
major point.
Comparing
Detecting
correspondences
between two
ideas, objects,
etc
Explaining
Constructing a
cause-and-effect
model of a
system.

Classifying occurs when a student recognizes that something belongs to a certain
category, for example, a particular chemical reaction is classified as exothermic. It involves
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detecting relevant features or patterns, for example, from a graph that “fits” both the specific
instance and the concept or principle. Alternative terms for classifying are categorizing and
subsuming. Summarizing occurs when a student suggests a single statement that represents
presented information or abstracts a general theme. Inferring involves finding a pattern
within a series of examples in chemistry. It occurs when a student is able to abstract a
concept or principle in chemistry that accounts for a set of examples by encoding the relevant
features of each instance and by noting relationships among them, for example, determining
what element is the next in a Periodic Table or drawing conclusions from the results of an
inquiry. Inferring and executing (a subtype of Apply) are often found together in cognitive
tasks. Alternative names for inferring are extrapolating, interpolating, predicting, and
concluding (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 70–76).
Comparing involves detecting similarities and differences between two or more
objects, events, ideas, problems, or situations, for example, comparing differences between
two graphs of separate chemical reactions on a computer screen. It includes finding one-toone correspondences between elements and patterns in one object, event, or idea and those in
another object, event, or idea. Comparing can contribute to reasoning by analogy.
Explaining occurs when a student is able to construct and use a cause-and-effect model of a
system in chemistry. The model can be derived from a theory in chemistry or can be
grounded in research or experience, for example, reactant concentration effects on the
observed rate of a reaction. A complete explanation involves constructing a cause-and-effect
model, including each major part in a system or each major event in the chain, and using the
model to determine how a change in one part of system or one “link” in the chain affects a
change in another part. An alternative term for explaining is constructing a model. (Anderson
& Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 70–76)
The higher-order thinking skill, Apply, means completing or using a procedure in a
given situation in chemistry. It is closely linked with Procedural knowledge. It consists of
two cognitive processes: executing—when the task is a familiar exercise—and
implementing—when the task is an unfamiliar problem. An alternative term for executing is
carrying out. Implementing requires some degree of understanding of the problem as well as
of the solution procedure. Thus, building Conceptual Knowledge is a prerequisite to being
able to apply Procedural Knowledge. Also, it is used in conjunction with several other
cognitive processes, Understand and Create. It is more frequently associated with techniques
and methods than with skills and algorithms. For example, when students in the computerassisted inquiry are answering the question associated with the task, they are implementing
scientific method for the task. (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 77–79)
The second higher-order thinking skill, Analyze, means breaking materials into
constituent parts and determining how parts relate to one another, and to the overall structure
or purpose in chemistry. It is a very central process in the inquiry in which students analyze
the results of the graphs. Generally, “learning to analyze” is one of the most important
objectives in instruction. It is desired that students are able to distinguish the relevant from
the irrelevant, to determine how ideas are related to one another, and so on. It includes the
cognitive processes of differentiating, organizing, and attributing. The learning objectives
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classified as Analyze include learning to determine the relevant or important pieces of a
message, for example, a graph (differentiating), the ways in which pieces of a message are
organized (organizing), and the underlying purpose of the message (attributing). Analysis is
as an extension of Understand, or as a prelude to Evaluate or Create. Also, the process
categories of Understand, Analyze, and Evaluate are interrelated and often used iteratively in
performing cognitive tasks. They are, however, separate processes. For example, a student
who understands a communication may not be able to analyze it. (Anderson & Krathwohl,
2001, pp. 79–83)
Differentiating involves distinguishing the parts of a whole structure in terms of their
relevance or importance.
Alternative terms for it are discriminating, selecting,
distinguishing, and focusing. Organizing involves identifying the elements of a
communication or situation and recognizing how they fit together into a coherent structure.
The student first identifies the relevant or important elements (differentiating), and then
determines the overall structure within which the elements can fit. It can also occur in
conjunction with attributing. Alternative terms for organizing are structuring, integrating,
finding coherence, outlining, and parsing. Attributing occurs when a student is able to
ascertain the point of view, biases, values, or intention underlying particular communications.
An alternative term is deconstructing. (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 79–83)
The third higher-order thinking skill, Evaluate, means making judgements based on
criteria and/or standards (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, page 83). The criteria most often
used are quality, effectiveness, efficiency, and consistency that can be determined by a
student or a teacher, or others. The standards can be either qualitative (i.e, Is this good
enough?) or quantitative (i.e, Is this a sufficient amount of a reagent?). It includes the
cognitive processes of checking and critiquing.
Checking occurs when a student tests
whether or not a conclusion follows from its premises, whether data support or disconfirm a
hypothesis, or whether presented material contains parts that contradict one another.
Alternative terms for checking are testing, detecting, monitoring, and coordinating. Critiquing
lies at the core of critical thinking. For example, critiquing is needed in many stages of
inquiry, especially when students are able to evaluate the results of their inquiry. An
alternative term for it is judging. (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 83–84)
The final higher-order thinking skill, Create, means putting elements together to form
a novel, coherent, or functional whole, or to reorganize elements into a new pattern, i.e.
students are building their consensus model of phenomena in chemistry. A student is making
a new product by mentally reorganizing some elements or parts into a pattern or structure not
clearly present earlier. It requires creative thinking, but is unconstrained by the demands of
the learning task or situation. A task that requires the process of Create does not necessarily
requires earlier cognitive process categories in the order that they are listed in the revised
Taxonomy. In deep understanding, the cognitive process of Create is often involved. The
creative process may include three phases: (a) problem presentation, in which a student
attempts to understand the task and generate possible solutions, (b) solution planning, in
which a student examines the possibilities and devises a workable plan, and (c) solution
execution, in which a student successfully carries out the plan. This includes three cognitive
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processes: generating, planning, and proceduring. (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 84–88)
Generating involves representing the problem and arriving at alternative hypotheses
that meet certain criteria. It involves divergent thinking (to arrive at various possibilities).
An alternative term for generating is hypothesizing. For example, by seven years of age
children understand the goal of hypothesis testing (Sodian, Zaitchek & Carey, 1991).
Planning involves devising a solution method that meets a problem’s criteria: developing a
plan for solving the problem. For example, a plan for an investigation can have various steps
or goals. An alternative term for it is designing. Producing involves carrying out a plan to
solve a given problem that meets certain specifications. Producing can require the
coordination of the four types of knowledge. An alternative term for it is constructing.
(Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 84–88)
Most authentic tasks require the coordinated use of several cognitive processes as well
as several types of knowledge, as in a computer-based inquiry for this study. For example, in
this study to solve a task, students in a group may engage in various cognitive processes, for
example (a) interpreting (to understand each sentence in the task), (b) recalling (to retrieve
the relevant Factual Knowledge needed to solve the task), (c) planning (to devise a solution
plan), (d) implementing (applying their chemistry knowledge to the task), (e) producing (to
carry out the plan or a report using their Procedural Knowledge), (f) differenting
(distinguishing relevant and irrelevant information of their measurements), (g) organizing (to
build a coherent representation of the key information of the task), and (h) critiquing (to make
sure that the solution “makes sense”).

3.5 Assessing Students’ Higher-Order Thinking
There can be found various ways to assess higher-order thinking (HOTS) in the literature: (a)
traditional assessment with multiple-choice tests (e.g. Norris & Ennis, 1989; Facione, Facione
& Giancario, 2000) and (b) open-ended assessment (Birenbaum, 1997; Zohar, 2004).
In particular, authentic or alternative assessment in chemistry teaching can accurately
probe students’ higher-order thinking skills and conceptual understanding of chemistry, and
assess students’ ability to solve problems (Carter & Berenson, 1997, page 96). Several forms
of authentic assessment are: open-ended questions, performance assessment, concept maps,
interviews, oral presentations, and portfolios. Open-ended responses assist teachers to
understand more clearly how students think, the prior knowledge of students, and what
understandings are gained during instruction. For example, a concept map provides a
portrayal of an individual’s mental representation of a concept (Edmondson, 2000). It is
useful for both teachers and students. Also, students’ dialogue can be assessed, for example
students’ scientific reasoning with interactive protocols (Hogan & Fisherkeller, 2000).
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A performance assessment task in chemistry includes students’ manipulation of some
material to produce a product—written, pictorial, kinaesthetic, or a combination of modes that
probes conceptual understanding (Carter & Berenson, 1997). The task can be open-ended or
has a discrete answer. It is usually selected to assess achievement in using a process skill.
Three types of performance-based assessment are: constructed response, performance event,
and performance task (Shymansky, Enger, Chidsey, York, Jorgensen, Henriques & Wolfe,
1997).
The use of the revised Taxonomy for assessment is intended to help teachers broaden
their learning assessments. Table 3.5 summarizes higher-order thinking processes and
examples of assessment models (strategies) (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). The revised
Taxonomy is like an analytical tool. For example, the alignment between objectives and
assessment models (strategies), using Table 3.5, can: (a) identify major unit learning
objectives and determine the Taxonomy cells to which they correspond, and (b) identify
major assessments and decide to which cells they correspond to assessment tasks. If the
assessment is not aligned with objectives, then it does not provide clear evidence of intended
student learning. If instructional activities are not aligned with assessment, then assessment
results may underestimate the effectiveness of instruction. If instructional activities are not
aligned with objectives, then students may be engaged in the activities but may not achieve
the intended learning results. Making students aware of the course objectives give them
insight into what they must achieve. (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 250–256)
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Table 3.5 Assessment models (strategies) for assessing higher-order thinking (Anderson &
Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 66–89).
Higher-order Thinking
Processes
Apply:
1. Executing

2. Implementing

Analyze:
1. Differentiating

Examples of Assessment Models (Strategies)
Student is given a familiar task in chemistry that can be performed
using a well-known procedure. Student can supply the answer or
select among a set of possible answers or also show their work.
Student is given an unfamiliar problem in chemistry that must be
solved. Student is asked to determine procedure needed to solve the
problem, solve the problem using selected procedure (making
modifications as necessary), or usually both.
Constructed response (student is given some material and is asked to
indicate which parts are most important or relevant) or selection
tasks in chemistry (student is given some material and is asked to
choose which parts are most important or relevant).

2. Organizing

Constructed response (student is asked to produce a written outline
of a passage) or selection tasks (student is asked to select which of
four alternative graphic hierarchies best corresponds to the
organization of a presented passage).

3. Attributing

Presenting some written or oral material in chemistry and then
asking student to construct or select a description of the author’s or
speaker’s viewpoint, intentions, and the like.

Evaluate:
1. Checking

2. Critiquing

Create:
1. Generating

Checking tasks can involve operations or products given to students
or ones created by students, or within context of carrying out a
solution to a problem or performing a task, where one is concerned
with the consistency of actual implementation.
Student is asked to critique own hypotheses or creations or those
generated by someone else. Critique could be based on positive,
negative, or both kinds of criteria and yield positive or negative
consequences.
Student must list all possible consequences of a certain event, or
must list all possible uses for an object. Usually constructed
response formats where student is asked to produce alternatives or
hypotheses.

2. Planning

Asking students to develop worked-out solutions, describe solution
plans, or selected solution plans for a given problem.

3. Producing

Student is asked to create a product that corresponds to certain
specifications.
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4

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY IN
CHEMISTRY LEARNING

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) will play an increasing role in chemistry
education in Finland (Finnish Ministry of Education, 2004; FRAME, 2003, 2004; Report of
the Finnish National Board of Education, 2005a, 2005b), and worldwide (Kozma, 2003;
Novak & Krajick, 2004; OECD, 2004; Zielinski & Swift, 1997). In this chapter, the role of
information and communication technology (ICT) in chemistry and chemistry learning is first
discussed generally. In particular, the focus is on a microcomputer-based laboratory (MBL), a
model of a rich learning environment, and a www–based learning environment used in the
learning environment (Figure 1.1, page 1).
ICT has been an inherent component of every modern chemistry research laboratory
since the 1950s (Lagowski, 1998; Zielinski & Swift, 1997). ICT provides opportunities, for
example to understand chemical phenomena more deeply (e.g. Aksela & Oehlschlager, 1990),
to guide and to monitor chemical reactions, to design new molecules with specific programs
and/or using databases, to visualize molecules and chemical reactions (e.g. Aksela & LahtelaKakkonen, 2001; Lundell, Aksela & Lahtela-Kakkonen, 2003), to conduct small scale
experiments in accordance with green chemistry principles, and to communicate easily and
quickly with researchers around the world through collaborative technology. The Internet can
also be an important resource for data, data analysis, and data exchange (Songer, 1998).
Using learning technologies in an inquiry-based classroom closely emulates how
scientists work in the real world (Novak & Krajick, 2004). Collecting and sharing of data,
analysis of data through modelling and visualization, evidence gathering and evaluation, and
communication and collaboration facilitate the adoption of the attitudes, techniques, and social
interactions that characterize the scientific community (Edelson, 1998). According to Gervasi
et al. (2005), ICT allows the development of advanced environments for training and education
in chemistry by the integration of collaborative and networking activities with problem solving
environments and web technologies on the grid. Students who learn to use technological tools
will be better prepared for the workplace and for opportunities to update and expand their
scientific ideas (Linn, 1998).
Since the 1970s, computers have been used at the school level (e.g. Vosniadou,
DeCorte, Glaser & Mandl, 1996). Although most Finnish schools have many computers and
programs, chemistry teachers’ use of computers to support meaningful learning is still little
(e.g. Aksela & Juvonen, 1999; Lavonen et al., 2003; Leskinen & Aksela, 2005). In 1999, twothirds of Finnish teachers regarded their pedagogical and technical ICT skills as inadequate
(SETRIS, 2000). The same situation was found in most countries (e.g. BECTA, 2004; OECD,
2004). During the past five years, there has been world-wide discussion about enhancing ICT
uses in different learning environments (e.g. Barton, 2005; Jonassen, 2004; Kozma, 2003;
OECD, 2004; Voogt & van den Akker, 2002) and, in particular MBL tools (Lavonen et al.,
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2003; Newton, 2000). Factors limiting the implementation of ICT in science education can
include inadequate teacher training, lack of hardware and appropriate software, inappropriate
curricula, and a poor integration of computer-based activities in lesson plans (e.g. McFarlane
& Sakellariou, 2002). Rogers and Wild (1996) point out that teachers may also have an
limited awareness of ICT benefits to the classroom.
The main uses of ICT in chemistry learning can be categorized as (Lavonen, Meisalo,
Aksela & Juuti, 2001): (a) Computer-assisted learning (CAL), (b) Computer-assisted
research, and (c) Distance learning. ICT can support chemistry learning through (a)
simulations and modelling systems, (b) multimedia, (c) microcomputer-based laboratories, (d)
basic tools (e.g., word processors, spreadsheets, graphic software), (e) communication
applications (e.g. e-mail, videoconferences, newsgroups, course management systems), and (f)
databases (Voogt & van den Akker, 2002).
Implementation of ICT in classrooms provides opportunities to develop students’
meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking (e.g. Bass & Perkins, 1984; Nastasi
& Clements, 1992), especially through data acquisition, measurement, modelconstruction,
analysis of knowledge, reporting, and communicating. ICT is often viewed as a catalyst,
panacea or solution to limitations in students’ science understanding or a learning partner to
impart integrated understanding and to create lifelong learning (Linn, 1998). According to
Hodson (1996), ICT use can (a) motivate students by stimulating interest and enjoyment, (b)
teach laboratory skills, (c) assist concept acquisition and development, (d) develop an
understanding of scientific inquiry, (e) develop expertise in conducting inquiries, (f) inculcate
so-called scientific attitudes, and (g) encourage social skill development.
Research shows that students can learn more effectively within computer-mediated
environments (e.g. Cradler, McNabb, Freeman & Burchett, 2002). A meta-analysis on the use
of ICT in chemistry teaching has also indicated positive results on achievements (Kulik, 1994).
ICT also can help students to become autonomous learners by providing prompts and help
(Linn, 1998). It also provides dynamic visuals to present abstract concepts and investigate
“What if” questions (Novak & Krajick, 2004). Students’ learning with computers in
laboratories is usually active and interactive (Lazarowitz & Tamir, 1994). Investigative
approach within ICT can also promote students to discussion and to debate. According to
Webb (2005), ICT-rich learning environments support learning through four main effects: (a)
promoting cognitive acceleration, (b) enabling a wider range of experience so that students can
relate science to their own and other real-world experiences, (c) increasing students’ selfmanagement, and (d) facilitating data collection and presentation.
The computer can be a social facilitator in the sense that it provides opportunities for
collaboration, groupwork and interaction, which foster cognitive change (McLoughlin &
Oliver, 1998). ICT-based activities can increase interaction among students by providing
opportunities to engage in desired activities (Tabak & Reiser, 1999). They are found
particularly effective in stimulating students’ talk (Mercer, 1994), which can promote higher-
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order thinking. However, ICT alone is not the solution. According to Novak & Krajick
(2004), full advantages of learning technologies will not be released unless teachers carefully
support students in the use of these tools. Students can easily able to collect data using ICT,
but an understanding of the tools can be quite limited. A peer who is more “capable” with
ICT can also be helpful for other students in a group (Aksela, Lavonen, Juuti & Meisalo, 2003;
Rogers & Wild, 1996).

4.1 Microcomputer-based Laboratory
The Microcomputer-based Laboratory (MBL) has been used in chemistry education since the
1980s (e.g. Atar, 2002; Barton, 2004; Duric, 2001; Good & Berger, 1998; Hartsuijker, Friedler
& Gravenberch, 1996; Lavonen, Aksela, Juuti & Meisalo, 2003; Nakhleh, 1994; Nakhleh,
Polles & Malina, 2002; Novak & Krajick, 2004; Rigeman, 2001; Rogers, 1995, 1997; Volz,
1997). Tinker and his colleagues at Technical Education Research Center make the MBL
possible (Tinker, 1981; Tinker & Stringer, 1978). MBLs are tools that use microcomputers for
data acquisition, display, and analysis (see definition, page 17). Similar to activities of
chemists, students can use probes and associated software to direct the computer to collect,
record, and graph, for example temperature, voltage, pH, or dissolved oxygen data (Novak &
Krajick, 2004).
MBL learning environments—used in this study—are, however, quite new for
chemistry teachers, although they have been implemented for more than a quarter of a century
(Lavonen et al, 2003; Newton, 2000). Students’ use of MBLs has also been quite rare in their
chemistry learning (Lavonen, Meisalo, Aksela & Juuti, 2001). About eighty percent of the
students had never used MBLs, and only two percent of them often (see details, Table 4.1).
MBLs have enhanced meaningful learning by increasing the ways and forms of
scientific inquiry (Settlage, 1995). It offers new possibilities to integrate experiments in the
chemistry classroom. In particular, it allows investigative styles of working: experiments can
be readily repeated, generating more data for analysis; or students can manipulate the
parameters of experiments, and replicate them (Newton, 1997). Students can repeat their
measurements easily, even using the same screen image, offering possibilities of comparing
gathered results easily (Lavonen et al., 2003). Students can also study graphs by using MBL
modelling tools. In addition, MBLs allow possibilities to study chemical phenomena outside
of schools, i.e. make field experiments, for example in nature (Lavonen et al., 2003; Tinker &
Krajick, 2001).
The MBL extends experimental possibilities beyond standard laboratory apparatus
(Schecker, 1998). MBLs assist in managing the collection, display, storage, modelling, and
analysis of laboratory data. It provides opportunities to study the ideas of chemical reactions,
even in the context of organic chemistry. In particular, most organic reactions cannot be
readily conducted safely with the available facilities for secondary-school laboratory work. A
MBL system, Empirica 2000 (Lavonen et al., 2003)—used in this study has sensitive sensors
(temperature, pH, etc.), thus reducing the amounts of chemicals needed and providing
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opportunities to study chemical phenomena (e.g. heat of reaction, pH), even in microscale
(Aksela & Meisalo, 2000). This is not easily accomplished with traditional methods in
schools. Thus, the MBL also supports an environmentally benign (green chemistry) approach
(e.g. Kirchhoff, 2001; Reed & Hutchison, 2000; Ryan & Tinnesand, 2002) in the school
laboratory just as it had done in modern research laboratories. Conducting experiments in
microscale can offer many advantages over conventional methods such as waste reduction,
low cost, ease of use, enhanced safety, and shortened work time (e.g. Aksela, 1994; Aksela &
Karkela, 1992).
Table 4.1 Activities of ICT used in science education by students (Lavonen, Meisalo, Aksela
& Juuti, 2001).
Activities of ICT used Often
f

Send/read e-mail
197
Search for information99
on the Internet
Word processing
54
Newsgroup or
65
computer conference
Manipulation of data
65
Use CD-ROM
16
Make web-pages
14
Use spreadsheet in
3
data processing
Programming
10
Send e-mail to teacher 3
Use MBL-tools
2

Sometimes

Seldom

Never

f [%]

f

f [%] f

f [%]

f

f [%]

41.4
20.8

109
204

22.9 64
42.9 84

13.4
17.7

106
88

22.3
18.5

11.3
13.4

186
99

38.9 151
20.5 131

31.6
27.1

87
189

18.2
39.0

13.8
3.3
2.9
0.6

94
54
34
30

20.0
11.3
7.1
6.4

155
150
96
183

32.9
31.4
20.1
39.0

157
258
334
253

33.3
54.0
69.9
53.9

2.1
0.6
0.4

22
12
4

4.6
2.6
0.9

78
74
90

16.3
15.8
19.3

368
380
370

77.0
81.0
79.4

MBLs offer students new possibilities to see data presented in ways that increase the
understanding of phenomena (Tinker, 1996). The MBL is effective at communicating
scientific data, because MBL (a) represents data in multiple ways, (b) graphs in real time,
thereby displaying the physical event with the symbolic graph, (c) allows students to
investigate phenomena in a manner similar to scientists, and (d) allows students to concentrate
on the interpretation of the graph rather than the production of the graph (Mokros & Tinker,
1987). In addition, MBLs (a) develop skills of investigation, reflection, and analysis, (b)
generate and refine conceptual change, (c) find solutions to problems, and (d) pose questions
for further inquiry (McRobbie & Thomas, 2000). Students can become more confident in
their own abilities to design experiments, articulate hypotheses, control variables, interpret
data, and make conclusions based on the data and the hypotheses (Zuman & Kim, 1989).
MBLs also provide opportunities for more autonomous, independent, and exciting scientific
investigations and, thus, engage students in learning chemistry (Linn, 1995; Nakhleh, 1994;
Newton, 2000). According to Lapp and Cyrus (2000), it can also give students a sense of
confidence in their work.
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The MBLs motivate students to study chemistry. Students display considerable
interest in conducting experiments and using MBLs (Adams & Shrum, 1990; Amend &
Furstenau, 1992; Atar, 2002; Newton, 1997). The real time connection between the event
and developing the graph is particularly motivating for students and promotes their attitudes
towards chemistry (Nachmias, 1989), even for those who encounter problems in drawing
graphs on their own.
MBLs can support meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking. They can
assist in students’ knowledge construction (Nakhleh, Polles & Malina, 2002), and help develop
concepts and skills (Igelsrud & Leonard, 1988; Nakhleh & Krajcik, 1994; Tinker, 1996),
especially higher-order thinking skills, graphing skills, graph interpretation skills, and
collaborative-learning skills (Adams, Krockover & Lehman, 1997). According to Friedler,
Nachmias and Linn (1990), the MBL is an appropriate environment, in which to teach
scientific reasoning skills, such as prediction and observation. In particular, the value of the
MBL learning environment to practical work lies in analyzing and interpreting data (Roger,
1997). According to Nakhleh and Krajick (1994), students increased their levels of
understanding of acids, bases, and pH compared to students who used more traditional
laboratory approaches (using pH meters and indicators).
MBLs free students to devote more attention to observation, reflection, and discussion
(Rogers, 1996). Students need less time to understand relationships between theory and
practice compared to traditional laboratory approaches (Friedler, Nachimias & Linn, 1990).
MBLs conserve lesson time because of the relative ease with which experimental data are
captured and presented (Rogers & Wild, 1996). Students in a conventional laboratory setting
require twice as much time as those in the microcomputer-based laboratory (e.g. Schecker,
1998). Thus, the MBL environment also allows students more time to discuss, plan, and take
responsibility for their study processes (e.g. Good & Berger, 1998; Domin, 1999). However,
without appropriate conceptual understanding in chemistry, students may fail to observe the
phenomenon under investigation or, on occasions, may observe something else entirely (Atar,
2002; Friedler, Nachimias & Linn, 1990; Hodson, 1998). However, MBLs do not necessarily
promote learning for all students, especially slow-paced students requires often special
attention (Atar, 2002).
Graphs of data have become an important part of laboratory-based conceptual learning
(Nakhleh, Polles & Malina, 2002). The immediacy of graph production, in particular, is one
of the most important features of MBL activities (Friedler & McFarlane, 1997). “Graphing
ability” has three components (Kwon, 2002): (a) Interpreting (ability to translate from graphs
to verbal expressions), (b) modelling (ability to translate from real world situations to graphs,
(c) transforming (ability to see and draw a variety of graphs depicting the same event). Graphs
can provide stimuli for students’ thinking and understanding. The benefits of MBLs in
promoting meaningful learning are facilitating immediate observations of data, seeking
answers to questions of about the data, looking for links with other information, making
comparisons, predicting, and looking for trends—i.e., the benefits of MBL arise from
stimulating the quality of students’ thinking about the data (Roger, 1997).
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With MBLs, a graph of gathered quantitative data becomes a starting point for student
thinking (Newton, 1997). A graph enables the student to construct a bridge between the
phenomenon and its formal presentation. It provides opportunities for viewing a complete
process rather than discrete phases of the process, as in an ordinary laboratory setting. Thus,
students are free to think and solve problems without being overloaded with technicalities
(Nachmias, 1989). Graphs extend memory and facilitate information processing (Tversky,
2000). They are like cognitive tools. Real-time MBL affects student learning placing less of
a burden on students’ short-term and long-term memory for processing and maintaining
information (Brasell, 1987).
More practice is, however, needed for students to think about data represented by
graphs to identify properties and relationships in chemistry, and also for students to gain
practice in talking about graphs (Newton, 1997). Graphing is a thinking aid, but students need
time to practise describing and using patterns to engage in necessary reflection upon their
results and discussions with their teachers (Rogers, 1994). There is a difference between
interpreting the findings of real-time data collection and completing graphs by hand. Students
are better at interpreting the MBL-generated graphs (Mokros & Tinker, 1987). Learning from
graphs requires skills, such as comparing data, using cursors, performing calculations, fitting
curves, and altering scales.
The interpretation of graphs depends on the ability to understand global features such
as intervals, maxima and minima, and discontinuities (Roger, 1996). Linn, Layman and
Nachmias (1987) presented an “ideal chain of cognitive accomplishments” for graphing:
knowledge of graph features, mental templates of graphs based on prior knowledge, the ability
to design graphs by combining and altering templates to meet new situations, and the ability to
use graphs to solve problems. According to Atar (2002), students respond differently to the
immediacy of data. Some students said that it reinforced their learning and promoted their
engagement with the experiment, while others believed it confused them, preventing them
from understand, what was really going on in the experiment. There were some things
students did not understand about graphing: the sensitivity of the graphing scale, and the way
that the MBL displayed data. Effective incorporation of MBLs into laboratories to analyze
scientific data is much more related to the graphing skills of students than to their school grade
level (Atar, 2002; Rogers, 1995).
Features of graphs are the language of graphs through which meanings about them are
conveyed (Dreyfus & Mazouz, 1992). Observations of students using MBLs indicate that
their talk can lead them to a better appreciation of the meaning of their data and their skills in
communicating it (Newton, 1997). MBL promotes student-student interactions and peer
group discussions (Nakhleh, 1994). Much of students’ talk about their graphs is, however,
descriptive in nature, and much of their vocabulary is unscientific (Newton, 1997). Some
students may describe patterns in graphs using everyday language without appreciating the
underlying meaning or significance of the graphs themselves. A large proportion of novice
ICT-user talk might be termed “operational talk” concerned with students’ setting up and
managing equipment. The students’ choice of words seems to refer to the “behavior” of a
graph as a dynamic, changing form, something like a “movie” of the data (Newton, 1997).
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The instructional effectiveness of MBL is linked to the pedagogical approach employed
(e.g. Krajcik, 1991; Linn, 1995; Nakhleh, 1994; Nakhleh, Polles & Malina, 2002). Students’
activities must be carefully structured. Some student groups spend time apparently doing little
more than looking at the MBL hardware log data and presenting a graph (Newton, 1997). An
MBL activity cannot in itself teach anything or enhance student learning in chemistry; the
MBL must be embedded within a curriculum, a school, and a social context (Newton, 1997;
Tinker, 1996). Instruments can either encourage or hinder cognition about scientific concepts
(Malina & Nakhleh, 2001). In particular, some students did not find it easy to provide verbal
descriptions of graphs (Barton, 1997). Thus, the design of a classroom activity is central
(Rogers, 1997). The starting point for planning must be to identify the purpose of the task in
terms of anticipated learning outcomes. Student also need to invest time to gain familiarity
and confidence in using these software tools, but experience shows that the time needed to
bring students to an efficient threshold of skill can be quite modest (Rogers & Wild, 1994).
Students’ interactions with the teacher are important in maximizing potential benefits
from MBL use (Barton, 1997; Lavonen et al., 2003; Newton, 1997). Whenever possible,
teachers should engage students in discussions on the meaning of graphical data (Barton,
1997). Talking to students about their graphs improves their ability to describe them and
encourages them to reflect on their meaning. Using just a few prompting questions that
encourage students to think more deeply about what they have said, can significantly affect
their interpretations of the data (Barton, 1997). Questions related to investigating a chemical
reaction can be, for example (Rogers, 1997): (a) How long does it take for the reaction to start
after the solutions are mixed? (b) Does the reaction proceed at a steady rate? (c) How do you
know when the reaction has finished? (d) How long does it take for the reaction to finish? and
(e) If you dilute the solution, how does this affect the reaction time? In addition, students
need also careful task analysis and class discussion to counteract the formulation of
inappropriate concepts (Nakhleh & Krajcik, 1994).
The learning outcomes appropriate to a task clearly depend on the context, but these are
some general objectives (Rogers, 1997): (a) a student is able to use a graph to describe events
in an investigation; (b) a student is able to make connections between observations and graph
shape, (c) a student has knowledge of variables which affect each other; (d) a student describe
patterns and relationship between variables; (e) students are aware of the properties of linear
relationships, (f) students interpret data in terms of previously learned theories; (g) students
understand how theories can be tested by examining data; and (h) students make predictions
from collected data.
Nahkleh et al. (2002) emphasize the following things to support meaningful learning
through laboratory activities (e.g. MBL): (a) experiment should have practical, real-world
connections, (b) pre- and post-laboratory oral discussions, c) limited, specific goals of
laboratory activities, d) design labs so that procedural skills or instruments that student use
are clustered in several labs, and e) encourage students to ask “What if?” questions to help
them explore the boundaries of the topic.
There is, however, a need for additional research in naturalistic settings within
chemistry classes, especially focusing on how students construct knowledge in chemistry
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using MBL, and how MBL, in turn, affects students’ perceptions and interpretation of physical
phenomena, or how to support student learning using MBL with various teaching strategies
(Lavonen et al., 2003; Nakhleh, 1994; Newton, 2000). Nakhleh (1994) reviewed three major
areas of MBL research in science education: (a) students’ understanding of graphing using
MBL, (b) students’ development of science concepts using MBL, and (c) students’
understanding of scientific experimentation using MBL (Table 4.1). For example, Nakhleh
and Krajcik (1993) had studied secondary students’ thoughts during acid-base titrations using
either MBL, a pH meter, or an acid-base indicator. Only few studies have been published
regarding the use of MBL in chemistry teaching since 1994 (e.g. Atar, 2002; McRobbie &
Thomas, 2000).
Table 4.1 Some examples of research regarding the MBLs in science education. A modified
summary of research on MBL (Nakhleh, 1994), in which the categories are arranged according
to (I) the studied phenomena (heat and temperature, pH), (II) the general curriculum and
implementation, and (III) investigations of students’ understanding of graphing using MBL.
I Heat and
Temperature
Linn, Layman &
Nachmias (1987)

Purpose of Study

A) Students’ Understanding of
Graphing
Middle school students’ interpretation Students improved in interpreting
of graphs and acquisition of
graphs.
temperature concepts.
Nachmias & Linn (1987) Middle school students’ evaluation of Students learned to critically evaluate
graphs.
graphing errors, but had difficulty
relating the temperature graphs to
their knowledge of the physical
world.
Adams & Shrum (1990) Secondary students’ understanding of No significant differences between
graphs.
MBL and control students in
cognitive level, graph interpretation,
or graph construction. MBL students
regarded the computer as a useful
tool.
B) Students’ Development of
Science Concepts
Middle school students’ interpretation Students improved in acquiring
Linn, Layman &
of graphs and acquisition of
temperature concepts.
Nachmias
temperature concepts.
(1987)
Zuman & Kim (1989)

Middle school students’
understanding of scientific
experimentation.

Friedler, Nachmias &
Middle school students’ use of
Linn (1990)
scientific reasoning skills.
II pH
Purpose of Study
Nakhleh & Krajcik (1993) Secondary students’ thoughts during
acid-base titrations using MBL, pH
meter, or acid-base indicator.

Students built model houses and
conducted open-ended heat-flow
experiments. Students became
interested in developing hypothesis,
controlling variables, and interpreting
data. They had difficulty with the
concept of a controlled experiment.
Students improved in observation and
prediction skills.
Contribution of Study
MBL students focused their
observations exclusively on the
emerging graph.
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Table 4.1 continues. Some examples of research regarding the MBLs in science education.
Nakhleh & Krajcik (1994) Secondary students’ understanding of MBL students developed a more
acid-base titrations using MBL, pH appropriate understanding of acid,
base, and pH concepts than students
meter or chemical indicator.
who used either the chemical
indicator or a pH meter.
III General Curriculum Purpose of Study
Contribution of Study
& Implementations
Stein (1987)
Described the classroom interactions Students exhibited high on-task
of middle school students and the
behaviour in implementing
teacher using MBL.
procedures, using the graph,
comparing results, and engaging in
autonomous troubleshooting.
Students had difficulty in analyzing
the concepts underlying the
laboratory, such as calibration, but
student-student interactions were
helpful.
Amend & Furstenau
Evaluated MBL in a freshman
Described the authors’ approach to a
(1992)
chemistry course
programmable interfacing
workstation and students’ reactions to
MBL. The 190 students surveyed
rated the computers as useful (79 %)
and easy to use (90 %).
Purpose of Study
Contribution of Study
IV Investigations
of Students’
Understanding
of Graphing Using MBL
Linn, Layman &
Middle school students’ interpretation Students improved in interpreting
Nachmias
of graphs and acquisition of
graphs and in acquiring temperature
(1987)
temperature concepts.
concepts. Students improved
moderately in their ability to interpret
graphs
Mokros & Tinker (1987) Middle school students’ interpretation Students improved in their ability to
of motion graphs using motion
interpret graphs. Misconceptions of
detector to generate graphs of velocity the graph as a picture were addressed.
and acceleration.
Errors were easily remediated with a
short instructional unit using MBL.

4.2 A “Rich” Learning Environment
Learning environment refers to social, psychological, and pedagogical contexts in which
learning occurs and which affect students’ achievement and attitudes (Fraser, 1998, page 3),
including, for example, an ICT learning environment. According to the Finnish National
Curriculum Framework (FRAME, 2003), it should be created such learning environments, in
which students can make own goals for their learning and learn to work independently and
cooperatively in different groups and networking. The learning environment must support
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STUDENT

student’s growth and learning. It must be physically, psychologically, and socially safe, and
must support student’s health (FRAME, 2004).
Modern learning environments involve students in authentic inquiry, i.e. designing,
acquiring data from different sources, interpreting data, and presenting information (Donovan
& Nakhleh, 2001; Hannafin, Land & Oliver, 1999). The REASL – the Rich Environment for
Active Science Learning from the Open Market metafora (Cohen 1997; Meisalo & Lavonen,
2000; Meisalo, Sutinen & Tarhio, 2003) illustrates pedagogical characteristics of a learning
environment “rich” in new technologies. The idea of the Open Market is presented in
graphically in Figure 4.2. Student-student interaction can be promoted at crossing points,
which are formed when more paths are drawn in the same diagram (Meisalo & Lavonen,
2000). This model has been applied in the design of the Virtual Research Platform (VRP) (see
details, Chapter 7.4).
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Figure 4.2 The Open Market metaphor of the REASL: Student paths in an open learning
environment (Meisalo & Lavonen, 2000).
“Rich” means that teaching and learning processes are supported in multiple ways.
There can be commonly used ICT tools, such as word processors, spreadsheets, graphics
packages, scanners, digital and video cameras, presentation applications, and databases. ICT
can be used as a tool or an agent for interaction with an information source (Lavonen et al.,
2001; Moursand & Bielefeldt, 1999). This means that learners are free to use various
technologies and tools during their student-centered investigations in small teams. For
example, ICT-based tools (e.g. MBLs) support learning in small teams, at the macroscopic
level, through investigations in the real world.
Different visualization and modelling
programs support an understanding of the phenomena at microscopic level. Drawing and
writing programs support chemistry learning at symbolic level. The Open Market also
enables students to engage in collaborative learning: to interact easily with other learners by
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using ICT or even with scientists about the topic of the investigation, as in the Virtual
Research Platform.
According to Lavonen and Meisalo (2000), “rich” learning environment activates
students’ roles in the creation of meanings of new concepts based on the information available,
their prior knowledge, as well as on individual and social experience through discourse (e.g.
Masui & DeCorte, 1999). On the other hand, learning is also facilitated through the
intervention of a teacher who knows the structure of chemistry, the nature of cognition as an
adaptive process, and what the students already know (Novak, 1998), as well as the effective
ways of using ICT in education (Cohen, 1997).

4.3 Web-based Learning Environment
The integration of the Internet and the World Wide Web can provide versatile opportunities to
support meaningful learning (e.g. Juuti, Lavonen, Aksela & Meisalo, 2004; Linn, Davis &
Bell, 2004; Varveri, 1997).
In particular, it provides new opportunities for chemistry
learning (Lagowski, 1998), for example it can be (a) a resource for instructional materials (b)
a communication medium for student-student and student teacher interaction, (c) an on-line
repetitive homework system, (d) a medium for providing professional development activities
and teacher training, and (e) a medium for dispensing course materials and instruction.
The Web can be an additional resource for supporting meaningful chemistry learning
and higher-order thinking, as the goal of the Virtual Research Platform (VRP). The Web
makes different materials and tools easily available within classrooms (see Figure 4.3), and
provides opportunities for interaction and communication (e.g. Bopry & Eteläpelto, 2003;
Linn, 2003; Schank, Kozma, Coleman & Coppola, 2000). It can also serve as a resource for
scientific data and theoretical information (Murov, 2001). According to Donovan & Nakhleh
(2001), students found it useful, especially, when they are: (a) accessing materials and
information, (b) needing help, and (c) intending to gain a better understanding of chemistry
(Donovan & Nakhleh, 2001). It can activate students discuss about chemistry (Varjola,
2000).
The Web can provide new opportunities, for example, to support learning in chemistry
by easily bringing together various visualizations of media: video, audio, graphics, and text to
help students’ knowledge integration. It can help students integrate three levels of thought in
chemistry by using various visualization technologies, e.g., molecular modelling and drawing
programs to study their experimental results for a proper understanding of the phenomena
(Russell, Kozma, Jones, Wykoff, Marx & Davis, 1997; Wu, Krajcik & Soloway, 2001).
Network communications expand the community of students working in classrooms and
permit greater opportunities for social support (Linn, 1998).
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Figure 4.3 An example of a web-based learning environment: the newest version of the
Virtual Research Platform (VRP). It includes four special forums—research, library,
discussion, and assessment (in the left side of the VRP). The Forum (Tutkimus in Finnish)
contains the investigations of an inquiry.
Learning in ICT environments is based on various factors, such as the way that
information is presented, the learning goals of the teacher, the learning goals of the student,
the student’s cognitive level, and process skills (Olkinuora, Mikkilä, Nurmi & Ottosson,
2001). The effects of it depend on the perceived purpose of the activity, how it is used, and
what new opportunities it affords (e.g. Perkins, 1985). Knowledge that is represented both
verbally and visually can be remembered for a longer time (i.e. dual coding) (Paivio, 1986).
Some evidence suggests that studying in an ICT-based environment can support
higher-order thinking. A web-based project can give students unlimited access to information
and activities, and thus, increase frequency of student higher-order thinking skills (e.g.
Coleman, King, Ruth & Stary, 2001; Tal & Hochberg, 2003). When students presented
results of their investigations to the whole class, higher-order thinking skills became evident
(Maor, 2000). Through reflection on their experiences, students were better able to make
inferences about information provided, interpret new information, analyze available
information, judge its relevance, and synthesize what they had learned, and to generate new
knowledge.
A situated learning approach was found capable of supporting and maintaining
substantial levels of higher-order thinking (Herrington & Oliver, 1999). Even as much as
about 70 % of all talk measures represented higher-order discourse. The learning environment
incorporated nine characteristics of a situated learning framework, an authentic context;
complex authentic activities; multiple perspectives; expert performances; coaching and
scaffolding; opportunities for collaboration, reflection and articulation; and authentic
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assessment.
Three critical elements of instructional design for web-based learning (Oliver, 1999)
are: (a) learning tasks: the activities, problems, interactions used to engage learners and upon
which learning is based, (b) learning resources: the content, information, and resources with
which learners interact, and (c) learning supports: the scaffolds, structures, encouragement,
motivation, assistance, and connections used to support learning. According to Chen and
Brown (2000), a design of a good educational Web site focuses on (a) the format (e.g. user
friendly, aesthetically courteous, and aesthetically appealing), (b) the content (e.g. credible,
useful, rich, and interdisciplinary), and the learning process (e.g. higher-order thinking,
engaging, and multiple intelligences or talents). In addition, the goals of education, the
content of a subject, special features of the students, learning styles, pedagogical models
(strategies), and special features of web-based learning environment should be taken into
account to design the learning environment (Manninen & Pesonen, 2000). According to
Mayer (2003) and Nyman & Kanerva (2005), the contiguity, split attention, modality,
redundancy, seductive details, and cohenrence effects are important in the design process of
the web–material.
Some research-based web-based learning environments designed for science
instruction have been reported (e.g. Finarelli, 1998; Juuti, 2005; Linn, 2000; Linn, Clark &
Slotta, 2003; Schank & Kozma, 2002). For example, the research and development project,
known as the ChemSense Knowledge Building Environment (KBE) (Schank & Kozma,
2002), examined the impact of representations, chemical investigations, and discourse on
student chemistry learning. ChemSense is a virtual workspace, including tools (software and
probeware) and curriculum activities that draw on this theory to scaffold students’ chemistry
learning. Laboratory investigations are supported by the MBL package called PASCO
probeware and software, providing real-time data collection and data display. The KBE
supports sharing, viewing, and editing a variety of representations including text, images,
graphs, molecule drawings, and animations. According to research, it is effective in
supporting students’ representational use and chemical understanding (Schank & Kozma,
2002).
Web-based learning environments, however, can be quite demanding without
necessary support (e.g. Arvaja, 2005; Järvelä, Bonk, Lehtinen & Lehti, 1999; Nevgi &
Rouvinen, 2005; Oliver & Hannafin, 2000; Rasku-Puttonen, Eteläpelto, Arvaja & Häkkinen,
2003). Various cognitive skills and meta-cognitive knowledge are required (e.g. Hannafin,
Hannafin, Hooper, Rieber & Kini, 1996). Recent research suggests that consirerable care
must be taken in selecting and developing multimedia-learning presentations (Rapp, 2005).
According to Mayer (2002), knowledge is represented through both the visual-pictorial
channel and the auditory-verbal channel. And, channels can be overloaded if too much
spoken words or pictures are presented. Active learning processes occur when corresponding
verbal and pictorial representations are in working memory at the same time. Learning can
be, however, difficult if there is too much demand placed on students. The goal-oriented use
of pedagogical models within the web-based learning environment is needed, as it is seen in
the next chapter.
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5 PEDAGOGICAL MODELS IN CHEMISTRY TEACHING
Supporting meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking requires the
implementation of appropriate pedagogical models (strategies) within the learning
environment, such as inquiry-based instruction within practical work in cooperative groups,
and using the learning cycle, including concept mapping. In this chapter, some general
features of pedagogical models used in this study are discussed.

5.1 Inquiry-based Learning
There can be found different pedagogical models (strategies) to support student meaningful
learning (e.g. Joyce & Weil 1992; Kuitunen, 1996; Sahlberg, 1990). In this study, it is
assumed that inquiry-based learning with appropriate pedagogical models (strategies) can
influence students’ meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking within the
learning environment.
What is, then, inquiry-based learning? It has a long and varied history in science
education. Until the twentieth century, scientific inquiry in the classroom was seen as a way
to develop students’ reasoning skills. In the early twentieth century, general methods of
scientific inquiry were applied to problems of societal concern. In the 1950s and 1960s, the
focus shifted to individual scientific disciplines. Students’ acquiring skills of scientific
inquiry to solve problems of personal and social concern, and to becoming active, informed
citizens in a democratic society were focuced in the early 1970s. (DeBoer, 2004, pp. 17 – 37)
Since the late 1980s, a shift toward inquiry-based learning has been one of the new
approaches to science education. Students at all grade levels and in every science domain
should have an opportunity to use scientific inquiry and develop the ability to think and act in
ways associated with inquiry (NRC, 1996, page 105). This vision requires students to
combine processes and scientific knowledge as they use higher-order thinking to develop their
chemical understanding. Inquiry has also been mentioned as an approach to secondary-level
chemistry instruction in the Finnish national curriculum framework (FRAME, 1994a & b,
2003, 2004).
According to NRC (1996, page 23), inquiry is a multi-faceted activity (see the
definition in Chapter 1, page 16). However, there is no consensus about what inquiry-based
teaching or learning is, or more importantly, what it should be (The Inquiry Synthesis Project,
2004): inquiry-based teaching is seen as a complex set of ideas, beliefs, and pedagogies.
Often it is used as a synonym for discovery learning, teaching by problem solving, inductive
methods, and hands-on exploration. Through inquiry, students can engage in activities
similar to those scientists use in the laboratory, at field sites, in the library, and in discussions
with colleagues to advance their understanding of principles and methods, for example, in
chemistry. However, scientific inquiry is only a metaphor for what goes on in an inquirybased classroom. It does not require students to behave exactly as scientists do (DeBoer,
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2004). Students, however, can engage in progressive discourse as scientists do during their
investigations (Bereiter, 1994).
Inquiry-based instruction includes five typical features of science instruction:
questions, designs, data, conclusions, and communications (Table 5.1a). During studentcentred inquiry, students typically manipulate materials or observe scientific phenomena or
demonstrations, and/or use secondary sources (The Inquiry Synthesis Project, 2004).
Inquiry-based learning in chemistry usually includes practical (laboratory) work, for example
investigations (e.g. Aksela, 1997; Gott & Duggan, 1995; Jones, Simon, Black, Fairbrother &
Watson, 1992; Lock, 1990; Näsäkkälä, Flinkman & Aksela, 2002) to learn chemistry.
Table 5.1a Components of inquiry instruction based on a review of research documents
(The Inquiry Synthesis Project, 2004, page 6).
Question

Design

Data

Conclusion

Communication

Establishing
identifying, or
generating a
question to guide
student work

Establishing,
identifying, or
generating a
design for an
experiment
and/or
investigation

Gathering,
recording, and/or
structuring data

Generating
summaries,
interpretations,
explanations,
or implications
from the data

Communicating
conclusions and
interpretations from
findings

Secondary-level students can practice their higher-order thinking skills in chemistry
through the following six steps (a-f) of scientific inquiry (see Figure 5.1, NRC, 1996). First,
students formulate a testable hypothesis and demonstrate logical connections between
chemical phenomena guiding a hypothesis and the design of the experiment. Students
demonstrate appropriate procedures, a knowledge base in chemistry, and conceptual
understanding of scientific investigations.
Designing and conducting a scientific
investigation requires, for example, an introduction to major concepts of chemical
phenomena—the topic being investigated, equipment, safety precautions, and also a
recommendation for use of technology (e.g. MBL), and the entire process of inquiry (e.g.
question, method, and display of data).
Learning technologies (e.g. MBL, the VRP) assist students’ engagement in inquiry
(Novak & Krajick, 2004), as described in Chapter 4. Student inquiry culminates in
formulating an explanation through their discussions of scientific knowledge, using logic and
evidence. The student recognizes and analyzes explanations, and models to find preferred
explanations, using scientific criteria. And, the student communicates accurately and
effectively, using different modes of communication (e.g. writing, speaking, and drawing).
Inquiry-based learning can promote meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order
thinking. It facilitates the students’ development of their conceptual understanding of science
concepts, skills of scientific inquiry, understanding about scientific inquiry, and
understanding the nature of science (Schneider, Krajcik, Marx & Soloway, 2001; Schwartz,
Lederman & Crawford, 2004). Inquiry-based learning can facilitate the development of
chemistry understanding (e.g. Drayton & Falk, 2002). Through inquiry, there are
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expectations for student growth in responsibility for learning, active thinking, and motivation
(see Table 5.1b). Inquiry provides opportunities for students to investigate phenomena of
their own interest and thus, develop their higher-order thinking skills (Roth, 1995).
(a) to identify questions and concepts that guide scientific
investigation
(b) to design and conduct scientific investigations

(c) to use technology and mathematics to improve
investigations and communications
(d) to formulate and to revise scientific explanations and
models using logic and evidence
(e) to recognize and to analyze alternative explanations and
models
(f) to communicate and defend a scientific argument
Figure 5.1 The six steps of scientific inquiry (NRC, 1996).
Table 5.1b Elements of the inquiry domain based on a review of research documents (The
Inquiry Synthesis Project, 2004, page 6).
Student Responsibility for
Learning

Student Active Thinking

Students make decisions,
identify where they need help
and what they are confused
about, assist in others’ learning,
contribute to advancing group
knowledge

Students do intellectual work,
generate ideas, take risks, use
logic, make deductions,
crystallize ideas, brainstorm,
engage in active questioning,
link ideas, use prior knowledge

Student Motivation
Students demonstrate
personal investment,
curiosity, enthusiasm, focus
persistence, commitment

Well-designed, inquiry-type laboratory activities, in particular, can provide learning
opportunities to help students build higher-level learning skills and meta-cognitive abilities
(Hofstein, 2004). Students are challenged to ask appropriate questions by finding and
synthesizing information, monitoring scientific information, designing investigations, and
drawing conclusions (Krajcik, Mamlok & Hug, 2001). Students participating in inquiry are
often more active and initiate more ideas than they do within ordinary laboratory activities.
Students taught have made significant progress in formulating hypotheses, making proper
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assumptions, designing and executing investigations, understanding variables, recording data,
and synthesizing new knowledge (Lechtanski, 2000). In particular, technology-supported
inquiry activities offer the opportunity to increase students’ experience with authentic
activities and achieve deeper content understanding (Edelson, 2001).
Student curiosity is at the center of inquiry. An inquiry-based approach encourages
curiosity and openness, and fosters a stronger sense of responsibility and satisfaction among
students taught in that style (Lechtanski, 2000). According to Haury (1993), there is no
authentic investigation or meaningful learning if there is no inquiring mind seeking an
answer, solution, explanation, or decision. Participation differences between girls and boys
were observed to disappear as they engaged in inquiry-based laboratory activities (Russell &
French, 2001).
There is, however, no single method of inquiry teaching (NRC, 2000). There are
various pedagogical models for inquiry to support meaningful learning, for example,
structured inquiry, guided inquiry, open inquiry, and the learning cycle (used in this study).
Inquiry-based learning approaches can vary according to the extent of direction provided by a
chemistry teacher and the extent of independence given to students (DeBoer, 2004). Tafoya,
Sunal, and Knecht (1980) defined four levels of inquiry-based teaching: (a) Confirmation
activities require students to verify concepts through a given procedure. (b) Structured-inquiry
activities provide students with a guiding question and procedure to follow. (c) Guidedinquiry activities provide students with a guiding question and suggested materials; however,
students design and direct the investigation. (d) Open-inquiry activities require students to
generate their own research questions and design their own investigations.
Schwab (1962) identified three levels of inquiry: (a) a basic level, in which the
question and method are known, (b) an intermediate level, in which only the question is
known, and (c) an advanced level where the questions are to be determined. In particular,
open-inquiry laboratory sessions that allow students the freedom to complete experiments of
personal relevance in authentic contexts can develop higher-order thinking skills (Roth &
Roychoudhury, 1993).
Inquiry-based learning can share features of project-based science (PBS) (e.g. Krajcik,
Czerniak & Berger, 1999) and project-based learning (PBL) (e.g. Barak & Dori, 2004). The
shared features include centrality (curriculum-based), driving question/problem, constructive
investigations (involve construction of knowledge), autonomy (student-driven to some
degree), realism (authentic task, not typical school-like), collaboration (with a chemistry
teacher, peers, a chemist), and technology to support inquiry. The students’ active role in
chemistry learning and higher-order thinking skills are emphasized (Barak & Dori, 2004).
Project-like investigation tasks can engage students in chemistry (Aksela, 1994).
Inquiry-based learning does not occur automatically. Students can engage in scientific
inquiry where (a) instructional support is present, (b) students are disposed to work with that
support to apply reflective and critical thinking, and (c) teachers possess requisite knowledge
of science and the nature of science (Flinc, 2004). DeBoer (2004) highlights the role of the
teacher, who determines an appropriate level of inquiry. If the inquiry is too open-ended, it is
possible that students will become lost in their investigations, and learn little. Teachers can
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help students construct explanations aligned with scientific knowledge and help them evaluate
their own explanations and those made by scientists (NRC, 1996). Teachers also establish an
emotional climate within which all students feel sufficiently free, safe, and confident to
participate (Hodson, 1998). However, no convincing research suggests a proper proportion of
explicit and implicit teaching approaches within inquiry-based classrooms (Holliday, 2004).
A critical component of successful secondary-level scientific inquiry is encouraging
students to reflect on concepts in chemistry that can guide their inquiry. The prior cultivation
of an adequate knowledge base among students can support the investigation and help
develop scientific explanations (Saunders, Cavallo & Abraham, 1999). Knowledge building
also depends on students learning to use the tools of the scientific community, and the social
context in which they develop and practice their skills (Richmond & Striley, 1996).

5.2 Practical Work and Discourse
Practical (laboratory) work is a natural part of inquiry-based learning in chemistry. Practical
work has been a central approach in chemistry learning at least since the close of the 19th
century (Woolnough & Allsop, 1985). Domin (1999) identifies four distinct styles of
laboratory activities: (a) traditional/verification, (b) inquiry, (c) discovery, and (d) problembased. These styles are distinguished according to outcome, approach, and procedure. They
reflect different dimensions or scales (Fraser, McRobbie, & Giddings, 1993) of cohesiveness,
open-endedness, integration, rule-clarity, material environment, teacher-supportiveness,
involvement, and organization. For student success in scientific inquiry, their direct
experience with laboratory apparatus and materials is a necessary precursor (Hodson, 1998;
Lazarowitz & Tamir, 1994; Millar, 2004). Practical work provides experience with
phenomena giving concrete meaning to, for example, ideas of chemical reactions by using
real reactants and tools. Too often, however, chemistry study starts only from a microscopic
or symbolic level (e.g. Gabel, 1998; Johnstone, 1991; Nakhleh & Krajick, 1993; Newton,
2000).
Considerable research on practical work has been reported concerning its
effectiveness, especially for acquiring scientific knowledge, skills, and motivation (e.g.
Aksela & Juvonen, 1999; Hofstein, 2004; Hofstein & Lunetta, 1982; Jenkins, 1999; Johnstone
& Al-Shuaili, 2001; Kyyrönen, 1999; Lampiselkä, 2003; Lazarowitz & Tamir, 1994; Millar,
2004; Millar, Lubben, Gott & Duggan, 1994; Nakhleh, Polles & Malina, 2002; Tiberghien,
Veillard, Le Marechal, Buty & Millar, 2001; Tobin, 1990).
Evidence suggests that
laboratory instruction is an effective and efficient teaching strategy to attain some science
learning goals. Appropriate activities helps students (a) construct their chemistry knowledge,
(b) develop different skills: for example, cooperation, communication, psychomotor, and
thinking, and (c) promote positive attitudes (Hofstein, 2004). It encourages students to
“think scientifically” (Hofstein, 2004; Lazarowitz & Tamir, 1994; Shulman & Tamir, 1973).
In particular, inquiry-type practical experiences develop positive attitudes toward learning
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chemistry in general and toward learning about chemistry phenomena (Hofstein, Kipnis, &
Shore, 2004).

Figure 5.2 Practical work is central in chemistry and chemistry learning. Investigations can
motivate students into chemistry learning.
Research into laboratory instruction has often, however, found it to be an environment
in which very little meaningful learning takes places (Hodson, 1996). Conventional
laboratory work is often regarded as a passive learning experience for students such as
“cookbook chemistry”—without stimulating any higher-order thinking (Domin, 1999;
Shiland, 1999; White & Gunstone, 1992). The laboratory is a complex environment in which
students interact with each other, with the laboratory activity, with the equipment or
instruments, and with the instructor(s) (Nakhleh, Polles & Malina, 2002). Those interactions
include cognitive, affective, and psychomotor realms. More understanding is needed of how
to make practical work—central in chemistry—more effective, to link theory and practice in
chemistry (e.g. Gabel, 1999; Hodson 1996, 1998). Students often do not have time to think
about and to reflect on their observations during their practical work (Domin, 1999; Johnstone
& Letton, 1990). According to Jenkins (1999), suitable strategies can stimulate these gains in
school-level practical work: (a) increased students motivation, (b) some insights into the
nature of science, (c) benefits of collaborative work, perhaps involving the Internet, (d)
deployment of different competences within a group, (e) acquisition of communication skills,
and (g) breaking down barriers between schooling and the real world.
During inquiry within laboratory investigations, students progress through these main
phases (Hofstein, 2004): (a) planning and design (formulating questions, predicting results,
formulating hypotheses to be tested, and designing experimental procedures); (b) performance
(conducting an experiment, manipulating materials and equipment, making decisions about
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investigative techniques, observing, and reporting findings); (c) analysis and interpretation
(processing data, explaining relationships, developing generalizations, examining data
accuracy, outlining limitations, formulating new questions based on the investigation
conducted); and (d) application (making predictions about new situations, formulating
hypotheses based on investigative results, and applying laboratory techniques to new
experimental situations). According to the Finnish national curriculum framework (FRAME,
1994b), an essential goal of practical work is to guide students consistently toward methods of
knowledge acquisition, emphasizing discussion, and critical assessment of observations and
knowledge presented, in addition to the previously cited phases. Wood-Robinson, Watson &
Goldsworthy (1999) have revealed that a very narrow range of kinds of investigations (i.e.
scientific enquiry in the U.K.) was used in secondary schools. They found six categories of
investigations: (a) classifying and identifying, (b) fair testing, (c) pattern seeking, (d)
investigating models, (e) exploring, and (f) making things or developing systems.
Laboratory activity with appropriate pedagogical models is seen as an ideal
environment for meaningful learning (Mintzes, Wandersee & Novak, 1998). For example,
the successful use of cooperative learning techniques, including group work, peer evaluation,
and inquiry-based experiments coupled with multimedia software could promote positive
attitudes and higher grades (Cooper, 1995). The particular learning developed depends,
however, on tasks assigned as well as opportunities offered to students (Lazarowitz & Tamir,
1994). Laboratory investigations are likely to be most effective when (a) the learning
objectives are clear, and relatively few for any given task; (b) the task’s design highlights
major learning objectives and minimizes “noise”, and (c) a strategy to stimulate students’
thinking is employed beforehand (Millar, 2004).
The effectiveness of laboratory investigations can be enhanced by addressing the
following factors during curriculum design (Millar, Tiberghien & Le Maréchal, 2002): (a)
objectives (what student are meant to learn), (b) practical task (what students are meant to do),
(c) classroom actions (what students actually do), and (d) student learning (what students
actual learn). In addition, the central questions about the role of practical work in developing
students’ scientific knowledge and skills are how, and how effectively, they augment different
forms of communication (verbal, graphical, pictorial, and symbolic) that teachers use (Millar,
2004). Students need guidance in all stages of practical work (e.g. designing, making
hypotheses and observations, analyzing graphs, drawing conclusions, writing reports, and
presenting), especially for open investigations (Hegarty-Hazel, 1990; Levävaara 1997;
Meisalo & Erätuuli, 1985). According to Hofstein (2004), a crucial problem regarding
implementation of inquiry-type laboratory activities is the issue of assessing students’
achievement and progress.
With discussions, practical investigations play a meaningful role in learning
(Lazarowitz & Tamir, 1994; Millar, 2004; Tobin, 1990), especially in developing students’
understanding of scientific ideas (Driver et al. 1994; Lemke 1990). Reasonable evidence
suggests that small student groups, based on a combination of internal conflict (i.e. where a
diversity of views and understanding are represented within each group) or external conflict
(where an external stimulus presents a group with conflicting views), foster significant
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improvement in students’ understanding of the role of evidence (Bennett et al., 2004). The
outcome of practical activities depends, however, on the quality of social interactions within
the group (Hodson, 1998; Kempa & Ayob, 1991). Groups vary enormously in the level of
verbal interaction and in the distribution of contributions, even when students engage in the
same task (Kempa & Ayob, 1991).
There are many advantages to using small-group discussions (Bennett et al., 2004;
Bentley & Watts, 1989; Lavonen, 2002): Students can better understand their pre-knowledge
of the topic and build their knowledge from its base through their discussions. They learn to
analyze their observations. Students jointly build new meanings for concepts or phenomena.
Discussion helps students to organize their thoughts and to draw conclusions. Discussion in
small groups often draws students’ attention to the phenomena, rather than to the teacher. On
the basis of discussion, students and the teacher can follow the progress of their inquiry. A
chemistry teacher can better guide students to intended learning goals if the teacher is aware
of student pre-knowledge. And, students can develop their language skills in chemistry in
small groups.
Task and group structure affect the quality of discourse (e.g. Bennett & Dunne,
1991). Student participation in group discussions also depends on a student’s personal
variables, attitudes to learning, relevant content knowledge, and the overall group “climate”.
The effectiveness of small-group discussions in producing improvements in students’
understanding of evidence depended on three types of understanding: (a) understanding of the
science domain, (b) understanding the process by which model-revision takes place, and (c)
meta-cognition. (Hodson, 1998)
Students talk in the laboratory can be divided, for example, into 11 categories
(Tapper, 1999): (a) concepts and terminology, (b) sequencing, division of tasks (e.g. in what
order), (c) procedure (e.g. materials), (d) equipment (e.g. specific equipment), (e)
accomplishing tasks (e.g. task procedure), (f) identifying, labelling items (e.g. in test-tubes),
(g) identifying, commenting on results, (h) lab business (e.g. handling in work), (i) lab
etiquette (e.g. rules, safety), (j) science topic (e.g. topics not related to lab experiment), and
social topics (e.g. topic unrelated to science). Talks about procedure, identifying, and
commenting on results were frequent themes in the labs (Tapper, 1999).
Discussion can be supported by using ICT, meta-cognitive discussion models
(strategies), structures of discussion algorithms, collaborative writing tasks, and many other
variables (e.g. Bennett et al., 2004). According to Arvaja (2005), collaboration where juniorlevel students were engaged in cognitively high-level construction of shared knowledge was
rare. It typically occurred in situations where junior-level students had a clear task assignment
and where the task itself triggered higher-order thinking. She also found that interaction
between friends was more collaborative than between non-friends. And, the nature of task
has an effect on the quality of students’ interaction (Arvaja, 2005; Cohen, 1994)
The scaffolded transition from everyday to scientific communication emerges
through the interactions among teachers, students and materials (e.g. Roth, 1995). The
teacher is a main facilitator and resource who guides students toward instructional goals, a
process known as scaffolding (Vygotsky, 1978). Laboratory activities are most productive
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when teachers view and conduct themselves as co-explorers rather than as disseminators of
knowledge (Lunetta, 1998; Roth, 1995). Students do not spontaneously engage in “science
talk.” The teacher must help students to bridge between lay and scientific ways of talking
(Lemke, 1990). The teacher can support collaborative learning during inquiry by posing
questions that promote higher-order thinking (NRC, 1996), such as “”How do we know?”
“Should we do the investigation over?” “Do we need more evidence?” and “How do you
account for an explanation that is different from ours?”
Research shows that when more time is devoted to student reflection and discussion,
practical work can be effective for meaningful learning (Gunstone & Champagne, 1990). In
particular, pre-preparation and post-laboratory discussions are critical in promoting
meaningful learning (Nakhleh & Krajcik, 1993). With more post-laboratory discussions in
inquiry-based experiments, students become more active, and initiate ideas more frequently
(Friedler & Tamir, 1984). In particular, discussion plays an important role when interpreting
graphs (Lenton, Stevens & Illes, 2000).
Laboratory experiments that include aspects of peer instruction and collaborative
learning increased student learning gains by fifty percent to a hundred (Cox & Junkin, 2002).
In particular, engaging students in an authentic investigation in the laboratory (e.g. within the
MBL) can enable students to compare and discuss the data that they have gathered (Lunetta,
1998). However, meaningful learning through inquiry takes time if students are going to
understand science and develop useful skills (Bybee, 2004). Time demands can be
minimized, for example, by using the learning cycle effectively (see details, Chapter 5.4).

5.3 Cooperative Learning
Collaborative work is an essential part of scientific inquiry. In this study, cooperative
learning is used to support meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking in
chemistry through student discourse and actions in small groups. Cooperative learning refers
to learning environments where small student groups learn together to achieve a common goal
(Gilles & Ashman, 2003; Slavin, 1980). According to Johnson and Johnson (1994), a
cooperative learning situation can be structured using five elements: the positive
interdependence of group members, individual accountability, face-to-face interaction, the
development of social skills (e.g. communication, trust, leadership, decision-making and
conflict management), and assessment of collaborative efforts by group members.
Cooperative learning can be effectively used with ICT in small group working (e.g. Aksela,
Lavonen, Juuti & Meisalo, 2003; Mevarech & Light, 1992)
Cooperative learning techniques encourage students to observe and modify their own
thinking processes (e.g. Davidson & Worsham, 1992). When cooperative learning was
implemented, students’ inquiry skills, self-esteem, and “on task” behaviour were higher; and
the classroom learning environment became more positive (Lazarowitz & Tamir, 1994). In
particular, cooperative learning is effective for higher level thinking tasks (e.g. Lee et al.,
1997). In addition, cooperative learning promotes higher motivation to learn (Tamir, 1990).
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The cooperative learning environment can facilitate more interaction among students and
teachers, and create a positive learning climate. According to Arvaja (2005), collaboration
presupposed a positive atmosphere for enabling engagement and for creating a safe
environment for ‘productive’ conflicts and disagreement. In particular, cooperative learning
in laboratory work can be a vehicle for getting chemistry for “all” (Fenshman, 1990).
Cooperative learning moves students away from rote memorization toward meaningful
learning and developed students’ interpersonal and communication skills (Nurrenbern, 1999).
In the cooperative learning approach, students are able to teach their peers and increase their
conceptual understanding. It supports higher-order thinking in chemistry by providing
opportunities for students to communicate their own understanding. Through inquiry,
students in small groups work as a community of learners: they listen to others with respect,
reflect and build upon other’s ideas, demand evidence to support opinions, assist others in
drawing conclusions, and challenge facts, assumptions, and arguments underlying different
viewpoints (Layman, 1996). It provides an opportunity to reflect on students’ own
conceptions, modify them, and thus restructure their conceptions (Gabel, 1998).
Interactions among students in cooperative learning lead to clarification of ideas,
increased conceptual understanding, and improved problem-solving skills (Nurrenbern, 1999).
Peer interaction promotes cognitive processing (Hoy, Woolfolk, & O’Donnell, 2002; King,
2002) by supporting students to draw conclusions from the results of an inquiry (Lazarowitz,
Baird, Herz-Lazarowitz & Jenkins, 1985). Peer collaboration offers three cognitive benefits:
articulation, conflict, and co-construction (Crook, 1994). Questions can help students to
clarify, justify, and, in some cases, alter their thinking. They can also help students identify
misconceptions or areas needed to complete activities.
A jigsaw model of cooperative learning (Aronson et al. 1978; Sahlberg & Sharan,
2002) can be easily applied, especially to laboratory investigations with ICT, as used in this
study. Through their inquiry, students first have discussions with their home group about
their investigations (First session) and during their Second session they can teach the results
of their investigations to other students in groups called expert groups (Figure 5.3). Thus,
students share their thoughts and learning with each other. This approach has been applied in
this study within three investigation tasks. Cooperative learning has been found effective, for
example, regarding the understanding of acids and bases in an undergraduate chemistry
laboratory (Smith, Hinckley & Volk, 1991). It has shown positive effects, for example, for
secondary-level students in learning about chemical energy (Cohen & Ben-Zvi, 1982).
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First Session:

A1

A2

B1

A3
Home group 1

B2
B3

Home group 2

C1

C2
C3

Home group 3

Second Session:

A1

B1

B2

C1
Expert group 1

C2
A2

Expert group 2

C3 B3
A3
Expert group 3

Figure 5.3 A jigsaw model of cooperative learning used in this study.

5.4 The Learning Cycle
The learning cycle can support meaningful learning (Bybee, 2004; Lawson, 1995, 2002;
Lawson, Abraham & Renner, 1986; Musheno & Lawson, 1999; Sahlberg, 1990). Research
shows that the learning cycle develops better conceptual understanding between students,
improves their thinking skills, and encourages positive attitudes towards science and science
instruction (Lawson, 2002).
The learning cycle approach allows students to reveal their beliefs and conceptions
and to test their beliefs, and to develop more adequate conceptions. It is suitable, in
particular, when the development of thinking skills is a main goal (Lawson, Abraham &
Renner, 1986). It is more effective in learning complex and non-intuitive concepts. All
phases of the learning cycle are important to obtain a better understanding of concepts, for
example ideas of chemical reactions. Also, the sequence of the learning cycle influences on
learning (e.g. Abraham & Renner, 1986). In particular, exploration activities (e.g.
laboratories, demonstrations) followed by discussions (conceptual invention), were the best
chronology for students’ developing understanding and attitudes.
Various models of learning cycles are reported in the literature. The original Learning
Cycle (Karplus & Thier, 1967) consists of three stages, Exploration, Concept Invention, and
Concept Application for the development of reasoning, as does the learning-cycle model of
Lawson, Abraham and Renner (1989). A language-oriented learning cycle (Glasson &
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Lalik, 1993) is based on social constructivism theory in which language can be used to
stimulate cognitive activity. The MORE learning cycle (Tien, Rickey & Stacey, 1999)—
Model, Observe, Reflect, Explain—emphasizes how to think through the inquiry process
rather than focusing on how to perform laboratory procedures and algorithmic calculations.
The prediction/discussion-based learning cycle (Lavoie, 1999), when compared to
conventional learning-cycle instruction, produced significant gains in process skills, logicalthinking skills, science concepts, and scientific attitudes. In addition, Lawson (2002)
classifies three types of learning cycles: (a) descriptive, (b) empirical-abductive, and (c)
hypothetical-deductive.
This study has applied the 5E instructional model (BSCS, 1992, 1994; Bybee, 2004), a
five-stage learning cycle—Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate, and Evaluate—with a sixth
stage, Reporting (see Table 5.4). According to Bybee (2004), the Engagement phase initiates
the learning task. Students become mentally engaged in the concept, process, skill and/or
technology to be explored. The Exploration phase provides students with a common base of
experiences within which they identify and develop their current concepts, processes, and
skills. Students actively explore their environment or manipulate materials, for example by
using MBL. The Explanation phase focuses students’ attention on a particular aspect of their
exploration experiences and provides opportunities for them to verbalize their conceptual
understanding, or demonstrate their skills or behaviors—for example, through a graphic
organizer (e.g. a concept map).
Table 5.4 The Learning Cycle in this study.
(1) Engagement (introductory) activity
capturing students’ attention and arousing their interest, and engage in technology.
(2) Exploration activity
exploring the phenomena further using collaborative student-driven investigations with
the micro-computer-based learning environment (MBL).
(3) Explanation phase (conceptual invention)
using a graphic organizer (e.g. a concept map) within small groups.

(4) Elaboration activity
presenting the results and discussions with classmates, using a jigsaw,
cooperative learning model.
(5) Evaluation (of their learning)
using a learning diary (questionnaire) in home groups (questionnaire).
(6) Reporting activity
Home groups write a report of results of the inquiry.
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The Elaboration phase challenges and extends students’ conceptual understanding and
allows further opportunity to practice desired skills and behaviors. Through it, students
develop a deeper and broader understanding, and adequate skills. Student presentations
within their groups in a jigsaw cooperative model (see details in Chapter 5.3) can support this
elaboration. The Evaluation phase encourages students to assess their understanding and
abilities. It is crucial that students reflect on their findings (Tobin, 1990).
According to Bransford et al. (2000), effective learning requires students to take
control of their own learning through reflection and self-assessment. The guided learning
diary (a questionnaire) used in this research in Stage 5 (see Table 5.4) can support social
interaction with other students to reflect on their learning and on their entire inquiry.
According to Blank (2000), conceptual understanding requires meta-cognitive experiences,
where students discuss “how they know” and “why they know.” The Reporting phase
provides opportunities for students to reflect upon their thoughts and summarize their
investigations. According to Wallace, Hand and Prain (2004), writing is an important tool
for structuring knowledge, while talk is important for generating, clarifying, sharing, and
distributing ideas (Rivard & Straw, 2000).

5.5 Concept Mapping
Concept mapping is used as a part of the Learning Cycle in this study (see Explanation phase,
Table 5.4). Graphic organizers, such as concept maps, are a graphical way to organize
information and thoughts for understanding.
Graphical organizers can be classified
according to their functions (Trowbridge & Wandersee, 1998): (a) cause/effect (e.g. vector
diagram), (b) comparison/contrast (e.g. concept map), (c) time order (e.g. flow chart), (d)
simple listing (e.g. concept circle diagram), and (e) problem/solution (e.g. Vee diagram).
Graphic organizers help students to link new information to their knowledge schema and can
promote interaction among students.
Concept maps are two-dimensional representations of interrelated concepts placed in a
hierarchy, linked by lines labelled with connecting words expressing propositions linking the
concepts (Trowbridge & Wandersee, 1998). Many studies document advantages of concept
maps in chemistry classrooms (e.g. Cardellini, 2004; Francisco, Nakhleh, Nurrenbern &
Miller 2002; Nicoll, Francisco & Nakhleh, 2001; Lunetta, 1998), and in the chemistry
laboratory (Markow & Lonning, 1998; Nakhleh, 1994; Pendley, Bretz & Novak, 1994;
Stensvold & Wilson, 1992).
Concept maps (Novak, 1990; 1998; Novak & Gowin, 1984) as meta-cognitive tools
promote meaningful learning (Trowbridge & Wandersee, 1988). They are useful for evoking
prior knowledge, progressive differentiation, sequencing of concepts into a distinct hierarchy
in chemistry, and integrative reconciliation, where concept interrelationships can be
demonstrated (Trowbridge & Wandersee, 1988). Concept maps can also identify alternative
conceptions (misconceptions) in chemistry, and help students identify key concepts and
relationships, which support the interpretation of observed events and objects (Novak &
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Gowin, 1984). Thus, they develop thinking skills and foster understanding of knowledge
construction in chemistry (Daley, 2002). Use of different information processing models
(e.g. to make concept maps) is, however, often rare in chemistry instruction (Lavonen et al.,
2004).
In this study, concept maps used in Stage 3 of the learning cycle (see Table 5.4)
were intended to help students summarize results of their inquiry (conceptual invention) and
promote social discourse in chemistry. It was used as collaborative concept mapping (van
Boxtel, van der Linden, Roelofs & Erkens, 2002) that is a visible representation facilitating
communication about abstract concepts and relationships (e.g. Roth & Roychoudhury, 1992,
1993). Collaborative concept-mapping tasks prompt students to articulate their thoughts,
elaborate the meaning of concepts, and co-construct conceptual understanding (van Boxtel et
al., 2002). In addition, computer software can support concept mapping (Jonassen, Reeves,
Hong, Harvey & Peters, 1997). In this study, a program called SmartDraw (see
http://www.smartdraw.com/) was recommended in the VRP.
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6 DESIGN RESEARCH: CONSIDERATIONS

6.1 Overall Research Design
An empirical problem analysis, with an overview of the research questions, research methods,
and research subject selection are described next in Chapters 6.1.1 to 6.1.3. The validity and
reliability of this design research are presented at the close of this chapter, in Chapter 6.2. All
results of this design research are presented in Chapters 7 and 8.
As desribed in Chapter 1.5.2, design research is iterative. It includes designing,
evaluating, and revising the learning environment. Each stage of the design process affects
the next stage. A nine-stage design process of the learning environment, where empirical and
theoretical problem analyses were integrated, is presented in Figure 6.1. There were two
stages within defining goals (Stages 2 and 5), three designing stages (Stages 3, 6, and 8), and
four stages of empirical problem analysis within six different studies (Stages 1, 4, 7, and 9)
over this design process. Both theoretical and empirical problem analyses were integrated in
its design process (see Stages 2 and 5, Figure 6.1).

6.1.1 Research Questions
There are three main research questions in this study, as presented in Chapter 1.2. Phase 1
addresses the question: What kind of a learning environment can engage students in
meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking? The goal of Phase 1 was to
produce a prototype of a “rich” learning environment that, in particular, support secondaryschool students’ understanding of ideas about chemical reactions—meaningful chemistry
learning and higher-order thinking (HOTS).
A main research question for Phase 2 of the study is How does the developed learning
environment influence students’ meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking?
The study was completed in naturalistic settings within chemistry classrooms at the secondary
level. Secondary-level students engaged in computer-assisted inquiry in the “rich” learning
environment (Figure 1.1, page 1). The basics of the phenomena were taught by their own
chemistry teachers before this study. In addition, another main research question for Phase 2
is What are students’ views of their learning environment? The sub-questions of the main
research questions are presented in Tables 6.1.1a and 6.1.1b.
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1. Chemistry Teachers’ Needs Assessment
• Needs for Chemistry Teaching
• Needs for Chemistry Reactions Instruction
• Needs for a Microcomputer-Based Laboratory
2. The definition of the goals for the learning environment on the basis of the
results and a theoretical problem analysis.

3. The design of the learning environment within the investigative open-ended
tasks, a template, and the pedagogical models, on the basis of the goals.
4. A pilot study of a microcomputer-based laboratory (MBL) environment in a
chemistry classroom.
5. The definition of the goals for a new environment on the basis of previous
results and a theoretical problem analysis.
6. A design of the Virtual Research Platform (VRP).

7.

An evaluation study of the VRP with secondary-level students.

8. The protype of the learning environment was revised.

9. An evaluation of the influence of the prototype towards reaching the goals.

A “RICH” LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Figure 6.1 Nine stages of development and design work of the learning environment. The
stages 1 to 8 were completed during Phase 1 and the stage 9 during Phase 2.
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Table 6.1.1a The sub-questions of the main research question of Phase 1 in Stages 1, 4, and
7. Phase 1 addresses the question: What kind of a learning environment can engage students
in meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking?
The Different Stages
Sub-questions of the
The Chapter Presenting
of Phase 1
Research Question
the Results
Stage 1
(a) Needs for chemistry teaching

What are teachers’ needs for
chemistry teaching at the
secondary level in Finland?

7.1.1

(b) Needs for instruction in
chemical reactions

What are teachers’ needs for
teaching organic chemistry,
especially chemical reactions in
the context of organic chemistry
at the secondary level in
Finland?

7.1.2

(c) Needs for a microcomputerbased laboratory

What are teachers’ needs for a
microcomputer-based laboratory
at the secondary level in
Finland?

7.1.3

What are major advantages and
problems of the learning
environment?

7.3

What are major advantages and
problems of the learning
environment from the views of
students?

7.5

Stage 4
Pilot study of a microcomputerbased laboratory (MBL)
package in a chemistry
classroom
Stage 7
Evaluation of the Virtual
Research Platform (VRP) in a
computer classroom

To answer the main Phase-2 question, the study focused on students’ higher-order
thinking processes as they constructed their understanding of the phenomena—meaningful
chemistry learning during their computer-assisted inquiry, and how the “rich” learning
environment functioned in practise to support their meaningful learning and higher-order
thinking. The components of the learning environment were presented in Figure 1.1 (page
1). Two Task 1 groups were chosen to be studied in detail–a group from the junior secondary
level (junior group) and a group from the senior secondary level (senior group) (see details,
Chapter 8.1.2).
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Table 6.1.1b Sub-questions of the main Phase-2 research question. Phase 2 addresses the
question: How does the developed learning environment influence students’ meaningful
chemistry learning and higher-order thinking?
Sub-questions

The Chapter Presenting the Results

Sub-question 1
What evidence of students’ meaningful chemistry
learning and higher-order thinking in chemistry is
revealed through secondary-level student
discourse and actions within the developed
learning environment?

8.1.4.1

1.1 What kind of higher-order thinking do
students employ during their investigations to
understand the chemical phenomena?
1.2 How do students use their higher-order
thinking skills during their investigations in
small groups?
Sub-question 2
How does the learning environment and its
components support students’ meaningful
chemistry learning and higher-order thinking?

8.1.4.2

2.1 How does the physical part of the
learning environment support the goals?
2.2 How does the pedagogical part of the
learning environment support the goals?

In addition, students’ views about their learning environment were explored by a small
survey during the classroom implementation, before and after their inquiry (second main
question in Phase 2). Two group interviews (total of 10 volunteer students participated) were
completed some days after inquiry to make sure the results of survey. During the group
interviews, each result of the survey was discussed with the students. The discussions were
videorecorded. In addition, students could follow their own inquiry from the videotape
during their interview.

6.1.2 Research Methods
As mentioned in Chapter 1, this study incorporates features of design-based research
methodology, using mainly mixed methods, to analyze the intervention’s outcomes, and to
guide refinement of the intervention.
This study’s methods, that is, techniques and
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procedures used in all data-gathering, are presented in Table 6.1.2. The methods of six
empirical studies are described in detail in Chapter 7 and 8, related to the results.
Table 6.1.2 Methods employed in Phases 1 and 2.
Studies
Phase 1
• Chemistry Teachers’ Needs Assessment
-Needs for Chemistry Teaching
-Needs for Instruction in Chemical
Reactions
-Needs for a Microcomputer-Based
Laboratory

Methods Employed
survey of chemistry teachers
survey of chemistry teachers
survey of chemistry teachers

•

Pilot study of a microcomputer-based
laboratory (MBL) package in a seniorsecondary level classroom

videorecordings, observations, concept maps,
learning diaries, research reports, a small
survey before and after the inquiry.

•

Pilot study of the VRP in a computer
classroom

small survey of senior-secondary level
students

Phase 2
• Study concerning meaningful chemistry and
higher-order thinking learning within the
learning environment in a chemistry
classroom at secondary level

video-recordings, observations, group
interviews, concept maps, learning diaries,
research reports

•

small survey before and after the inquiry

Study exploring students’ views about their
learning environment during chemistry
classroom implementation at secondary level

6.1.3 Research Subject Selection
Both secondary-school chemistry teachers and students were studied through an empirical
problem analysis. In total, there were 488 volunteer chemistry teachers and 88 volunteer
students in 15 small groups from both secondary levels, in different parts of this study (Table
6.1.3). All teachers who participated in the studies participated in in-service training. They
can be regarded as innovators (about 2.5 % of population) or early adopters (about 13.5 % of
population) (Kuitunen, 1996; Rogers, 1995). It was assumed that the experienced teachers
can reveal any problems in topic development.
The 15- to 17-year-old students ranged from the 9th-grade junior high school to the
11th-grade senior high school level. All 9th-grade students participated to this study had
nearly completed all their chemistry at the junior secondary level (FRAME, 1994a). All
senior secondary-level students had finished their first compulsory chemistry course
(FRAME, 1994b). The MBL pilot study occurred when students had almost completed their
organic chemistry course. The senior-group in Phase-2 was completed almost all four
courses in a senior-secondary level. The research topic was part of their curriculum. Four
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chemistry teachers helped in planning and guiding their students during the investigations, in
addition to the researcher.
Table 6.1.3 Total chemistry teachers and students participating in study.
Research Study
•

Number of the Participants

Chemistry Teachers’ Needs Assessment
-Needs for Chemistry Teaching
-Needs for Instruction in Chemical
Reactions
-Needs for a Microcomputer-Based
Laboratory

399
38
51

•

Pilot study of a microcomputer-based
laboratory (MBL) package in a chemistry
classroom at senior-secondary level

15

•

Evaluation study of the VRP in a computer
classroom at senior-secondary level

43

•

Phase-2 study concerning meaningful
chemistry learning and higher-order thinking
within the learning environment at a
chemistry classroom at both secondary
levels

30

•

27*

Phase-2 study exploring secondary-level
students’ views about their learning
environment during chemistry classroom
implementation

Note. *Three students of Phase-2 study did not attend to a survey.

6.2 Validity and Reliability
Validity and reliability describe the quality of the research. Design research—quite a new
research methodology in educational research, as described in Chapter 1.4.2—depends on
mixed-method methodology (Greene, 2001; Greene, Caracelli & Graham, 1989; Tashakkori
& Teddlie, 1998, 2002) with these advantages (Greene, 2001; Greene et al., 1989): (a)
triangulation (seeking convergence of results), (b) complementary (examining overlapping,
different facets of a phenomenon), (c) initiation (discovering fresh perspectives), (d)
development (using methods sequentially, so that results from the first method inform the
second method), and (e) expansion (mixed methods add breadth and scope to a project).
The characteristics of good design research (Dede, 2004; Design-Based Research
Collective, 2003) have guided this design process, and are described in detail as indicated in
this report: (a) designs meet needs of practitioners (Chapters 7.1.1 to 7.1.3) and policymakers
(Chapter 1.2), (b) goals of designing learning environments and developing theories are
intertwined (Chapters 6.1, 7.2, and 7.4), (c) development and research occurs through
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continuous cycles of design, enactment, analysis, and redesign (Chapters 6.1, 7, and 8), (d)
research relies on methods that document and link implementation to outcomes of interest
(Chapters 6.1.2, 7, and 8) (e) research accounts for how designs function in authentic settings
(Chapters 7 and 8), and (f) research leads to theories that communicate relevant implications
to practitioners and other designers (Chapter 9).
Validity of findings in design research is addressed by the partnerships and iteration,
which results in increasing the alignment of theory, design, practice, and measurement over
time (Design-Based Research Collective, 2003). Research results that are validated through
the consequences of their use provide consequential evidence or validity (Barab & Squire,
2004). The learning environment was completed during this design research (see details in
Chapter 9). Thus, this research can be evaluated as valid (as in Hoadley, 2004).
Reliability of design research findings and measures can be promoted through
triangulation from multiple data sources (Design-Based Research Collective, 2003). In this
research, multiple sources and kinds of data were triangulated (see the studies in Table 6.1.2
and Table 6.2) to understand the features of the implemented innovation—the learning
environment. Both theoretical and empirical problem analyses were integrated (see Table
6.1). Reliability criteria for design research also include evaluation of its usefulness and
improvements in teaching and learning (Design-Based Research Collective, 2003; Edelson,
2002). This learning environment—a design solution and its process—is designed taking into
account chemistry teachers’ needs. This research also provided useful knowledge about
secondary level students’ meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking within the
learning environment (see Chapters 7 and 8). It can be useful related to the goals, especially
at the senior secondary level and in chemistry teacher education (see Chapter 9).
Improvement of chemistry teaching can be evaluated, according to the use of the
learning environment in other studies. During this research, results have been applied in
designing different learning environments in pre-service teacher education (see the wwwbased resource bank in Chemistry Education Centre, http://www.helsinki.fi/kemia/opettaja ).
Two Masters’ theses in chemistry education, within the Department of Chemistry, University
of Helsinki, applied the research-based model of the VRP: “A VRP for Environmental
Chemistry” by Heikinaho (2001), and “A VRP for Computational Chemistry” by Muurinen
and Skarp (2004). In addition, some of research results have been applied in the design of
virtual biotechnology project called “Solujen Salat –biotekniikan virtuaalikoulu” (Aksela,
Keski-Honkola & Alakoski, 2002).
Research is also trustworthy if it achieves credibility, dependability, transferability,
and confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2002). The trustworthiness of
each six empirical studies is summarized in Table 6.2. This researcher—a designer and an
evaluator in the design research—is familiar with secondary-level teaching, learning, and
research, with six years of experience as a secondary-school chemistry teacher and eight years
as a chemistry teacher trainer (credibility). Original quotations of participating students used
in this report also increase the credibility of this study (see, for example Table 8.1.4.2, page
149). They were translated to English and checked by an expert in English. This research
was conducted as an audit process (Chapters 7 and 8); a fairly detailed record of the nine-
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stage design process and its results was completed (transferability). An informed reader can
also follow the trail of this research and evaluate its validity and reliability (confirmability).
This design research (methods, analyses processes, and results) has also been checked by
other co-examiners and co-researchers (dependability, Table 6.2). The findings were also
supported by informal conversations with the chemistry teachers who guided students’
inquiries in chemistry classrooms (Chapter 7 and 8) or the chemistry teachers who
participated in the surveys (e.g. Chapter 7.1.1). Valuable feedback and advice was also
obtained from international conferences and published papers (see Chapter 1.4.3, page 12).
Table 6.2 Trustworthiness of each of six empirical studies.
An Empirical Study

Trustworthy

1. Needs for chemistry teaching
(a survey)

Chemistry teachers were experienced in chemistry
teaching. More than 70 % of the teachers had taught
chemistry for more than 10 years. The prototype
questionnaire was developed on the basis of responses
received from four experts from the university and the
Chemistry Industry Federation who evaluated the
questionnaire. There was a high response percentage: 74
% of the chemistry teachers answered the survey. The
classification scheme of open-ended questions was
checked by two experts from the university and two
volunteer chemistry teachers. Their level of agreement on
the classification scheme varied from 85 to 98 % of the
each scheme.

2. Needs for instruction in chemical Chemistry teachers were experienced teachers in
reactions (a survey)
chemistry teaching. About 60 % of the teachers had taught
chemistry for over ten years. About 90 % of the teachers
completed five to eight chemistry courses at the secondary
senior level. The questionnaire items were planned
observing Likert–scale guidelines, related to previous
research (Aksela & Juvonen, 1999), and the national
chemistry curriculum framework. The results were
presented by this researcher to the chemistry teachers at
the close of the courses. The main results were discussed
with the teachers. They also accepted the classification
schemes of open-ended questions.
3. Needs for microcomputer-based
laboratory (a survey)

Chemistry teachers were experienced in chemistry
teaching. The teachers averaged 10 years of chemistry
teaching experience. Chemistry teachers’ opinions on
Empirica for Windows 4.0 (Lavonen, 1996) were gathered
through a written questionnaire. Items of the Likert–scale
were formulated based on knowledge of the practical
value of the MBL (Lavonen et al., 2003).
This study was a collaborative research between
four researchers. The research was published in an
international referee publication (see Lavonen, Aksela,
Juuti & Meisalo, 2003). The Cronbach alpha factor
reliabilities varied between 0.63 and 0.80.
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Table 6.2 continues. Trustworthiness of each of six empirical studies.
An Empirical Study

Trustworthy

4. A pilot study of microcomputer- The study was completed in an authentic environment at
based laboratory (MBL) package in a school. A triangulation of different methods (Descombe,
chemistry classroom.
2001; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998) was used to answer
the research question. The following methods were used:
(a) general observations of students’ inquiry within the
MBL environment in the chemistry classroom, (b) videorecordings of students’ discourse and actions within the
MBL environment, (c) students’ concepts maps, (d)
students’ learning diaries, (e) students’ reports of their
study, and (f) questionnaire of students’ views regarding
their inquiry in the MBL environment before and after the
inquiry.
The investigation tasks were completed, using the
MBL package, by this researcher and 15 teachers-students
before the classroom implementation, and the procedures
were re-written after the comments of the teacherstudents.
The pilot study was designed together with the
chemistry teacher of the class, making it a real part of their
course’s organic chemistry curriculum. There were
altogether four observers (this researcher and three
university colleagues) to observe students’ inquiry in the
learning environment. Four videocameras were used
during the study: a videocamera for each group of
students. There were about 11 hours of videotapes to
observe in this pilot study. The videotapes were viewed
many times by this researcher. The results were discussed
with a chemistry teacher and the other colleagues.
The prototype questionnaire was developed on the
basis of responses received from two experts from the
university. The chemistry teacher of this class also
commented on the classification scheme of the openended questions. The results of concept maps, learning
diaries, and reports were checked by co-examiners.
5. An evaluation study of the Virtual
Research Platform (VRP) in a
computer classroom (an evaluation
study)

The questions in the questionnaire were designed on the
basis of the structure of the VRP. The prototype
questionnaire was developed on the basis of responses
received from two experts in the university. The
classification scheme and other results were checked by
same experts.
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Table 6.2 continues. Trustworthiness of each of six empirical studies.
An Empirical Study
Trustworthy
6a. A study of Phase 2 concerning
meaningful chemistry learning and
higher-order thinking in the learning
environment in a chemistry classroom
at both secondary levels.

A triangulation of different methods was used to answer
the research question, as in the pilot study (see the Pilot
study). There were a total of two observers (this researcher
and a chemistry teacher for each four groups) to observe
students’ inquiry in the learning environment. This
researcher wrote a report on the observations after the
classroom study and also checked the field notes from the
videotapes.
The use of video-recordings helped to discern
students’ authentic learning. There were altogether about
12 hours of videotapes to observe in this study. All
videotapes were observed many times by this researcher.
Two experts from the university agreed with the
classification schemes. The results of the concept maps,
learning diaries, and reports were checked by the coexaminers. Two group interviews were completed to make
sure the results of the survey.

6b. A study exploring secondary-level A survey was designed on the base of the pilot study
students’ views about their learning survey. The design of the questionnaire and its results
environment through a small survey were checked by two experts from the university.
during a chemistry classroom
implementation.
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7 DESIGN RESEARCH: PHASE 1 RESULTS
This chapter reports the results of Phase-1, including the eight-stage design process (Figure
6.1, page 78), a prototype of the intended learning environment, and knowledge about student
meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking.

7.1 Chemistry Teacher Needs Assessment
7.1.1 Research Question 1: Needs for Chemistry Teaching
The aim of this Chemistry Education Today study was to identify views of chemistry teachers
about the status of secondary-level chemistry education after five years of reform (FRAME,
1994a & b), especially to identify chemistry teachers’ needs for chemistry teaching. The
research question defining this study was What are teachers’ needs for chemistry teaching at
the secondary level in Finland? This study was part of the Chemistry Today project, an
initiative in chemistry education in Finland from 1998. It provides opportunities for
chemistry teachers to update their knowledge of modern chemistry and in chemistry education
(Aksela & Juvonen, 1999; Chemical Industry Federation of Finland, 2005). The project has
been implemented and funded by the Chemical Industry Federation of Finland, the Finnish
Ministry of Education, the Finnish National Board of Education, and the Finnish Science
Teachers Association, MAOL ry. This researcher has been as one of the designers of the
project, a lecturer, and a researcher in this Chemistry Today project.
The entire study, together with the questionnaire, was described in an 80-page report
of the Finnish National Board of Education, in Finnish (Aksela & Juvonen, 1999). It is also
available
on
a
National
Board
of
Education
internet
site
(http://www.edu.fi/julkaisut/kemia1.pdf). This study was the first large survey ever done in
Finland focusing only needs of chemistry teachers.
7.1.1.1 Methods

Data for this study were obtained from postal questionnaires that were completed and returned
by chemistry teachers (399 questionnaires of 540 mailed to the teacher population) from all
parts of Finland who participated in the activities of the project during 1998 – 1999. There
was a high response percentage (Descombe, 2001): 74 % of the chemistry teachers answered
the survey. Teachers can be called as experienced teachers: more than 70 % of the teachers
had taught chemistry for more than 10 years. Mainly, teachers taught chemistry as their main
or second subject. Most taught three science subjects in their school.
Data was gathered from a 32-item questionnaire, which included 15 multiple-choice
questions, 14 open-ended questions, and three questions regarding the teacher’s location, and
total number of students (Appendix 1). The survey was designed by this researcher on the
basis of previous surveys of science teachers in Finland (Report of the Finnish Ministry of
Education, 1999; Report of the Finnish Science Teachers Association, 1996) and related to the
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national curriculum framework in chemistry (FRAME, 1994a &b), and previous research of
the views of science teachers. The prototype questionnaire was developed on the basis of
responses received from four experts from the university and the Chemistry Industry
Federation who evaluated the questionnaire.
The answers of the surveyed teachers were analyzed by an inductive content analysis
(Denscombe, 2001; Tuomi & Sarajarvi, 2002). Each teacher’s paper was coded individually
(e.g. T1 is a paper of the teacher number 1). Open-ended answers were classified by this
researcher into the main categories related to each question. Table 7.1.1.1 gives an example
of the analysis.
Table 7.1.1.1 An example of an analysis related to the question of the study: How should
chemistry be best learned at the secondary level?
Original Expression*

Main Category

T1: Empirical science
Practical work
T2: Learning by doing. No lectures.
Student-centred work
T3: Doing practical work because the observations
Practical work
you make are remembered
T4: By doing student-centered work where
Practical work
students draw their own conclusions.
T5: When students search for information,
Student-centered work
doing and thinking for themselves.
T6: Doing practical work in industrial laboratories.
Practical work
Note. T= a chemistry teacher. Practical work was as the answer of 76 % out of 399 teachers.
*Original Finnish quotations were translated to English and checked by an expert in English.

The classification scheme of open-ended questions was checked by two experts from
the university and two volunteer chemistry teachers. Their level of agreement on the
classification scheme varied from 85 to 98 % of each scheme. On the basis of the results, the
classification was re-checked by this researcher. Percentages (%) within categories were
calculated, as presented in Table 7.1.1.2a, page 89.

7.1.1.2 Results and Discussion

The survey documented five categories of challenges for Finnish chemistry education at the
time of the survey (1999) (see Table 7.1.1.2a, page 89): (a) to develop national framework
curriculum in chemistry and to increase amount of chemistry lessons (33 % of the answers),
(b) to develop better resources to chemistry classes (31 % of the answers), (c) to support
students’ meaningful learning in chemistry (13 %), (d) to support teacher in-service training
in chemistry (10 %), and (e) to increase appreciation in chemistry education in Finland (8 %)
Supporting students’ meaningful chemistry learning was mentioned as a challenge,
particularly how to motivate students to study chemistry, and to develop knowledge to better
link practice and theory often in heterogeneous groups.
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Table 7.1.1.2a Summary of challenges for chemistry education in Finland, based on
expressed views of secondary-level Finnish chemistry teachers (N=577).
Challenges in Teaching School Chemistry

Percentage of Chemistry Teacher
Responses

To develop a national framework curriculum
and to increase amount of chemistry lessons:
-the central content of chemistry is not clear
-the total number of chemistry lessons is not
enough, particularly at the senior-secondary level
-chemistry lessons are needed equally
from the elementary to the secondary level

33

To provide better resources for chemistry
teaching
There were, for example:
-shortages of special laboratory classrooms,
especially at the senior-secondary level
-shortages of materials in chemistry (e.g. practical
work, computers, web-based materials)
-too large chemistry classes at the senior secondary
level

31

To support students’ meaningful learning in
chemistry:
-chemistry is often boring for students
-there are a lof of rotelearning in chemistry

13

To support chemistry teachers’ in-service
training
-by arranging more training in chemistry teaching*

10

8
To increase general appreciation of chemistry
-in the community
-in the mass media
-in schools
Note. N= number of the teacher responses. * Only 10 % of the Finnish mathematics and science
teachers had studied chemistry as their main subject in the university.

The survey revealed many expressed needs regarding the education of chemistry
teachers (Aksela & Juvonen, 1999, pp. 55–61). Support for ICT use in chemistry teaching
was the most mentioned need (38 % of the responses). MBL, Internet, and tutor programs
were the mentioned topics. Chemistry teachers also reported that they need free web-based
materials to support classroom chemistry learning. Training for cooperation with Industry (25
% of the responses) and practical work (13 % of the responses) were also the needs of
chemistry teachers. In particular, the chemistry teachers were interested in developing
practical work supporting chemistry learning and/or working in microscale (green chemistry
approach). Organic chemistry was mentioned as a focus of in-service training in practical
work, also for MBL investigations. Many expressed needs for teacher in-service training
concerning pedagogical models (strategies) was for the models that support computer-assisted
learning, organic chemistry learning, and cooperation with Industry.
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Only 7 % of the chemistry teachers used microcomputer-based laboratory tools, MBLs
in chemistry teaching. The main reasons for its use are summarized in Table 7.1.1.2b. The
most mentioned reasons were: (a) easy to handle, (b) fast in completing experiments, and (c)
saves time (as in Domin, 1999). The reasons remind previous MBL research results
mentioned in Chapter 4.1, page 52.
Table 7.1.1.2b Main reasons to use MBL in chemistry classroom by the chemistry teachers.
Reasons Why MBL Is Used in
Chemistry Classrooms

Percentage (%) of Chemistry Teacher
Responses

It is easy to handle data with it.
21
It is fast in completing experiments.
18
It saves time.
18
It represents modern technology. (It is differerent
12
from traditional methods in laboratory work.)
It motivates students.
10
It can be used for teacher demonstrations in large
5
classes.
Measurement accuracy is good.
3
It is versatile.
3
There are better procedures available for it.
3
Others
7
Note. The Finnish statements were translated into English from the Finnish. They were checked by an
expert in English.

The surveyed chemistry teachers did not use MBL due to unavailability of resources
(computers in chemistry classes and materials) (57 % of responses) and in-service training (33
%) (as consistent with reports by Newton (2000) and Weller (1996)). Some chemistry
teachers (12 %) thought that MBL was unnecessary for junior secondary-level students, or
they reported that they did not know how to use it at that level (as in Rogers and Wild, 1996).
92 % of teachers offered practical (laboratory) work during their chemistry instruction
(Aksela & Juvonen, 1999, pp. 16–21). Mostly, student-centered practical work was
implemented only in special laboratory courses at the senior secondary-level. According to
the survey, chemistry teachers did not use practical work when there (a) was too busy a
timetable, (b) were big classes, (c) was no suitable space for laboratory working, (d) were not
enough laboratory materials for each student, and (e) was too dangerous to work (safety). Few
(1 %) surveyed teachers prefer investigations, as used in this study. Tasks should be clear,
simple, short, motivating, easy, and safe to do. Practical work should always promote student
success. Some teachers mentioned that the focus of practical work should be close to the
students’ own life or it should represent the students’ selected topic. Teachers reported that
students work mostly in pairs (37 %) or within small teams (25 %) during their practical
work.
About 76 % of surveyed teachers pointed out that chemistry can be best learned by
doing student-centered practical work (laboratory work). The survey revealed that chemistry
teachers mostly used it because of higher student motivation (40 % of responses, Aksela &
Juvonen, 1999, page 16). Learning in chemistry was mentioned as the second reason (29 %),
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although it is usually identified as the main point in the literature (e.g. Hofstein, 2004).
Chemistry teachers described four different models (strategies) to support chemistry learning
through practical work (Aksela & Juvonen, 1999, page 19): (a) theory-based learning
followed by student-centered practical work, (b) theory-based learning only through studentcentered practical work, (c) first, student-centered practical work and then, theory-based
learning (as in FRAME, 1994a & b), or (d) a cyclical model: first, students do the first
practical work of a topic, then the teacher deals with the results and theory with the students,
and, after, that students complete the next experiments within a topic.
No chemistry teachers mentioned the learning cycle or use of concept maps—used in
this study—as a pedagogical model (strategy) within practical work. Discussion with
students before and after was highlighted by several chemistry teachers, as it was also by
Nakhleh and Krajcik (1993). Higher-order thinking skills were not identified as a goal (as in
Zohar, 2004) but some teachers mentioned thinking as a goal, for example: ”In good practical
work a student has to think about what to do, how to do, why to do it, why the phenomena
happen and how it connects with everyday life (Aksela & Juvonen, 1999, page 20).”
The survey revealed that most often teachers used small-group work (about 57 % of
responses, Aksela & Juvonen, 1999, page 22) as the pedagogical model (strategy) in
chemistry teaching. In addition, the following pedagogical models were often used in
chemistry classrooms: (a) the model that support conceptual understanding in chemistry (19
% of the responses), (b) cooperative learning in 18 %, and (c) concept maps in 8 %,
respectively. Cooperative teaching methods—as used in this study—were quite unknown
within secondary-level practical work at the time of this survey; only 3 % of the surveyed
chemistry teachers used cooperative methods (Aksela & Juvonen, 1999, page 18). The most
expressed need for teacher training concerning pedagogical models (strategies) was for
models that support conceptual understanding in chemistry (12 % of responses, Aksela &
Juvonen, 1999, page 24).
7.1.1.3 Conclusions

Chemistry teachers’ needs are in the key role of designing useful learning environments, as
mentioned in Chapter 1.2. This Chemistry Education Today survey provided a large quantity
of information from experienced chemistry teachers to guide the development of curricula, inservice training, research, and other support and services for chemistry teachers, for example,
materials, and www -pages. It, especially provided support to increase the experimental
approach (FRAME 1994a & b) and use of ICT (e.g. MBL, Internet) in secondary-school
chemistry education, as mentioned in various documents mentioned in Chapters 1.2 and 4.
Simple materials and methods (e.g. microscale) in practical work were also identified by
surveyed chemistry teachers as needs. There were not enough resources for practical work,
especially at senior secondary-level. Green chemistry approach was central, according to the
teachers. There was also a declared need for more open-ended or project-based laboratory
investigations.
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To support students’ meaningful learning in chemistry was mentioned as a challenge.
Different pedagogical models (strategies), supporting meaningful chemistry learning, were
requested by experienced chemistry teachers, especially the pedagogical models that support
conceptual understanding in chemistry. However, higher-order thinking was not identified as
a need (as in Zohar, 2004), although scientific thinking was declared as one of the main goals
of the national curriculum framework (FRAME, 1994a & b).
On the basis of this survey, the decision was made to concentrate on developing a
learning environment with laboratory investigations and suitable pedagogical models
(strategies)—cooperative learning and learning cycle— through computer-assisted inquiry
related the goals. No chemistry teachers mentioned the learning cycle or use of concept maps
as a pedagogical model (strategy) within practical work. Only 3 % of the responses pointed
out cooperative learning within practical work. These pedagogical models (strategies) are,
however, very useful, according to previous research (see details, Chapter 5, page 63).

7.1.2 Research Question 2: Needs for Instruction in Chemical Reactions
The ideas of chemical reactions in the context of organic chemistry were thought to be a
context in chemistry to study students’ meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order
thinking. As mentioned earlier, a few previous research literature was found regarding the
context (see Chapter 2.3, page 26). The study of Chemistry Education Today (see Chapter
7.1.1, page 87) also emphasized the chemistry teachers’ needs regarding organic chemistry
instruction. In addition, the experiences of this researcher as a chemistry teacher and a
teacher educator, and a chemist specialized in (bio)-organic chemistry supported the choice.
Senior secondary-level students had often problems to understand the ideas of chemical
reactions in the context of organic chemistry at the secondary level. Often the students had
rotelearning (Ausubel, 1968) in organic chemistry.
There was, however, a need to understand in detail Finnish teachers’ needs, regarding
chemical reactions in the context of organic chemistry and instruction in organic chemistry
before a decision of the topic in chemistry. Hence, a special research question was What are
teachers’ needs for teaching organic chemistry, especially for chemical reactions at the
secondary level in Finland?
7.1.2.1 Methods

This small survey was administered during two chemistry teacher in-service training courses
regarding practical work during 2000, arranged by this researcher. A total of 38 secondary
senior-level chemistry teachers participated in this survey at the start of the courses. The
respondents were quite experienced chemistry teachers. About 60 % of the teachers had been
chemistry teachers for more than ten years. About 90 % of the teachers completed five to
eight chemistry courses at the senior secondary-level (one to three courses more than the
average in national-level). Most teachers had completed one organic chemistry course in their
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curriculum at school as in the national curriculum (FRAME, 1994b). 26.3 % of the surveyed
teachers had completed more than one organic chemistry course.
The survey was designed and analyzed by this researcher. The questionnaire items
were planned observing Likert–scale guidelines, relate to previous research (Aksela &
Juvonen, 1999), and the national chemistry curriculum work (FRAME, 1994b). The
prototype questionnaire was developed on the basis of responses received from two experts
from the university who evaluated the questionnaires. The questionnaire included four
multiple-choice questions about the chemistry teachers’ backgrounds, a Likert-scale
instrument with statements, each with five choices ranging from Strongly Agree to Strongly
Disagree to assess teachers’ opinions about secondary-level organic chemistry instruction and
learning of chemical reactions, and two open-ended questions dealing with goals of organic
chemistry, and seeking other comments (Appendix 2).
The questionnaire data was analyzed with SPSS (SPSS, 2000) by calculating means
and deviations for each item, according to Likert-scale guidelines. The results are presented
in Tables 7.1.2.2a (page 94) and 7.1.2.2b (page 95). The open answers concerning the goals
for organic chemistry instruction were analyzed by inductive content analysis (Denscombe,
2001). The answers were classified into the main categories related to each question (as in
Table 7.1.1.1, page 88).
The results were presented to the chemistry teachers at the close of the courses by this
researcher. The main results were discussed with the teachers. They also accepted the
classification schemes of the open-ended questions.
The report of some results was
published in a Finnish chemistry journal (Aksela, 2002).

7.1.2.2 Results and Discussion

Few chemistry teachers expressed satisfaction with organic chemistry instruction at the senior
secondary level (FRAME, 1994b) in Finland (Statement 8, Table 7.1.2.2a). The goals of the
national curriculum framework in organic chemistry were not very clear and comprehensible
for many chemistry teachers (Statement 4). According to surveyed chemistry teachers, the
main goals of organic chemistry teaching at the senior secondary-level were such as: (a) to
learn basic concepts and phenomena in organic chemistry, (b) to learn organic chemistry in a
biochemistry context as well, (c) to learn organic chemistry in everyday life and in society, as
in Fenshman, 1990, (d) to promote interest in studying organic chemistry and as well as
chemistry outside the school. This classification scheme bases on the answers of the openended questions.
According to the chemistry teachers, the content of the framework curriculum in
organic chemistry was suitable only for some teachers (Statement 7). Many teachers agreed
that organic chemistry should be compulsory for all students (Statement 2). There was not
enough organic chemistry teaching at many schools (Statement 6). The Statement 9 divided
the views of teachers: many teachers disagreed that there should be more organic chemistry
during the first chemistry course (Statement 9).
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Table 7.1.2.2a Some views of chemistry teachers (N=38) regarding organic chemistry
instruction.
Statement Questionnaire Statement

Mean

Std. Deviation

1

An experimental approach is crucial
3.48
1.03
in organic chemistry teaching.
2
Organic chemistry should be
3.47
1.50
compulsory for all students.
3
Organic chemistry is easy to teach
3.08
1.02
comprehensibly.
4
The goals of the national curriculum
2.95
0.80
framework concerning organic
chemistry are clear and
comprehensible.
5
It is easy to illustrate organic
2.90
1.13
chemistry through practical work.
6
There is enough organic chemistry
2.82
1.06
instruction in my school.
7
The content of organic chemistry is
2.79
0.91
suitable in the national curriculum
frame.
8
I am satisfied with secondary-level
2.50
0.76
organic chemistry instruction in
Finland.
9
There should be more organic
2.42
1.32
chemistry in the first course in
chemistry.
10
There are suitable materials available
2.42
1.11
for organic chemistry practical work.
Note. There were five choices ranging from Strongly Agree (=5) to Strongly Disagree (=1) in each
statement. The statements are presented in the order of the mean. The highest mean is in at the top of
this table. The Finnish statements were translated into English from the Finnish. They were checked
by an expert in English.

Organic chemistry was quite easy for teachers to teach comprehensibly (Statement 3).
However, it was not easy for many teachers to illustrate organic chemistry through practical
work (Statement 5). Many chemistry teachers favored an experimental approach to teaching
organic chemistry (Statement 1). However, there were teachers who did not like it crucial in
organic chemistry teaching, although practical (laboratory) work was a central goal in the
National Curriculum work (FRAME, 1994b): “Students are able to plan and carry out
experiments concerning simple natural phenomena, to interpret and assess knowledge that
has been obtained through experiments, and to present it to others.” Many surveyed teachers
needed more suitable materials to support practical work in organic chemistry (Statement 10)
(as in Aksela & Juvonen, 1999).
According to many chemistry teachers, organic chemistry was generally not easy for
students (Statement 3, Table 7.1.2.2b, page 95), but they found it usually interesting
(Statement 1, Table 7.1.2.2b). Also, many teachers agreed that students did not generally
understand organic chemistry well (Statement 5). The teachers’ students could not often
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easily apply chemistry concepts and phenomena (e.g. ideas of chemical reactions—the heart
of chemistry), as taught in the first inorganic-based chemistry course (FRAME, 1994b), to
organic chemistry usually taught in the second senior secondary-level course (Statement 7), as
it has been experience of this researcher as a chemistry teacher. The time between chemistry
courses was, in the worst case, a full year, according to the chemistry teachers.
According to experienced chemistry teachers, chemical reactions are often not easily
understood concept for students (Statement 2, Table 7.1.2.2b). Many students do not
understand organic reactions well (Statement 6). There is not enough teaching in organic
reactions at many senior secondary-level schools (Statement 4).
Table 7.1.2.2b Experienced chemistry teachers’ views of learning organic chemistry,
particularly chemical reactions in the context of organic chemistry.
Statement
1
2
3

Questionnaire Statement
Organic chemistry is usually interesting
to students.
Chemical reaction is an easily
understood concept for students.
Organic chemistry is easy for students.

Mean

Std. Deviation

3.47

0.89

2.79

0.93

2.63

0.97

4

There is enough teaching about organic
2.63
1.02
chemistry at senior secondary-level.
5
Students understand organic chemistry
2.53
0.89
well.
6
Students usually understand organic
2.52
0.89
reactions well.
7
Students can usually apply concepts and
2.42
0.94
phenomena taught in their first course to
organic chemistry.
Note. There were five choices ranging from Strongly Agree (=5) to Strongly Disagree (=1) in each
statement. The statements are presented in the order of the mean. The highest mean is in at the top of
this table. The Finnish statements were translated into English from the Finnish. They were checked
by an expert in English.

Teachers concentrated mainly on teaching groups, names, and properties of the main
organic compounds. There possibly was insufficient time to teach the ideas of chemical
reactions in the context of organic chemistry, according to most of the teachers. That insight
was learned during the discussion with teachers at the end of the training courses. Also,
teachers pointed out that the most organic reactions could not be conducted safely within
secondary-school facilities available to support laboratory work. Organic compounds are also
often costly for secondary-level student use, some pose safety hazards, and their odors are
often unappealing (if not toxic) within small classrooms lacking suitable ventilation.
Chemistry teachers often find organic reactions difficult for students to investigate in the
laboratory because the reactions are often not visible and proceed quite slowly, related to a
one-hour chemistry class. For example, if students study a reaction between acetic acid and
n-butanol, they will note that the “invisible” reaction products are clear liquids, just as the
reactants looked at the start of the reaction, perhaps accompanied by some odor changes.
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7.1.2.3 Conclusions

This small survey regarding the views of experienced teachers on organic chemistry teaching
and learning of chemical reaction, strengthened the choice of this chemistry topic as the
research focus of this study. No far-reaching generalizations can be, however, done because
of small amount of teachers (N=38) in this study.
According to the survey, there is a need to develop secondary-level instruction in
chemical reactions, through practical work in the context of organic chemistry, for meaningful
chemistry learning. As results revealed, organic chemistry is often quite demanding for
secondary-level students to understand (as in Dori & Barak, 2001; Schmidt, 1992). Various
higher-order thinking skills connecting macroscopic, sub-microscopic, and symbolic levels
are needed to understand organic chemistry and its principles. Thus, more instruction and
support is needed to promote student higher-order thinking skills and student conceptual
understanding of chemical reactions in the context of organic chemistry.
There was a declared need to support, especially practical work in organic chemistry
at secondary level. There were few materials and other recourses to carry out practical work
in the context of organic chemistry, in the view of experienced teachers (as in Aksela &
Juvonen, 1999). Thus, there was a need to find new strategies to study safely chemical
reactions in the context of organic chemistry at macroscopic level in chemistry classrooms to
promote meaningful chemistry learning. In particular, there was a need for a green chemistry
approach (as in Lumivaara & Aksela 2002), focused on reducing waste and chemical hazards.

7.1.3 Research Question 3: Needs for Microcomputer-Based Laboratory
As the Chemistry Education Today research (see Chapter 7.1.1, page 87) showed, there was a
need to support MBL use in chemistry teaching—only 7 % of teachers reported using it in
their chemistry classrooms. There also was an expressed desire to get suitable materials and
training for MBL teaching. As mentioned in Chapter 1.2 (page 2), chemistry teachers’
opinions about the quality of an MBL package are crucial to take into account when new tools
and packages are designed and developed for chemistry teaching. In designing user-friendly
MBL packages, both pedagogical and technical perspectives are important, especially from
the chemistry teachers’ viewpoint. If chemistry teachers can easily use the MBL, then they
can create learning environments in their chemistry classroom that facilitate student
meaningful chemistry learning. If chemistry teachers have problems using the MBL package,
it is apparent that their students will also experience difficulties in its use. Thus, it is
necessary to understand in detail What are teachers’ needs for microcomputer-based
laboratory (MBL) at secondary level in Finland?
Since 1985, a research-based design of an MBL package and its implementation in
science education has been developed in the Department of Applied Sciences of Education,
mainly in physics education (e.g. Lavonen, 1996). Since 1997, MBL-based instruction has
been developed for chemistry education by a collaborative research group (e.g. Heikinaho &
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Aksela, 2001; Lavonen, Aksela, Juuti & Meisalo, 2003). This MBL study was designed,
analyzed, and published by this research group (Lavonen et al., 2003). The sub-question
guiding the work was What are opinions of chemistry teachers regarding the “user
friendliness” of the MBL package, Empirica for Windows 4.0?
7.1.3.1 Methods

A total of 51 chemistry teachers participated in the study during three training courses
arranged by the research group. On the average the teachers had 10 years of chemistry
teaching experience: 58 % were senior secondary-school teachers; the others were junior
secondary-school teachers. Thirty percent taught chemistry as their main subject, others
taught it as their second subject (mathematics and physics were their main subjects). The
training sessions were designed particularly for teachers who had already had access to the
MBL package and wanted to increase their competence in using them. Therefore, all teachers
had a strong interest in the MBL, but their previous experience with MBL varied. Only 8 % of
the teachers, on average, used the MBL at least once a week, 12 % of the teachers used it
roughly once a month, and 50 % of the teachers had only occasionally tried MBL before
training. However, 76 % of the teachers agreed that the MBL should be used in chemistry
teaching. Other teachers thought that it should only be used seldom or occasionally.
Chemistry teachers’ opinions of Empirica for Windows 4.0 (Lavonen, 1996) were
gathered through a written questionnaire. The questionnaire (Appendix 3) included several
items about teachers’ backgrounds. A Likert-scale instrument with 44 items, each with five
response choices ranging from Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree, assessed teachers’
opinions about the Empirica software. Items were formulated based on knowledge of the
practical value of the MBL (see details, Lavonen, Aksela, Juuti & Meisalo, 2003). The
practical quality of a MBL package can be categorized from (a) the point of view of the
theoretical principles upon which the innovation has been built, (b) empirical evidence
indicating how the innovation has affected student learning, (c) and the practical quality
indicating the workability of the innovation (Voogt 1996). Some items of the questionnaire
were negatively worded (e.g. ‘it is difficult to . . .’ instead of ‘it is easy to . . .’), because it
ensured that teachers read all items carefully. Such item responses were converted to their
opposite scale values for data analyses. The prototype questionnaire was developed on the
basis of responses received from five student-teachers who evaluated the questionnaire.
An exploratory factor analysis was employed to describe how these 51 teachers
experienced the Empirica software. The factor analysis was employed to reduce the large
number of variables (46 in all) to a smaller number of factors and to see how the MBL is
viewed, how qualities are organized, and how useful the MBL is from the point of view of
participating chemistry teachers’ daily work with their students. The basic Empirica package
(Lavonen, 1996) consists of the software, the Empirica Interface connected to the computer’s
serial port, and 21 sensors. In this package, frequency converters with a resolution of 14 bits
(sampling frequency below 10 Hz) were used.
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The questionnaire data was analyzed with SPSS (SPSS, 2003), using Principal
Component Analysis as the extraction method and Varimax with Kaiser Normalization as the
rotation method.
The number of factors was determined by Cattell’s scree test.
Comprehensibility criteria were used and limited the total factors to six, since the meaning of
the factors was then readily comprehensible (Dunteman, 1989, pp. 22 – 23). The Cronbach
alpha factor reliabilities varied between 0.63 and 0.80. Therefore, each factor measures one
quality quite satisfactorily and interpretation of the factors was possible. However, no farreaching generalizations or models are allowed because small amount of teachers (N=51).
7.1.3.2 Results and Discussion

A six-factor solution (Table 7.1.3.2, page 100) mapped participating chemistry teachers’
perspectives regarding uses of the MBL package in chemical teaching. The six factors were
specified by the research group (Lavonen, Aksela, Juuti & Meisalo, 2003): (a) Versatility of
the tool, (b) User interface, (c) Data presentation, (d) Data acquisition, (e) Set up, and (f)
Usability. These factors explained 50.1 % of common variance, with eigenvalues of 8.00,
3.63, 3.43, 2.96, 2.63, and 2.41, respectively, and the percent age of total variance of 17.4,
7.89, 7.45, 6.44, 5.71, and 5.26, respectively. The communality of 50.1 % indicates that the
six factors can be satisfactorily used as predictors for all 46 variables. The eigenvalues
indicate that Factor 1 covers most of the variance (17.4 %) and the five other factors each
contribute equally to explanation of variances within the variables. Table 7.1.3.2 summarizes
each of the six factors that indicate teacher perspectives on the MBL package and the
variables (items) loading on a given factor over 0.30. The means and standard deviations of
the variables are presented in Table 7.1.3.2 (page 100). Every factor is described in detail in
the following text, related to this study.
Factor 1, called versatility of the tool, explained 17.4 % of total variance and included
10 items on the following topics regarding the MBL package: (a) data-processing tools (F111,
F113, F116, F118, F110), (b) presentation tools (F112, F114, F115), and (c) set-up tools
(F117, F119). According to Newton (2000), especially data-processing tools are crucial in
chemistry teaching: they help students understand the behaviour of the chemical phenomena
or process. Presentation tools help to present or modify data to a suitable form. Sampling
frequency (F119) and the trigger (F117) affect the graphical presentation of the data. If the
sampling frequency is too low, the curve often looks strange; information about the
phenomenon is difficult to perceive. The negative loading of F1I7 may indicate that
chemistry teachers did not regard triggering as a relevant problem, since they are customarily
familiar with it. However, a trigger is useful, for example, when several titration curves with
different titrant concentrations are monitored in the same window.
The results reveal that the following features are easy for chemistry teachers to use in
the MBL package: (a) fitting a curve or line to the data (F113), (b) perceiving dependencies
among quantities (F110), and (c) setting up the scaling of an axis (F116). There are sufficient
options for fitting a curve (F118), and modifying axes (F111). However, item F6I3 (page
101), “It is easy to select integral or differential scales for an axis” (mean = 1.98), and item
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F6I7 (page 101), “It is easy to modify the scale (log, exp, . . .) of an axis” (mean = 2.32),
loading on Factor 6, also had high loadings on Factor 1 and indicate that tools for modifying
axes need further development. The results indicate that presentation tools, in particular,
should be further developed. According to the teachers, it is quite easy to zoom in on selected
graph regions (F112, page 100), but there are some problems in modifying chart parameters,
e.g. line width (F114, page 100) and inserting text into a selected graph location (F112, page
100). Item F5I4 (page 101), “There are sufficient opportunities to modify chart parameters”
(mean = 2.60), loading onto Factor 5, also has high loading onto Factor 1; this also indicates
some difficulties with the presentation tools.
Factor 2, user interface, consisted of six items and explains 7.9 % of total variance.
The factor items (F2I1, F2I3, page 100) indicate that the teachers felt it was easy to operate
the MBL package and the structure of the program was clear. It was important to the
chemistry teachers that the program operated in Windows (F215). Moreover, teachers
indicated that it was easy to calibrate a sensor or load/save a calibration file (F2I6, F317).
Furthermore, two items loading on Factor 3 (F3I3) and Factor 4 (F4I4) that have high loading
on Factor 2 indicate that it was easy to operate the MBL package. However, there were
apparently some problems finding assistance in the Help menu when a problem arose (F2I2),
and also to become familiar with the software (F214).
Factor 3, data presentation, consisted of seven items and explained 7.5 % of total
variance. Three items (F3I1, F3I2, F3I5, page 100) indicate that choosing a presentation style
was easy, and printing or saving this presentation (for later reporting) was also easy. In
addition, it was judged easy to copy and paste a plotted graph into Word (F3I6). Two items
loading on this factor indicate that, in general, menus and dialogue boxes were judged easy to
read and clear (F3I3, F3I4). Those two factors also had quite high loadings on Factors 2 or 5.
Factor 4, data acquisition, consisted of seven items and explained 6.4 % of total
variance. Four factors (F411, F412, F413, F414) indicate that it was judged easy to measure
and display a graph or even several curves in the same window, and to repeat a measurement
in the same or a new window. Set-up options for sensors were judged easy (F416). The
difficulty with the automatic starting of measurements (F4I5) was more likely due to these
teachers not using, and thus being unfamiliar with the idea of, triggering in chemical
experiment, as mentioned earlier. Furthermore, item F5I3, “It is important that a proper
sampling frequency is selected automatically” (mean is 3.76), loading on Factor 5, also has a
high loading on Factor 4, and indicates that it is important to have some automation to help
teachers or students start measurements easily.
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Table 7.1.3.2 Varimax-Rotated factor loading matrix for principal component analysis of
items assessing teacher (N = 51) opinions about Empirica for Windows 4.0.
Mean

Std
Dev

Component Loadings
1

F1: Versatility of the tool, Cronbach alfa= 0.80
F1I1 There are sufficient possibilities to modify
the axes.
F1I2 It is easy to zoom in on the selected graph
region.
F1I3 It is easy to fit a curve or line to the data.
F1I4 It is easy to modify chart parameters (e.g.
line width).
F1I5 It is easy to insert text into a selected
graph location.
F1I6 It is easy to set up the scaling of an axis.
F1I7 It is easy to set up a trigger.
F1I8 There are sufficient possibilities to fit the
curve.
F1I9 There are sufficient possibilities to choose
the sampling frequency.
F1I0 It is easy to perceive how quantities
depend on each other.
F2: User interface, Cronbach alfa = 0.75
F2I1 It is easy to operate the MBL package.
F2I2 The help menu of the software is good.
F2I3 The structure of the program is clear.
F2I4 It is easy to become familiar with the
software.
F2I5 It is important that the program operates
in Windows.
F2I6 It is easy to calibrate a sensor.
F3: Data presentation, Cronbach alfa = 0.74
F3I1 It is easy to save a file.
F3I2 It is easy to print a curve.
F3I3 The language in the dialogue boxes/menus
is easy to read.
F3I4 The dialogue boxes are clear.
F3I5 It is easy to choose a presentation style
(e.g. graph) for the data.
F3I6 It is easy to copy and paste a curve into a
Word file.
F3I7 It is easy to load/save a calibration file.
F4: Data acquisition, Cronbach alfa = 0.77
F4I1 It is easy to display several curves in the
same window.
F4I2 It is easy to repeat a measurement in a
new window.
F4I3 It is easy to show a graphical display.
F4I4 It is easy to repeat a measurement in the
same window.
F4I5 It is easy to start a measurement with a
trigger.
F4I6 It is easy to set up a sensor (to select a
measurement type).

2

3

4

2.91

0.63

.766

3.26

1.00

.650

3.98
3.22

0.88
0.70

.627
.605 .449

2.81

0.85

.582

3.37
3.20
3.02

0.88
0.58
0.83

.538
-.502
.499

3.13

0.44

.498

3.98

0.84

.387

3.87
3.04
3.91
2.96

0.81
0.56
0.66
1.21

.688
.603
.601 .363
.590

4.06

0.94

.580

3.24

1.19

.561

3.87
4.00
4.00

1.12
0.92
0.66

.748
.691 .318
.448 .611

3.85
4.16

0.81
0.79

.550
.550

2.64

1.07

.405

3.08

0.98

.336 .375

4.38

0.77

.781

4.34

0.67

.752

4.61
4.09

0.58
1.00

2.93

0.51

4.08

0.78

6

-.315

.407

.322
.378

.302
.305

5

.339
-.316

.403

.363

.730
.586
.501
.340 .343
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Table 7.1.3.2 continues. Varimax-Rotated factor loading matrix for principal component
analysis of items assessing teacher (N=51) opinions about Empirica for Windows 4.0.
Mean

Std
Dev

Component Loadings
1

F5: Set up, Cronbach alfa= 0.63
F5I1 It is easy to set up filtering.
F5I2 It is easy to study dependencies between
two quantities.
F5I3 It is important that a proper sampling
frequency is automatically selected.
F5I4 There are sufficient opportunities to
modify chart parameters.
F5I5 It is easy to calibrate a sensor before
measurements.
F5I6 The working reliability of the software is
high.
F5I7 It is easy to display Fourier analysis of the
data.
F5I8 It is easy to set up sampling frequencies.
F6: Usability, Cronbach alfa= 0.68
F6I1 There are few errors in the software.
F6I2 The operating manual is easy to read.
F6I3 It is easy to select integral or differential
scale for an axis.
F6I4 There are sufficient opportunities to select
measurement time.
F6I5 It is easy to show a chart display.
F6I6 It is easy to copy and paste data.
F6I7 It is easy to modify the scale (log exp.) of
an axis.
F6I8 There are enough channels to connect to a
sensor.
Eigenvalue
Percentage (%) of total variance

3.69
3.76

0.82
0.89

3.76

0.88

2.60

0.72

3.24

1.19

2.96

0.82

2.89

0.49

3.10

0.65

3.23
3.26
1.98

0.73
0.88
0.95

3.80

0.98

3.34
3.43
2.32

1.09
0.81
1.07

3.08

0.64

2

3

4

5

6

.677
.642

.415

.445 .566
.410

-.548
.399

.502
.480

.324

-.473

-.390

.438

-.368
.461

.316

.621
.608
-.573
.546

.464
.309 .359

.358
.349

.504
.503
-.449
.402

8.00 3.63 3.43 2.96 2.63 2.41
17.4 7.89 7.45 6.44 5.71 5.26

Note. There were five choices ranging from Strongly Agree (=5) to Strongly Disagree (=1) in
each statement.

Factor 5, set up, contained eight items and explained 5.7 % of total variance. Six
items (F5I1, F5I2, F5I3, F5I5, F5I6, F5I8) positively loading on this factor indicate that
teachers believed it was rather easy to complete setting-up before taking measurements. The
teachers believed that setting up (which is needed, for example, when the dependency
between two quantities is investigated) is easy to complete. Filtering is also needed when
temperature or pH changes only slightly in the phenomena. Two items (F514, F517) with low
means and negative loadings on this factor indicate that the setting-up in connection with the
display of the measured data was not easy to make, according to the teachers.
Factor 6, usability, consisted of eight statements, and explained 5.3 % of total
variance. Teachers reported that it was easy to show a chart display (F615) and to copy, and
paste data (F616). There are sufficient opportunities to choose measurement time (F614) and
enough channels where a sensor can be connected (F618). However, there were some
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mistakes in the software (F611, page 101) or the program was not operating in the way the
teachers expected it to work. There were problems to modify, for example, in the integral or
differential scale axis (F613).

7.1.3.3 Conclusions

This study shows that the MBL package was quite “user-friendly,” according to chemistry
teachers. The basic operations needed in the MBL of particular chemistry investigations were
clear, except for the integral or differential scale axis. It can be inferred that the benefits
identified may be realized in real chemistry classrooms. However, empirical evidence is still
needed to document how the MBL affects student chemistry learning (see Chapters 7.3 and
8.1).
This study shows that chemistry teachers, however, need help in using the MBL
package. Thus, a large Internet library of school experiments in chemistry was created,
including a Web-based teachers’ guide (Help). There are currently hyperlinks to the MBL
tool operating manual, photographs or figures, video clips, and graphs based on real
measurements (http://www.edu.helsinki.fi/malu/kirjasto/mbl/main.htm). Various procedures
for investigations in chemistry within the MBL environment were developed (Heikinaho &
Aksela, 2001): for example, to study chemical reactions, dissolution, food chemistry, medical
chemistry,
environmental
chemistry,
and
electrical
chemistry
(see
http://www.edu.helsinki.fi/malu/kirjasto/mbl/kemia/). The idea is that users can start their
datagathering directly on a web page after they find an interesting investigation. This Help
option was associated with the Virtual Research Platform (VRP).
This study also assisted to develop work the new MBL tool Empirica 2000, (see
details, Lavonen, 2000; Lavonen, Aksela, Juuti & Meisalo, 2003)—the prototype used in this
study. For example, icons and simple dialogue boxes can now be used to activate the set-up
and modelling tools in the new software. New ways to modify charts and use versatile
spreadsheet options were added. All operations start by first clicking on the button of the
desired tool. Furthermore, current tools were developed so that the graphical presentation of
data and manipulation of axes can help students create meanings for measured variables and
other concepts or models in chemistry. For example, the plotted data and its derivative can
be displayed in the same window (see Figure 7.1.3.3, page 103).
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Figure 7.1.3.3 Graphic and numerical display of data and click buttons on toolbars of the
prototype of Emprica 2000 program (Lavonen, 2000; Lavonen, Aksela, Juuti & Meisalo,
2003). The derivative of the titration curve can help the student to understand the empirical
titration curve in chemistry.

7.2 A model of the MBL learning environment: Goals and
Characteristics
On the basis of previous research results (Chapter 7.1) and previous literature (Chapters 2 to
5), the goals of the MBL learning environment were written. As the main goal was to
produce a prototype of the student-centered learning environment for computer-assisted
inquiry that, engages secondary-school students to actively construct knowledge about ideas
of chemical reactions within a context of organic chemistry—that is, meaningful chemistry
learning—using higher-order thinking skills (HOTS). The use of the microcomputer-based
laboratory (MBL) package was selected to support this focus, especially based on the
teachers’ needs assessment (see Chapters 7.1.1 and 7.1.3) and on previous research reports of
the effectiveness of MBLs (see Chapter 4.1, page 52). The pedagogical models (strategies)
were selected based on the same chemistry needs assessment (see Chapter 7.1.1) and previous
research on the instructional models (see Chapter 5, page 63) of inquiry-based learning,
learning cycle, cooperative learning, and concept mapping.
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The following ten features, derived from the study’s theoretical background (see
Chapters 2 to 5) were kept in mind in designing the study’s learning environment (theoretical
problem analysis) to attain the identified learning goals: (a) the environment should engage
students in active, constructive and reflective, intentional, authentic problem solving, and
cooperative learning processes (Jonassen, 1999); (b) it should stimulate student curiosity,
increases student interest and affects student motivation to learn about the chemical
phenomena (e.g. Fairbrother, 2000; Lavonen et al., 2004). In particular, high-level situational
interest leads to deeper processing (Hodson, 1998); (c) The material should have a potential
meaning for a student (Ausubel, 1968), and task should engage students to learn chemistry.
Tasks should provide an appropriate level of challenge, and be a challenging, meaningful, and
authentic activity for students (Hodson, 1998); (d) students should possess relevant concepts
to anchor new ideas (Ausubel, 1968) before investigations. Students formulate new scientific
knowledge by modifying and refining their current concepts and adding new concepts to what
they already know (Brandsford et al., 2000; Bybee, 2004); (e) it should encourage students to
do inquiry (investigations) by providing opportunities for develop their higher-order thinking
skills (Roth, 1995), and thus facilitate development of chemistry understanding (e.g. Drayton
& Falk, 2002; Herman, 1998); (f) it should encourage questioning and discussion. Previous
research shows that when more time is devoted to student discussion, practical work can be
effective for meaningful learning (Gunstone & Champagne, 1990); (g) the necessary peer and
teacher support should be provided. Higher-order thinking and meaningful chemistry learning
require support and coaching (e.g. Zohar, 2004). Particularly, MBL can promote studentstudent interactions and peer group discussions (Nakhleh, 1994), (h) students need time to
think about and to reflect on their observations for meaningful learning (e.g. Domin, 1999).
The MBLs can free students to devote more attention to observation, reflection, and
discussion (Rogers, 1996). (i) It is needed an encouraging and positive learning atmosphere
through cooperative learning to support meaningful learning. And, (j) investigations should be
easily conducted taking also account into green chemistry approach (as in Chapters 7.1.1 and
7.1.3).
Thus, the MBL learning environment for computer-assisted inquiry has two aspects to
design, described in detail in Chapter 7.2.1 through 7.2.3: (a) a physical part—the MBL
environment using Emprica 2000 package, and (b) a pedagogical part—investigative tasks
within a jigsaw model of cooperative learning (see Chapter 5.3, page 71), and implementation
of a learning cycle (see Chapter 5.4, page 74).

7.2.1 The MBL environment: The Empirica 2000 Program
A prototype of the MBL package, Empirica 2000 (Figure 7.1.3.3, page 103) used in this
study, was developed on the basis of the chemistry teachers’ needs assessment of Empirica
for Windows 4.0 (Lavonen, 1996), as summarized in Chapter 7.1.3. The basic Empirica 2000
package (Lavonen, 2000) consists of the software, the Empirica Interface connected to the
computer’s serial port, and 21 sensors. Frequency converters have a resolution of 14 bits
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(sampling frequency below 10 Hz). Details of Empirica 2000 for Windows 5.0 are presented
in a manual at the address (in English): http://www.edu.helsinki.fi/malu/tutkimus/emp5manual.pdf.
With sensitive Emprica 2000 sensors (temperature, pH, etc.), it is possible to reduce
the amounts of chemicals needed and provide opportunities for students to investigate
chemical reactions (e.g. heat of reaction, rate of reaction), even in microscale (green
chemistry approach). This is not easily accomplished with traditional school methods.
Empirica 2000 provides an opportunity to obtain a maximum of ten reactions to the same
picture on a computer screen. Thus, students can easily compare the chemical reactions and
construct better understanding in the phenomena. Students can also study two properties of
the same reactions (e.g. temperature and pH) simultaneously and entalphies of the reactions in
a quantitative way, in addition to a qualitative study, and to compare the results with the
literature in chemistry.

7.2.2 Microscale Templates in Investigations
Microscale templates used in this study have been used for practical work in Finnish schools
at least as early as 1991 (Aksela & Karkela, 1992). Six-well templates were used in this
study due to waste reduction (green chemistry approach), low cost, ease of use, enhanced
safety, shortened work time, and because they are readily available in Finnish schools.
Chemical reactions can be conducted in a six-well template with their own lid (Figure 7.2.2,
page 106). The lid has two holes for each template, designed by this researcher. One hole is
for a temperature probe and the other is to add reactants with a pipet. Previously, a lid was
not used with microscale templates in chemistry experiments in Finnish schools.
The six-well template system can serve as a simple calorimeter, which provides an
opportunity for students to study six reactions quickly and safely. The system is also an
example of a simple constant-pressure calorimetry (e.g. Zumdahl, 1997), which can be used to
determine changes in enthalpy (heats of reaction) for solution-based reactions. For
temperature control, it is possible to use a water bath and a magnetic stirrer (see Figure 7.2.2,
page 106).
A six-well template, although plastic, is also suitable for small amounts of organic
solutions (e.g. acetic acid, formic acid, sodium hydroxide mixed with n-butanol, salicylic
acid) used in school-level laboratory activities. It is very convenient, especially when
comparing reaction heats of several reactions (as in the Task 1), studying reaction rates of
aspirin synthesis (as in Task 2), or studying a neutralization reaction (as in Task 3), or even
studying multiple chemical reactions. Its use also promotes safety; students do not need to
move from their desks to obtain suitable materials. Students can complete six studies quickly
and calmly. Six-template wells are also easier to clean, compared to 24-template or 96template wells.
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Figure 7.2.2 A plastic microscale template with two holes in the lid. They are for a MBL
probe and a pipet designed by this researcher.

7.2.3 Investigation Tasks
Open-ended tasks (Hegarty-Hazel, 1990) were designed for the MBL investigations in a pilot
study to support the use of higher-order thinking skills, as previous research suggested. There
were designed three student investigation tasks within the MBL tool and one microscale task
without the MBL tool by this researcher (Figure 7.2.3). The tasks were completed using the
MBL package by this researcher and 15 teachers-students during their pre-service training
before the classroom implementation. The procedures were re-written after the comments of
the teachers-students. In this study, the level of open-ended task is 2A (Hegarty-Hazel, 1990,
page 375): tasks, tools, and materials were given to students.

Task 1. a study of four chemical reactions (exothermic and endothermic reactions,
two acid-base and two esterification reactions), using a MBL temperature probe
Task 2. a study of aspirin synthesis (to determine which factors affect the reaction rate),
by using a MBL temperature probe
Task 3. a study of the reaction of an organic acid, acetic acid and NaOH (titration),
using MBL temperature and pH probes
Task 4. a microscale investigation of Task 3 without MBL probes

Figure 7.2.3 The focus of open-ended tasks during this study’s computer-assisted inquiry.
The open-ended task instructions were stated as follows (translated into English):
“Study the properties of four chemical reactions, using the MBL tool called Empirica 2000”,
“Study how to affect the reaction rate of aspirin synthesis using the MBL tool called Empirica
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2000,” “Study the reaction of an organic acid with NaOH, using the MBL tool called
Empirica 2000,” and “Study the reaction of an organic acid with NaOH, using microscale
equipment without the MBL tool.”

7.2.4 Pedagogical Models of Inquiry
According to Lawson et al. (1986), the learning cycle is suitable, in particular, when the
development of thinking skills is a main goal. This study has applied the instructional model
of BSCS (1992, 1994). A five-stage learning cycle (Table 5.4, page 74), including
Exploration, Explanation, Elaboration, Evaluation, and Reporting, was implemented to
support meaningful chemistry learning within student-centered inquiry, according to previous
research. It included (a) conducting MBL-based investigations (the Exploration Phase), (b)
drawing a concept map of chemical reactions (the Explanation Phase), (c) conducting a
teaching session, where students teach what they have learned to the other team members (the
Elaboration Phase), (d) writing a learning diary (see Figure 7.3.3b, page 119) that provoked
students to reflect on their learning during their inquiry within small co-operative teams (the
Evaluation Phase), and (e) writing a report of their results (the Reporting Phase).
A jigsaw model of cooperative learning (Aronson et al., 1978) was incorporated in the
computer-assisted inquiry in the pilot study of the MBL. During the cooperative inquiry,
every student can share their thoughts and what they had learned with each other, and reflect
on their learning. Working in small groups, students complete investigations in their home
groups during their first inquiry session, and later, within expert groups (see Figure 5.3, page
73). There were three or four home groups with three to four students in each group in this
pilot studies. Each group had its own color (red, blue, green, or white) to easily distinguish
the groups. During the second session, students taught what they had learned from the first
session to other students in their expert group. Then, students returned to their home group
to reflect on their learning and complete concept maps and a learning diary. Each session
was designed to take about 45 minutes (the customary Finnish school class time). Different
roles, selected by students (such as leader, secretary, computer assistant, and assistant
working with chemicals) were used in the pilot study (Chapter 7.3).

7.3 Pilot Study: The MBL Classroom Environment
One of the goals of this study was to understand the developed new learning environment in
practice relate to the goals of the learning environment. The research sub-question was What
are the main advantages and problems of the learning environment?
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7.3.1 Methods
A triangulation of different methods (Descombe, 2001; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998) was
used to answer the research question. The following methods were used: (a) general
observations of students’ inquiry within the MBL environment in the chemistry classroom,
(b) video-recordings of students’ discourse and actions within the MBL environment, (c)
students’ concepts maps, (d) students’ learning diaries, (e) students’ reports of their study, and
(f) questionnaires of students’ views regarding their learning environment, before and after
inquiry.
This pilot study was performed in a chemistry classroom at a senior high school in the
Helsinki area. Because of a new topic, all materials, including table computers, the MBL
systems, chemicals, and videocameras were delivered to the chemistry classroom of the
school from university by with three colleagues. The pilot study was designed with the
chemistry teacher of the class, making it an integral part of their organic chemistry
curriculum. This researcher also discussed the results of study afterwards with him, as well as
with the university colleagues who participated.
At the beginning of the study, this researcher told students about the investigations,
and the research, and its’ arrangements. In particular, students were encouraged to talk aloud
about their thoughts. The chemistry class was divided into four small groups; each of them
included four students. Each group was organized heterogeneously, according to their grades
in chemistry by their teacher and this researcher. The students in each group had good and
satisfactory grades. For example, there were three boys and one girl in a “green” group for
Task 3. This group was heterogeneous regarding their grades: two students had a grade of
nine and two others a grade of seven in their last chemistry class.
Three of the investigation groups worked with the MBL. There were only three
computers available for this study. Their chemistry teacher worked as a student in a Task 4
group (microscale task), because one student was absent. It also was beneficial for a teacher
to observe students within a group. His role was also to give guidance to the students. The
microscale task (Task 4) was designed because there had to be work for all students.
All students answered a questionnaire at the beginning of the study (Appendix 5),
including a test of “how to read temperature from a graph.” The questionnaire (Appendix 6)
was completed by the students in their last chemistry lesson. The reports done as home work
were returned back by the students in their next chemistry lesson.
There were five stages during the students’ learning cycle, as described in Chapter
7.2.4. This study was completed during the last few hours of their school day (between 2.10–
5.00 p.m.). It took about 2 hours 50 minutes. Students had a ten-minute break between
Session 1 and 2. Every student wrote his/her own notes of the investigation: s/he wrote the
central concepts or things of a task s/he has learned in his/her concept map (see Figure 7.3.3a,
page 116), with a colored pencil (same as their group color for Task 1, Task 2, and Task 3, a
ballpoint pen for Task 4). Also, each student wrote what s/he learned (knowledge, skills),
their experience related to each task, in his/her learning diary (see Figure 7.3.3b, page 119).
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During Session 2, each student added the news things that s/he learned about the phenomena
during inquiry to his/her concept map with the colored pencil for each task. At the end of
Session 2, each student had the possibility to show his/her concept map and learning diary to
other group-members in his/her home group. Then, each student could also discuss his/her
learning and experiences in her/his group during inquiry.
At the beginning of their inquiry, each student was given necessary materials
(procedures for the tasks, and the use of MBL package, a sheet of paper for a concept map,
and a sheet of paper for a learning diary) in a plastic pocket with different colors (blue one for
Task 1, red one for Task 2, a green one for Task 3, and a white one for Task 4). On the front
of each plastic pocket, there was a letter, A1/A2/A3/A4 or B1/B2/B3/B4 or C1/C2/C3/C4 or
D1/D2/D3/D4, according to the names of the groups (Figure 5.3, page 73). For example,
Group 1 included the four team members called A1, A2, A3, and A4, and an expert team
included members A1, B1, C1, and D1. Each investigation desk had the name of the task
with the color of the group. All materials and chemicals were available on each desk.
Microscale templates with a lid, work coats, and goggles were used. Students could also use
their chemistry books.
The layout of the desks and the video-recording points are marked in Figure 7.3.1.
Every task had a guide (a university teacher) who gave guidance to students in every task.
Four videocameras were used during the study: one videocamera for each group of students
(see Figure 7.3.1). One videocamera had a special microphone (Task 3); other groups also
had a tape-recorder on their desk. Thus, an effort was made to ensure that the students’
discourse could be heard.

A desk of a teacher
Task 2
Task 3

Task 1
Task 4

Figure 7.3.1 A layout of the desks for each task during the MBL investigations in the
chemistry class. The videocamera is indicated by a circle. The classroom door is on the left
side close to Task 1, and the windows were on the right side of the classroom. Water points
were on both sides of the chemistry classroom.
There were a total of four “official” observers (this researcher and three university
colleagues) to observe the students’ inquiry in the learning environment. Every observer has
his/her own group to observe. In addition, a chemistry teacher within Task group 4 did his
own observations. A researcher wrote a report of the observations after the classroom study
and also checked the results from the videotapes. There were about altogether about 11 hours
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of videotapes to observe in this pilot study. All videotapes were observed many times by this
researcher, as in Lesh and Lehrer, 2000. The results were discussed with a chemistry teacher
and other colleagues.
Only students’ discourse in the Task 3 group was analyzed in detail, because student
discourse could be heard best compared to the other tapes. Content analysis was done on the
basis of the soft transcript videorecording (Appendix 7). A content analysis (Descombe,
2001; Tuomi & Sarajarvi, 2002) was used in the following way: First, the text (about 20 000
characters) was read various times. Then, the categories related to the research question were
made through student discourse and actions. The higher-order thinking categories were
compared to the Revised Taxonomy (see Chapter 3, Anderson & Krathwoh, 2001). In
addition, each student concept maps, learning diaries, and reports of investigations were
analyzed. Every student paper was coded according to the given number of each student. For
example, a student called “K05” had the code “K05” for all the used methods.
A questionnaire was also used, with Likert-scale items, to better understand the
students’ views of learning in the MBL environments. The questionnaire items were planned
observing Likert –scale guidelines, related to previous research (Chapters 7.1.1 to 7.1.3), and
the national chemistry curriculum work (FRAME, 1994b). The survey was designed and
analyzed by this researcher. The prototype questionnaire was developed on the basis of
responses received from two experts from the university. The questionnaire (Appendix 5)
included ten multiple-choice questions about the students’ backgrounds, a Likert-scale
instrument with statements, each with five choices ranging from Strongly Agree to Strongly
Disagree, to assess students’ opinions about their learning environment. The survey was
completed before and after the inquiry. The questionnaire data was analyzed with SPSS
(SPSS, 2000) by calculating means and deviations for each item, according to Likert-scale
guidelines. The questionnaire after inquiry (see Appendix 6) also included three open-ended
questions regarding the usefulness and problems of the use of the MBL package. The
chemistry teacher in this class also commented on the classification scheme. The
classification scheme was re-checked on the basis of his comments.

7.3.2 Students’ Background
A class of 15 students (nine boys and six girls) in Grade 11 participated in the study. The
students were in their second chemistry class, almost at the end of their organic chemistry
course in senior secondary-school. Their background information was collected through a
questionnaire with six multiple-choice and three questions regarding the number of chemistry
courses completed before the study, the grade received in the last chemistry class, and the
student’s sex (Appendix 5). Data was analyzed with SPSS (SPSS, 2000) by percentage (%)
for each multiple-choice question.
According to the data, all students had studied one chemistry course at the senior
secondary level before this study. Thus, all students should know the basics of the ideas of
chemical reactions. The mean of their chemistry grades was 7.6. Grade 10 is the highest
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grade in the Finnish system. 40 % of the students had achieved a grade of nine in chemistry.
However, half of the students had seven or lower.
All students were novices in practical work. They had carried out very few practical
experiments themselves before this class at senior secondary-level. About half (53.3 %) of
them had done one or two practical tasks before. About 40 % of the students had not done
any practical work at the senior secondary level. No students had done any experiments
during this chemistry course, according to their teacher. About 90 % of the students had not
done any open-ended investigations during their classes at the senior secondary level.
The students were also novices in the use of computers in their chemistry class. Only
one student had used computers in his/her chemistry class before this study. The MBL was a
new thing for them, according to the teacher. However, most students (80 %) used a
computer sometimes or often. Working in small groups was familiar to the students.
Everyone had worked in groups. Mostly, students had seldom worked cooperatively (72.4 %
of the students). About half of the students (53.3 %) had participated in a research study
before this one.
According to the Likert–scale questions in the questionnaire (see Table 7.3.3f, page
123), the role of computers in practical work was not seen as useful or interesting for students
before their inquiry. For example, the computer was important in practical work for only a
few students (m=2.20, d=0.68). Students’ reading skills of a graph, was, however, quite well
(m=5.2, maximum was 6.0, d=1.08). Students could read a temperature from a graph at a
special time, also temperature changes at special times, and the greatest temperature change.
Only two students could not read the graph as well as others.
7.3.3 Results and Discussion
Data was analyzed related to the sub-research question. The results are presented next,
according to the following methods: first, (a) general observations of all MBL groups (Tasks
1, 2, and 3), (b) video-recordings of the Task 3 group, (c) concept maps of all groups, (d)
learning diaries of all groups, (v) reports of all groups, and (v) questionnaires of all groups
before and after inquiry.
(a) General Observations

The atmosphere in the chemistry class was inspiring throughout the inquiry, according to all
four observers. Students had an “inquiring mind” as Haury (1993) described earlier. Thus,
this cooperative learning environment created a positive learning climate, as Nakhleh (1994).
Novice students were engaged very well in their investigations, without noticing the videorecordings during their inquiry, or even the computers. However, some students were
interested in playing with a stirrer for a while, maybe because it was a new thing for them,
according to their teacher.
Students worked actively during their inquiry, although it was late in the afternoon and
during their last school hours. According to their teacher, this chemistry class had been quite
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passive during the chemistry classes before this study. In particular, students’ activity level
clearly increased during Session 2 (Figure 5.3, page 73), when they taught each others.
Students started to cooperate more with their group-mates during that session. This was also
teacher’s observation. There were, however, some differences in the amount of discourse
between each group (as also in Kempa & Ayob, 1991). The Task 2 and Task 3 groups
discussed actively, while the Task 1 group was quite passive in discussing compared with
other groups. The students of the Task 1 group mainly concentrated on doing things.
All groups used a MBL program quite easily. Only the Task 3 group had some
problems to use the program (e.g. to name the graph, to choose x and y axes of the graph, to
use two probes—pH and temperature—in the same measurement), maybe because they did
not read the notes of their task carefully at the beginning of their study. Students could
follow the procedure for the use of MBL quite well during their inquiry.
All groups were successful in their data gathering with the MBL. Their inquiry skills
(Bybee, 2004; Flick, 2004; NRC, 2000) were, however, quite poor (as in Halkka, 2003).
Particularly, students’ planning skills for the inquiry were poor. Perhaps, because the students
had only done few practical tasks and even fewer open-ended investigations, or they did not
know well the nature of chemistry, and the stages of investigation (see Chapter 5) in
chemistry before their study. Students were too eager to start their inquiry that they did not
design their open-ended investigations well in their group at the beginning, and they did not
read their tasks carefully.
Students started to do something, often with unsuccessful results. For example, a Task
2 group completed their investigation four times before succeeding. First, students did not
understand well the role of the MBL package in their study. For example, when they started
to use the MBL program even third time, they did not realize they should use a temperature
probe at the beginning of the reaction. They put their temperature probe into a template some
minutes after they had started. It shows that they did not understand well the process of
chemical reaction on a microscopic level during their inquiry (as in Hodson, 1998). The
support of “a teacher” was crucial for them, as in Barton (1997) and Newton (1997). When a
teacher asked the question “Why did you measure it at the end of the reaction?” the students
of Task 2 began to think about the goal of their task, and started their measurement again.
Students trusted the results of their investigations (as in Lapp and Cyrus, 2000). Most
students did not evaluate (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001) their results during their inquiry.
However, they did it in their reports at home because they were asked to do so.
Only the Task 3 group repeated their measurements at the end of the investigations,
with the help of the teacher. In addition, students were passive in seeking additional
information regarding the questions by referring to their chemistry books. Only Task 3 group
did it. Most students were not curious to plan new studies at the end of the project, perhaps
because of the tasks being too extensive or it being late afternoon, although they were
provided the opportunity to do so. Only the Task 1 group did their own planning
investigations during their inquiry at the end of their session 1.
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There were also differences regarding their interest in the tasks, according to the
observations. Task 1 was the most boring task, compared to the other tasks, according to the
students’ comments (the same observation was mentioned in their learning diaries), while the
Aspirin task (Task 2) as a STS task (Fensham, 1990) was the most motivating task. There
were two students who did not prefer any task at all. They were boring and too complicated
for them (this was also mentioned in their learning diaries).
(b) Videorecordings

The Task 3 group’s actions in their Exploration phase of the learning cycle (Table 5.4, page
74) in the order of their work processes are summarized in Table 7.3.3a (page 114), as an
example of students’ inquiry. There were a total of 12 different stages during their inquiry.
The total working time for students was 40 minutes during this phase. During their
investigations, students had chosen the following roles by their own choice: Student A used a
byret, Student B adjusted a byret and a MBL program (once student C), Student C was the
leader of the group, and Student D prepared the chemicals.
During their Exploration phase, the Task 3 group used only one minute to read the
procedure of the task and design their investigations at the start of their inquiry. They used
half of their whole working time to familiarize themselves with a computer, chemicals, a
stirrer, a byret, probes (pH, temperature), and the program or to prepare the program (as in
Tapper, 1999), perhaps because the students were novices in practical work. However, they
did each measurement quickly with the MBL package.
It took only 3 to 4 minutes.
However, students did their preparing and measuring more quickly in their second
measurement, when they had practiced to use the MBL package (as in Rogers and Wild,
1994).
The students had a lot of discourse during their inquiry (see Table 7.3.3a, page 114).
There were 466 different statements uttered during Stages 1 to 11. About 20 % of their
discourse took place during their measurements within the MBL. Most of their discourse
referred to the use of their procedural knowledge (as in Table 3.3, page 41) about a byret, its
filling and adjusting, familiarizing themselves with chemicals, the magnet of a stirrer,
preparing liquids, or preparing the MBL program (as in Schank & Kozma, 2002; Tapper,
1999). There was a five-minute discourse about the reaction equation of the neutralization
reaction, especially on how to write it up. Students’ explained their observations, mainly at
the macroscopic level, using symbolic representations (as in Hinton and Nakhleh, 1999).
The most active students of the group were student C and student D (two boys with a grade of
9), altogether 87.8 % of the entire student-student discourse. Only 6.4 % of the discourse
was with student A and 5.8 % with student B.
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Table 7.3.3a Different stages of students’ inquiry in the order of their work processes and
the number of statements in their discourse at each stage.
Stages

Time (min)

Number of Statements of
Their Discourse
19
8

Reading the procedure for Task 3
1
Familiarizing themselves with a
2
MBL program in a computer
3. Familiarizing themselves with
4
75
chemicals, the magnet of a stirrer,
preparing liquids etc.
4. Familiarizing themselves with a
5
115
byret, filling, and adjusting it.
5. Preparing the MBL program
4
70
6. First measurement with
4
59
a pH-probe
7. Familiarizing themselves
4
14
with a program again
8. Preparing the MBL program
2
42
again
9. Second measurement with both a
3
33
pH-probe and a temperature
probe
10. Discussion about the graph
1
12
with a teacher
11. Preparing to repeat the
5
38
measurement
12. Discussion about the reaction
5
*
equation
40
466
Summary
Note. Time was rounded to the closest minute. *not calculated because of the poor videotape
1.
2.

Students’ analyzed and constructed (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001) their
understanding regarding the chemical phenomena two times during the Exploration phase of
their measurements, according to their discourse (see Table 7.3.3b, page 115). In particular,
students began their higher-order thinking with the support of “a teacher” (an external
conflict, Bennett et al., 2004). Students started to think about their graph because “a teacher”
gave support to their higher-order thinking in chemistry by asking the questions (as in Barton
(1997) and Rogers (1997)): “Is your temperature graph as you expected?” and “What is the
name of the phenomena?” Students’ interpretations, in Table 7.3.3b, also show what prior
knowledge students used in their explanations.
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Table 7.3.3b Two examples of students’ higher-order thinking in chemistry in Task 3.
Students were analyzing and constructing (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001) their understanding
regarding the chemical phenomena of their titration graphs in detail during their second
measurement.
Example

An Example of Students’ Higherorder Thinking in Chemistry*

An Example of Higher-order
Thinking*

1

First, acetic acid can neutralize
natriumhydroxide. When there is too
much acetic acid, it can not do it
anymore. Then, the graph goes straight
forward. (Student D)

“Ekas se pystyy neutraloimaan
etikkahappo tota natriumhydroksidia,
sitten kun sitä on liikaa, niin sitten se
ei nää pysty, se menee suoraa
eteenpäin.” (Opiskelija D)

2

Is this the middle point of the graph? It is
going quickly up. Is it just close to it? It
is like neutral. It must be close to the
point. (Student C)

”Onkos tää keskivaihe, menee tässä
nopeasti ylös, onkos se just jossain
siinä rajamailla, se on periaatteessa
vähän niinku neutraali, se on siis niillä
kohdin.” (Opiskelija C)
Note. *Original Finnish quotations were translated to English and checked by an expert in English.

The support of their “teacher” was crucial for novice students in Task 3. The teacher
uttered 55 statements (18.2 % of the total discourse) during their inquiry. The students
interacted with their teacher in almost all stages. They interacted with their teacher, for
example, about the following topics: liquid of pH-probe, calibration of the probes, bottle of
acetic acid, bottle of NaOH, gloves, a byret, adjusting a byret, filling a byret, a magnetic
stirrer, safety, a program of MBL, replying a measurement, the graph, the name of a reaction,
and a titrating. In addition, their “teacher” gave them encouragement (positive feedback) six
times during their investigations.
(c) Concept Maps

As described in earlier in Chapter 5.5 (page 75), concept mapping in the learning cycle were
used to support students’ social discourse and higher-order thinking regarding the ideas of
chemical reactions in the context of organic chemistry. It was assumed that students had to
analyze the chemical phenomena, construct (synthetize), and also evaluate their understanding
of the chemical phenomena during their concept mapping in a group. Students’ concept
maps also shows the topics of the chemical phenomena students used during their higherorder thinking. The given “concepts maps” of the students, however, were more reminiscent
of “mind maps”, although the students had practiced making concept maps before the study
with their own teacher (see Figure 7.3.3a, page 116).
A total of 11 “concept maps” of 15 students were analyzed by inductive content
analysis (Descombe, 2001). Table 7.3.3c (117) summarize what kind of thinking each student
constructed in small groups regarding the chemical phenomena during their Explanation
Phase. Original notations were translated to English. K05 etc. are the codes of each student
in Table 7.3.3c. Making sense of the phenomena students, mostly, emphasized the following
three topics: (a) definition of chemical reaction (chemical change), (b) neutralization reaction,
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(c) titration, and (d) the things that affect a chemical reaction. Some of students only
mentioned their observations of the investigations at macroscopic level, as temperature
changes and reagents were mixing (as in Newton, 1997). There were 5 to 25 concepts or
things they used to describe their learning of the ideas of chemical reactions in each “concept
map”.

Figure 7.3.3a An example of a student’s concept map” in this pilot study. You can find the
concepts and observations h/she thought to learn during Tasks 1 to 4. Each Task has own
colour in the “concept map”.
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Table 7.3.3c Explanations or observations students wrote in their concepts maps of the
chemical phenomena when they made sense of the investigations in the Explanation Phase.
Explanation
or observation

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

1. Definition of
chemical
reaction
2. Neutralization
reaction

K05, K06,
K07, K08

K02, K03

K09, K10

K14

9

K07, K08

K02, K03,
K04

K09, K10,
K11, K12

K14, K15

11

-acid + base
-OH-pH increases
-H3O+

K05, K06

K02, K03,
K04
K02
K02

K10, K11
K09, K10
K09, K10,
K11,K09,
K10
K09, K10

K14
K14
K14

6
4
5
5

K14

4

K05

K02

-pH decreases
-acid changed
-acid -> base
-indicator
-color changed
-smell changed
3. Temperature
changes
4. Titration
-an effect of
temperature to pH

K02
K04
K02
K04
K04
K05, K06,
K07, K08

K05

K15
K09
K09, K10

K14, K15
K14, K15
K14, K15

1
2
1
3
3
8

K09, K10,
K11, K12

5

K02, K04

K10, K11,
K12

6
2

K09, K11,
K12
K09, K10,
K11, K12
K09
K09, K10

-neutralization
-acid
K05, K06,
K07, K08

K06, K07,
K08
6. The things affect K05
to the reaction
-the form of matter
-surface area
K06, K07
-temperature
K06
-a catalyst
K05, K06
-reaction rate
K05, K06
-the catalyst does
not finish in a
reaction
-state of matter

Total

K02

K02, K04

-temperature

-base
5. Mixing

Task 4

-no mixing

K04

K09

K03
K03
K03, K04
K03, K04

K10
K10
K09, K10,
K12, K09,
K10 K12

3
4
K14

1
7

K14

4
3

K14
K14
K14

5
4
7
8
1

K04
K12

1
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Neutralization was the most mentioned thing in all the “concept maps” (11 times).
The following things were mentioned next: definition of chemical reaction (9 times), the
temperature change (8), a catalyst and its effects on reaction rate (8), mixing (7), acid + base
(6), pH increases (5), H3O+ (5), and titration (5). The most used explanations or observations
mentioned in Task 1 were definition of chemical reaction, neutralization, “acid+base”, and
“temperature changed”, while in Task 2 the things (as a goal) was mentioned that effect on
reaction rate: catalyst, temperature, surface area, and format of matter. The most used
explanations or observations mentioned in Task 3 and Task 4 were titration, neutralization,
pH increases or decreases, “OH-, H3O+”, “acid -> base”, indicator, colour changed, and smell
changed.
Students mostly filled in their concept maps during the second session when they were
teaching each others. The same explanations or observations can be found in their “concept
maps” in most cases of the same expert group, when the groups were compared. For
example, the misconception “mixing” or “no mixing” was in every concept map of the expert
group where the students of A1, B1, C1, and D1 were working. It shows that also mistakes
can easily transfer in a small group working. Thus, a guidance of a chemistry teacher or a
tutor can be needed to help to make sense of the phenomena.
(d) Learning Diaries

As mentioned earlier, the goal of learning diaries was to evoke students’ social discourse and
higher-order thinking in chemistry to promote their meaningful chemistry learning. During
the Evaluation Phase of the learning cycle (Table 5.4, page 74), students began to evaluate
their investigations and learning. For each task, students spontaneously wrote their learning
diary, regarding things or skills they learned during their investigations. Each student
completed a diary of his/her own in their group (see an example, Figure 7.3.3b, page 119).
The fifteen things most mentioned are presented in Table 7.3.3d (page 120). The total
amount of topics mentioned was 35. The three most mentioned things were, according to
students: (a) a reaction between acid and base, (b) neutralization reaction, and (b) learn to use
a computer. Chemistry topics were mainly same than mentioned in their concept maps. One
student mentioned that she learned to interpret (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001) results. They
also mentioned to learn necessary procedural and meta-cognitive knowledge (Anderson &
Krathwohl, 2001) regarding investigations (e.g. how to measure things etc.). Most of the
information regarding chemical reactions was learnt through Tasks 1 and 2 (see Table 7.3.3d).
Students self-evaluation shows that students thought to learn a lot of things during
their investigations. In addition to those things mentioned in Table 7.3.3d, students also
mentioned the following knowledge in chemistry or skills once or two times: properties of
acid and base, the change of temperature using a catalyst or without it, effect of a form of
matter on the reaction rate, how a catalyst worked, temperature increased by using a catalyst,
accuracy in mixing and working, everything did not mix with each other, about an indicator
and a pH paper, defining pH, to measure the pH of acetic acid, to use an indicator, to use a
pipet, to interpret pH from pH paper, to study temperature, how to measure chemicals,
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repeating a reaction did not change the result, and a graph was not a straight line, although it
was mixed.

Figure 7.3.3b An example of student’s learning diary in this pilot study. There
are his writings to Tasks 1 and 2 in the diary.
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Table 7.3.3d The topics students mentioned most in their learning diaries.
Topic*

Task 1

1. A reaction
between acid and
base
2. Neutralization
3. To learn to use a
computer (MBL)
4. Mix matters

K06, K03

Task 2

Task 3

Task 4

K07**, K08,
K10, K04

K03, K13

K04, K07

8

K07, K11

K07

K03, K11,
K07, K09

7

K04

K05, K07

5. Titration
6. The effect of a
catalyst on
reaction rate
7. Temperature
increases
8. Nothing new
9. To use a magnetic
stirrer
10. Temperature
changes
11. To define
concentration of
organic matter
12. To make Aspirin

K05, K04,
K09, K15
K07
K08, K07,
K04

K05, K11,
K15
K02, K14
K06, K08

Total

7
K07,K15,
K14
K07, K09

K05, K06,
K08, K07,
K11
K03, K10

6
5
5
5

K02

K02, K14

5

K04

K15

4

K04, K09,
K10, K11

4
K03, K09
K06, K02,
K15
K07, K11,
K15

K08

K05, K03

4
4

13. The effect of
3
temperature on
reaction rate
14. To use acids as a
K07, K11,
3
catalyst
K15
15. Mixing methods K07
K14
2
Note. * Original Finnish quotations were translated to English and checked by an expert in English.
** K05 etc. are the codes of each student.

(e) Reports of Investigations

As mentioned earlier, a goal of the Reporting Phase was to support students’ higher-order
thinking in chemistry when they were making sense of their investigation. During the phase,
a student constructed (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001) her/his model of the chemical
phenomena. Students had special notes from their chemistry teacher on how to write a report
of their investigation. A report should include the name of the investigation, a report of their
actions in different stages of the investigation, the results of the investigation through their
graphs, conclusions of the results, and an evaluation of their study as a whole and its
reliability. A report had to be written by each student.
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There were a total of 10 reports to analyze. Most of them were very short and show
that the students did not understand the procedures given or had not made a report of their
investigations earlier. Generally, the reports do not show a lot of higher-order thinking
(Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001) processes of their consensus models in chemistry. Most
students did not analyze, evaluate or create (synthesize) a lot of their results. The students in
their reports mainly presented their procedural knowledge (e.g. the order of their working)
regarding their inquiry (as in Tapper, 1999).
All explanations of the chemical phenomena found are summarized in Table 7.3.3e.
Some students could connect macroscopic and microscopic levels in chemistry. For example,
one student explained the difference in the graphs of Task 1 as follows: “The compounds
released energy when the temperature was increasing and they bound energy when it
decreased“ (K08). However, she did not use the concept “chemical reaction” of or chemical
change. Another student explained the reaction between acetic acid and ethanol in Task 1
(their own investigation), such as: ”…there was a big change in temperature. It was a
neutralization reaction. It formed water and natriumacetate” (K06).
Table 7.3.3e Some students’ explanations in their reports regarding the phenomena in Tasks
1 to 3.
Example

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

1. Energy changes:
-releasing energy
K08
-binding energy
K08
2. Neutralization
-reaction products
K08, K06
K09
were water and
natriumacetate
K02, K03, K04
3. Reaction rate
depends on
catalyst, warming,
and size of matter
4. Acid and base
K09
reacted with each
other.
Note. There were explanations regarding the chemical phenomena in six of ten reports.

Some students could not connect macroscopic and microscopic levels in chemistry:
they only presented their observations, regarding the reactions, for example temperature was
increasing (K05, K06, K08) or decreasing (K06, K08), as also presented in their concept maps
and learning diaries. Students did not explain the phenomena using the words exotermic or
endotermic in relation to Task 1 (Boo, 1998), although they were familiar to the students,
according to their teacher. In addition, one student (K05) was making observations about the
mixing of compounds: “The compounds did not mix well in the first reaction.” This shows
that s/he could not apply the concept “chemical reaction”. One student also described that
“All reactions were alike” (K05). He could not analyze the difference between the reactions.
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In addition, their reflections regarding the reliability of the investigation also differed.
For example, two of three students in Task 1 group mentioned that they trusted their results
(as in Lapp and Cyrus, 2000): “Perhaps, the investigation is reliable, because they were so
many and accurate measuring vehicles” (K08). One student (K06) not trusted on it because
the work of one student in a group was not accurate. “The reliability scale of our
investigation is 5 on a scale from 4 to 10. The student did not mix the matters accurately”
(K06).
(f) A study of Students’ Views Regarding Their Learning in the MBL Environment

Students’ views regarding cooperative learning, practical work with a computer (MBL),
investigations, and the MBL investigations were examined in this study in order to develop
the learning environment (Appendix 5 and 6). Data of statements with SPSS (SPSS, 2000)
were analyzed by calculating means, and standard deviations (Table 7.3.3f, page 123).
Because of small amount of students (N=15), both paired-samples t-test and nonparametric
two-related samples test (Siegel, 1956, pp. 61 – 92) were driven by SPSS. The results of
them were similar and lead to same statistical conclusions (thus, only the t-test values are
presented in Table 7.3.3f).
The results of the study are presented in Table 7.3.3f. According to the students, it
was useful to use computers in practical work in chemistry (Statement 2). Practical work with
computers was interesting (Statement 4). Practical work using a computer helped chemistry
learning better than without a computer (Statement 5). Practical work using a computer
illustrated chemistry phenomena better for students than traditional practical work (Statement
6). Other statements from the questionnaire (Statements 1, 3, and 7 to 11) were nonsignificant.
The use of the MBL package was interesting for many students after the inquiry
(Statement 2, Table 7.3.3g, page 124), as also observations found. Many students thought that
it was quite easy to use (Statement 1, page 124). The MBL package was useful to use for
some students (Statement 3). Three open-ended question also show their opinions in detail:
(1a) “Why did you like the MBL package?” or (1b) “Why did you not like it?’, and (2) “How
should the MBL learning environment be developed in the future?”
Students liked the MBL package because (a) “it visualized the phenomena,” (b) “it
showed the results clearly,” (c) “I do not have to draw the graphs or write,” and (d) “it was
interesting and different from what we are used to doing.” Also, two times during their
investigations students mentioned positive feelings about their work, according to the video
tapes: “It’s fun to do this kind of work.” and “Yes. Excellent. Excellent. This is great!” This
last one was after their first successful measurement. At the end of their reports, some
students also wrote their opinions of their inquiry, for example “The inquiry as whole was
very nice and interesting” (K06, K04), “It was great to do something by ourselves and use
different vehicles in chemistry” (K03), “The program was easy to learn” (K04), “The tasks
should be more demanding” (K02), and “It was great to do measurements and do something
by ourselves” (K11).
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Table 7.3.3f Students’ Views of Learning in the MBL environments (N=15).
Statement

Mean*

Std.
Dev.*

Mean
**

Std.
Dev.**

t***

Sig.
(2tailed)

1.

Chemistry can be learned well
3.47
0.64
3.87
1.06
-1.70
0.111
through cooperate learning.
2. It is useful to use computers
2.20
0.68
2.93
0.88
-3.21
0.006
in practical work in chemistry.
3. Practical work with
2.67
0.62
3.20
1.15
-2.09
0.056
computers makes practical
work easier.
4. Practical work with computers
2.60
0.83
3.13
0.74
-4.00
0.001
is interesting.
2.47
0.74
3.00
0.65
-2.26
0.041
5. Practical work using a
computer helps chemistry
learning better than without
a computer.
6. Practical work using a
2.67
0.72
3.07
0.88
-2.45
0.028
computer illustrates chemistry
phenomena better than
traditional practical work.
7. Graphs in computer
3.67
0.72
3.60
0.74
0.21
0.836
measurements illustrate well
the phenomena.
8. I like studying chemistry if I
3.14
0.53
3.43
0.94
-1.47
0.165
can do investigations.
9. There should be more
3.13
0.92
3.40
0.74
-0.94
0.364
investigations in chemistry
instruction.
10. Investigations increase the
3.80
0.77
3.33
0.72
1.98
0.068
understanding of chemistry.
11. Teacher support is important
3.87
0.92
3.73
0.70
0.80
0.433
in open-ended tasks.
Note. Each original Finnish statement were translated to English and checked by an expert in English.
There were five choices ranging from Strongly Agree (=5) to Strongly Disagree (=1) in each
statement. * means before inquiry, ** after inquiry. *** means paired-samples t-test, p > 0.05 (not
significant), p ≤0.05 (almost significant), p ≤ 0.01 (significant), p ≤ 0.001 (very significant). Also, a
test for the homogeneity of variances (one-way ANOVA) was calculated. Variances were not
homogeneous in the statements 1, 3, 5, and 8, according to a very sensitive Levene test.

Some students did not like the MBL use because (a) “it was complex,” (b) “it was
incoherent,” (c) “the notes were not clear enough,” (d) “to use a computer was difficult,” (e)
“it was difficult to start to work with it,” and (f) “it was not interesting.” The following
development for the MBL learning environment should be done in the future, according to the
students: (a) “developing the naming of the graphs,” (as in the study in Chapter 7.3.3), (b)
“making it more simple,” and (c) “there should be more teaching of its use at the beginning of
the study.”
Many students agreed, at the end of their inquiry, that “To investigate organic
reactions in a chemistry class helps to understand chemical reaction” (Statement 4, Table
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7.3.3g). Also, many students had the positive view that “To use computer to investigate
organic reactions helps us to study them” (Statement 5).
Table 7.3.3g Students’ views regarding investigations and the MBL learning environment.
Statement
1. The MBL package that I used in
our chemistry class was easy to use.
2. The use of the MBL package was
interesting.
3. It was useful to use the MBL package.

Mean

Std. Deviation

3.27

1.10

3.67

0.82

3.33

0.98

4. To investigate organic reactions in
3.60
0.99
chemistry helps to understand
chemical reaction.
5. To use a computer to investigate
3.27
1.03
organic reactions helps us to study
them.
Note. There were five choices ranging from Strongly Agree (=5) to Strongly Disagree (=1) in each
statement. These statements were in the questionnaire after inquiry. Original Finnish statements were
translated to English and checked by an expert in English.

7.3.4 Conclusions
The goal of this study was to explore the advantages and problems of this learning
environment for a case of novice students related to the given goals, meaningful chemistry
learning and higher-order thinking.
This study shows that the learning environment had many advantages. It engaged
students well for an inquiry, as in Hofstein, Kipnis, and Shore, 2004 that it is essential for
meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking in this study. Students were active
in making investigations and quite successful in their MBL data gathering, although their
inquiry skills were quite poor (as in Halkka, 2003). Most students enjoyed to study in the
MBL learning environment (as in Nakhleh, 1994). Many students also liked chemistry
learning through cooperative learning at the end of study. The use of the MBL package was
interesting for most students in the end of the inquiry. Students also actively interacted with
each others and the teacher. There was a lot of talk regarding the phenomena, especially in
Task 3 (as in Nakhleh, 1994). The different phases of the learning cycle (e.g. concept
mapping and the learning diary) engaged students to think the chemical phenomena.
There was some evidence that the learning environment could engage novice students
in higher-order thinking in chemistry in Task 3 group (Table 7.3.3b, page 115). All groups
could complete their measurements successfully, in which they had to apply (Anderson &
Krathwohl, 2001) their previous knowledge and skills. According to many students, to
investigate organic reactions in chemistry helps to understand chemical reaction. However,
students did not discuss or report why or how the reactions happened or they did not compare
the differences between their reactions (causal explanations, Gilbert, Boulter & Rutherford
(2000)), as this researcher expected. Much of the students’ discourse was descriptive in
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nature, and much of their vocabulary was unscientific, as in Newton, 1997. Students’ easily
explained their observations at the macroscopic level using symbolic representations of
chemical reaction, but students did not describe the phenomena much at the microscopic level
in chemistry through their discourse, as in Hinton and Nakhleh (1999). Only few students’
connected macroscopic and microscopic levels to understand chemical reactions—meaningful
chemistry learning— in the context of thermodynamics (energetics) or kinetics (see Figure
2.3, page 28). Perhaps, the novice students had not been used to using higher-order thinking
processes or to discuss the results, or this learning environment was not inspiring enough to it,
or it was too demanding or the method was not successful. Perhaps, students need more
explicit training in the use of thinking-skill strategies and approaches in chemistry (e.g.
DeCorte et al., 2001; Zohar, 2004).
This study shows that the role of the teacher was crucial to support novice students’
higher-order thinking skills (an external conflict, Barton, 1997; Bennett, 2004); students
started to analyze the phenomena in detail only when a teacher asked questions. This study
also showed that novice students need more support in their inquiry skills, especially how to
plan a study (as in Hegarty-Hazel, 1990; Levävaara 1997; Meisalo & Erätuuli, 1985) and how
to use the MBL at the start of the study. In addition, novice students need more practice in
the MBL use. The Engagement phase of the learning cycle (Table 5.4, page 74) could,
maybe, help students at the beginning of their study. It could introduce students to the
learning task, and familiarize them with the technology, and help them to become mentally
engaged with the concept, process, skill and/or technology to be explored (as in BSCS, 1992,
1994; Bybee, 2004).
There were, however, some problems in the learning environment, according to the
results. The use of the MBL package and its’ procedures were not easy for all students,
although four observers thought it seemed to work well. There were some problems to use it,
especially regarding Task 3 (e.g. to name the graph, to choose x and y axes of the graph, to
use two probes—pH and temperature—in the same measurement). All students did not
understand the role of the MBL regarding chemical reactions (as it was in Task 2). Thus, the
procedures for its use have to improve or students need more practice to use the MBL
package before the tasks.
Thus, there is a need to develop the learning cycle and tasks to give more support to
meaningful chemistry thinking and higher-order thinking. Tasks, maybe, were too openended, related to the goals for novice students. And, they were not very interesting for all
students, especially Tasks 1 and 3. As mentioned earlier, learning tasks should serve as
anchors for student learning (as in Wild & Quinn, 1997). By using real-world problems (e.g.
project-like tasks, Aksela, 1994) students could, maybe, be more motivated and helped to
encourage transfer of knowledge and skills. Interesting web-based learning environment with
supporting materials and tools could be a solution to give more support for their meaningful
chemistry learning.
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7.4 A model of a “rich” learning environment: Goals and
Characteristics
On the basis of previous research results (Chapters 7.1) and theoretical background (Chapters
2 to 5), the MBL learning environment presented in Chapter 7.2 (page 103) was further
developed related to the goals of this design research. It is assumed that authentic projectlike investigations tasks of same topics (as in Aksela, 1994), the Engagement Phase in a
learning cycle (see Table 5.4, page 74), and a supporting web-based learning environment
(see Chapter 5) could, even, engage novice students more in meaningful chemistry learning
and higher-order thinking regarding chemical reactions.
In particular, five critical elements of instructional design for usable and inspiring
web-based learning environment have been taken into account (Oliver, 1999): (a) learning
tasks, (b) learning resources, (c) learning support, (d) the model of “rich” learning
environment (Cohen 1997; Lavonen et al., 2001; Meisalo & Lavonen, 2000), as described in
detail in Chapter 4.2 (page 58), and (e) the visual appearance of a web-based learning
environment (e.g. colors, pictures, and diagrams). It should inspire young people to learn the
chemical phenomena. It should involve students in authentic inquiry, i.e. designing, acquiring
data from different sources, interpreting data, and presenting information.
In web-based learning environments, different materials and tools can be easily
available for students in chemistry classrooms, and provide more opportunities for interaction
and communication (as in Linn, 2003; Linn, Davis, & Bell, 2004; Schank et al., 2000). Webbased learning environment can help students to integrate three levels of thought by using
various visualization technologies, e.g. using molecular modelling and drawing programs
together with their experimental results. Thus, a new learning environment could act as a
catalyst to support the students’ collaborative construction of their knowledge of chemical
phenomena through inquiry. It could also increase motivation by providing opportunities for
bringing chemistry teaching closer to modern, real-life chemistry (as in NRC, 2000).

7.4.1 The Virtual Research Platform (VRP)
The Virtual Research Platform (VRP) was designed related to the given goals. It is a “rich”
learning environment, where a www-platform, a microcomputer-based laboratory, and
visualization programs are interconnected (Figure 1.1, page 1) to support secondary-school
level students’ meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking, in particular, about
ideas related to chemical reactions. The Virtual Research Platform (VRP) is rich in modern
technology, providing opportunities to use both Internet, automation, and visualization
programs for learning chemistry.
The VRP has been designed to be as simple and clear as possible so students and
teachers at school can use it easily, and chemistry teachers themselves can easily modify the
VRP, for example, by using Microsoft FrontPage or other programs. The VRP has also been
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designed to be as user-friendly as possible. Thus, by clicking a desired button on the left of
the forum, it is easy to move from one forum to another for gathering and processing the data.
The structure of the VRP and its content were designed by this researcher. The extensive
experience of colleagues in the university has been an advantage in the design of the
discussion forum.
Students have an opportunity to be curious, creative, open-minded, critical, and able
to collaborate with others as scientists, in the Virtual Research Platform. When using the
VRP, students can organize and process information from different sources in ways that are
most relevant to the task, time, place, and student. The VRP includes various supporting
materials on the chemical reactions (e.g. useful links, digital materials) and a set of tools for
real-time datacollecting, modelling, and concept mapping. All of these tools can be easily
opened from the VRP or can be freely downloaded from the Net.
The VRP includes four special forums—research, library, discussion, and
assessment. An example of the Research Forum—its heart—is presented in Figure 7.4.1.
The Research Forum of the VRP contains inquiry-oriented investigation tasks to be studied,
using an MBL package Empirica 2000 (see Chapter 7.2.1, page 104). Each task has an
automatic set-up and initiation of measurements from the VRP.

Figure 7.4.1 The prototype of the Research Forum of the Virtual Research Platform. This
page was translated from a Finnish “Research Forum” page into English.
In the Library Forum, students can find a set of links to other useful tools (to links to
free molecular modelling and drawing programs), a video of an industrial laboratory made
by this researcher, information on the topic, and some Internet links. It provides a great
opportunity for students to deepen their knowledge through modern and real-life chemical
information. Students can be active in making concept maps and modelling chemical
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compounds to better understand their topic. Students can find authentic digital study
materials from real-life (e.g. a digital video), and useful information and Internet links for
their studies in chemistry. It is also possible to search for needed information from the
Internet by using search engines. Students can also be active in making concept maps and
modelling chemical compounds.
On the VRPs Discussion Forum, students and teachers—even in widely separated
classrooms—can engage in the social construction of knowledge via the Net and ask advice
of an industrial organic chemist. The Discussion Forum consists of two different forums: a
discussion forum for students and a teacher, and another forum to “ask a chemist,” in which
students have the possibility to interact with a chemist in a research center. Thus, they can
interact with each other, with a teacher or experts in the school, and online researchers both
via synchronous and asynchronous communication. Questions can help students to clarify,
justify, and, in some cases, alter their thinking. All questions and answers are also visible for
every student and teacher. Thus, they can learn from each other.
The Assessment Forum—designed as the last of all forums— contains, for example,
pre- and post-laboratory exercises. Students can evaluate their learning before and after
inquiry regarding ideas of chemical reactions. The address of the VRP for studying ideas of
chemical reactions (Finnish version) is http://www.helsinki.fi/project/mbl/. It is called
“Tutkimustori” in Finnish.

7.4.2 Investigation Tasks and Pedagogical Models
The tasks, as described in Chapter 7.2.3 (page 106), were re-designed to resemble more realworld situations to motivate students to transfer their knowledge and skills, as in Johanssen,
2000. The tasks, with little stories, resemble plays with “chemist” roles where students help
a chemist solve problems. Students are asked to report their results to the chemist by e-mail.
Students can also ask for help and discuss with the chemist via the Net, using the VRP’s
Discussion Forum. All three investigation tasks of the VRP can be found at the address (in
Finnish): http://www.helsinki.fi/project/mbl/materials.
Task 1 consists of the following story (freely translated to English): “A chemist needs
to solve the following real problem in a research center. Does a chemical reaction happen
between the following substances (acetic acid + natrium hydroxide, formic acid + natrium
hydroxide, acetic acid + n-butanol, formic acid + n-butanol)? A chemist asks your help. How
can you infer it? What happens in each reaction? Compare the reactions and classify them
according to their properties. Describe your results in every stage of your inquiry. At the end
of your study, please, send the chemist your answers to the questions concerning your
research.” Students are assumed to compare, classify and analyze different graphs of data on
the same computer screen to make sense of the phenomena (creating/synthezising). Thus,
students can confront and resolve real cognitive conflicts. In addition to this, it is also
assumed that students start to use their higher-order thinking to understand the difference
between the reactions (e.g. heat of reactions, rate of reactions, exothermic and endothermic
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reactions, acid-base reactions, esterification) and how and why the reactions happened. They
can also think them in symbolic level. Students can also generate many questions of their own
to investigate. An example of the graph of Task 1 can be found at the address:
http://www.edu.helsinki.fi/malu/kirjasto/mbl/kemia/perust.htm#etikka_ja_muurahais
Task 2 has another story: “A chemist has a real problem to solve in a pharmaceutical
research center. How could speed up the reaction of the Aspirin syntheses (a reaction
equation was given)? A scientist is asking your help. How could you solve this problem?
What is your solution to the problem?” Students need to use their higher-order thinking to
understand, for example kinetics of chemical reactions. An example of the graph of Task 2
can be found at the address (in Finnish):
http://www.edu.helsinki.fi/malu/kirjasto/mbl/kemia/sovelt.htm#aspiriinisynteesi
Task 3 also has a story: “A cask full of an unknown liquid has been found close to a
lake. A chemist must determine the properties of the unknown liquid in an environmental
research center. What properties does the unknown substance have? Could it be dangerous to
the environment? Can it be eliminated? A chemist asks for your help. What kind of properties
could you study? What is your solution(s) to the problem?” Students need to use their
higher-order thinking to understand, for example neutralization, pH, and acid-base reactions.
An example of the graph of Task 2 can be found at the address (in Finnish):
http://www.edu.helsinki.fi/malu/kirjasto/mbl/kemia/perust.htm#heikko_happo_vahva_emas
A similar pedagogical model was used as presented in Chapter 7.2.4 (page 107),
except an Engagement Phase was added to the learning cycle (Table 5.4, page 74). In this
Phase, all students will complete a same investigation, Task 0 in small groups. During their
Engagement Phase, they will study a chemical reaction between acetic acid/sulphuric acid
with water, and introduce to the VRP learning environment, for example by sending a
message to a chemist who promised to answer their questions.

7.5 An evaluation study: The Virtual Research Platform in a
Chemistry Classroom
Students’ opinions are valuable for the development of inspiring and user-friendly learning
environments. An evaluation study of the VRP was completed in this part of the design
study. A sub-question of the main research question (Phase-1, page 79) was What are the
advantages and problems of the VRP learning environment?

7.5.1 Methods
It is used the questionnaire (Appendix 8) that was used consisted 14 open questions and 11
multiple-choice questions, related to the structure of the VRP, and nine multiple-choice
questions about the students’ backgrounds. The evaluation concerned the VRP as a whole,
and all four forums of the VRP applying the scale: excellent (5), good (4), satisfactory (3),
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fair (2), and I don’t know (1). The prototype questionnaire was developed on the basis of
responses received from two experts from the university. Students filled in a questionnaire
via the Net, containing a total of 34 questions.
In addition, they were also asked to specify their opinions regarding the following
open-ended questions: What is good or inspiring in the VRP? What should be developed?
How would you like to develop it? and How would you like to use the VRP and for which
topics? Students were asked to evaluate both the structure of the VRP (e.g. how user-friendly
is it?) and the visual appearance (e.g. colors, pictures, and diagrams). They also evaluated the
video in the Library, which was recorded in a real, modern laboratory of a chemical company
by this researcher to motivate chemistry learning. The questionnaire data was analyzed with
SPSS (SPSS, 2000) by calculating frequencies and percents (%) for each item. Open-ended
questions were analyzed by a content analysis, as in earlier studies (e.g. Table 7.1.1.1, page
88). The classification scheme and other results have been checked by experts in the
university.
43 senior secondary school students (aged 17 – 18), from two different organic
chemistry classes participated, in this case study evaluating the VRP. The study took place in
their computer class at school. Data indicates that more than half the students (65 %) were
active users of computers. They reported either daily or frequent use. Only 7 % of them
seldom or never used computers. However, few used computers in their chemistry classes.
About 60 % of the students spent at least one hour evaluating the VRP.

7.5.2 Results and Discussion
The results of the evaluation study are presented in Figure 7.5.2 (page 131). 72 % of the
students evaluated the VRP on the whole as either a good or excellent learning environment.
They mentioned as reasons, for example, (a) interesting research tasks, (b) the versatile
Library: molecular models, the course material for organic chemistry, a digital video,
interesting pictures, and a game, and (c) the opportunity to ask a specialist for help and to
discuss phenomena with other people.
The Research Forum was estimated to be the best, with a total of 77 % of the students
finding it either good or excellent. It was described as clear and consistent. The students,
particularly, liked the procedures of laboratory activities and pictures. One student described
the activities as “thorough research tasks.” However, some students wanted shorter
instructions: “They are too long to read.” Students regarded as most meaningful Task 2
(aspirin task) and Task 3 (an unknown substrate task). One student mentioned that all of tasks
were good because s/he could study on your own quickly and easily. Students’ eagerness to
study is reflected in the opinion that more investigation tasks were needed. Students also
wanted more time to use the Virtual Research Platform.
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Figure 7.5.2 The Results of the Evaluation of the VRP during chemistry classes. A= the
VRP as whole, B= the Research Forum, C= the Library, D= the Discussion Forum, E= the
Assessment Forum, F= the structure of the VRP, G =the visual appearance of the VRP, and
H= the video of the modern industrial laboratory in the Library.
70 % of the students liked the Library because of its alternative uses, a great deal of
information, and its user-friendliness. Their wishes for further development concerned the
content of the library. Students requested more real-life information, real databases, and
useful links in modern chemistry. Some students disliked too many links while others asked
for more links and text. 33 % of the students rated the video as either good or excellent, but
unfortunately 47 % had no access to it.
The Discussion Forum divided the students into different groups: 63 % liked it but 14
% only rated as fair. One student said it was good that “…anyone can go to there to discuss
and ask about problems and get a relevant answer.” The opportunity to consult a specialist
was especially important. Some of them, however, thought discussions via the Net were “the
wrong way” to learn, while others mentioned that it was important to discuss the topics. One
student found it especially hard to discuss chemistry via the Net. Another request was to filter
“stupid questions” from the Forum.
Only 39 % of the students considered the Assessment Forum either good or excellent.
However, one student said:” It was really useful: you can evaluate your skills and know what
to develop and what is already under control.” It seems that there should be more tasks in
the Forum. The students wished that there would be particularly more tutorial tasks (e.g.
how to write the equations of chemical reactions and do calculations).
75 % of the students liked the structure of the VRP. It was also described as userfriendly. Students wanted links to the pictures, and more pictures and links. Some students
would like to get more information about the phenomena in the Library. More than half the
students (59 %) liked the visual appearance of the VRP, but 37 % did not. The students
suggested a different font for better visualization. They asked for more and smaller pictures.
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Colours divide the students into two groups: some students thought that yellow or green was
too gaudy for the learning environment, while others thought they were excellent.
The VRP seems to inspire the students. 60 % of the students were eager to use the
Virtual Research Forum for their chemistry studies. However, 14 % did not like to use this
learning environment. Some students did not present their opinion.
The students suggested many different ways to use it: the VRP could be used for
gathering necessary information (e.g. for presentations), for doing experimental research, for
asking a specialist questions, for chemistry revision, and for using it during the experimental
chemistry course. It was also mentioned that it can be used autonomously. The students
suggested using it for topics such as environmental chemistry, biochemistry, history of
chemistry, and chemical calculations. In addition, they wished to have similar learning
environments, for example, for physics, biology, and mathematics.

7.6 Conclusions
The results of this study show that there were many advantages of the VRP, according to
senior-secondary level students. In particular, it can inspire to study of chemical reactions.
72 % of the students liked the idea of the VRP and 60 % were eager to use it. The Research
Forum, with the MBL research tasks, and the Library were estimated to be the best forums.
The investigation tasks seem to be quite inspiring. Only background color of the VRP was
changed as it is in Figure 7.4.1 (page 127). The prototype of the learning environment
(Figure 1.1, page 1) was studied in the chemistry classroom, as described next in Chapter 8.
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8 DESIGN RESEARCH: PHASE 2 RESULTS
Chapter 8 focuses on research regarding the goals of a learning environment: students’
meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking in a chemistry classroom at the
secondary level within, a prototype of the “rich” learning environment presented in detail in
Chapter 7.

8.1 Meaningful Chemistry Learning and Higher-order Thinking
in the “Rich” Learning Environment
Phase 2 of the study was performed with three small chemistry classes, including a total of
nine small groups at the secondary level in the Helsinki area. It was carried out by this
researcher in a chemistry classroom at the university, where all materials (e.g. computers, the
MBL packages, four video-cameras, and chemicals) were readily available. This study was
designed together with the chemistry teachers of the three classes, making it a real part of
their curriculum in chemistry. In addition, the teachers participated in the study by guiding
their own students during each inquiry.

8.1.1 Research Questions and Methods
The main research questions of this Phase-2 study are How does the learning environment
influence students’ meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking? and What are
students’ views of their learning environment? All sub-questions are summarized in Table
6.1.1b, page 80. The results of this study are presented in Chapter 8.1.4 and 8.2.
A case-study approach (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2000, pp. 181–191; Denscombe,
1998, pp. 30 – 42) has been selected as a research strategy, with the triangulation of different
methods (Descombe, 2001; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998). The case study approach focuses
on one or several instances of a particular phenomenon with a view to providing an in-depth
account of the events, relationships, experiences, or processes involved (Denscombe, 1998,
page 32). It focuses on natural settings, within chemistry classrooms in this instance, and it
allows multiple sources and multiple research methods, such as video-recordings,
observations, questionnaires, group interviewing, concept maps, learning diaries, and
students’ reports—used in this study.
Observations in the chemistry classes and video-recordings of investigations were the
main data-gathering methods related to the first research question of this study. In particular,
students’ social discourse in small groups, in a “rich” learning environment, and its indicators
of meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking, was a primary source of
evidence. There were two observers (this researcher and a chemistry teacher for each class)
to observe students’ inquiry in the learning environment. This researcher wrote a report of
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observations after the classroom study, and also checked the field notes from the videotapes.
The use of video-recordings helped to distinguish students’ authentic learning (Ratcliff,
2003). It also helped to observe situations and students more than once (Savenye &
Robinson, 1996).
There were about three hours of video-recordings for each group, altogether about 12
hours of videotapes to observe. All videotapes were viewed many times by this researcher, as
in Lesh and Lehrer, 2000. All data of each group was quite similar related to the goals of this
study. Thus, Task 1 was chosen for a detailed focus, and the tapes were soft transcribed
(brakes and voice emphasizes were ignored) by this researcher (see as an example of seniorgroup students, Appendix 9). A content analysis (Denscombe, 2001; Tuomi & Sarajarvi,
2002) was used to answer the research question. Coding categories for the analysis of the
text, regarding higher-order thinking were completed as in the pilot study (see Chapter 7.3,
page 107). They were compared to the categories of the revised Taxonomy (Anderson &
Krathwohl, 2004). An analysis unit included some statements related to the same discussion
topic. Examples of coding categories for each cognitive skill can be found in Tables 8.1.4.1a
to 8.1.4.1d. Two colleagues from the university level checked the classification schemes for
each skill.
Students’ understanding of chemistry, regarding the ideas of chemical reactions in the
context of organic reactions (i.e. meaningful chemistry learning), was analyzed related to the
goals of Task 1, relate to the transfer of knowledge among the three representational levels in
chemistry (Figure 2.1, page 22), and related to the concepts of stoichiometry,
thermodynamics, and kinetics, regarding chemical reactions (see Figure 2.3, page 28).
Student concept maps, learning diaries (Appendix 4), and shared reports of investigations
were also analyzed, in addition to their discourse and actions, to understand the phenomena,
as in the pilot study.
Two groups of Task 1 were chosen be examined in detail–a group from the juniorsecondary level called the “junior group” and a group from the secondary level called the
“senior group” (see in detail in Chapter 8.1.2, page 135). Both groups had just completed
with good grades almost all the chemistry courses at the senior high school level. This study
was completed towards the end of their classes. Thus, they were considered “experts” in
chemistry at their own level. Thus, this study could show the levels which it was possible to
get related to the goals in the VRP learning environment at both junior and senior secondaryschool levels.
In addition, a small survey regarding their views of learning in the learning
environment was completed at the beginning of the inquiry (Appendix 5) and at the end of the
inquiry (Appendix 6). At the beginning of the inquiry, all students answered a questionnaire,
also including a test on “how to determine temperature on a graph” to be sure that they could
read a graph, as in the pilot study. Two questions were added to the background part
regarding level of use of the Internet and e-mail after the pilot study.
This study was completed during their chemistry classes as two parts: (a) the
Engagement Phase of the learning cycle (see Table 5.4, page 74) in their first chemistry class
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(45 minutes) and (b) five other phases of the learning cycle in their next chemistry lessons (2
x 45 minutes) in the same week.
Students wrote notes on their observations on their concepts maps and in their learning
diaries in a group. Students also wrote a joint research report in a group, with the procedures
given to them. Also, materials and group arrangements were the same as in the pilot study.
At the beginning of the study, this researcher told the students about the investigations, the
research and its arrangements, as in the pilot study. Students were encouraged to talk aloud
about their thoughts. Students worked through the learning cycle in small cooperative groups,
doing authentic project-like tasks (see detail in Chapter 7.4.2, page 128). Students selected
their groups among themselves. It was assumed that it would be easier to discuss with
familiar classmates (as in Arvaja, 2005). There were 3 to 4 students in each small group
(Bennett et al., 2004).
A layout of the work desks and video-recording points are marked in Figure 8.1.1.
Three videocameras were used in this study: a videocamera for each group. One videocamera
had a special microphone (Task 1), other groups also had a tape-recorder in each desk, as in
the pilot study.
Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Figure 8.1.1 A layout of desk arrangements for each task during the computer-assisted
inquiry in the chemistry classroom. The videocameras are indicated as a circle. Seven boxes
illustrate empty desks in the classroom.

8.1.2 Students’ Background
The students were both from the 9th grade at the junior secondary level (N=19) and the 11th
grade at the senior secondary level (N=8). They were voluntary 15-to 17-years-old Finns
from the Helsinki area. To understand better the students, background information of the
students was also studied by this survey.
According to their questionnaire answers before the inquiry, 77,5 % of all senior
secondary-level students had grades above eight in chemistry. (A grade of 10 is the best
grade in Finland.) Practical work was familiar to them. 78.9 % of the students had done
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practical work more than three times in their senior secondary level. However, 84.2 % of
them had not done open-ended investigations in their science classes. Most students were
familiar with computers, but it was new for them in chemistry. For example, they had not
used MBL packages in chemistry before this study. 52.6 % of the students used computers
often or continuously outside chemistry classrooms, as in the pilot study. However, 73.7 % of
them had never or seldom used computers in a chemistry classroom. The Internet was quite
new to them: 57.9 % of them had never or seldom used the Internet during their tasks. Only
15.8 % of them had never or seldom used e-mail. Most students had worked in small groups
in their chemistry classrooms, but not often cooperatively, as in the pilot study. 57.9 % of the
students had worked seldom or sometimes in small groups. 68.4 % of them had worked never
or seldom in cooperative groups before the study. Students could read well a graph task on
the questionnaire, as in the pilot study. Only it was difficult for one student.
According to the answers of the questionnaire before the inquiry, 58.4 % of the junior
secondary-level students had grades above eight in chemistry. They were experts in practical
work. All students had done practical work in chemistry sometimes or continuously at the
junior secondary-level. However, 68.4 % of them had not done open-ended investigations in
their science classes.
The use of computers was quite familiar to them, but not in chemistry. For example,
they had not used MBL packages in chemistry before this study. 52.6 % of them used
computers often or continuously. 81.8 % of the students had never or seldom used computers
in chemistry classroom. 52.6 % of students had often or continuously used the Internet in
their tasks. 36.9 % of the students had used e-mail often or continuously. Small group work
was quite familiar to the students: 47.4 % of the students had sometimes or seldom worked in
small groups in their chemistry classroom. Only 10.5 % of them had not used cooperative
learning before this study. Most students (15 students) could do a graph task well on the
questionnaire. However, four students could not do it well.
A senior group working with Task 1 consisted of three members. All students had
good grades in their last chemistry class: grades 8, 8, and 10. The junior group also had three
members, with good grades in their last chemistry class: grades 7, 8, and 9. Both groups
selected their roles themselves, according to the cooperative learning model. The senior
group had the following roles: Student A, with a grade of 8 in chemistry, was as the secretary;
Student B, with a grade of 8 in chemistry, was the assistant and used the VRP and its
programs; and Student C, with a grade of 10 in chemistry, was the leader of the group who
also used chemicals, a microscale template, and a temperature probe in the MBL package.
The roles of the junior group were the following: Student A with a grade of 9 was the leader
who mainly, used the computer; Student B, with a grade of 8 in chemistry, was an assistant
who used chemicals and apparatus; and Student C, with a grade of 7 in chemistry, was the
secretary who took the notes.
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8.1.3 General Observations
To understand students’ meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking in the
learning environment, some general views on their inquiry are presented next, based on
observations (each teacher and this researcher) and videotapes. As a general observation, all
nine small groups of three classes worked well with their measurements, using the MBL
package in their investigations. They could use the MBL quite efficiently for their tasks after
the Engagement Phase, in which they practiced its use. All small groups also worked quite
actively, compared with the work in their chemistry classes (the chemistry teachers’
observation). As examples of the groups, a senior group and a junior group are focused on
next in detail, regarding the study of four chemical reactions in Task 1 (see details, Chapter
7.2.3, page 106).
Both senior group and the junior group worked actively, but in different ways, in their
small groups to resolve their task in the “rich” learning environment (see details, Table
8.1.3a). The senior group went through 19 stages during their investigation. Their actions
can be classified as: (a) designing/planning, (b) preparing the MBL program, (c) measuring
with the MBL package, (d) reflecting on their study, (e) seeking for information, and (f) oral
presentations. Figure 8.1.3a presents in detail the inquiry processes of the senior group.
The junior group had nine stages within six actions in Task 1 (see details, Table
8.1.3a). Compared to the senior group they had all the same actions, except the seeking
information stage (Sl in Table 8.1.3a). They had, however, a writing report stage (i.e.
Reporting Phase of the learning cycle) during their investigations, while the senior group
wrote their report after their lessons. Figure 8.1.3b (page 139) also presents in detail the
inquiry processes of the junior group.
Table 8.1.3a Different inquiry processes of the senior and junior groups, within Task 1,
during their inquiry.
Group
Senior group
Junior group

Processes
D-Pm-D-M-D-Rc-Rl-Rc-Sl-Rl-D-Pp-Dr-Pp-SsDr-Ss-Do-O
D-Pm-M-Wr-Rl-O-Rl-Rc-Pp

Amount of Stages
19
9

Note. D=Designing study, Do=Designing oral presentation, Dr=Designing research report,
M=Measuring in the MBL package, O=Oral presentation, Pm=Preparing the MBL program,
Pp=Preparing printing their graphs, Rc=Reflecting on their work by filling in their concept map,
Rl=Reflecting on their work by filling in their learning diary, Sl=Searching for information in the
Library, Ss=Searching for information from a specialist, and Wr=Writing their research report.
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Figure 8.1.3a

The inquiry processes of the senior group.
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Figure 8.1.3b The inquiry processes of the junior group.
The amount of discourse varied related to the groups based on the observations made
from videotapes. The senior group discussed considerably more, compared to the juniorgroup. Figure 8.1.3c (page 140) presents an example of the topics of the senior-group
discourse, and the percentage of their actions in the total discourse time. Altogether, about 20
% of the senior group’s discourse time occurred during the MBL investigations (Exploration
Phase of the learning cycle) and about 80 % of it during the next Phases of the learning cycle.
Most of the time (about 23 % of their discourse time, Figure 8.1.3c, series 1) senior-group
students were designing, in fact seven different times during their inquiry, while the junior
group had only a very short designing session (one minute) at the beginning of their work.
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Senior-group students also reflected on their results and learning while filling in their concept
maps and learning diaries (about 18 % of their discourse time, Figure 8.1.3c, series 4).
Students participated in a discourse concerning the performing of an action and the real-time
graphs when they were data-gathering with the MBL package (about 15 % of their discourse
time, Figure 8.1.3c, series 3). Students were also seeking information in the VRP (about 13
% of their discourse time, Figure 8.1.3c, series 5) and presenting the results of their inquiry to
other students (oral presentations, about 12 % of their discourse, Figure 8.1.3c, series 7).
Students used less discourse time for preparing the MBL measurement (Figure 8.1.3c, series
6) and printing their graphs (series 2); each below 5 % of their discourse time than for other
stages.

The processes during inquiry

25,00 %
20,00 %
% of total
inquiry time

15,00 %
10,00 %
5,00 %
0,00 %
1

Series1
Series2
Series3
Series4
Series5
Series6
Series7
Series8

Different processes

Figure 8.1.3c Different inquiry processes of the senior group presented as a percentage (%)
of the total discourse time, through senior-group inquiry. Series 1=designing (the highest
column), Series 2= preparing measurement (the lowest column), Series 3=measuring with the
MBL package (the third highest column), Series 4=reflecting (a concept map, a learning
diary), (the second highest column), Series 5=seeking information in the VRP (the fourt
highest column), Series 6=printing graphs (the second lowest column), Series 7=oral
presentations (the fift highest column), and Series 8=social talk (the third lowest column).
Students used mainly factual, procedural or conceptual knowledge (Anderson &
Krathwohl, 2001, Table 3.3, page 41) in chemistry in 95 % of the senior group discourse time.
Only 5 % of their discourse was social. Students discussed both off-task (e.g. about their
teachers and exams) and on-task topics (e.g. how to change chemistry instruction at school to
be like this investigation). This occurred at the end of their inquiry in the following cases: (a)
when they were waiting for other groups to finish their investigations, (b) in printing graphs,
(c) in designing their oral presentation and (d) during their visit to the Discussion Forum.
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Perhaps, because Task 1 was a little bit faster compared to other tasks (Tasks 2 and 3) in this
study.
8.1.4 Results and Discussion
As described in Chapter 1.1, student understanding of chemistry principles—meaningful
chemistry learning—will be evidenced by students’ abilities to demonstrate HOTS concerning
ideas about chemical reactions—the focus of this study. An analysis of student discourse and
actions in Task 1 during the inquiry, deals with how students’ conceptual understanding in
chemistry is built in relation to the ideas of chemical reactions in the context of organic
chemistry, by using different cognitive processes (higher-order thinking skills) through
computer-assisted inquiry. It also deals with how the environment supports their meaningful
chemistry learning and higher-order thinking.
To answer the main first question of Phase-2, both sub-questions What kind of higherorder thinking students employ during their investigations to understand the chemical
phenomena? and How do students use their higher-order thinking skills during their
investigations in small groups? were answered.

8.1.4.1 Evidence of Secondary Level Students’ Meaningful Chemistry Learning and
Higher-order Thinking within the “Rich” Learning Environment

A. Meaningful Chemistry Learning and Higher-order Thinking of a Senior Group

The senior group used much higher-order thinking—applying, analyzing, evaluating, and
creating (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001) in small-groups to build a consensus model of the
phenomena in Task 1, through their computer-assisted inquiry. Some examples of each skill
in chemistry are presented next (a to d).
a) The Cognitive Skill, Applying, in Chemistry Learning

Table 8.1.4.1a (page 142) presents some examples of how senior-level students in a small
group applied their knowledge and skills during their investigations. Students applied
principles in chemistry related to Task 1, at both microscopic and symbolic levels. For
example, students were implementing (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001) their conceptual
knowledge—knowledge of classification and categories in chemistry—of the concepts
“exothermic” and “endothermic” as they were making sense of graphs of different reactions,
on the same computer screen (Example 1, Table 8.1.4.1a, page 142).
They also used their pre-knowledge of reaction rate to make sense of the graph
(Example 2, Table 8.1.4.1a). In addition, students implemented both procedural and metacognitive knowledge to become succeed in their MBL measurements (see Example 3, Table
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8.1.4.1a), for instance, knowledge of MBL measuring techniques, knowledge of criteria for
deciding when to use appropriate MBL procedure, and strategies to study the phenomena.
Table 8.1.4.1a Some examples of senior-group students knowledge implemented in their
chemistry investigation.
Number Example in English*

Example in Finnish*

1

A: Does the graph go down when the
reaction is exothermic?
C: Because the reaction releases
energy, it is going up, but if it is
endothermic, it absorbs energy.

A: Laskeeko suora silloin, kun se on
eksoterminen?
C: Koska se luovuttaa energiaa, niin silloin se
nousee, mutta jos se on endoterminen, niin
se sitoo energiaa

2

A: It was a considerably slower
reaction.
B: It occurred.
C: The graph went down soon after
mixing.

A: Huomattavasti hitaampi reaktio
B: Se tapahtui.
C: Heti kun lopetti sekoittamisen alkoi
menemään alaspäin

C: Pistetään nyt ohjelma käyntiin, meidän
C: Let’s start the program, we have
tulee saada aika nopeasti, välttämättä
to do it quite quickly, all organic
orgaaniset reaktiot eivät ole kauhean
reactions are, maybe, not very
nopeita, mutta jos ne on nopeita, me
fast, but if they are fast, we may
missataan…
miss them…
C...aloittaa ohjelman valmistelun.
C…started to prepare the MBL
A: Meillä ei ole ollenkaan tuota akselia.
program.
A: Pitäskö meidän laittaa se 50 sekuntia
A: We do not have that axel of the
suoraan?
program.
A: Should we set 50 seconds time for
it?
Note. * Students implemented (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001) their different knowledge to resolve
non-routine Task 1. All statements related to the same discussion topic are presented in each
Example. Original Finnish quotations were translated to English and checked by an expert in English.
3

b) The Cognitive Skill, Analyzing, in Chemistry Learning

Senior group students used the cognitive skill analyzing as they made sense of four chemical
reactions in Task 1 at the macroscopic level (see Examples 1, 2 and 3, Table 8.1.4.1b, pages
143 – 144). Students were differentiating and organizing (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001)
their knowledge at microscopic and symbolic levels to understand their observations of the
reactions at the macroscopic level. Students used stoichiometry (chemical equations), the
thermodynamics (energy: exothermic, endothermic, heat), and kinetics (reaction rate,
variables effecting on reaction rates, reaction mechanisms) of chemical reactions in their
analyzing processes (compare Figure 2.3, page 28). They could distinguish exothermic from
endothermic reactions. Students explained it as different acids are working in different ways
(Student C, Example 3, Table 8.1.4.1b).
Students analyzed much about chemical equations (Examples 1 and 2, Table 8.1.4.1b)
nearly through out their whole inquiry. They also analyzed the behaviour of the reaction
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related to the form of the graph (Example 4, Table 8.1.4.1b). Student C also thought the
reaction rate and what (e.g. temperature, pressure etc.) effects it (Example 5, Table 8.1.4.1b).
They were also confused in some their explanations: for example, they tried to analyze the
reactions by using oxidation numbers (e.g. hydrogen) and mechanisms of substitution
reactions (Example 2, Table 8.1.4.1b).
Students did not analyze the ideas of chemical reactions, for example “Why the
reactions occurred” at the microscopic level, as this researcher hypothesized at the outset of
this study. They also did not deal with stoichiometric amounts (e.g. concentration),
stoichiometry within energy (e.g. entalphy), entropy or free energy, and spontaneity, a
collision model (e.g. molecular orientation, activation energy, minimum energy, bond
formation, bond breaking, transition state) or chemical equilibrium (e.g. Le Chatelier’s
principle) through their discourse. According to their chemistry teacher, students had not
studied entropy, free energy and spontaneity regarding chemical reactions in their chemistry
classes before participating in this study. Usually, they would have learned them in
specialized, longer chemistry courses or at the university level in Finland.
The students used their graphs on a computer screen to analyze the phenomena
(Examples 3 and 4, Table 8.1.4.1b). During it, students had to divide them into constituent
parts and determine, how the parts relate to one another. They had to identify the elements of
the graphs (temperature and time –axes) and to recognize how they fit in with the phenomena
(Rogers, 1997).
Table 8.1.4.1b Some examples of senior-group students analyzing skills in chemistry during
their investigation.
Number Example in English*
1

C:
A:
C:
C:
A:
C:
C:
A:
C:

They are substitution reactions
Is it like “replaced reaction?”
Yes, in Finnish.
Organic matter plus something else,
for example base, produces salt and
water, or?
But here it’s only acid that reacts with
the base, producing salt and water.
Yes, it is acid, formic acid.
It also is a neutralization reaction.
Acid plus base is salt and water.
Was it a substitution reaction in
which, for example, chloride replaces
some hydrogen in the compound?
Did this come from formic acid, like
sodium replace hydrogen? Sodium is
plus and hydrogen is plus. How
chloride can replace hydrogen, when
choloride is minus? Yes, it can, but I
did not, why it is so.

Example in Finnish*
C:
A:
C:
C:
A:
C:
C:
A:
C:

Substituutioreaktioita
Onko se nyt niinku korvautumisreaktio?
Joo, suomeksi
Orgaaninen aine plus joku toisaalta
esimerkiksi emäs syntyy suolaa plus vettä,
vai?
Mutta tässähän on vain happo plus emäs on
suola ja vesi
Niin,se on happo, muurahaishappo
Neutraloitumisreaktiokin, ainakin joka
tapauksessa ainakin happo plus emäs on
suola ja vesi
Eikö substituutio –reaktiossa se joku niinku
vaikka kloori korvaa jonku vedyn
yhdisteessä?
Eikö tässä tule muurahaishaposta, niinku
natrium korvaa vedyn? Natrium on plus ja
vety on plus. Miten kloori voi korvata
vedyn, kun kloori on miinus, kyllä se
korvaa, mutta en vain tiedä, miksi on näin.
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Table 8.1.4.1b continues. Some examples of senior-group students analyzing skills in
chemistry during their investigation.
Number
2

3

4

5

Example in English*

Example in Finnish*

C: I do not understand, could hydrogen
be positive or negative?
A: Its oxidation number is positive or
negative, but positive is more typical
for hydrogen, here are additional
reactions (looks at www-pages)…
C: Let’s say that it is an ester, but why
didn’t it release heat? It could be a
reaction that consumes all its heat. It
went down in that reaction. Is it then
an endothermic reaction?
A: It can be a butyl ester of formic acid.
A: Is it then a substitution reaction? Is it
a condensation reaction, like an
elimination reaction?
C (oral presentation):
We were studying whether a chemical
reaction was occurring. We concluded
that acid reacts with a base in these
upper reactions. The reaction
temperature increases very fast. They
are different acids. That’s why they
worked in different ways. They are
exothermic reactions, actually very
strong exothermic reactions. In the next
reaction, alcohol (n-butanol) reacts with
acid producing ester. It could be an
endothermic reaction…
C: That yellow graph is worst of all
C: It goes down.
A: The reaction occurs weakly.
C: A reaction did not occur, nothing
occurred.
C: If we could increase the temperature
of it, warming it, then it could occur
faster.

C: Sitä en tajua, voiko se vety ryhtyy plussaksi tai
miinukseksi?
A: Sen hapetuslukuhan on plus tai miinus, voi,
mutta se on yleisempi se plussa, tuossa on
liittymisreaktiot…
C: Sanotaan, että se on esteri, mutta miksi sitten
se, sen reaktio ei tuota lämpöä, voihan se olla
sellainen reaktio, joka syö kaiken tuottamansa
lämmön, se meni alaspäin se reaktio, eikö se
ole silloin endotermisiä reaktioita
A: Sehän voi olla metyylihapon butyyliesteri
A: Onko se nyt sitten korvautumisreaktio? Onko
kondensaatio lohkaisureaktio?
C (suullinen esitys muille):
Tutkittiin, tapahtuuko kemiallinen reaktio.
Saatiin selville, että näissä ylemmissä reaktioissa
happo + emäs. Reaktion lämpötila kasvaa tosi
nopeasti. Eri happoja, eri tavalla ja ne on
eksotermisiä reaktioita,hyvin voimakas
eksoterminen reaktio. Tässä alkoholi +happo, nbutanoli, syntyy esteri. Nähtävästi esteri voisi
olla vaikka endoterminen.

C:
C:
A:
C:

Toi keltainen käyrä on kaikista huonoin.
Pikemminkin menee alaspäin
Reaktio tapahtuu hyvin heikosti.
Reaktioita ei periaatteessa tapahdu, ei
tapahtunut mitään
C: Jos siihen lisäis lämpötilaa, lämmittäisi sitä,
niin se voisi tapahtua nopeammin.

Note. * Students were differentiating and organizing (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2004) their knowledge
in chemistry. All statements related to the same discussion topic are presented in each Example.
Original Finnish quotations were translated to English and checked by an expert in English.

c) The Cognitive Skill, Evaluating, in Chemistry Learning

Senior-group students used the cognitive skill of evaluating when they judged the quality of
their inquiry (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). Students were critiquing their measurements in
their small groups (Examples 1, 2 and 3, Table 8.1.4.1c, page 145). In addition, they were
critiquing the calibration of a temperature probe and the temperature of reagents at the start of
the reaction in their joint report. In addition, they were checking (Anderson & Krathwohl,
2001) their knowledge, skills, and interest when they filled in their learning diaries in the
Evaluation Phase, and also their interest when they wrote their joint report in the Reporting
Phase. In particular, a student in the expert group presented some criticism of the senior-
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group graphs (see Example 2). Futhermore, student C of the home group was critiquing for
the use of a temperature probe: she did not understand the accuracy of the MBL probe
compared to a typical thermometer in their classroom (see Example 3).
Table 8.1.4.1c Some examples of senior-group students’ evaluating skills in chemistry
during their investigation.
Number Example in English*
1

2

3

A: How did the probe become steady?
Using sodium hydroxide?
C: That’s a problem, when they will
react. These materials, however, have
been here.
A: Repeat your measurements at least
once.
C (expert group): Why are these (graphs)
going from different starting points?
C: Did you use the probe continuosly?
C: Could you conclude the occurance of
a reaction from the increasing or
decreasing of the temperature?
C: It would be the same if we could use a
thermometer. We could observe the
increasing temperature, too.

Example in Finnish*
A: Miten tuo mittarin tasaantuminen? pelkästä
natriumhydroksidista?
C: Siinä on se ongelma, kun ne reagoi, nää
aineet ovat kuitenkin olleet täällä
A: Toista mittaukset ainakin kerran
C (asiantuntijaryhmästä): Miks nää (käyrät)
lähtee eri kohdista?
C: Laitoitteko te samantien anturin?
C: Voitteko reaktion tapahtumisen päätellä
lämpötilan noususta tai laskusta?
C: Samahan se tässä olis ollut, vaikka meillä olisi
ollut lämpömittari. Kyllähän me siitäkin ois
nähty, että lämpötila nousee.

Note. * Students were checking or critiquing (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001) their results in Task 1.
All statements related to the same discussion topic are presented in each example. Original Finnish
quotations were translated to English and checked by an expert in English.

d) The Cognitive Skill, Creating, in Chemistry Learning

Senior-group students used the cognitive skill of creating (synthesizing, according to Bloom’s
Taxonomy) when they put elements together to form an understanding of the chemical
phenomena—a consensus model of the phenomena. Their joint report shows the best the
level of their meaningful chemistry learning. Students explained their consensus model in the
following way, in their joint report: “The reactions in which acid and base react were
exothermic and very fast, because the temperature of the graph increased sharply. They
produced salt and water. The salt is called sodium acetate in a reaction between acetic acid
and sodium hydroxide. It is called sodium formiate in a the reaction between formic acid and
sodium hydroxide. Esterification reactions were weakly endothermic and slow. They
produced ester and water. Butyl acetate was formed in the reaction between acetic acid and
n-butanol, and butyl formiate in the reaction between formic acid and n-butanol.” Students
were also interested in explaining the phenomena through equations at symbolic level.
Example 1 and 2 (Table 8.1.4.1d, page 146) present a view of their mental models through
their discourse, when they were making sense of the reaction equations of the reactions.
Students formulated a hypothesis (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001) at the start of their
study (Example 2, Table 8.1.4.1d). They also used planning skills: they planned (designed)
their work seven times during their inquiry (see Table 8.1.3a, page 137), and executed their
plan. They designed their task, roles, the use of equipment, order of inquiry, measurements,
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report, and oral presentation during their inquiry (Example 3, Table 8.1.4.1d). They
concluded the path of reactions (did it occur or not?) from the form of the graph (Example 4,
Table 8.1.4.1b, page 144) To succeed, they had to use all four types of knowledge (Anderson
& Krathwohl, 2001). For example, they needed meta-cognitive strategies during goal
specification, planning the investigation, and deciding on strategies to take measurements and
to monitor and check their results.
Table 8.1.4.1d Some examples of senior-group students’ creating skills in chemistry during
their investigation.
Number Example in English*

Example in Finnish*

A: You can conclude from these that acetic A: Näistä voi päätellä sen, että
etikkahappo plus natriumhydroksidi
acid plus sodium hydroxide can produce
voi muodostaa suolan, sama
salt, as also in the case of formic acid.
muurahaishapolla. Alkoholi plus
While alcohol plus carboxylic acid
karboksyylihappo muodostaa
produces ester. Then we should think, is
esterin. Sitten piti miettiä, onko
it an endothermic or exothermic reaction
endoterminen vai eksoterminen
reaktio.
A: Mitä siitä tulee? Siitä tulee
2
A: What is occurring? You get sodium
natriumasetaattia ja vettä, näin
acetate and water. I saw it in our book
eilen kirjassa sen reaktion
yesterday.
C: Natrium korvaa sen vedyn, jonku
C: Sodium replaces the hydrogen, some
vedyn
of it.
A: Sitten tulee siitä...
A: Then, it is…
C: Siitä tulee se substituutioreaktio
C: It is a substitution reaction.
C: Eli aloitetaanko me etikkahappo ja
3
C: Or do we start with acetic acid and
natriumhydroksidi?
sodium hydroxide?
A: Mutta tehdäänkös ne...
A: But do we make those?
C: First, we have to think, does a reaction C: Ekas pitää miettiä, onnistuuko
reaktio ja sitten tehdä
occur? and then measure it.
Note. *Students were generating (hypothesizing), planning (designing), or constructing (producing)
during Task 1. All statements related to the same discussion topic are presented in each Example.
Original Finnish quotations were translated to English and checked by an expert in English.
1

Students did not take into account the concentrations of the reagents in their
explanations or the accuracy of the temperature probe. They did not use a catalyst for their
esterification reactions, although it was on their desk. It maybe shows that students did not
understand esterification reactions in detail, although they had studied it a few hours earlier in
their chemistry classes, though without any practical work (the teachers’ reply to a question
about this). They only thought about the warming of the reaction (Example 5, Table
8.1.4.1b, page 144).
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B) Meaningful Chemistry Learning and Higher-order Thinking of the Junior Group

The junior group could apply their pre-knowledge and skills to complete measurements, but
they did not use the other higher-order thinking skills (analyzing, evaluating, and creating)
much in chemistry through their computer-assisted inquiry. As an example of their thinking,
their discourse is summarized in Table 8.1.4.1e, related to their real-time graphs in the
Exploration Phase.
Students could make observations of the graphs (see examples, Table 8.1.4.1e), but
they could not connect macroscopic and microscopic levels in Task 1, according to their
discourse and actions. Students analyzed how the graphs increased or decreased, as in
Newton, 1997. The real-time graphs did not stimulate them to discuss the phenomena more
in detail. They could not classify the reactions into different types (e.g. endothermic and
exothermic reactions) or think what might affect on the reaction rate, as the senior-group did.
They mentioned in their poor joint report that they learned to measure the heat of different
mixed chemical compounds (their consensus model of the phenomena). Clearly, they had
misconceptions regarding the ideas of chemical reactions. They found that temperature
increased when they mixed different compounds. According to their graphs, students
classified reagents as good and bad in their small group, “One matter was best compared to
the others.”
Table 8.1.4.1e
reaction.

Junior group students’ discourse related to the graphs of each chemical

Number of Example in English*
Reaction

Example in Finnish*

1

A: It is increasing, increasing very fast.
B: This is quite good.
A: Let’s do it again.

A: Nousee, nousee täysillä
C: Tää on aika hyvä.
A: Laitetaan uudestaan

2

C:
A:
B:
A:
C:

C:
A:
B:
A:
C:

3

A: It is decreasing, it did not move.
B: It is quite smooth.

It is increasing.
Look at this, it’s only going up.
It is increasing more.
What was the goal of the study?
“Warming power/effect”

Se nousee.
Kato, se vain menee ylös.
Se nousee lisää.
Mikä oli tutkimuksen tarkoitus?
Lämpenemisteho

A: Laskee, pysyy paikallaan
B: Toi pysyy aika tasaisena.

C: Pysyy samassa koko ajan
It is in the same place.
B: Se oli hyvä se meidän eka.
The first one was the best.
A: Nyt se heiluu.
It is oscillating.
B: Se nousee liian hitaasti, tämä ei ole
It is increasing too slow. This is not
hyvä aine
good matter.
Note. *All statements related to the same discussion topic are presented in each Example. Original
Finnish quotations were translated to English and checked by an expert in English.
4

C:
B:
A:
B:

The study shows the need for the necessary pre-knowledge of the phenomena before
the investigation (as in Ausubel, 1968). Many indicators of students’ poor pre-knowledge of
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chemical reactions could be found, although chemical reactions had been a topic in their
curriculum earlier. For example, when students were repeating their measurements, they
started to measure their old reactions again. The goal of the study was unclear, at least for
student C: “It is a ‘warming power/effect’.“ (number 2, Table 8.1.4.1e, page 147).
The junior group mentioned in their joint report the following knowledge that they
learned during the inquiry: (a) “temperature was increasing,” (b) “whatever you were mixing
temperature was increasing,” and (c) “nice acids”. They learned the following skills, as they
self-estimated in their learning diaries: (a) “to accelerate rate” and (b) “to measure
temperature”.

8.1.4.2 Support of the Learning Environment and Its Components for Students’
Higher-order Thinking and Meaningful Chemistry Learning

To answer the sub-question, How does the learning environment and its components support
students’ higher-order thinking and meaningful chemistry learning? mainly the senior group
was examined in detail through their discourse and actions. The sub-questions of it are: (a)
How does the physical part of the learning environment support the goals? and (b) How does
the pedagogical part of the learning environment support the goals?

A. Support for the Physical Part of the Learning Environment

The physical part of the learning environment consisted of: the Virtual Research Platform
with different forums and tools (e.g. the MBL package) (see Figure 1.1, page 1). As
summarized in Figure 8.1.3a (page 138), the Research Forum of the VRP was central in their
investigations. Senior-group students read their tasks and opened the MBL tool from Task 1
in the VRP for their measurements to resolve Task 1. Students made their observations of the
chemical reactions at the macroscopic level in the MBL environment. For example, an
exclamation of Student C after the inquiry, “I could never image before this study that organic
reactions can release heat,” represents the meaning of the MBL investigations for students’
understanding of organic reactions.
The senior group used the MBL package very efficiently. They used only about 20 %
of their inquiry time to prepare the MBL program or to gather data with the MBL package
(see Figure 8.1.3c, page 140). They had practiced its use in the Engagement Phase of the
learning cycle. Senior-group students found problems within it only twice during the
Exploration phase: (a) when they tried to set the time of the program and (b) when they wrote
the names of the graphs, for their reactions. However, the starting point of their graphs,
regarding four reactions, varied somewhat on the computer screen because of absence of a
trigger (see Chapter 7.1.3, page 96).
Real-time graphs stimulate students to think the ideas of chemical reactions.
However, they do not discussed a lot about the phenomena during their Exploration Phase.
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They presented four to five statements of each real-time graph. Table 8.1.4.2a summarizes
students’ discourse related to the graphs of each chemical reaction. Students observed that the
graph was increasing or decreasing (as in Newton, 1997). They applied the concept “reaction
rate” to their macroscopic observations. They reached their conclusion with no criticism.
Table 8.1.4.2a
reaction.
Number
of
Reaction
1

2

Senior-group students’ discourse related to the graphs of each chemical

Example in English

Example in Finnish

C:
A:
C:
C:

C: Kyllä, se aika kova nousee.
A: Missä se nyt on?
C: Nyt se on liian pitkä toi 50 sekuntia.
C: Se on hirveän voimakas reaktio, sitten
se
hidastuu
A: On huomattavasti hitaampi reaktio
B: Se tapahtui.
C: Heti, kun lopetti sekoittamisen alkoi
menemään alaspäin
C: Tämä ei ole niin nopea reaktio, hitaampi
C: Nimetään nyt tämä

Yes, it increases quite fast.
Where is it (the graph) now?
It’s too long a time 50 seconds.
It’s a very strong reaction, then it
gets slower.

A: It is a considerably slower reaction.
B: It occurred.
C: When the mixing ended, it started
to going down.
C: This is not a fast reaction, it is a
slower one.
C: Let’s give it a name (on the
screen).
C: Pikemmin menee alaspäin
3
C: It is decreasing.
A: The reaction occurred very weakly. A: Reaktio tapahtuu hyvin heikosti.
C: Toi keltainen on kiva printtinä
C: That yellow color (graph) is nice
C: Reaktiota ei periaatteessa tapahdu, ei
when printed.
tapahtunut mitään
C: The reaction did not occur, it did
A: Mites ne lähtöaineet?
not.
A: How about those reagents?
C: Tämä n- butanoli on vähän huono aine.
4
C: This n- butanol is quite a bad
A: Nyt se laskee.
matter.
C: Se putoaa tollai tasaisesti.
A: It’s decreasing.
C kirjoittaa reaktion nimen käyrään
C: It drops quite smoothly.
ruudulle.
C writes the name of the reaction on
the screen.
Note. All statements related to the same discussion topic are presented in each Example. Original
Finnish quotations were translated to English and checked by an expert in English.

Students used only few times other Forums of the VRP, perhaps, because of time
constraints. The senior group used only once the Library of the VRP during their
investigation. Then they tried to find more information for esterification. They also discussed
the reactions in detail during it. Students had no actions or discussions about the use of
visualization programs (modelling and drawing molecules) in their inquiry, perhaps, due to
the time constraints. One reason for this was that they did not have time to use it during the
Engagement Phase. Students were particularly interested in knowing the names of the
products of the four reactions during the inquiry. They sent two questions to a chemist via the
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Net in the Discussion Forum of the VRP, to ask for the names of the products “What kind of
reactions are these?” and “What are the products of each reaction?”
The junior group used the Research Forum, as the senior group mostly for data
gathering with the MBL package. Only once did the junior group students have problems
with the MBL package: they did not know how to delete their graph from the computer
screen. Students used the Discussion Forum once during the second lesson. Then, they
checked the chemist’s answer concerning their report for the Engagement Phase. They did
not send any questions to a specialist during the second lesson. The junior group students did
not use the Library at all during their study, perhaps, because of time constrains.
B. Support for the Pedagogical Part of the Learning Environment

The pedagogical part included the six-stage learning cycle (Table 5.4, 74), and the
cooperative learning model (Figure 5.3, page 73).
a) Support for the Learning Cycle

The goal of the Engagement Phase of the six-stage learning cycle was to capture students’
attention, arouse their interest and practice the MBL package, and introduce students to the
opportunities of the VRP, as presented earlier. In small groups, they studied the chemical
reaction between acetic acid or sulphuric acid with water, according to their own choice,
within the MBL package. They also sent their report to a chemist via the Discussion Forum.
Both groups worked actively in their Engagement phase, according to the observers. The
Engagement Phase aroused many questions for the senior group students: they had a total of
14 questions, mainly procedural knowledge, for their group members or a teacher, for
example “How do we start this?”, “How do we open the program?”, “Does the program draw
a graph?”, “What are we measuring?”, and “Should we put acetic acid on the same
microplate?”
Next, it is focused more detail on the support of the following phases of the learning
cycle on the senior group: (a) the Exploration Phase (investigations), (b) the Explanation
Phase (concept maps), (c) the Elaboration Phase (oral presentations), and (d) the Evaluation
Phase (learning diaries) through their discourse and actions. The reporting Phase could not be
analyzed for the senior group through their discourse because the students’ did their joint
report during their next lesson at their school.
The goal of the Exploration Phase was to provide students with a common base of
experiences within which they could identify and develop their current concepts, processes,
and skills. Table 8.1.4.2b (page 151) summarizes the higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) of
the senior group during the Exploration Phase, when students were doing their data gathering
within the MBL package. Students were using all the higher-order thinking skills during their
investigations, according to their discourse and actions (Table 8.1.4.2b). However, they did
not use much of their higher-order thinking, regarding the chemical phenomena. This can
also be seen in Table 8.1.4.2a (page 149).
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Table 8.1.4.2b
discourse.

The HOTS of the senior group in the Exploration Phase through their

The Phase of the Learning
Cycle

HOTS used

Example*

Exploration

Applying
Analyzing

Table 8.1.4.1a,
Table 8.1.4.1b

Evaluating

Table 8.1.4.1c, number 1

Creating:
Planning/designing
Hypothesizing
Constructing

Table 8.1.4.1d, number 3,
Table 8.1.4.1d, number 2
Table 8.1.4.2.a

Note. * Examples were presented in detail in the Tables presented earlier in the text.

The goal of the Explanation Phase was to focus on students’ attention on a particular
aspect of their exploration experiences, and provides opportunities for them to verbalize their
conceptual understanding through a graphic organizer. The Explanation Phase started their
thinking of the chemical phenomena in detail. They started to fill in their concept maps,
regarding the ideas of chemical reactions in the context of organic chemistry. They applied
their pre-knowledge, analyzed their results, and constructed their understanding of the
phenomena in a small group (see details, Table 8.1.4.2c, page 152). They also used some
kinds of “rules” to explain the reaction: “acid plus base is salt and water.” They had some
misconceptios about the mechanisms of the reactions, especially the name of the mechanism
(e.g. substitution reaction, Example 1, Table 8.1.4.1b, page 143).
Their concept maps during the Explanation Phase reveal the following explanations
regarding the phenomena that they had thought about the reactions: (a) salt-forming reaction
(acid + base → salt + water), (b) esterification i.e. elimination reaction (alcohol + acid →
ester + water), and (c) the reaction rate and influences (temperature, a catalyst, pressure,
mixing, concentration) effect on reaction rate. Student C mentioned in her concept map that
“a substitution reaction” (acid + base → salt + water) was fast and exothermic, while
elimination reactions were slow, and there no heat was released.” She confused substitution
reactions with acid-base reactions. The junior group also started to think about their reactions
to complete their concept maps: “What are these?” was a question posed by one group
member at the start, although they were not at a very high level in their thinking regarding the
phenomena.
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Table 8.1.4.2c The HOTS of the senior group of the Explanation Phase through their
discourse and actions.
The Phase of
the Learning
cycle

The examples Example in English
of HOTS used

Example in Finnish

C: Nää on ainakin
C: These are at least
substituutioreaktioita,
substitution reactions, I
minusta tuntuu. Sen
think. I knew it earlier.
tiesin aikaisemminkin.
sodium replaces
Natrium menee vedyn
hydrogen
paikalle ja syntyy vettä,
and it produces water,
sitten kun tehdään
when the analysis of it
analyysi.
is done.
Applying
C: Then, n-butanol, it is C: Sitten toi butanoli, se
ei ole kuin emäs
Analyzing
not like a base
A: Eikö tuossakin ois
A: Should it go like this?
periaatteessa ois pitänyt
C: Let’s look at a book
tulla...
A: Ester is like acid’s…
C: Otetaan joku kirja
A: Esteri on niinku hapon..
A: Meillä on täällä esterinA: We have esterification.
Applying
muodostus. Se on
It is like a condensation
Analyzing
ilmeisesti lohkeamisreaction. Alcohol plus
Creating:
reaktio, alkoholi plus
acid equals ester plus
constructing
happo on esteri plus
water.
vesi.
C: Acid and base produces
C: Happo ja emäs tulee
salt and water.
suola ja vesi.
C: Then, I think that
C: Sitten varmaan
esterification is
esteröitymisreaktio on
endothermic.
endoterminen
Note. * All statements related to the same discussion topic are presented in each Example. Original
Finnish quotations were translated to English and checked by an expert in English.
Explanation
(concept maps)

Applying
Analyzing
Creating:
constructing

The goal of the Elaboration phase was to challenge and extend students’ conceptual
understanding and to allow further opportunities for practicing the desired skills. It provided
opportunities for each student to present and talk about chemistry. The students’ oral
presentations within their expert groups, in a jigsaw cooperative model (see Figure 5.3, page
73), were assumed to support this elaboration. Table 8.1.4.2d summarizes presentations of
Students A, B, and C within some discourse of other students. It shows that students were at
very different levels related to the goals. Only Students A and C presented their conclusions
for their observed phenomena during their oral presentations. Student B mainly explained
how procedural knowledge was applied (i.e. how students worked during the measurements).
During oral presentations, other students from different home groups posed good evaluation
questions (Table 8.1.4.1c, number 2, page 145). Junior-group students also had to answer
these questions during their presentations: “Why did the graph start from there?” and “What is
occurring in that graph?” and “What is the goal of the study?”
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Table 8.1.4.2d The HOTS of the senior group in the Elaboration Phase, as judged by their
discourse and actions.
The Phase of the
Learning cycle

HOTS used

Elaboration
(oral presentations in
the Expert Groups)

Example in English*

Example in Finnish*

Applying
Analyzing
Creating:
constructing

A: We put two materials (on
the plate): Here are acetic
acid and sodium hydroxide.
Then, formic acid and
sodium hydroxide…
C: n-butanol?
A: You can conclude from
these that acetic acid and
sodium hydroxide
produced salt, and also
formic acid. Alcohol
and carboxylic acid
can produce ester. Then,
we should decide if it is
an endothermic or an
exothermic reaction.

A: Me laitoimme kaksi
ainetta: tuossa näkyy
etikkahappo ja
natriumhydroksidi, sitten
seuraava: muurahaishappo
ja natriumhydroksidi..
C: n-butanoli?
A: Näistä voi päätellä sen, että
etikkahappo plus
natriumhydroksidi voi
muodostaa suolan, sama
muurahaishapolla.
Alkoholi ja karboksyylihappo voi muodostaa
esterin. Sitten piti miettiä,
onko endoterminen vai
eksoterminen reaktio.

Applying
Analyzing

B: You can see it from this.
They put on it [the plate].
It is not here. It was a
plastic one. First we put
reagents..
A: What was your goal?
B: When we were mixing
those on it [the plate],
where there are six holes.
Then, we put this probe
there…
C: Is it like how much
temperature changes
during it?
B: The above graph is
Acetic acid…

B: Tästä näkee.. Ne laitettiin
siihen juttuun, jota ei ole
nyt olemassa. Se muovinen
se. Ensin laitettiin aineet...
A: Mikä oli tehtävä?
B: Kun sotketaan noita
siihen, missä on kuusi
reikää. Sitten laitettiin
tämä anturi...
C: Onko tää se, miten paljon
muuttuu lämpötila
ko.aikana?
B: Ylin on etikkahappo

________________________

Applying
Analyzing
Creating:
constructing
Evaluating

C: Table 8.1.4.1b, number 3*

C: Taulukko 8.1.4.1b, numero
3*

Note. * An example presented in the Table was included earlier in the text (see Chapter 8.1.4.1b).
Original Finnish quotations were translated to English and checked by an expert in English.

The goal of the Evaluation Phase was to encourage students to assess their
understanding and abilities. As mentioned before, conceptual understanding requires metacognitive experiences, where students discuss “how they know” and “why they know”
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(Blanck, 2000). A learning diary contained three parts for each task: (a) knowledge, (b) skills,
and (c) their experience. Senior-group students completed their learning diaries after the
MBL measurements and oral presentations. Mostly, they discussed knowledge they had
gained and about substitution reactions (as in Table 8.1.4.2e). However, there was no
mention of substitution reactions in their joint report. Student C mentioned during their
discourse that she also had learned esterification and endothermic reactions (see last example,
Table 8.1.4.2c, page 153).
In addition, students evaluated the role of the magnetic stirrer regarding accuracy of
the graphs and the effect on temperature of reagents at the start of the measurements (Were
they at the same temperature?) in their joint report (the Reporting Phase). They evaluated
their results in their report regarding esterification: “It was hard to see esterification reactions
occurring from the graphs, because they were so slow and we set a time for it of only 50
seconds.” In addition, students mentioned in their learning diaries (Appendix 4) that they
acquired this knowledge during their inquiry: (a) “alcohol + acid → ester”, and it did not
release heat, (b) “acid + base → “, and it is a fast exothermic reaction, (c) different reaction
types, (d) n-butanol reaction was slow, and (e) NaOH speeds up a reaction (student B).
Students did not evaluate the skills that they had learned. Student B’s answer reveals her
misconception regarding chemical reactions (see previous sentence).
Table 8.1.4.2e The HOTS of the senior group in the Evaluation Phase, as judged by their
discourse and actions
The Phase of the
Learning cycle
Evaluation
(filling in
learning diaries)

HOTS
used

Example in English*

The Example in
Finnish*

Evaluating

A: Did we learn something
new?
C: This is good for someone
who has not heard about
substitution reactions.
A: What do we know?
C: We know substitution
reactions, ‘replaced
reactions’
A: Isn’t this only a salt-forming
reaction? acid + base
produces salt and water?
C: Of course, but if we are
talking about organic
chemistry reactions, they
are sure if the substitution
reactions.

A:Opittiinko mitään uutta?
C: Jos on joku, joka ei ole
koskaan kuullut substituutioreaktioista, niin
sellaiselle tämä on hyvä.
A: Mitä me tiedetään?
C: Me tiedetään
substituutioreaktiot,
korvautumisreaktiot.
A: Eikö tää oo vain suolanmuodostus? Happo +
emäs syntyy suola +
vesi?
C: Tietysti, mutta jos
puhutaan orgaanisen
kemian reaktioista, niin
ne on ainakin substituutioreaktioista.
A: Mitä opittiin? Minä en
paljon, sillä tiesin
tämän.
C: Esteröitymisreaktio on
endoterminen.

A: What did we learn? I did
not learn a lot, because I
did this.
C: Esterification is endothermic.

Note. * An example presented in the Table presented earlier in the text. Original Finnish quotations
were translated to English and checked by an expert in English.
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b) Peer and Teacher Support
This study shows that senior-group students were quite autonomous and actively involved in
interacting with each other. 93.2 % of all statements were made during their student-student
discourse (Figure 8.1.4.2a). Mainly, Students A and C were making sense of their inquiry
through discourse (Figure 8.1.4.2a). The group leader, Student C, was the most active talker:
Student C = 55.1 % of all student statements, Student A = 43.3 %, and Student B = only 1.6
% of all statements.
O
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1

B

2

1

6

34
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2
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B
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T
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17
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5

45
63

9
10

6
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Figure 8.1.4.2a

Frequencies of senior-group interactions. I = Summary of all statements uttered
between students or with the teacher. AA = Talking (comment or advice, etc.) without any answer. A
= a student as a secretary, B = a student as an assistant on a computer, C = a leader of the group using
chemicals, a microplate and a temperature probe in the MBL package, T = a chemistry teacher, O =
other students from other home groups during their oral presentations.

The role of the chemistry teacher was as a guide and facilitator. The teacher
stimulated their thinking twice by presenting a question about reactions during the oral
presentations: “What kind of reactions are these?” They asked their teacher nine times for
help (Figure 8.1.4.2a), but not about chemistry. For example, students asked for help six
times as they printed out their graphs.
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The senior group presented many questions (98 questions total) during their
cooperation, mainly for their group-mates. Most of the questions were presented during the
designing stages. The most questions can be categorized into procedural questions (Anderson
& Krathwohl, 2001). While measuring (Exploration Phase), they had questions about the
order of measuring and about the chemicals used. The students had questions about the
reactions and chemicals during their reflecting phase (Evaluation Phase). Only one question
asked by one student is presented regarding the equipment during the inquiry.
Tables 8.1.4.1a to 8.1.4.1d and Table 8.1.2.4a show examples of how the students
built their understanding of phenomena—a consensus model—in a group during their inquiry.
Student A and C was the most active students in the group. The students in the expert groups
also took on an active role during session 2. They stimulated students’ thinking by presenting
different questions, as described earlier. This study also shows that discourse with others
could support meaningful chemistry learning. For example, Student C had a wrong
hypothesis about “substitution reactions” at the beginning of the study, but changed her view
through discussion with others (Examples 1 and 3, Table 8.1.4.1b, pages 143 – 144).

8.2 Students Views of Learning in the “Rich” Learning
Environment
8.2.1 Research Questions and Methods
One goal of this study was to understand students’ views of learning in the “rich” learning
environment, regarding cooperative learning, practical work with computers, investigations,
and the MBL-based investigations. One main research question was What are students’ views
of their learning environment? The survey was analyzed in a same way as the pilot study
(see Chapter 7.3).

8.2.2 Results and Discussion
Statements were analyzed by calculating means and std. deviations with a SPPS program
(SPPS, 2000). Because of small amount of students, both paired-samples t-test and
nonparametric two-related samples test (Siegel, 1956, pp. 61–92) were driven by SPSS. The
results of them were similar and lead to same statistical conclusions. The results are presented
in Table 8.2.2a for both senior and junior secondary-level students. According to the views of
senior secondary-level students, practical work using a computer illustrates chemical
phenomena better than traditional practical work (Statement 6, p=0.001). Other statements
from the questionnaire were non-significant.
Most students were very involved and enthusiastic in their inquiry, according to the
observations of the teachers and this researcher during the inquiries. Even the junior-level
students were involved. Most groups did not remember their lesson breaks, although they had
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afternoon classes. It was very surprising for their teachers. Practical work with a computer,
however, was not very interesting, according to the students questionnaire data (Statement 4).
Maybe the method was not very accurate. For example, there were some missing variables in
the data at both levels. They were replaced with value three. Generally, the mean values of
junior secondary-level students (Table 8.2.2a) were quite high at the beginning of the study.
Perhaps, they expected more from computer-assisted learning than they experienced. As one
student said at the beginning of study “I thought that we would study reactions with a
computer without any chemicals.”
Doing practical work with a computer was not very easy for them (Statement 3, Table
8.2.2a), although they worked quite efficiently. However, many students thought that using
computer to investigate organic reactions makes it easier to study them (Statement 5, Table
8.2.2b, page 159).
Investigations were a new thing for most students before this study. Investigations did
not seem very interesting for students (Statements 8 and 9) after the inquiry, although group
interviews and observations clearly showed that they were very interesting for them.
According to the senior secondary-level students, investigations did not increase an
understanding of chemistry (Statement 10, p=0.007). However, they agreed that investigating
organic reactions in chemistry helped to understand chemical reactions (Statement 4, Table
8.2.2b, page 159).
Senior-level students did not consider the support of a chemistry teacher as important
(see Statement 11). Students studied quite autonomously in the VRP environment, as shown
in the previous Chapter. Junior-level students considered the support of a chemistry teacher
as more necessary.
The prototype of the MBL package was quite interesting for many students after the
inquiry (Statement 2). It was quite easy to use (Statement 1, Table 8.2.2b, page 159),
especially for senior secondary-level students. The MBL package was also useful, especially
for senior secondary-level students (Statement 3). Only one student mentioned why s/he liked
the MBL package: it made working easier. No one answered the question of why they did not
like the MBL package. Students suggested that only three things should be developed in the
VRP learning environment in the future: (a) “make procedures clearer”, (b) “more materials
and links to the VRP”, and (c) “change the background colour of the VRP”. A developing
things they related the following in their joint report: “The use of a magnetic stirrer was good
to get more accurate results, as it was during our first session, 8 (Student C)”, “The equations
of reactions were quite familiar, if an organic course had been completed (Student A),” and
“No special wishes. It was a demanding investigation (Student B).”
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Table 8.2.2a. Secondary-level students’ views of learning in the VRP environment.
Statement

1. Chemistry can be
learned well through
cooperative learning.
2.

Level

Mean*

Std.
Dev.*

Mean**

Std.
Dev**

t***

Sig.
(2tailed)

S
J

3.38
3.05

1.06
0.91

3.13
2.84

0.35
0.96

0.552
0.846

0.598
0.408

It is useful to use
S
3.63
1.06
3.38
1.06
0.607
0.563
computers in practical
J
3.21
1.03
3.11
0.88
0.369
0.716
work in chemistry.
S
3.88
0.83
3.25
0.89
1.930
0.095
3. Doing practical work
J
3.53
0.77
2.84
0.83
2.691
0.015
with computers makes
practical work easier.
4. Practical work with
S
3.00
0.76
3.25
0.89
-0.683
0.516
a computer is
J
3.37
0.90
3.37
0.76
0.000
1.000
interesting.
S
2.88
0.99
3.13
0.35
-0.798
0.451
5. Practical work using
J
3.05
0.71
2.63
0.76
1.804
0.088
a computer helps
chemistry learning
better than without a
computer.
S
2.25
0.46
3.25
0.46
-5.292
0.001
6. Practical work using a
J
3.05
0.62
2.63
0.76
2.191
0.042
computer illustrates
chemical phenomena
better than traditional
practical work.
S
3.75
0.89
3.25
0.46
1.871
0.104
7. Graphs in computer
J
3.42
0.61
3.21
0.71
1.000
0.331
measurements illustrate
well chemical
phenomena.
8. I like studying in
S
3.38
0.92
3.13
0.64
1.000
0.351
chemistry if there are
J
3.42
0.96
2.58
0.91
2.446
0.025
investigations.
9. There should be more
S
3.63
0.52
3.38
0.74
1.000
0.351
investigations in
J
3.68
1.06
3.26
0.65
0.846
0.408
chemistry instruction.
10. Investigations increase
S
4.00
0.53
3.00
0.53
3.742
0.007
understanding of
J
3.58
1.17
3.58
1.17
1.287
0.215
chemistry.
11. Teacher support is
S
4.38
0.52
3.75
0.46
1.930
0.095
in open-ended
J
3.58
1.17
3.58
1.17
0.000
1.000
investigations.
Note. S= senior-level students, J= junior-level students. Original Finnish statement were translated to
English and checked by an expert in English. There were five choices ranging from Strongly Agree
(=5) to Strongly Disagree (=1) in each statement. * means before inquiry, ** after inquiry. *** means
paired-samples t-test, p > 0.05 (not significant), p ≤0.05 (almost significant), p ≤ 0.01 (significant),
p ≤ 0.001 (very significant). Also, a test for the homogeneity of variances (one-way ANOVA) was
calculated for both cases. Variances were all homogeneous, according to a Levene test at the juniorlevel. They were not homogeneous for Statements 1 and 11 at the senior secondary-level. The Finnish
statements were translated into English. There were some missing variables in the data at both levels.
They were replaced with value three.
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Table 8.2.2b
their inquiry.

Secondary-level students’ (N=27) views of the MBL studying at the end of

Statement

Level

Mean*

Std.
Dev.*

Mean**

Std.
Dev.**

1. The MBL package that I
used in our chemistry class
was easy to use.
2. The use of the MBL package
was interesting.
3. The MBL package was
useful.

S
J

4.00
3.31

1.00
0.85

3.27

1.10

S
J
S
J

3.33
3.15
4.33
3.23

1.53
0.69
0.58
0.44

3.67

0.82

3.33

0.98

4. Investigation of organic
reactions in chemistry
helps to understand chemical
reactions.
5. Investigations with computers
helps to study organic
reactions.

S
J

4.00
3.27

0.00
0.88

3.60

0.99

S
J

3.67
3.21

0.58
0.70

3.27

1.03

Note. * There were five choices ranging from Strongly Agree (=5) to Strongly Disagree (=1) in each
statement. The VRP study*, The Pilot study**. S means senior secondary-level students (N=8) and J
junior secondary-level students (N=19). The statements were only in the questionnaire after the
inquiry. Original Finnish statement were translated to English and checked by an expert in English.

The most interesting things the junior-group mentioned in their joint report were the
reactions of different compounds and the work with a magnetic stirrer. The most problematic
aspect of their work was “the success % of their measurements.” According to the juniorlevel chemistry teacher, all three small-group students in his class were quite active. His view
of learning in this kind of learning environment was positive: “It was very interesting.” He
mentioned, in particular, that the girls found it very interesting (as in Russell & French, 2001).
One girl said at the end of the inquiry: “If only chemistry classes could always be like this!”
To get better results in the understanding of the phenomena at the junior level, the
teacher suggested more theory about chemical reactions before the investigations, and also a
post-discussion of the investigations with a teacher. One good student (a grade of 10 in
chemistry) also concluded his experiences of their investigations: “First, more theory of the
phenomena and then, some in practice.” The student felt that the topic was very demanding
for their level, although it was part of the curriculum. This study was designed with their
teacher.
As good things in their inquiry, the senior-group mentioned in their joint report that “It
was good to see reactions in practice without being told about,” “It illustrated different
reaction types,” “It was easy to do,” and “The most interesting thing was to see how slow an
esterification reaction was compared with the reactions in which acid and base reacted, which
were so fast.”
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8.3 Conclusions
Phase 2 addressed How does the learning environment developed influence students’ higherorder thinking and meaningful chemistry learning? It centered around two special cases: the
junior-level and the senior-level groups. This case study showed some evidence of the senior
secondary-level students’ higher-order thinking skills (applying, analyzing, evaluating, and
creating, Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001) through student discourse and actions within the
learning environment.
This phase revealed that a prototype of the learning environment stimulated the seniorgroup students to use all four types of higher-order thinking skills (Anderson & Krathwohl,
2001) through their computer-assisted inquiry. Students succeeded quite well in completing
the task related to their school level. They applied their knowledge (factual, conceptual,
procedural, and metacognitive) and skills (analyzing, evaluating, and creating) to their task.
Students could plan their investigation, which they did in seven stages. Students also could
present a hypothesis for their task. They constructed their consensus model of the
phenomena through active discussion, presenting it in their joint report. Senior-group
students could also connect all three representational levels of chemistry in their explanations.
Senior-group students could successfully evaluate their knowledge and experience during
their inquiry.
As the theoretical problem analysis showed, meaningful learning can occur when
students are able to make sense of and to apply what they have learned (Anderson &
Krathwohl, 2001; Bransford, Brown & Cocking, 2000). This learning environment engaged
the senior-level students very well in chemistry, as their discourse showed. Ninety-five
percent of their discourse concerned the chemistry phenomena or procedural knowledge in
chemistry during their investigations. Senior-level students could analyze the chemical
phenomena quite diversely using their knowledge regarding stoichiometry (chemical
equations), thermodynamics (energy: exothermic, endothermic, heat), and kinetics (reaction
rate, variables effecting reaction rates, reaction mechanisms) of chemical reactions in their
analyzing processes (see Table 2.3, page 28). They could distinguish exothermic and
endothermic reactions based on their reactions, as was not possible in Boo, 1998. Seniorgroup students also explained their observations at the macroscopic level using symbolic
representations of chemical reaction, as in Hinton & Nakhleh, 1999.
Students could not, however, analyze much related to the kinetics and
thermodynamics of the chemical reactions, for example, why or how the reactions happened
(causal explanations, Gilbert, Boulter & Rutherford, 2000), as this researcher also expected.
Students did not present ‘What if’ questions (Novak & Krajick, 2004). They also had some
misconceptions during their discourse. For example, a misconception of the mechanism
regarding substitution reaction confused their thinking in the senior-group. This study also
showed how pre-knowledge of the phenomena guides their observations and explanations in a
small group (e.g. Hodson, 1998).
The use of higher-order thinking skills in the junior-group was quite low according to
their discourse and actions. They did not success very well in resolving their task in
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chemistry. However, they could apply their procedural knowledge quite well during their
data-gathering within the MBL, although their planning skills and meta-cognitive knowledge
were poor. They could make graph observations, but they could not use their higher-order
thinking skills to connect macroscopic and microscopic levels related to the phenomena.
They constructed a poor consensus model of the phenomena in their shared report, referring
to thermodynamics (e.g. heat). Their analyzing skills related to the phenomena were poor:
they could not distinguish the differences between four reactions. In particular, a junior-group
case showed that an appropriate conceptual understanding in chemistry is crucial for the
understanding of the phenomena, as in Atar, 2002; Friedler, Nachimias & Linn, 1990;
Hodson, 1998. According to Bergquist and Heikkinen (1990) students can even produce a
correct answer without understanding the concepts. However, students could evaluate their
knowledge, skills, and experience during their inquiry, but they could not do it so well as
senior-group students. This reflection did not, however, stimulate students to ask any
questions, as this researcher expected.
Some indices of how the learning environment and its components support students’
higher-order thinking and meaningful chemistry learning were also found. The Engagement
Phase of the Learning Cycle engaged small groups in the topic and the use of the MBL
package, as it was assumed. During the Exploration Phase, senior-group students used all
four types of higher-order thinking skills, but they did not start to analyze the phenomena,
especially in the thermodynamic area of chemical reactions (e.g. heat, exothermic, and
endothermic). The MBL stimulated them to think about the phenomena, as in Friedler &
McFarlane, 1997. Students observed the directions of the real-time graphs and explained the
occurance of the reactions and the reaction rate (kinetics) related to the graphs. The MBL
data became starting point for student thinking, as in Newton, 1997. The graph enabled the
students to construct a bridge between the phenomenon and its formal presentation, as in
Nachmias, 1989.
In fact, the Explanation Phase, with collaborative concept mapping, started the seniorgroup students analyzing process regarding the phenomena through their discourse. During
the Elaboration Phase, students also elaborated on the phenomena with expert-group
students. Two of three students could analyze and construct the phenomena in detail during
their oral presentations. During the Evaluation Phase, senior-level students could evaluate
their knowledge and experience, but not their skills, through a guided learning diary. They
also demonstrated this in their joint reports. The role of the Reporting Phase was significant.
The students had to use all four types of higher-order thinking skills in their joint report.
A jigsaw model of cooperative learning supported their learning through discourse.
This study showed that interaction between the senior-group students was very active (see
Figure 8.1.4.2a, page 155). Twenty percent of their discourse time occurred during the
preparation or measuring stages with the MBL package during the Exploration Phase, while
eighty percent of their discussion time was during the other Phases. The senior-group
students were also active in asking questions: they asked 98 questions during their inquiry,
mostly among themselves. Most of the questions can be classified as procedural questions.
Students also worked very autonomously: they only asked the teacher for help nine times, for
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example, for printing their graphs or related to the use of the MBL program. The role of the
leader in a small group was significant: she lead their discourse through their inquiry. The
making-sense process of the phenomena occurred between two of the most active students.
The study showed how group discourse also helped to change the wrong hypothesis of one
student at the end of the inquiry. In addition, this study revealed how the teacher and the
students of expert groups supported their higher-order thinking through some specific
questions.
The senior-group students did not need the opportunities of other Forums in the VRP
in this study, as this researcher expected. They only used the Discussion Forum twice during
classes. For example, new modelling programs available from the VRP were too new for
them. They could perhaps support their meaningful learning, if students were prepared for it
and there was more time for inquiry. However, the pilot study students liked the VRP on the
whole (see Chapter 7.5.2, page 130): about 72 % of the senior-level students considered it as
at least good learning environment. In particular, the Research Forum was in favour.
Phase 2 also answered the research question What are the students’ opinions of
studying in the VRP learning environment? Both small surveys, during the pilot study and
Phase 2, showed quite a positive self-estimation of the students regarding computer-assisted
inquiry, especially regarding microcomputer-based laboratory. In the pilot study, practical
work with a computer was very significantly interesting (p=0.001) for senior-level students.
Students also found it useful (p=0.006).
Related to Phase 2, only the statement “practical work using a computer illustrates
chemical phenomena better than traditional practical work” was very significant for the
senior-group students (see Table 8.2.2a, page 158). Clearly, the MBL learning environment
inspired the students in their investigations (see Table 8.2.2b, page 159). In particular, the
senior-level students considered the fact that the MBL package was easy and useful to use
after the inquiry. The means for the junior-group were also quite high (see Table 8.2.2b, page
159). All senior-group students agreed that investigations of organic reactions in chemistry
help to understand chemical reactions—the selected focus of the study. Most of them agreed
that investigations with computers help to study organic reactions. All means for the juniorlevel students were also quite high (see Table 8.2.2b, page 159).
According to Ausubel (1968), the material itself must have potential meaning for
meaningful learning occur. On the basis of the surveys, of observations from the classrooms
and videotapes, of learning diaries, two group interviews and of students shared reports, it can
be concluded that the “rich” learning environment was useful and inspiring for most students
(as in Adams & Shrum, 1990; Amend & Furstenau, 1992; Atar, 2002; Nakhleh, 1994;
Newton, 1997), especially it inspires senior-level students.
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9 SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS

9.1 Overview of Research Findings
The purpose of this design research project was to create a “rich” learning environment,
applicable to chemistry-classroom practice, supporting secondary-level students’ meaningful
chemistry learning and higher-order thinking (HOTS, Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001),
regarding the ideas of chemical reactions in the context of organic chemistry.
Three types of knowledge were obtained through this design research approach
(Edelson, 2002): (a) design frameworks about properties of the learning environment—the
design solution (see Chapter 9.1.1), (b) design methodologies about the design process of the
learning environment (see Chapter 9.1.2), and (c) domain knowledge about meaningful
chemistry learning and higher-order thinking through computer-assisted inquiry within the
learning environment (see Chapter 9.1.3).

9.1.1 The Design solution—the “Rich” Learning Environment
There were many needs in chemistry instruction, according to the theoretical and empirical
problem analysis (Edelson, 2002) of this study. Particularly, there was a need to implement
ICT effectively into the chemistry curriculum to support meaningful chemistry learning, as
also nowadays (the Finnish Ministry of Education, 2004; Report of the Finnish National
Board of Education, 2005a, 2005b). There has been little ICT classroom implementation by
chemistry teachers around the world. There was a need to create novel learning environments
that encourage both chemistry teachers and students to use ICT effectively in chemistry
classrooms. The microcomputer-based laboratory (MBL) and the web-based learning
environments were mentioned as one of the chemistry teachers’ needs. There was a need to
understand meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking through the MBL-based
inquiry. Few earlier research studies had focused on the topic.
Furthermore, there was a need to support students’ higher-order thinking in chemistry
at all secondary levels to increase students’ understanding of chemistry—meaningful
chemistry learning. There was a need to understand how to support meaningful chemistry
learning and higher-order thinking, and also how to integrate higher-order thinking into the
regular school chemistry curriculum. In particular, there was a need to support student
understanding related to chemical reactions in the context of organic chemistry.
In addition, there was a need to obtain new ways (e.g. pedagogical models, materials
for investigations) to be directly applied to chemistry classrooms to support meaningful
chemistry learning at the secondary-school level. As described earlier, too often chemistry
study starts from a microscopic or symbolic level only forgetting the necessary macroscopic
level in chemistry. In particular, there was a need to carry out investigations taking into
account the green chemistry approach, especially in the context of organic chemistry at the
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secondary level. Most organic reactions cannot be readily conducted safely with available
facilities for secondary-school laboratory work. In addition, there was a need to support the
use of the MBL package in chemistry classroom. Most schools in Finland had the MBLs but
only 7 % of the chemistry teachers used the MBLs in chemistry instruction.
As a design solution, a model of the “rich” learning environment (see Figure 1.1, page
1) was created related to the goals through a nine-stage design process (see Chapter 9.1.2),
based on the needs and previous research. The learning environment emphasizes (a)
investigative approach, using real MBL investigations (see Chapter 7.2), (b) authentic “reallife” experiences, including authentic tasks and tools (see Chapter 7.3), (c) distributed and
situated cognition, using peer, a chemistry teacher, a chemist, and the VRP support (see
Chapter 7.2.4 and 7.3) (d) encouraging and positive learning atmosphere through cooperative
learning (see Chapter 7.2.4).
In particular, the “rich” learning environment provides a great opportunity to bring
students closer to modern, real-life chemistry. Through computer-assisted investigations in
cooperative groups, students can “step into the shoes of the chemists” to be come familiar
with the nature of chemistry, particularly, with scientific inquiry (see Figure 5.1, page 65). It
provides an opportunity for students to study the phenomena in detail at all representational
levels (macroscopic, microscopic, and symbolic) in chemistry, as chemists do by using the
microcomputer-based laboratory (MBL) package, and other authentic tools of the VRP. This
model does not, however, require students to behave exactly as scientists.
This research project involved both the design of physical and pedagogical aspects to
obtain a successful design solution, a “rich” learning environment (Figure 1.1, page 1). The
developed web-based learning environment model of the Virtual Research Platform (VRP)
(Tutkimustori in Finnish) represents the physical aspect of the educational innovation
containing four forums: the Research Forum, the Library, the Discussion Forum, and the
Assessment Forum. The developed prototype of the learning environment and its updated
version can be found at the following address: http://www.helsinki.fi/project/mbl/
The main forum, the Research Forum of the VRP, contains new procedures for four
authentic investigation tasks (see Chapter 7.4.2), developed through the pilot study, to study
the ideas of chemical reactions in the context of the chemistry curriculum at the secondary
level. It also allows for access to the Finnish prototype of the MBL package called Empirica
2000 (see details, Chapter 7.2.1). The MBL tasks were designed to be project-like tasks,
including a story of a real-life problem that a chemist would have resolve, to “anchor”
students’ meaningful learning (see Chapter 7.4.2). Through the MBL, students can directly
interact with Nature, i.e. to investigate and model chemical phenomena at the macroscopic
level to enhance students’ understanding of the phenomena.
The MBL investigations provide a novel approach to study the ideas of chemical
reactions in the context of organic chemistry. The investigations used are not easily
accomplished on a microscale with traditional methods in schools, as in Nakhleh, Polles &
Malina, 2002. With sensitive Emprica 2000 sensors (e.g. temperature), it is possible to
reduce the amounts of chemicals needed and provide opportunities for students to easily
investigate as many as six chemical reactions in microscale.
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The MBL assists higher-order thinking and meaningful chemistry learning supporting
an investigative style of working—managing the collection, display, storage, modelling, and
analyses of laboratory data. The MBL also has a timesaving feature; the time saved allows
more time to be spent on higher-order thinking about the data (Domin, 1999), as also this
study showed. It also increases authentic scientific inquiry at the school level, as in Settlage,
1995 and Mokros & Tinker, 1987.
Three forums (the Library, the Discussion Forum, and the Assessment Forum) were
also incorporated in the VRP. The Library provides opportunities to use authentic
visualization tools (e.g. drawing and modelling molecules) to promote students’
understanding at micro and symbolic levels. In particular, three-dimensional visualization of
molecules can help to understand chemical phenomena studied first at the macroscopic level.
The Discussion Forum supports student interaction at school or home through the web-based
learning environment related to the phenomena. The Assessment Forum allows students to
test their mental models of the phenomena, both before and after their inquiries. In addition to
project-like tasks and the MBL package, other authentic materials were provided, such as a
digital video of a chemistry research laboratory in the Library and an “Ask a Chemist” feature
in the Discussion Forum. Few secondary-level students had been given the opportunity to
visit a real laboratory in chemistry classes (Aksela & Juvonen, 1999).
Furthermore, to support meaningful chemistry learning, a special template for
microscale investigations was developed, incorporating green chemistry principles. The MBL
template provides students with opportunities to study six chemical reactions in microscale
quickly and safely at the macroscopic level. Students can better concentrate on their
investigation without a rush to find other materials, and all materials are close to them. The
use of the template also reduces the amounts of chemicals used and wastes produced,
supporting the green chemistry approach (e.g. Ryan & Tinnesand, 2002). As the empirical
problem analysis showed, resources had been one of the problems in Finnish chemistry
instruction, according to experienced chemistry teachers (see Chapters 7.1.1 and 7.1.2).
As described in Chapter 1.2, meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking
require support and coaching. Thinking-skill interventions can be very effective at all levels,
especially if directed at meta-cognitive approaches. To support meaningful chemistry
learning and higher-order thinking through the VRP environment, the pedagogical aspect of
the innovation, the Learning Cycle, with six stages (Table 5.4, page 74) was developed for
this study on the basis of the 5E–model (BSCS, 1992, 1994; Bybee, 2004) and of the pilot
study (see Chapter 7.3). The learning cycle usually can develop a better conceptual
understanding between students, improves their thinking skills, and encourages positive
attitudes in chemistry.
The new model of the learning cycle for computer-assisted inquiry in chemistry
contains six Phases: (a) the Engagement Phase, including the first investigation task within
the MBL of the VRP, (b) the Exploration Phase, including the investigation tasks 1 to 3, (c)
the Explanation Phase, including collaborative concept mapping, (d) the Elaboration Phase,
including home-group students’ oral presentations for expert-group students, (e) the
Evaluation Phase, including filling in a learning diary in a small group, and (f) the Reporting
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Phase, including a joint report. All phases (a to f) were designed to be as a part of the
chemistry curriculum for three chemistry lessons (3 x 45 minutes), and thus, easily applied to
practice. The Reporting Phase was designed to be homework or as an additional chemistry
lesson.
Another pedagogical part of the educational innovation was a jig-saw model of
cooperative learning (see Figure 5.3, page 73, applied for computer-assisted inquiry. It was
developed during this study on the basis of the pedagogical model of Aronson et al. (1978),
and the pilot study (see Chapter 7.3, page 107). Cooperative situations provide great
opportunities for students to articulate their own thoughts and verbalize new concepts in small
groups, so higher-order thinking skills can improve. It also can create an encouraging and
positive atmosphere for meaningful chemistry learning. In this jigsaw model, students first
work on small groups of 3 to 4, called home groups, using their own choice of roles (e.g. a
leader and a secretary). Then they pass on the results of their investigations to other students
in groups called expert groups.
The model of the “rich” learning environment can be used freely in every secondarylevel chemistry classroom. It was, however, not designed for commercial purposes. The
VRP can be used in numerous ways, such as in project-based learning, investigations, and/or
independent work, in classrooms as well as outside the school. Web access also allows for
the opportunity to complete pre-laboratory and post-laboratory exercises at home. The
structure can be applied easily for different chemistry or science curriculum units by teachers
themselves. Thus, teachers can be designers within a Virtual Research Platform: they can
easily add or delete forums, change the colors and background of the Virtual Research
Platform, and change the information, according to their own or their students’ taste, by using,
for example a Microsoft Front Page program (see http://office.microsoft.com/frontpage).
In addition, the VRP can be used as in this study or, for example, for distance learning
through the Library, the Discussion, and the Assessment forums. Students can use to do their
homework or they can discuss their chemistry topic, or ask for help. Students may also
explore their pre-preparation questions (Engagement Phase) at home before the inquiry. In
addition, the MBL investigation tasks can be completed with other MBL packages. The idea
of the learning cycle and the jigsaw model of cooperative learning may be applied during
science classes for different investigation topics. In addition, the innovation—a plate in
microscale—can be easily applied in other chemistry investigations within different MBL
packages. Furthermore, it can also be used to create hands-on laboratory assessment tasks.

9.1.2 Design Process of the “Rich” Learning Environment
As described earlier, the aim of design research methodology is to understand not only the
design solution but the design process itself. As an outcome of this design research, a ninestage model was also produced to design the “rich” learning environment (see other models
described in Chapter 1.4.2). The characteristics of good design research (Dede, 2004; DesignBased Research Collective, 2003) guided the design process (see details, Chapter 6.2), for
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example, the needs of practitioners (see Chapter 9.1) and policymakers (e.g. national
framework curriculum in chemistry) were taken into account during its design.
The “rich” learning environment was developed through systematic, flexible, and
iterative review, analysis, design, development, and implementation, as in Wang and
Hannafin, 2004, directly addressing the problems of practice and producing an applicable
solution. The process of design included cycles of design and revision (see Table 6.1, as also
in Cobb et al., 2003). In this design process, theoretical and empirical problem analyses
(Edelson, 2002) were integrated, as described in Chapters 7.2 and 7.4. Some special features
related to the goals were highlighted in its designing process (see in detail, Chapters 7.2 and
7.4), especially, that learning should be active, constructive, reflective, goal-directed,
authentic, and cooperative. This design process included a total of nine stages (see Figure
6.1), each having different research goals (as in Cobb, 2001; Collins, 1992), and described in
detail in Chapters 7 and 8.
The design research triangulated methods of qualitative and quantitative research (a
mixed methodology) to better understand the features of an educational innovation, as in
Design-Based Research Collective, 2003 (see validity and reliability in detail, Chapter 6.2). It
used video-recordings, naturalistic observations, group interviewing, concept maps, learning
diaries, students’ research reports, and surveys during six empirical studies (Table 6.1.2).
There were three surveys concerning the chemistry teacher needs, and three studies with
various methods concerning secondary-level students in real-world settings. A total of 488
chemistry teachers throughout Finland, and 88 students from six chemistry classes, with four
chemistry teachers participated.
Design research emphasized the participatory role of practitioners (as in CarrChellman & Savoy, 2004) to obtain a successful design procedure and solution, and to
facilitate ICT use in chemistry classrooms. This researcher—a designer and a researcher in
the design-research process—collaborated with teachers, students, other researchers in the
larger design research project described in Chapter 1.1, and with other chemistry teachers and
researchers in universities and industries. The design process was also supported by feedback
from research group meetings, post-graduate meetings, ten conferences, several special
courses or lectures for chemistry teachers or teacher-students, and in publications (see Chapter
1.4.3, pages 12 – 14).

9.1.3 Domain Knowledge about meaningful chemistry learning and higherorder thinking through computer-assisted inquiry
As descriped in Chapter 2, meaningful learning takes place when students not only remember,
but also make sense of and are able to apply, what they have learned in chemistry (cf.
Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Bransford, Brown & Cocking, 1999). And, success in
meaningful learning is dependent on three factors (Ausubel, Novak & Hanesian, 1978): (a) a
meaningful learning set, (b) the students’ prior knowledge (e.g. concepts), and (c) inherent
meaningfulness of the new concepts. If one or more of these requirements are not met, then
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rote learning ensues. In this study, student understanding of chemistry principles—
meaningful chemistry learning—was evidenced by students’ abilities to demonstrate HOTS
related to ideas about chemical reactions. The higher-order thinking skills were defined,
according to the Revised Taxonomy (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, Chapter 3).
This design research showed how the “rich” learning environment can support
meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking, what kind of higher-order thinking
secondary-level students could use to built an understanding of the phenomena, and how they
used higher-order thinking in their small groups through the six-stage learning cycle. It also
showed what level the junior-group and the senior-group students who had completed nearly
all chemistry courses at their level, could achieve through three-hour VRP-based inquiries
related to their meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking.
The “rich” learning environment supported the senior-group students’ meaningful
chemistry learning, but not very well the junior-group’s learning (see details, 8.1.4.1B). The
senior-level students could quite easily transfer their earlier knowledge of the ideas of
chemical reactions to the context of organic chemistry through computer-assisted inquiry (as
in Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Bransford et al., 2000). They constructed a consensus
model of the phenomena through different interactions by integrating chemistry knowledge at
all three representational levels (see Figure 2.1, page 22). Senior-level students engaged in
active social discourse related to the chemical phenomena, posed many questions, and
demonstrated higher-order thinking skills. They could analyze the phenomena, regarding
stoichiometry, thermodynamics, and kinetics of chemical reactions. This study also showed
how pre-knowledge of the phenomena (also their misconceptions) guided their observations
and explanations in a small group.
The “rich” learning environment stimulated most secondary-level students’ interest,
and could, thus, affect student motivation to learn chemical phenomena. Most students were
highly favourable to the implemented VRP in this study. In particular, about 72 % of seniorlevel students in the evaluation study considered the VRP as a good or an excellent learning
environment. Clearly, the MBL learning environment inspired the students in their
investigations (see Table 8.2.2b, page 159). In particular, the senior-level students considered
the fact that the MBL package was easy and useful after the inquiry. The Engagement Phase
of the learning cycle helped novice students to be come familiar with the MBL. The more
often the MBL was used, the more efficient it will be come, as this study demonstrated. All
senior-group students agreed in the end of the inquiry that investigations of organic reactions
in chemistry help to understand chemical reactions—the selected focus of the study.
Some indicators of how this implemented learning environment supported novice
students’ meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking were also found. In
particular, the study emphasizes the following features of the learning environment: (a)
authentic project-like tasks, (b) the MBL generated real-time graphs, (c) peer and teacher
support through discourse and posing questions through the learning cycle, (d) meta-cognitive
aspects of the six-stage learning cycle, and (e) the VRP support.
This study highlights the role of investigation tasks. Tasks serve as anchors, and
provide a stimulus for students’ meaningful chemistry learning (cf. Oliver, 1999; Wild &
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Quinn, 1997). In particular, the tasks which are rich (i.e. complex and open-ended) are more
likely to promote discussion and understanding of evidence in science than are simple or
closed tasks (Hogarth et al., 2005). In this study, the project-like tasks (see Chapter 7.3.5)
were engaged the senior-group students to active discourse. However, open-ended tasks can
be too demanding to related to the goals for novice students (as in Phase 1) who had not
carried out investigations earlier. DeBoer (2004) highlights the role of the teacher to
determine an appropriate level of inquiry. The tasks should include guiding questions (e.g.
why and when) and be close to students’ pre-knowledge level (Ausubel, 1968). Higher-order
thinking can be supported, for example by using special verbs, in tasks as presented in Table
3.2.1b. The verbs can be useful in the formulation of questions and learning goals (Bloom,
1956).
The MBL real-time graphs stimulated senior-level students to reflect the chemical
phenomena. However, it was not very easy for junior-level students to provide verbal
descriptions of graphs related to the phenomena, as in Barton, 1997. The students’ choice of
words, especially at the junior-secondary level, seemed to refer to the “behaviour” of a graph,
as in Newton, 1997. Perhaps, better results could be achieved, if students had practice in
thinking about data presented through graphs to identify properties and relationships
regarding chemistry, and in discussing graphs, as in Newton, 1997. Perhaps, they need more
discussions about chemistry graphs with their teachers (as in Barton, 1997), or with the expert
students
This “rich” learning environment is an example of an intervention in which higherorder thinking in chemistry is supported through a student-centered computer-assisted inquiry
(see examples of some interventions in Chapter 3) within the pedagogical models (strategies).
The Learning Cycle used was an effective support for higher-order thinking in chemistry for
better meaningful learning, as in Lawson, 2002. The Exploration Phase within the MBL was
a necessary starting point for their thinking in chemistry (see Table 8.1.4.2a). The real-time
graphs of the phenomena worked as “thinking aids” for students. The use of the MBL freed
students to devote attention to reflection and discussion, as in Rogers, 1996. As described
earlier, twenty percent of their discourse time occurred during the preparation or measuring
stages with the MBL package during the Exploration Phase, while eighty percent of their
discussion time was during the other Phases.
In particular, the Explanation Phase, with collaborative concept mapping engaged
students to use their higher-order thinking skills regarding the phenomena, as in Trowbridge
and Wandersee (1988), and Daley (2002). The Reporting Phase provided opportunities for
students to reflect upon their thoughts and summarize their investigations. In particular,
collaborative concept mapping of the Explanation Phase and the Reporting Phase at the close
of the inquiry documented the senior students’ HOTS, especially as students started to
analyze and synthesize regarding the phenomena in their small groups.
The support of a jigsaw cooperative learning model was central in this study. It
engaged the senior-level students in active interaction with each other (Figure 8.1.4.2a), and
to support each other in their chemistry thinking and actions, as in Nakhleh (1994). Some
cognitive growth also resulted from students’ social interaction. Peer interactions were
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valuable during their process. Expert-group students’ questions stimulated them to better
thinking in their inquiry. These results also support a view of greater use of discussion in
small groups in secondary-school chemistry instruction (see Lavonen et al., 2004).
The VRP supported the goals of this study, particularly through the Research Forum,
within the three-hour VRP-based inquiries. In addition, students sought additional support for
their explanations from the Library and from a chemist in the Discussion Forum. However,
the senior-group students did not need to use all opportunities of other Forums (e.g. modelling
and drawing molecules or concept maps) in the VRP in this study, as this researcher expected,
perhaps due to the form of tasks or the tools were too new for them.
The teacher’s role was important to stimulate and to guide students’ thinking in cases
of complex tasks and the novice junior-group. In this study, to promote higher-order
thinking, the chemistry teacher presented the proper questions during student-centered
investigation (called scaffolding, see Vygotsky, 1978), i.e. a teacher caused an external
conflict (Barton, 1997; Bennett et al., 2004). However, the senior-group in Phase 2 could
work quite autonomously.

9.2 Implications of Research Findings
Some implications of this research for chemistry teacher education and further research are
discussed in the following sections.
9.2.1 Implications for Chemistry Teacher Education
Both pre-service and in-service training and versatile support is necessary if the educational
innovation can be successful (as in Fullan, 1991; Rogers, 1995; 2001). As presented in
Chapter 1.2, chemistry teachers’ thinking, beliefs, and attitudes strongly influence their
practice, and thus affect student learning. Chemistry teachers’ roles and their conceptions
about the use of MBL tools have a critical influence on students’ use of these tools.
Furthermore, this effectiveness is related to the teachers’ ability to encourage interaction
among students to talk about the data, and on their ability to develop teaching and learning
approaches suitable for an MBL environment (Lavonen et al., 2003). Thus, a chemistry
teacher plays a key role in creating the learning environments that encourage students to
promote their higher-order thinking skills, applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating
(Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001), for better understand chemistry—meaningful chemistry
learning—through computer-assisted inquiry at the secondary-school level.
The ICT use related to the goals should become an integrated part of the curricula in
schools and in teacher education (as in the Finnish Ministry of Education, 2004; Niemi, 2003;
Report of the Finnish National Board of Education, 2005a, 2005b). Teacher educators play a
critical role in preparing chemistry teachers to meet this goal. More chemistry teacher
education is needed where workshop activities and classroom practice in chemistry are
integrated (as in De Jong, Veal & van Driel, 2002). In addition, the integration of the topic to
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pre-service chemistry teacher education is necessary. Teacher-students are chemistry teachers
in future. If they can use the “rich” learning environment well, its’ implementation will be
easier to the school practise. ICT is a central part of teacher education. Any training
programme needs to ensure that chemistry teachers are made aware of the benefits of using
ICT (BECTA, 2004).
This design research provided an example of a learning environment for ICT use in
chemistry education at the secondary level. It can be used as one example of how students’
meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking can be supported through computerassisted inquiry, considering both its advantages and limitations. Understanding chemical
reactions, the heart of chemistry, in the context of organic chemistry as well, can be practiced
more by using higher-order thinking skills through computer-assisted inquiry. In general, the
MBL should be employed in various ways by using the proper materials in the Help menu of
the MBL. Only practice with the MBL makes perfect. The model of the VRP can also be
used as an example of how to use ICT in chemistry instruction to combine practical work at
the macroscopic level with other representational levels in chemistry, to support meaningful
chemistry learning. A discussion of the advantages and limitations of a web-based learning
environment and its use in chemistry classrooms could also be initiated.
For students to become good thinkers in chemistry, teachers must be good thinkers
themselves. Professional teacher development should show how to think on a high level in
chemistry, how to teach students to use thinking strategies, and how to assess students’
thinking. A chemistry teacher should learn how to design tasks that promote higher-order
thinking and meaningful chemistry learning. In addition, more research should be integrated
into the teacher education process. Teachers need more knowledge of students’ thinking and
difficulties, and effects of different instructional strategies. According to Black (2004),
teachers should provide students with criteria for judging information, a thinking vocabulary,
an understanding of terms, and assorted thinking strategies.
Chemistry teachers must know how to implement a curriculum that addresses higherorder thinking goals, and/or how to plan lessons that are rich in such goals (as in Zohar,
2004). Teachers need direct instruction on how to show to students thinking skills, for
example to observe, compare, explain, and predict (Black, 2004). Each student can use
higher-order thinking with suitable guidance (e.g. Zohar, 2004). Research shows that higherorder thinking is not inappropriate for lowachieving students, as many teachers often have
thought (e.g. Zohar, Degani & Vaaknin, 2001). The revised Taxonomy, presented in the
theoretical problem analysis, can be applied in planning and assessing chemistry instruction,
moving toward the goals set for chemistry.
According to Wegerif (2002, page 18), effective teaching for transferable thinking
skills with ICT contains some or all of the following elements: (a) teaching a ‘thinking’
vocabulary and giving learners an explicit explanation of the thinking skills that they are to be
learnt, (b) observing an expert performing the task (modelling), (c) giving timely feedback on
performance (formative assessment), (d) direct support in the early stages of learning a task
(scaffolding) and then a gradual move towards self-regulation and autonomy (teacher fadeout), (e) the opportunity to articulate thinking strategies and discuss these with other learners
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(thinking together), and (f) the explicit demonstration of how thinking strategies acquired in
one subject area can be used to solve problems in another area (bridging).
9.2.2 Implications for Further Research
As described in Chapter 1.1, this study was part of a larger cooperative effort between two
centeres to create novel research-based information and communication technology (ICT)
learning environments to support students’ meaningful chemistry learning. This nine-stage
design research provided various research topics to study in detail and continue design
research with chemistry teachers—to better support meaningful chemistry learning and
higher-order thinking at the secondary level.
In particular, larger and longer-term design research studies with chemistry teachers in
chemistry classrooms are needed to fully understand the impact of the “rich” learning
environment and how students’ meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking
change over time regarding chemical reactions. This study showed the effects of three-hour
inquiry in chemistry classroom and with small amount of students.
More control-treatment studies should be designed to investigate the impact of the
pedagogical models (strategies) for higher-order thinking and meaningful chemistry learning
in chemistry classes, on the basis of the present research. More research is needed, especially
investigating the dynamics of interaction through students’ higher-order thinking processes in
small groups. Little research has been reported on small-group discussions in chemistry and
also within an ICT environment (Hogarth et al., 2005; Bennett et al., 2004).
What is needed especially is to understand how chemistry teachers use the “rich”
learning environment to support students’ meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order
thinking. There is a need to understand how to support secondary-level chemistry students’
meaningful learning and higher-order thinking, as well as how to integrate higher-order
thinking into the regular school chemistry curriculum (cf. Zohar, 2004). There is also a need
to understand chemistry teachers’ higher-order thinking and how s/he implements it in
chemistry teaching. Only 3 % of the research papers considered teachers’ thinking (Higgins
et al., 2004). Also, it would be useful to study the higher-order thinking in chemistry of preservice students—future chemistry teachers.
It would be necessary to understand in detail the role of meta-cognitive knowledge to
support students’ higher-order thinking in chemistry. As mentioned before, meta-cognitive
strategies are needed during goal specification, planning investigations, and deciding on the
strategies to take measurements, and to monitor and check results (Anderson & Krathwohl,
2001). In addition, it would be beneficial to understand in detail how different investigation
tasks within the MBL package could be used to assess tasks of higher-order thinking skills.
Assessing inquiry outcomes is one of the challenges in chemistry (Hofstein, 2004). In
particular, an interesting research project could be to develop an authentic or alternative
assessment through design research.
Furthermore, it would be useful to understand how the VRP could be applied
effectively in chemistry education, particularly, how modelling programs of the VRP could
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support higher-order thinking and meaningful chemistry learning, combined with the MBL
investigations at the macroscopic level. In addition, it would be useful to study how the
inquiry affects on students’ views on the nature of chemistry. In fact, each study presented in
this design research project could provide many opportunities for further research.

9.2.3 Conclusions
The main goal of the “rich” learning environment is to support secondary-level students’
meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking, regarding the ideas of chemical
reaction in the context of organic reactions through computer-assisted inquiry. As presented
in Chapter 1.2, meaningful learning and acquisition of new thinking skills is often a slow and
gradual process. Students need practice and guidance to promote their higher-order thinking
(Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001) in chemistry, to build a better understanding of chemical
reactions.
By engaging in design research, it was possible to get an insight in how to support
students’ meaningful chemistry learning and higher-order thinking through computer-assisted
inquiry. The design research approach provided a great opportunity for studying strategies to
support learning in practice, and to better understand the phenomena, for example, how, why,
and when educational innovation works in practice at the secondary level. The “rich”
learning environment can act as a catalyst to support students’ interactive construction of
knowledge, to create a consensus model of the chemical phenomena by increasing students’
discourse and higher-order thinking in chemistry.
To obtain better scientific understanding in chemistry, more focus should be placed on
how to support students’ higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) in the schools’ chemistry
curricula. More higher-order thinking-centered learning (Zohar, 2004) is needed to promote
students’ understanding in chemistry to acquire necessary scientific literacy. Higher-order
thinking must be integrated more to the school programs at every level and to different topics.
Students need to learn how to handle higher-order thinking, applying, analyzing, evaluating,
and creating (synthesizing), in chemistry for greater meaningful chemistry learning. In
particular, a more “higher-order thinking culture” in the chemistry classroom is needed, in
which students have time to engage in versatile higher-order thinking tasks in small groups
and are encouraged be come more aware of their own higher-order thinking processes (e.g.
having meta-cognitive knowledge of it).
ICT within a “rich” learning environment provides support for students’ higher-order
thinking in chemistry, thus promoting meaningful chemistry learning. It can catalyze
integrating ICT and classroom practice. In particular, laboratory investigations are needed to
support students’ learning of the chemical reactions: “It was good to see reactions in practice
without being told about” (a view expressed by one senior-level student after the inquiry). In
addition, it can inspire students’ chemistry learning: “If only chemistry classes could always
be like this!” (a view expressed by one junior-level student after the inquiry).
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